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Foreword: Anarchy is forever: The infinite
and eternal moment of struggle

Simon Springer

Life exists only at this very moment, and in this moment it is infinite and eter-
nal, for the present moment is infinitely small; before we can measure it, it has
gone, and yet it exists forever.1

Geography has a very unpleasant history. From the very outset of the discipline,
geography was at the frontlines of the colonial project. It continues to be
entangled with militarism through a steady stream of funding for geographers
who see no ethical qualms about the perpetuation of war. The Bowman
Expeditions immediately come to mind, where geography professors, Jerome
Dobson and Peter Herlihy, from the University of Kansas took funding from
the U.S. Army’s Foreign Military Studies Office to map indigenous lands in
Mexico. Ostensibly this project sought to advance the rights of indigenous
peoples, yet the researchers failed to disclose who was bankrolling the project
to participating communities and the fact that the collected data was being
transmitted to Radiance Technologies, a military contractor that billed itself
as ‘creating innovative solutions for the warfighter’. The project culminated in
controversy, as the Zapotec people discovered they had been duped.2 This was
undeniably a very ugly moment for geography, bringing tremendous shame
and embarrassment to the discipline. But what might happen if we start
thinking about geography in a different light, where instead of paying service
to military pursuits and ceding to the interests of imperialists, we were to
instead orient it towards the anarchist horizons of possibility?3

This is the exact question that this book grapples with and it is a concern
that Pëtr Kropotkin and Élisée Reclus were already raising over a century
ago. While their contemporaries were busy contributing to the realisation of
colonial machinations and planning for the next round of stripping indigenous
peoples of their lands,4 these two men were tearing apart the racist under-
pinnings of environmental determinism and eviscerating all the implications
that were being assumed of Charles Darwin’s work. Rather than allowing
geography to be a means of justifying domination and war, Reclus and Kro-
potkin viewed the discipline as a conduit for dissipating prejudice by aligning
it to anarchism. This desire for an anarchist geography should not be thought
of as a quaint and idiosyncratic memory of the past, subsumed beneath the



tides of more important geographical traditions. Instead, there is much to learn
from anarchist geographies today, where anarchism pulses within many of the
discipline’s current veins. Reclus’5 notion of a ‘universal geography’ for
example has significant resonance with the recent relational turn in geo-
graphy, and his environmental outlook anticipated the field of political ecol-
ogy. Similarly, Kropotkin’s6 theory of ‘mutual aid’ is a primary source of
inspiration for emergent ideas around reciprocity and the geographies of care,
but it also hits at the possibilities of current more-than-human geographies by
recognising the agency of non-human actors and the symbiotic relationships
that enable our very existence on planet Earth. A reengagement of anarchism
within contemporary geographical theory and practice opens a renewed path
towards the open fields of emancipation, veering far to the left of the thorny
thickets of militarism and imperialism that sadly some geographers continue to
preen. Yet in realising the possibilities that can grow out of the synergies
between anarchism and geography within the present moment, it is important
to look to the lessons of the past.

We can start our journey along the contours of anarchist geographies in the
depths of time immemorial. It is in the unknowable mystery of this olden
domain that anarchy first took shape as the very condition of life itself.
Anarchy is indicative a world free from servitude and the intrusions of govern-
ance, where there are no hierarchical institutions or mechanisms of control. It
reveals a world of free association and constant change, a deep inter-
dependence between everything that exists and the perpetual evolution of the
unfolding interactions of being. In the midst of this immanence, domination
represents a disruption, where in the grand scheme of things it is quickly
corrected by the prevailing order of existence. Anarchy can accordingly be
considered at once the infinite and unfathomable vibrations of the universe
and the geometry of life itself. It is the energy that flows through our natural
world, a beautiful fractal that can never actually be broken, only temporarily
interrupted. Any suggestion that anarchy is chaos consequently signals a
profound lack of understanding and serves not as truth, but as the manifes-
tation of an anxiety born from the parochial hubris of the human mind as it
attempts to restructure what actually exists in accordance with what it pro-
blematically thinks should be. Anarchy is only mayhem through the distorted
lens of a fool’s sense of order.

In contrast to anarchy, anarchism is a political philosophy and practice that
attempts to correct the strange intermission of the present moment, where the
rhythm and flow of symbiosis has been disrupted by extraordinary mass vio-
lence. The state, capitalism, religion, sexism, racism, ableism, childism, and
speciesism are all representative of the archy, or systems of domination, that
form the nebula of this interference, clouding our vision through the myopia
of gradation and supremacy. It is precisely these facets of rule that are the
target of anarchists. In attempting to realise the end of such cruelty, anarchists
recognise that there is no primacy to the ordering of life, only the harmony of
oneness. We are connected to existence as equals, with none taking
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precedence over another. On a larger temporal timescale it is guaranteed that
the system will correct itself, whereby consonance will be restored and all
existent chains of command severed. Greed, extractivism, and the accumula-
tion of capital will push humanity to extinction and the entire order of our
planet will reset itself, shattering the false dichotomies and hierarchies that
humans have fabricated. Yet for anarchists this is not the desired outcome. The
pursuit of anarchism is an attempt to restore balance to the world before our
collective demise becomes assured. It is a reaction to the nihilism of avarice,
premised on the very radical idea that humans should continue to be woven
into the fabric of the great unravelling enigma that is the universe.

Through the institution of the state and the spread of capitalism we have
collectively wrestled with the natural world, imposing hierarchies and modes of
domination upon the structure of our planetary existence that simply don’t make
sense. They are the reflections of human arrogance that have taken us through
the looking glass into a dystopian reality of profound malevolence. We can take
some measure of solace in the idea that the state and capital are facile and
fugitive attempts at organisation that will undoubtedly come undone, but any
politics of resignation is fundamentally a practice of necromancy. These are
institutions that signify the celebration of our demise and any communion with
them is the fulfilment of a death wish. If we do nothing and simply wait for the
eternal recurrence to arrive,7 our shared misery as we plunge headlong towards
oblivion is virtually assured. Anarchism requires more of us. An anarchist politics
insists that apathy give way to empathy. It demands the impossible, summoning
us to take action in recreating the world through the realignment of our geo-
graphies towards the possibility of a tomorrow that at present cannot be assured.
The primary mode of restitution is prefiguration, a process of living life today, in
this very moment, in this exact space, in a way that is befitting of the future we
seek to establish.8 Our future is consequently to be found in the past, in the
primordial anarchy that is ancient beyond memory, record, or tradition, and
the living anarchism that was documented in historical struggles.

The chapters that comprise this book offer a powerful reminder of what we
can jointly achieve when we are willing to struggle in the face of oppression.
The anarchist lessons of the past are brought to bear on geography, not as the
anachronistic stains of a yesterday that can never be revisited, but as a vital
pigmentation of what becomes possible today when we have the courage to see
the full spectrum of colour that this life provides. Just as anarchy was the stuff
of there and then, anarchism attempts to realise a here and now. Yet this too is
indicative of a false separation of space and time, demonstrating the ways
that language all too often fails us. There is here, and then is now. Anything
else is illusion, veiled in the ignorance of separation. The cosmology of space-
time folds into itself, and the eternal-now-infinite-here is but a matter of fact,
the very basis of existence.

So if anarchy is the filament of our past, then anarchism is the incandes-
cence of our present. Each plays a role in illuminating our future with the
passionate radiance of connection. If we are to remain a part of the chronicle
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of life in its beautiful mercurial narration, we need to let the stories-so-far of
anarchism guide us into a future that embraces our past as the space of
anarchy. It is the embrace of this infinite and eternal moment of struggle that
sees us emerge from our chrysalis to spread our wings. It gives purpose to the
work of transforming the world as we glide along a cyclical line of flight
towards the reawakening of harmony. Anarchism is an uroboric geography. It
is the realisation of the macrocosm in the microcosm, the momentary in the
infinite, the universe in a speck of dust. Through explorations of the past, the
musings offered in the pages of this book promote a vision of the horizon,
enabling us to realise that anarchist geographies are the fulfilment of a world that
we have the active ability to create, an ontology that yearns to be created. They
envision an earth beyond militarism, beyond cruelty, beyond violence, and
beyond hate, in short, a world that we would actually want to live in. They
remind us that while anarchism may be fleeting, anarchy is forever.

Notes
1 Watts, Become What You Are, 10.
2 Bryan and Wood, Weaponizing Maps: Indigenous Peoples and Counterinsurgency

in the Americas.
3 Springer, The Anarchist Roots of Geography: Toward Spatial Emancipation.
4 Driver, Geography Militant: Cultures of Exploration and Empire.
5 Reclus, The Earth and Its Inhabitants: The Universal Geography.
6 Kropotkin, Mutual Aid: A Factor of Evolution.
7 Nietzsche, Thus Spake Zarathustra.
8 Ince, ‘In the Shell of the Old: Anarchist Geographies of Territorialisation’.
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Introduction

Federico Ferretti, Gerónimo Barrera de la Torre,
Anthony Ince and Francisco Toro

In the last few years, anarchism has been rediscovered as a transnational,
cosmopolitan and multifaceted movement and its traditions, often hastily dis-
missed in the name of Marxism, Liberalism or post-structuralism, are increas-
ingly revealing insights which inspire present-day scholarship in anthropology,
sociology, philosophy, biology, social history and, last but not least, geography.
This work is the first attempt to provide a historical geography of anarchism,
addressing at the same time places and spatiality of historical anarchist move-
ments and key thinkers, and the present scientific challenges of the geographical
anarchist traditions in the fields of social movements, environmental struggles,
post-statist geographies, indigenous thinking and situated cosmopolitanisms.

This book collects the proceedings of the multiple session ‘Historical
Geographies of Anarchism: Situating Struggles, Studying Environments’ orga-
nised by the Editors for the Royal Geographical Society–Institute of British
Geographers Annual International Conference on the theme of ‘Geographies
of Anthropocene’, which took place in Exeter in September 2015. While in
recent years there has been a growing number of sessions on anarchism’s
relationship with geography, this conference was the first one organised on
these specific historical topics and the contributions drew on three main
strands of international literature on Anarchist geographic research.

The first strand concerns the recent rediscovery of anarchist geographies,
which has occurred increasingly since the special issues consecrated to anarchist
geographies by the journals ACME and Antipode in 2012. These journal
issues included works on anarchist geographies’ genealogies1 and historical
figures like Léon Metchnikoff/Lev Mečnikov (1838–1888), Élisée Reclus
(1830–1905)2 and Pëtr Kropotkin (1842–1921)3 now addressed by a great
number of multilingual contributions.4 Recent works have also promoted new
debates in the fields of anarchist pedagogies5 and post-statist geographies,6

among numerous other critical, substantive contributions to existing debates.
The second is the literature analysing historical geographies of science and
scientific revolutions7 as a part of the wider context of the spatial turn in
social sciences, addressing the localisations and mobilities of scientific
knowledge as decisive elements in understanding it.8 The third strand of the
book is the historical literature considering anarchism as a transnational



movement based on networks and cosmopolite circulations of ideas, publica-
tions and militants,9 a line of research which has successfully challenged the
shortcomings of more traditional histories of anarchism which were depen-
dent on what Davide Turcato defines as a ‘cyclical pattern of advances and
retreats’, leading to false ‘millenaristic’ readings of anarchism that impede a
clear understanding of how this movement really worked.10

A common topic for a great part of our contributions is an analysis of the
transnational and cosmopolitan networks and circulations affecting both
social movements and the construction of knowledge by early anarchist geo-
graphers: the transnational nature of the anarchist movement can help to
explain the anti-colonialist thinking of its early intellectuals, such as Reclus
and Kropotkin. Thus, the idea of linking anarchism and its history to its
places and circulations is a central one for this collective work, which
addresses at the same time the history of anarchism and present-day anarchist
movements and their spatiality. Consistent with the transnationalism, cosmo-
politism and multilingualism of the anarchist tradition, we include works
produced by an international collective of authors who worked (at the date of the
conference) in Brazil, Mexico, Spain, Germany, Sweden, Ireland, Switzerland,
UK and USA. Thus, one of our aims is to give accounts of works and debates
outside the English-speaking world, which has become the de facto centre of
academic knowledge production, and beyond mainstream academia alto-
gether. Another characteristic of this book is its interdisciplinary nature, as
one can find among the authors, historians, historical geographers, cultural
and political geographers who have found in the spatiality of anarchism a
common ground for research and discussion.

The first part of the book addresses spaces and places in the history of
anarchism under a transnational standpoint. Carl Levy traces a wide historical
outlook of the city as the place for anarchist experiments in self-government and
as a generator of powerful revolutionary imaginaries. The historical experi-
ences raised in this essay include the medieval city, the 1871 Paris commune,
the 1936 revolutionary Barcelona and the capitals of 1968 risings, interrogating
each case on its significance for the history and development of anarchist
thinking. Andrew Hoyt presents a geographical approach to the distribution
of the Italian-speaking anarchist journal Cronaca Sovversiva all over the
United States, in order to analyse the spatial patterns of distribution of
transnational anarchist propaganda by applying the concept of ‘social field’.
Davide Turcato likewise addresses the Italian anarchist press in the USA, in
this case to investigate the relation between internationalism, cosmopolitan
practices and ideas of national cultural belonging among transnational anarchist
militants. Julian Brigstocke analyses a body of documents from late nine-
teenth century France to open up a discursive critique of the relationship
between humour and violence in militant mentality and in wider biopolitical
practices of that time.

The second part of the book analyses topics related to the spaces of early
anarchist geographers, focusing mainly on the figures of Reclus and
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Kropotkin. These authors were the inventors of a solidaristic interpretation of
evolution, known as the theory of mutual aid, which challenged established
theories of the time, such as Malthusianism and Social Darwinism. At the
same time, they were committed to the study of the ongoing relations between
humankind and environment, refuting the positioning of so-called ‘human’
and ‘natural’ environments as separable domains. Drawing less on ideas of
wilderness and protection, these thinkers sought solutions to ‘harmonise’ the
coexistence of living beings on the earth’s surface, anticipating some of the
contemporary themes of more-than-human approaches. Secular and rational
‘science’ was thus considered as a fundamental instrument for that. Pro-
blematising all these topics entails also reflexions and new debates on the
present coming back of Creationism, Malthusianism and environmental
Determinism. Francisco Toro analyses the Reclus’s thinking with regard to the
intellectual context of present-day degrowth theories, showing Reclus’s commit-
ment lead to very effective concerns in today’s fields of geography of resources
and environmental geographies. Federico Ferretti addresses three cases of
analysis by early anarchist geographers Reclus, Kropotkin and Mikhail Drago-
manov [or Drahomanov] (1841–1895) of colonised or recently decolonised
nations in order to understand the complex links between anarchism, nation-
alism and anti-colonialism in the Age of the Empire. Pascale Siegrist analyses
Kropotkin’s and Reclus’s commitment to the scientific field of their time in
order to problematise the definition of ‘anarchist geography’, a relatively
recent label, which did not exist during their period of activity.

The third part of the book addresses the spatiality of present challenges for
anarchist geographers. David Crouch analyses the effectiveness of the social
geography of Colin Ward (1924–2010), a thinker who is considered as one of
the most important references for present-day anarchism, mainly in English-
speaking countries. Crouch addresses at the same time his personal experience
of collaboration with Ward, the latter’s references in the history of geo-
graphical thought and his insights for contemporary cultural geographies and
urban planning. Rita Velloso analyses the spatiality and ‘insurrectionary
architecture’ of the 2013 ‘Brazilian Spring’ as it occurred in Belo Horizonte,
its relations with urban spaces and the general social aims of the movement.
Anthony Ince and Gerónimo Barrera address an innovative linkage between
non-statist geographies and de-colonial geographies, matching in this sense
the historical tradition of anarchist geographers Reclus and Kropotkin, com-
mitted to building a regional science which did not assume the state and the
administrative boundaries as its framework of reference. For today’s critical and
radical geographies, the association with archaeology means a deeper historical
reflexion in thinking and questioning recent assumptions and discourses on
the dissolution of states, emphasising the necessity for critical scholarship to
destabilise the state as an analytical category. Finally, Gerónimo Barrera de la
Torre and Narciso Barrera-Bassols analyse the relations between anarchism
and indigenous movements, mobilising an anarchist view of Anthropocene
which draws on Reclus’s idea of the consubstantiality of the terms
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traditionally considered as ‘humankind’ and ‘nature’. The authors propose an
analysis of contemporary ecological emergencies through the lens of a set of
perspectives distinct from the classical European and Eurocentric intellectual
tools. In particular, they utilise indigenous thinking and seek to integrate it
with a range of anarchist ideas on plurality and social solidarity. Thereby,
they target an alternative view of modernity, drawn from what de-colonial
thinkers in Latin America call ‘pluriversality’.11

These contributions present a heterogeneous panorama in their historical
and geographical span, but they also share important points in common.
First, their common understanding of anarchism as a transnational, cosmopo-
litan and multilingual tradition which has to be studied in its places, networks
and flows. Second, is the importance of the historical tradition of the ‘classi-
cal’ anarchist geographers to provide insights for present day revival of anar-
chist scholarship in geography: this legacy, as several of our authors argue,
should not be taken uncritically, but to be first historically and spatially con-
textualised to interact with recent debates while avoiding anachronism. Third,
there is a common commitment to rethink the epistemological framework of
geography questioning the long-lasting hegemony of readings based on the state,
or on state-like territories, as the privileged framework of reference. Networks,
material and immaterial flows, diverse localisations of intellectual and poli-
tical movements addressed in this book show how much more complex the
spatialities of these phenomena are; likewise, present-day global and reticular
protest movements all over the world, and the left/libertarian revolutions
which occurred in regions like Chiapas and more recently in Rojava,12 show
that state and state reason are increasingly intellectually unfit to explain reality
and to inform scholarship committed to social transformation. Through the
contributions of this book and its authors, we therefore seek to open up new
analytical frameworks and frontiers of study for the future development of his-
torical geographies in general, and anarchist historical geographies in particular.

Notes
1 Springer, The Anarchist Roots of Geography.
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1 Anarchists and the city
Governance, revolution and the imagination

Carl Levy1

Since the emergence of classical anarchism in the mid-nineteenth century, the
city and the urban commune have been central to the anarchist imagination
and anarchist socio-political action. This chapter presents a synoptic overview
of the uses of the city in the anarchists’ programmes, tactics, strategies and
visions. From the Paris Commune of 1871, as the symbol of the revolution, to
the role of the anarchists in Barcelona during the Spanish Civil War.
Although I do not discuss the role of the city in anarchist thought and practice
after 1945, the message is clear: the city has been central for the transforma-
tion of philosophical anarchism into a quotidian, vivid practice from the
1860s to the present day.2

Introduction: anarchism and the city, the context of the argument

Before there was a movement of self-declared anarchists, the first ‘anarchists’
were called Mutualists, Federalists and Internationalists. Just as Marxism as
an ideology evolved into a corpus of academic and doctrinal statements and
programmes, and assumed a public face in the late nineteenth century, so too
anarchism, in reaction to Marxism, but also in reaction to events on the
ground, became a self-contained identifiable ideology and movement only in
the 1880s and 1890s.3 For the advocates of anarchism, decentralised power
structures in towns and cities were used to galvanise the imagination and the
movements for the final goals of a stateless and anti-authoritarian world.

The study of the relationship of the anarchists to the city is useful in two
regards. It helps to bridge the gaps and the controversies over the periodisation
of anarchism (as a formal ideology) and its precursors, namely pre-anarchism,
classical anarchism (1860s to 1945), and new and post-‘anarchisms’ (1945 to
the present): thus for example Pëtr Kropotkin invoked aspects of the late
medieval European city-state as a model for his modern anarchist city of 1900
and Colin Ward invoked libertarian solutions for the London of the 1960s
and 1970s by invoking Kropotkin.4 This anarchist/city optic also is useful in
the vexed discussion of whether or not anarchism was just another European
provincial or Orientalist ideology, which accompanied the steamship, the tele-
graph, the missionary and the machine gun. To what extent did the arrival of



anarchism and syndicalism in Latin America, China, Japan or India feed off
indigenous forms of thought and action and to what extent, as has been
shown recently in the case of Japan, where Russian Populist progenitors were
inspired by non-Western models of cooperation in civil society, did non-European
forms of libertarian anarchists inspire European anarchists and anarchism?5

How can we imagine Classical Anarchism without taking into account the
vibrant movements of Argentina, Cuba or Mexico?6 One way to address these
issues is through examining movements found in the liminal cities of the Global
South during the era of High Imperialism (1880–1920), thus for example,
Buenos Aires, Shanghai, Havana or Beirut as well as the liminal cities of the
Imperial overlords from San Francisco to London to New York to Barce-
lona.7 Not only does the study of the theme of anarchism and the city chal-
lenge the accepted chronology, it can also serve as a methodological tool,
which grounds the recent interest in transnational, cosmopolitan and network
approaches in a solid, day to day reality of the urban milieu, which can be
grasped by the historian and also by social and political scientists who study
the dissemination and mutation of political ideologies and political practices.8

Unlike other political movements, the study of anarchism relies upon
ground-level social history to understand its nuances and continuities because
long-term forms of organisation can be elusive or short-lived. Thus, to quote,
Tom Goyens, in his suitably entitled monograph (Beer and Revolution) a
study of the German anarchists in New York City from 1880 to 1914, that
particular centre of conviviality, the beer hall.9

A social and cultural history of German anarchists in the greater New
York area must take into account the geography of the movement, its
physical connection to the urban landscape. This movement was not
merely an intellectual phenomenon, or some elusive threat – the ghost of
anarchy – in the minds of respectable citizens. It consisted of men,
women and children of exiled and immigrated families, of impetuous
activists who were part of the citizenry of New York.

Anarchism became flesh and punched over its weight, through global syndical-
ism, in counter-institutions such as free schools and social centres, and in the
tissues of diasporic and immigrant communities, such as the Italian colony of
London (1870–1914), studied by Pietro Di Paola10 or the contemporaneous
French colony, brought to life by Constance Bantman.11 Studying the role of
the city, I think, is a red thread, which joins together syndicalism, conviviality
and educational institutions. But let me add a disclaimer. I am not arguing
that other approaches are not important: the studies of rural movements of the
Zapatistas of the Mexican Revolution or the movement of the Maknovscina
in rural Ukraine during the Russian Civil War (1918–1921),12 or even the
ground-breaking and delightful work of the anthropologist James Scott, who
identified a zone of anarchist-like structures and behaviours in upland South-
East Asia (Zomia)13 in the early modern and the initial part of the modern
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eras, and the works on pirate confederacies and maroon settlements in the
Americas, are all significant to our understandings of anarchism.14 But in this
chapter, I will show that the urban optic has its utility.

The Commune of Paris 1871 and its repercussions

The Commune of Paris of 1871 lasted just 72 days but it became the focus for
the imaginations of Karl Marx, Michael Bakunin, Vladimir Lenin, William
Morris, Pëtr Kropotkin, Louise Michel and Élisée Reclus. The city of Paris
was abandoned by the provisional government after the defeat by the Prussians,
and the radicals of Paris, stirred by the denizens of the popular and working-
class clubs, which had flourished since the late 1860s during the liberalisation
of politics in the waning days of rule of Louis Napoleon, took control. The
politics and policies of the Commune were marked by improvisation but the
central themes were clear: the Universal Republic, a France of decentralized
political units and a Paris ruled in turn by its arrondissements (the Central
Committee of the Twenty Arrondissements). Public policies announced the
institutions of free secular education for all children: a polytechnic education,
which combined manual and intellectual training, but also a system of crèches
for younger children. The renter would win out over the landlord. Women
were noticeably present in this polity, with the Women’s Union the largest and
most effective institution of the Commune. As Kristin Ross notes, artists were
a predominant force in the Commune – the painter Courbet was joined by a
legion of decorative artists and the practitioners of woodworking and shoe-
making. Art was to be universal and not imprisoned in the Salon. The anarchist
Reclus proclaimed that aesthetic concerns were also concerns of the democratic
polity, and thus heralded the birth of a communal luxury based on the ‘principles
of association and cooperation’.15 But the Commune was a balance between
reformists and revolutionaries, it even contracted a loan from the Rothschilds
and reassured lenders that debts would be repaid and it never seized the funds
of the Bank of France. But it also outlawed night work in bakeries and created
worker controlled munition shops to arm the National Guard.

The lessons from the Commune were varied. For Lenin, the Commune-
State needed a vanguard party to protect it from counter-revolution, while, it
is argued by Ross and others that in his last decade of his life, Marx used the
example of the Commune of Paris to soften his hostilities to communal socialism
of the agrarian Populists of Russia. For the anarchists in the late nineteenth
century, the Commune of Paris was the turning point for the formation of
their ideology and a counterpoint to authoritarian Marxism. Indeed Bakunin’s
collectivist anarchism was crystallised here: it was the transformation of the
Universal Republic into a quest for the realisation of internationalist feder-
alism. But although the Commune was celebrated and grieved by the anar-
chists in the late nineteenth century, it was not beyond their criticism.16 Thus
Errico Malatesta thought its social policies had been too restricted and timid,
that it was evolving disturbingly towards representative rather than direct
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democracy, and that the more dictatorial Jacobins and Blanquists had
become too powerful in the Committee of Safety.17 William Morris and Pëtr
Kropotkin would join the imagery of the Commune with a critical reinter-
pretation of modernity and particularly the growth of great capitalist con-
urbations such as London.18 In Morris’s News from Nowhere the insurgents
of the English Revolution echo the levelling of the Napoleonic Victory
Column in the Place Vendôme by the Communards by turning Trafalgar
Square into an orchard.19

But Morris had little time for the industrial city as such, whereas Kropotkin
combined the praise for anachronisms – the so-called primitive forms of
democracy and adaptive cooperation, the mutual aid carried out by peasants,
farmers, and the First Nations of the harsh landscapes of Siberia and the
freeholders of Iceland (this of course shared with Morris) with an appreciation
of the modern city. But the most recent and more modern might not necessarily
be more evolved and better than past models of governance. For Kropotkin
there were two roads in the history of Europe: the road traversed which
embraced the communal liberties of the city states and the urban guilds of
late medieval Europe, that is in the era previous to the rise of the Absolutist
State, and a Roman imperial road which led to his troubled present-day of
militarist imperial states of Europe, with their centralizing monster capital
cities.20 But the other road from the city-state demonstrated Kropotkin’s
creative use of the anachronism, and his approach was different from Morris’s
or the Russian Populists’, who were partial to the smaller settlement of the
mir. For Kropotkin the decentralised city, based on the high technology of his
day – electricity – would humanise modernity, by the interweaving of fields,
factories and workshops, through Garden Cities, promoted by his followers
such as Patrick Geddes.21 Here is another follower, Lewis Mumford in 1961,
but it could easily be 2011:

Almost half a century in advance of contemporary opinion (Kropotkin)
had grasped the fact that flexibility and adaptability of electronic com-
munication and electric power, along with the possibilities of intensive
biodynamic farming, had laid the foundations for more decentralized
urban development in small units, responsive to direct human contact,
and enjoying urban and rural advantages.22

If Kropotkin felt that Morris was too naïve and anti-urban, Errico Malatesta
criticised Kropotkin in turn for his belief that the urban general strike would
usher in revolutionary change. Malatesta was a realist; he argued that (and
examples in the twentieth century bear him out) modern cities relied on just-
in-time provisioning, so the city would starve during a general strike and the
forces of the state could wait out the revolt.23 Besides, Malatesta also insisted
that continuity was key: the power plants needed to remain in operation, the
city needed its provisioning agents in the countryside and the networked life
of urban industrial society needed to be maintained. So during the occupation
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of the factories in Italy in 1920, he pleaded with the occupiers of a large plant
in Milan to restart production and exchange or face the consequences of a
backlash, which of course was the rapid rise of Fascism.24 As we shall see, later
similar challenges were encountered by the anarchists of Barcelona when power
was handed to them in the summer of 1936. But this discussion of realism
returns us to the grim realities of the how the Commune of Paris was terminated.

After vicious fighting, governmental forces carried out mass executions of
men, women and children with anti-Communard civilians joining in the mas-
sacre. John Merriman estimates more than 100,000 residents of Paris were
killed, imprisoned or fled the scene: some 15,000 were shot out of hand in the
weeks following the suppression of the Commune. While the skilled trades:
shoemakers, tailors, cabinetmakers, bronze workers, plumbers (all trades that
were the backbone of the Commune,) were so decimated that ‘industrialists
and small employers complained about the paucity of artisans and skilled
workers’.25 The Communards had executed under a hundred hostages. For
the ‘men of order’, Merriman reports, the entire population of Paris was
guilty. One ‘man of order’ dreamed of ‘an immense furnace in which we will
cook each of them [the citizens of Paris, CL] in turn’.26 And thus as Ross
concludes, ‘the attempt on the part of the bourgeois-republican government
to physically exterminate its class enemy bears every resemblance to mass
exterminations of religion and race’,27 unleashing, Merriman adds, ‘the
demons of the twentieth century’.28 The symbolism of the subversive heights
of the Buttes-Chaumont was understood by the ‘men of order’, who ordered
the construction of Sacré Coeur where the National Guards’ artillery had
been parked.29

The Paris Commune served as a catalysing agent in which the anarchist
and the libertarian wings of the First International coalesced (an example of
‘globalisation from below’). In Italy and Spain, the example of decentralised
federations of cities fell on fertile ground. In Italy radical Mazzinians dis-
avowed Mazzini when he denounced the Commune as a breeder of class war
and godlessness, and they turned their backs on his centralising precepts. In
Spain, the most radical communal federalist Republicans were one of the
streams from which the Spanish anarchist movement developed, especially
after Spain’s own short-lived Commune at Alcoy in 1873.30

Several years later, as the direct action and insurrectional techniques of the
anti-authoritarian branch of the First International ran into an impasse, the
politics of the city and the urban commune were the route used to escape this
ineffective radicalism. So one path to gas and water socialism on the con-
tinent was promoted by the former anarchist firebrands, such as the French Paul
Brousse31 and the Italian, Andrea Costa,32 or the more moderate Communard
exile based in Palermo and then Milan, Benoît Malon,33 who championed a
city based experimentalist socialism.34 The communal experiment was
invoked as a reformist but radical programme at the city level, indeed in
Costa’s case, maximalist socialism mixed with an older tradition of campani-
lismo. Thus for his followers in the restive Romagna, expanding male suffrage
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made Bologna, Ferrara and smaller cities targets from which to control the
growing armies of landless labourers in the adjacent commercial farming
lands of the Po Valley. These cities and their rural hinterlands became the
backbones of Italian socialism before they were smashed by Fascism in the
early 1920s. The Socialists in 1920 mixed a minimum programme of radical
gas and water socialism with a maximalist programme, which envisaged the
socialisation of the land and the creation of urban soviets. The political geo-
graphy of Padania, forged in the late nineteenth century, in the aftermath of
the First International, was transformed by the Communists after 1945 into
the prosperous but left-wing Red Belt.35

Within the broader boundaries of the Red Belt, the anarchists developed
generational fortresses: to name four, Ancona, Massa-Carrara, Livorno and
La Spezia. This network retained anarchism’s presence in Italy from the 1890s
to the 1920s, even as the parliamentary socialists of the Partito Socialista
Italiano became dominant on the Left, with Costa as one of its early leaders
in parliament a dominant player on the Left.36

In June 1914, on the eve of the First World War, the power of this more
radical network of small to medium-sized towns was vividly demonstrated
during the so-called Red Week. Like the Tragic Week in Barcelona in 1909,
the combination of anti-militarism caused by unpopular imperial adventures
and the miserable treatment of conscripts, rising inflation, especially for basic
food stuffs, and deeply embedded anti-clerical and republican sympathies, led
to general strikes, police shootings and general uprisings, in Barcelona in 1909
and in 1914 throughout the web of towns in central Italy, which saw the
peninsula nearly cut in two, the declaration of republics in Romagnole towns
and the raising of Trees of Liberty (the Great French Revolution was still a
living political tradition here).37 Max Nettlau, the ‘Herodotus of Anarchism’,
reported, when the events were still unfolding, that the small towns of central
Italy had retained their revolutionary spirit whereas in Milan, Turin or Genoa
events were less dramatic.38 Nettlau’s anarchism was suspicious of large
organisations but the spirit he identified in the Romagnole towns could also
be found in the distinctive areas of great cities, such as Paris’s Belleville or on
the Buttes-Chaumont, or in the fast growing but isolated industrial suburb of
Borgo San Paolo in Turin during the First World War, which was one of the
hearts of the urban insurrection in 1917, partially inspired by events in
Dublin a year earlier, and witnessed a war-weary, bread-hungry populace
charged by events in Russia and local anarchists, march on the bourgeois
centre of Italy’s ‘motor city’.39

If Costa’s usage of the Paris Commune was an uneasy mixture of reformism
and revolutionary rhetoric, the former anarchist Paul Brousse and the Belgian
libertarian social democrat, Cesar de Paepe, chose to advance a model which
they felt avoided the bureaucratic and centralising tendencies of the German
Social Democratic party but mixed the libertarianism of the anarchist tradi-
tion with electoral forms of social democracy. Socialism at the municipal level
would be more democratic and efficient. Thus de Paepe argued for the
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democratic control of local utilities, municipal bakeries and public, coopera-
tive housing. His model avoided statist and bureaucratic dangers because the
local citizenry and the workers of the utilities would manage and control the
sinews of the infrastructure from which a socialist society would be created.
Local democracy at the borough, commune or parish level and worker’s
control in the municipal utilities would avoid anonymous statist ownership
(thus a communalist rather than an anarchist or social democrat path to the
future city).40

This model of decentralised democratic gas and water socialism was dis-
seminated throughout Europe and influenced the Fabians in Britain. Of
course, when one hears the words Fabian or Fabianism, the images which
come to mind are of bureaucratic control by experts, or the lavish praise of
the Webbs for the High Stalinist Soviet Union’s new civilisation or Bernard
Shaw’s appreciation of Mussolini’s social programmes in the 1920s. This is
misleading. Early Fabian history is quite different. Charlotte Wilson, along
with the Italian Francesco Merlino, championed an anarchist wing of the
Fabians in the 1880s and in the early twentieth century G.D.H. Cole cham-
pioned guild socialism.41 In the 1890s the Webbs took anarchism or small ‘a’
anarchism very seriously indeed: their massive studies of the history of trade
unionism and industrial democracy were driven by a need to show how
‘primitive’ direct democracy in workers’ organisations was outlasting its use-
fulness but was certainly not ignored and their next great project was a study
of local government in England.42 Indeed, in the 1880s both Beatrice Potter
and George Bernard Shaw had been attracted to individualist anarchism and
part of their conversion to Fabianism involved journeying down convoluted
roads away from this attraction. In Bernard Shaw’s case it was a mutualist
Proudhonian Communard refugee who introduced him to socialism in the
first place. ‘We had not sorted ourselves out’, he recalled.43 So the gas and
water socialism of the Fabians and the Webbs’s appreciation for local gov-
ernment must be placed in a larger zeitgeist, which also included the lessons
and influences of the Paris Commune.

Cities, anarchism and the global south in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century

I now return to a theme flagged at the beginning of this chapter, classical
anarchism and the Global South. The city has been central to recent pioneering
research and has been carried out by piecing together the transnational net-
works, which bound the world together in this first era of modern globalisa-
tion. The spread of anarchism and syndicalism followed the circuits of power,
the circuits of migration, the paper, print and human links of diasporic com-
munities, of language communities and within cosmopolitan melting pots of
anarchist and syndicalist conviviality and politics.44 How does one trace these
circuits? Simply, by identifying port cities and global hub cities in which one
can identify longstanding or temporary communities of native, immigrant
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and nomadic anarchists and syndicalists. There are two ideal-typical networks:
those of political refugees, another which mixes that status with individuals
who follow the circuits of imperialism and capitalism, which is composed of
labourers, skilled workers and sailors. Both carry anarchism and syndicalism
into new environments and pitch up in a series of large and medium-sized
ports. Thus, for example, there is the back and forth between Argentina and
Spain, which can be traced for fifty years between Buenos Aires and the vast
hinterland of the Rio de la Plata (with its engrained port-based syndicalist
political culture spreading deep into the interior) and Spanish and Catalan
port cities.45 Thus repression and search for work drove Spanish anarchists to
Argentina in the 1890s and 1920s and after a military coup in Argentina in
1931 anarchists and syndicalists returned to the Spanish Republic and played
a signal role in the Civil War, only once again after their defeat to flee largely
to Mexico and South America.46

The Industrial Workers of the World (IWW or ‘Wobblies’) organised sailors,
stevedores and oil workers of the West (and East) Coast of the USA, Mexico,
Peru and Chile; and those Wobbly locals stretched down the coast from San
Francisco and San Diego to Baja California towns, Peruvian port towns and
Valparaiso in Chile. In turn these efforts spread inland so that Santiago’s
vibrant anarchist scene was seeded by those nomadic Wobblies, whereas in
Peru the anarchists and syndicalists in coastal towns linked up with indigenous
peoples and organised with them against a semi-feudal system of state-
enforced corvée labour.47 The anarchist inspired Liberal Party of Mexico used
a base in San Diego to organise an invasion of Baja California during the
Mexican Revolution.48 And a recent study shows how Los Angeles and San
Diego became melting pots of Anglo, immigrant and Mexican labourers and
radicals, involved on both sides of the border.49 In East Asia, anarchist and
syndicalist students and intellectuals, used Shanghai, Canton, Hong Kong
and Tokyo as centres of refuge, study and plotting. Thus, for example, Viet-
namese radicals were inspired by Chinese and Korean anarchists in Shanghai
and Hong Kong.50

The modernisation of Egypt and the rise of the cotton cash-crop, factories
and the building of the Suez Canal attracted peasants from the Egyptian
countryside but also workers and artisans from the Ottoman Empire, Greece,
Italy, the Habsburg lands and Czarist Russia. From these parts anarchists and
syndicalists arrived in Alexandria and Cairo, and as Ilham Khuri-Makdisi
shows in her comparison of Beirut, Cairo and Alexander, a variety of secular
radical movements thrived, which owed a great deal to anarchism and the
related rationalist educational theories and practices of Francisco Ferrer.
Although in these cities, the European quarters and indigenous Christians
were more likely to be attracted to these movements, solidarity cemented by
struggles against entrepôt capitalists dissolved some of the sectarian bound-
aries between Muslims and non-Muslims.51 Other studies have traced hubs
such as Havana, from where anarchists and syndicalists spread their ideas and
practices, at Tampico in Mexico, Ybor City in Florida, the Panama Canal
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Zone with its vast labouring force, and San Juan in Puerto Rico.52 The Italian
diaspora is an extraordinary example of city networks spanning the globe and
feeding back to the Italian movement in the peninsula. By utilising newspaper
subscriptions, Davide Turcato has mapped out networks from Alexandria, to
Paterson, New Jersey and New York City to São Paolo and Buenos Aires,
while more recent studies have used similar techniques to map city and town
networks covering Canada and the USA. I have done the same thing in follow-
ing the movements of Errico Malatesta, who made London home for nearly
thirty years.53 Whereas Kenyon Zimmer’s study of cosmopolitan San Francisco
is a case apart. Here no single immigrant or native anarchist group domi-
nated, thus East European Jewish and Italian anarchists arrived from the
East Coast, Mexican radicals from the south and Chinese and Japanese
anarchists from the East joined by the strong presence of Indian anti-
colonial radicals of the Ghadar movement, who at this point were attracted to
anarchism. Cowboys, hoboes, former hard rock miners and bindlestiffs from
Irish and Anglo-Saxon backgrounds pitched up too, and thus activities were
pointed to homelands, city politics, the Mexican Revolution and the vigorous
organization of farm labourers by the IWW in the extraordinarily fertile Central
Valley of California.54

One might also trace the movements of intellectuals and professionals from
the Global South to imperial cities, just as had been done previously for anti-
colonial nationalist elite formation and indeed this fashion for tracing networks
of anarchists began with that premier student of nationalism, the late Benedict
Anderson, in his study of the life of José Rizal, novelist, anarchist and
national martyr of the Philippines, who journeyed from Manila to Hong Kong,
to Barcelona, Paris, various German cities and London. Here the mixing of
Tagalog, Spanish, French, German and British cultures unveils a fascinating
life story.55 Thus, starting with Anderson’s work and my forays into the life
and times of Errico Malatesta, this field has expanded into a series of carto-
graphies of anarchism and radicalism through network analysis of urban hubs
and port cities, and thereby presents us with an alternative modernity, an
alternative globalisation, during the era of High Imperialism.

London was the capital of the capitalist world and the centre of the greatest
empire on Earth, and the host to interconnecting anarchist colonies originally
based in Soho and the East End but gradually suburbanised by the spreading
of the Underground Railway. The city was populated by exiles from the con-
tinent, even liberal Switzerland, who had fled or had been deported to the
sole remaining country in Europe whose asylum laws were more flexible and
open than her neighbours’, although the era of dynamite and assassinations
in the 1890s and the 1905 Aliens’ Act tightened up on flows of anarchists and
so-called paupers. However there were also limits to the cosmopolitan nature
of these colonies, since language communities could limit intermingling and
could lead to tensions, equally exacerbated by the spies and police agents of a
dozen interested foreign governments. These of course found an echo in fictional
accounts of this ‘exile’ and ‘immigrant’ London, most famously by another
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immigrant, the Polish novelist and merchant sea captain denizen of the
globalisation of High Imperialism, Joseph Conrad.56

Art, anarchism and the city

From the 1880s to the present, the artists, the art market, the anarchist and
the urban bohemia have been complex constant features of the city. From
Pissarro to Rothko and beyond, certain districts (Montmartre or Greenwich
Village, Lower Eastside, etc.) hosted an urban ecology characterised by cheap
rents, immigrants, the marginalised or the peripheral working classes, and a
network of cheap restaurants, cafés, cabarets, dance centres, radical churches,
unorthodox bookshops, the list could go on. As myriad studies of the Paris-
based impressionists, cubists and early surrealists show, the political economy
of Montmartre, anarchist argot and the humour of cabaret performers, were
interlaced with the aura of daring surrounding the artists’ work. There was a
need for an urban art market in cities with national and international pre-
dominance (such as Paris or New York) in which bourgeois critics such as the
mercurial Felix Fénéon (civil servant, high bourgeois, art critic journalist and
possible terrorist in the 1890s) acted as mediators between bourgeois society
and this milieu. These liminal actors served as mediators between bourgeois
society and this milieu: pathfinders, arbiters and patrons of the new schools
and art markets. Thus the commodification of the daring and the commodifica-
tion of the rebels were interlaced with new markets for capitalist penetration,
anticipating themes that have a contemporary ring to them.57

In general the relationship between the artistic and literary worlds and
anarchism is a complex one. Bohemia and the world of the dandy were originally
apolitical or indeed right-wing and elitist, but it is the case that a certain reading
of Nietzsche, Ibsen, Kropotkin or syndicalist ideas might turn writers and
artists to anarchism for at least a period of their lives: O’Neill, Joyce, Kafka,
the list is rather long.58 But one should be careful in drawing clear lines of
influence, because the effect of anarchism on their work ranged from the
muse and provocateur, to technical guide to their literary or painterly style, to a
deep and long-lasting commitment to the movement.59 Thus, for example,
Pissarro and Signac were committed to the movement whereas Picasso ingested
a certain energy from the anarchists of Barcelona.60 Previously, I mentioned
how global ports and hubs acted as transmission and ideational houses of
exchanges in a global network of anarchist and syndicalist organisers and
militants, so too the global network of libertarian artistic bohemia can be
traced through the peregrinations by mobile artists (Man Ray, for example, from
a New York to a Parisian setting), but also by mobile self-educated activists
bridging the world of art and literature with the more focussed worlds of
anarchist politics and anarchist culture.61

Perhaps the best example of the latter is Emma Goldman. To understand
Goldman one should invoke a popular term in radical intellectual and activist
circles of today: intersectionality.62 Thus according to the concept of
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intersectionality, or the matrices of domination, power relations (capitalism,
racism, patriarchy, age etc.) overlap and exert mutual influences on each
other, with individuals and institutions being placed at the intersections of
these systems of domination. Goldman suffered from an abusive father in
Czarist Russia; she was the victim of abusive relationships from Johann Most
to Ben Reitman, but she also had been a sweatshop worker in capitalist
America; she was a Jew in a world of pogroms and widespread anti-Semitism;
she was an immigrant from the suspect not-quite-white extremities of East
Europe; she was a feisty self-educated radical in the schizophrenic world of
plutocratic American democracy: intersectionality explains her biography.63

Goldman became a leading conveyor of the avant-garde of Greenwich
Village and Provincetown to the timid if titillated WASP [White Anglo-
Saxon, Protestant] provincial middle classes. One could map her biography of
intersectionality onto the social geography of Gilded and Progressive Age
New York. Thus from the nerve centre of her journal Mother Earth, first in
Greenwich Village and then in Harlem, a network of connections arose.64

Mother Earth was in many respects a rather outré member of those little
magazines, which shook the cobwebs from staid WASP literature and art,
albeit Margaret Anderson still exhibited the sniffy attitude of the ‘original’
Americans about these rather odd, rather shakily educated, and threatening but
alluring interlopers. Goldman’s ‘Pilgrim’s Progress’ from sweatshop worker in
Rochester, New York to the liberating possibilities of Manhattan is mapped out
in this geography.65 Goldman’s introduction to politics and literature came
largely through an earlier Lower Eastside network of anarchists, the same
network described in Beer and Revolution, but filtered through a culturally
secular but Jewish milieu of cafés and restaurants, in which Yiddish and Russian,
not German, were the shared lingua franca. The all-American, Anglophone
Red Emma of the immediate years before 1914 came later, where in small-
town America, at the gatherings which combined politics with the open air
entertainment of the tent camp evangelist, she proclaimed the right of women
to control their own bodies but also the ennobling virtues of Whitman,
O’Neill, Nietzsche, Hauptmann and Ibsen.

In any case, she was in her pomp in the tiny offices of Mother Earth. In a
richly radical Manhattan geography where the Ferrer School, radical Green-
wich Village churches, branches of the IWW and her journal mixed, for a
brief moment (1914), as Thai Jones shows in his superb portrait of this world,
anarchists, anarchist bohemians, Wobblies and unemployment marches gripped
the city’s imagination.66 A few years earlier, the Wobbly-led strike at the
nearby silk mills of Paterson, New Jersey, the host to a lively community of
Italian anarchists mentioned earlier, gave force to the ‘Paterson Pageant’ in
Manhattan, organized with the help of the Western ‘exotic’ of the hard rock
miners, Big Bill Haywood, with the assistance of Emma Goldman and John
Reed (memorably depicted in Warren Beatty’s film Reds), which occurred almost
concurrently with the revolutionary Armoury Show of Post-Impressionist/Cubist
paintings.67 And Big Bill was not immune to the attractions of Greenwich
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Village bohemia, with other comrade Wobblies complaining that he had gone
soft and could be found writing poetry on the park benches of Washington
Square.68 The anarchism of Emma Goldman and Alexander Berkman (lover,
comrade and lifelong friend) was inseparable from the physical presence of
New York. Berkman lamented as the ship deporting them to revolutionary
Russia passed through Lower New York Bay in the early morning.69

Slowly the big city receded, wrapped in a milky veil. The tall skyscrapers,
their outlines dimmed, looked like fairy castles lit by the winking of stars
and then all was swallowed in the distance.

The Futurists in Milan before 1914 were closely associated with anarchism.
Here, too, we have another example of the anarchist imagination encountering
the urban, modernist frisson of the pulsating city.70 The first painting con-
sidered Futurist, Carlo Carrà’s ‘The Funeral of the Anarchist Galli’, depicts a
ferocious and confused flight of anarchist mourners, charged by the police in
the streets of Milan. The inspiration was far from the bucolic dreams of
William Morris’s garden Trafalgar Square or even the fields, factories and
workshops and garden cities of Kropotkin or Geddes. The city was speed,
confusion, danger, bricks and mortar, sensation and lights. Thus Carrà
describes the genesis of the drawing and subsequent painting:

I found myself unwillingly in the centre of it, before me I saw the coffin in
red carnations sway dangerously on the shoulders of the pallbearers; I
saw horses go mad, sticks and lances clash, it seemed to me that the
corpse could have fallen to the ground at any moment and the horses
would have trampled it. Deeply struck, as soon as I got home I did a
drawing of what I had seen.71

However, there were urban settings where bohemia briefly impacted sig-
nificantly on politics and State power. Under the influence of Dada in Zurich
in 1917–1918,72 the so-called writer’s and poets’ revolution of the Munich
Soviet in 1919 is perhaps the most famous.73 But as Roy Foster shows, a
mixture of Irish Republican politicos, syndicalists and Dublin’s avant-garde
seized the Post Office in 1916.74 In Munich in 1919, anarchists and their
artistic followers ran a Soviet for one week, only to be displaced by the far
more ruthless Jacobin Bolsheviks, only in turn for them to be eliminated by the
proto-Fascist Freikorps. The image of urban Cultural Bolshevism, as the Nazis
deemed it, of Schwabing armed (with Corporal Hitler cooling his heels in the
barracks during the Soviet episode), led incongruously by the writer and
anarchist pacifist Gustav Landauer, the Expressionist playwright, invalided
war veteran Ernst Toller and the author Erich Mühsam, and others, became
an abiding theme in Nazi propaganda throughout the 1920s and 1930s. Many
of these revolutionaries shared with others on the Right, the life reform
movements, the cults of sun and dance, monetary quackery and the Laban
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dance experiments, but the war and the Munich Soviet served as a bloody,
unbridgeable chasm.

In a similar fashion, but with different lead players, bathed in a cult of
violence, the poet D’Annunzio and his Legionaries seized the city of Fiume
on the Adriatic coast in 1919 and claimed it for Italy. A correspondent for the
Milanese anarchist daily, Umanità nova, noted several former comrades from
the 1914 Red Week in his ranks. The city of Fiume became a theatre for
D’Annunzio’s experiment in ultra-nationalism, but an ultra-nationalism also
connected to a bohemian, life reform and drug addled zeitgeist. Indeed for a
moment there were suggestions of a March on Rome, to overthrow the hapless
post-war government, in which the Legionaries, the Maximalist Socialists,
and the briefly very popular anarchists, led by the charismatic Errico Malatesta,
would all participate. While Mussolini absented himself from this March on
Rome, it was precisely D’Annunzio’s Arditi shock troops (once the govern-
ment dispersed the grotesque theatre at Fiume, with a taste of grapeshot at
Christmas of 1920) who would launch the Fascist counter-revolution and
deliver havoc in those Red Belt towns of Padania, previously mentioned in
reference to the Red Week of 1914.75

Red and Black Barcelona in 1936: Paris Commune Redux

In the summer of 1936 the CNT–FAI [Confederación Nacional del Trabajo–
Federación Anarquista Ibérica], the anarcho-syndicalist movement of Spain
were the masters of one of the great modern industrial, commercial and
intellectual cities of Europe. Just as the Paris Commune of 1871 loomed large
in the memories and imaginations of Marxists and Socialists in the half century
after its bloody suppression, so too have the multiple images of Red and
Black Barcelona generated heat and some light within the Left and the ex-Left
ever since.

Anarchism gained a grip on Barcelona for two reasons. First, the anarcho-
syndicalist union, the CNT, grew to an immense size during the rapid indus-
trialisation of the city as a centre of war production in neutral Spain during
the First World War. Second, we must point to the growth of Barcelona’s
suburbs, where migrants streamed into the building trades as the continuous
growth of bourgeois, art deco, Barcelona demanded more and more skilled
and unskilled labour. In the suburbs, with their jerry-built housing, unscru-
pulous landlords, lack of well-established Catholic clerical networks, the
anarchists took on the mantle of community organisers (rent strikes etc.) and
political recruiters, and established street by street strongholds: thus industrial
strategies and life in the city gave the anarchists remarkable continuity, even if
their ranks were thinned by employer gunmen in the early 1920s and the
suppression by the dictatorship Primo de Rivera for the rest of that decade.
But there was also a growing linkage with the left-wing of middle class Catalan
nationalism, and indeed Barcelona-born reformists in the CNT sought
common ground.76
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But once the anarchist militias were triumphant in the summer of 1936, the
anarchists engaged in workers’ self-management of large and medium sized
firms, they instituted new forms of education, they sought a more compre-
hensive health system and to regulate drinking and sex workers, they sought
neighbourhood forums of democracy, they used large luxurious hotels as
popular restaurants and sought to make visual art, theatre and music more
accessible to the general public. They even engaged in their own version of gas
and water socialism, through the control of the municipal water company.77

But the full anarchist package was not on offer. Due to the threat from
Franco’s forces, Hitler and Mussolini, and the need by the Republican forces
for outside support (increasingly the Soviet Union and in consequence within
the besieged Spanish Republic, the growing power of Spanish Communism),
some of the more radical figurers of pre-1936 anarchism joined the national
government. But even before the Soviet Union and the Spanish Communists
were a formidable force on the domestic scene, the anarchists of Barcelona
refused to take power when handed it by the President of Cataluña and
instead established an anti-fascist coalition to run urban affairs. On 21 July
1936, municipal committees were established for supplies, transportation and
production, but when the CNT met on the 23 July, the motion to institute
libertarian communism in Barcelona was defeated: anarchists did not seize
power like Jacobins or Bolsheviks, anarchist speakers insisted, and instead
they joined a cross-party anti-fascist coalition which in turn formed a Catalan
government.78 The war prevented further radical changes and the imperatives
of war production increased the hierarchy within the industrial economy:
shortages and rationing brought internal tensions and the controversy con-
cerning the militarisation of the militias was married to suspicions about the
growth of the Communists and their direct and indirect influence on the for-
midable Socialists. The crisis came to a head over a conflict about regaining
governmental control from anarchist elements of the central telephone
exchange, and street fighting ensued in the heart of Barcelona in May 1937.
In the end the anarchist leadership gave in because they would not call their
armed supporters back from the front and endanger the war effort. Hundreds
died in street fighting, and in the aftermath Soviet Union-influenced elements
of the security forces hunted down the irreconcilable anarchists but more
pointedly the dissident Marxists of the POUM [Partido Obrero de Unifica-
ción Marxista], including that eyewitness to Red and Black Barcelona,
George Orwell.79 And it is Orwell’s vivid description of the only city he had
been in where the working class ‘was in the saddle’ and even the bootblacks
had been collectivised and had painted their shoe boxes red and black, and
the waiters looked you in the face, which still lingers in our imaginations.80

One shouldn’t forget the darker sides of the scene: the destruction of churches,
spurred on by the intense loathing of the Catholic hierarchy by much of the
popular classes and at least in the summer of 1936, the ride out of town and the
bullet in the head for identifiable enemies, albeit according to Paul Preston’s
accounting, the forces of Franco carried out far more executions in their areas.81
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The entry of Franco’s troops into Barcelona in 1939 has been used to signal
the end of Classical Anarchism, whether or not the new anarchism after 1945
may have had more continuities with the past than has been assumed I will
leave unanswered, but what is clear is that encounters of anarchism with the
city still remained and remains a vital optic to understand how anarchism was
transformed from a philosophy to an ideology and praxis.82
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2 Uncovering and understanding
hidden bonds
Applying social field theory to the
financial records of anarchist newspapers

Andrew Hoyt

This chapter explores an emerging methodology for studying the transnational
social networks that constituted the historical anarchist movement. Key to
this approach is the examination of financial information embedded in anarchist
periodicals. Analysis of the Cronaca Sovversiva (Subversive Chronicle), one of
the most infamous Italian language anarchist newspapers printed in the
United States during the early twentieth century, provides an excellent case
study. Published in Barre, Vermont, and later in Lynn, Massachusetts, by
famed orator and propagandist Luigi Galleani, the Cronaca circulated widely,
passing through the textile mills and granite quarries of New England, the
coal-camps and hard-rock mines scattered across the United States and
Canada, and to over ninety locations in Italy as well as other sites of Italian
immigration in France, Germany, Austria, Portugal, Brazil, Argentina and
beyond. Printed between 1903 and 1918 (when it was suppressed by the US
government), the Cronaca was a four page weekly that regularly included a
financial page listing subscriptions (abbonamenti) and donations (sotto-
scrizione) to the paper as well as for various causes, both domestic and inter-
national, which were supported by the anarchists. By reading these lists of
subscribers and donors through the lens of social field theory, scholars can
gain insight into the people and communities that composed the anarchist
movement. This methodology demonstrates how anarchists used newspapers
such as the Cronaca Sovversiva as social media platforms during a turbulent
era of migration and social conflict, illustrating how geographically scattered
immigrant workers were able to form a powerful social movement in the face
of considerable opposition.

This approach also highlights the importance of connecting local histories
to larger transnational scales of analysis, thereby contextualising and con-
necting many seemingly isolated protests, strikes and moments of rebellion
that occurred across North America in the years prior to the First World War.
These previously inexplicable events, which have been explored in isolation by
local historians, can now be seen as the result of actions taken by previously
overlooked historical agents whose participation in a broader anarchist
movement was, until now, difficult to perceive. While Galleani and some of
his fellow anarchists rejected the institutional organising offered by labour



unions it would be a mistake to characterise them as disorganised. Rather, for
these diasporic Italian anarchists, the Cronaca Sovversiva and newspapers like
it were key organisational tools. These newspapers facilitated the collection
and distribution of resources and knit together their subscribers into what
Benedict Anderson has famously called an imagined community.1 This chapter
is meant as a general call for a closer reading of the network information
embedded in the hundreds of anarchist publications from this era.

Inexplicable insurrections in coal country: addressing the near-
sightedness of local history

On 6 June 1909, The Charleston Daily Mail of West Virginia reported that
Italian coal miners were refusing to follow the return-to-work orders of Ben
Davis, president of the District 17 branch of the United Mine Workers of
America (UMWA). Not only did these intransigent Italian miners refuse to
return to work but ‘as if by magic, they produced an amazing supply of rifles
that they had apparently been accumulating for some time,’ and proceeded to
prevent over 400 fellow coal workers from returning to the mines. While the
show of force used by the Italians in the area of Boomer, West Virginia (WV),
was referred to as a ‘riot’ by local Fayette County newspapers, historian of West
Virginia miners, Frederick A. Barkey, has noted that while ‘in some ways these
events do seem similar to spontaneous peasant revolts that were common in
Italy and other parts of Europe…’ nevertheless, ‘there did appear to be some
well thought out strategies involved’. These included gaining control of vital
rail lines leading into the area and closing down central blacksmith shops that
were vital to the ongoing operations of all mines in the region.2

By 8 June the conflict had escalated and the Fayette Journal reported that
the miners marched on the mine offices in Boomer, ‘parading behind a large
red and black flag upon which was emblazoned in gold lettering the words
“Victory or Death”’.3 The fifty armed deputies who rushed to Boomer found
the Italian miners ‘entrenched in rock forts which they had thrown up above
their homes near the Number Three mine tipple’. The crisis would remain at
a standstill until another fifty armed deputies arrived the following day with a
Gatlin Gun, tipping the balance of power and leading to the surrender of the
insurrectionary miners.4

This kind of militant action was not uncommon in the West Virginia coal-
fields. Indeed, in 1912, during the Paint Creek–Cabin Creek strike, Governor
William Glasscock commented on the growth of radical and subversive
ideologies circulating about the mine camps of West Virginia:

The wildest theories concerning the rights of property were propounded
and admitted by the strike organisers. Doctrines ranging upon anarchy
were upheld with such effect that men who were before living peacefully
and in comparative prosperity, purchased Winchesters, revolvers, black-
jacks, and other murderous weapons to shoot down coal Barons.5
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Governor Glasscock’s description of the violent politics of the West Virginia
miners was not a complete exaggeration. In fact, Governor Glasscock
declared martial law during the Paint Creek–Cabin Creek strike and in July of
1912 stationed National Guard troops along Paint Creek in response to the
escalating conflict between the West Virginia miners and the coal operators’
thugs, particularly the Baldwin-Felts agents. Barkey states that:

Shortly after the troops were deployed, the governor was forced to dis-
patch part of them to nearby Boone County where strike trouble had
escalated into violence, including the wounding of Sherriff A. H. Sutphin.
No sooner had troops arrived in Boone County than they were attacked
at the community of Sterling by contingents of Italians from Boomer and
some Greeks from the Clear Creek area… By the secondweek of September,
the Italians walked off their jobs raising the fear that an additional 1,400
armed strikers would have to be dealt with.6

Not only were Italian miners known as the shock-troop of this conflict but
they were also considered key to the ‘logistics of keeping munitions and other
vital supplies flowing into the strike zone’.7 Once again, evidence suggests that
this strike was no small undertaking. At one point, the Governor sent nine
companies of troops through the strike zone and they managed to confiscate
over 1,500 rifles, as well as numerous stashes of pistols, and even six or seven
machine guns along with over two hundred thousand rounds of ammunition.
The military authorities, apparently realising that many of these supplies had
come from Boomer, sent Colonel Ford and several aides to talk to Mr
Huddie, the mine superintendent, about the key leaders among the miners.
Mr Huddie told Colonel Ford that the leader of the insurrectionary miners
was ‘an effective fellow’ known as Giacomo.8

Historians such as Barkey have done exemplary jobs at recording this narra-
tive of conflict, however they have often been at a loss to explain local events
because they cannot see their connections to the world beyond a single town
or region. In reality, events in West Virginia were not isolated but actually
intimately connected to larger patterns playing out across the country and
indeed across the Atlantic basin. Without a larger context, Barkey is left to
conclude that, ‘while it is difficult at this point to make links between specific
Italian syndicalist and the left-wing West Virginia Socialists… the connection
appears considerable’, concluding that these Italians seemed ‘infused with the
anarcho-syndicalism of their homeland’.9

The inability to do more than make vague rhetorical gestures towards
‘spontaneous peasant revolts’ or the ‘infusion’ of politics from the ‘old-country’
appears throughout many local, state and regional labour histories of wild-cat
militant strikes and labour conflicts. These studies seriously underestimate the
anarchists’ ability to mobilise working-class communities throughout the US.
For example, William B. Klaus’s excellent study of Americanisation amongst
Italian immigrants in Marion County, West Virginia, provides great detail on
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similar events, but does not address the miners’ motives, inspirations or goals.
Klaus describes how on 15 February 1915, Italian strikers marched behind a
red flag armed with weapons and carrying a banner that read ‘United We
Stand, Divided We Fall, Give Us Justice or Nothing at All’.10 He goes on to
comment that these miners, who lacked the backing of the UMWA or any
other ‘labour group’ further alienated the power elite with their ‘display of red
flags, which was perceived as a symbol of anarchy’. Yet he concludes that:

Only scant evidence suggests that the strikers had tangible connections to
such national anarcho-syndicalist organisations as the Industrial Workers
of the World or ‘Wobblies’. Individual Italian radicals who organised
small groups were not uncommon in coal mining regions. Perhaps such
an individual was responsible for sparking the strike, but the strikers’ lack
of organisation suggests an unfolding of events more similar to a peasant
revolt.11

However, if we compare his description of events to the strike described by
Barkey, parallels are obvious. The protesting miners faced-off against a small
posse of thirteen men who they attacked. This violent interaction resulted in
the death of Constable Riggs. After this incident a second larger posse of 500
armed volunteers organised by the local authorities ‘scoured the countryside,
confiscating numerous pistols, knives, clubs, and one red flag’.12 Here again
we see a violent insurrection on the part of Italian coal miners that aligns with
several key tropes of anarchism but is being dismissed by scholars because it
lacks any clear connection to an ‘official’ or ‘organised’ union structure.

In both of these cases of wildcat insurrectionary strikes, the ideology of the
miners is explained through vague references to ‘peasant revolt’ and old world
practices. By contrast, the methodology I use in analysing the Cronaca clearly
shows these were not isolated events and that there was in fact a kind of
organisation underlying them. These types of informal social network are com-
monly associated with twenty-first century social movements. However, histor-
ians have largely failed to contextualise and weave them into our understanding
of historical phenomenon. By moving away from an explanatory dependency
on connection to large static institutions such as labour unions to the informal
structures of social networks, we can come to a new understanding of just
what was happening in coal country during the years prior to the First World
War. My research suggests that these miners were directly connected to one of
the largest and most effective anarchist networks in the world, which was
unified, educated, motivated, inspired, funded and ‘organised’ through the
pages of the Italian-language anarchist newspaper Cronaca Sovversiva.

Gossamer threads of communication and exchange ran from central nodes
in the anarchist network, through the pages of circulating propaganda organs
such as the Cronaca Sovversiva, to apparently isolated and peripheral loca-
tions such as Boomer, WV. Thus, we must start in the pages of anarchist
newspapers in order to reveal the network that linked small towns like
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Boomer to the larger Italian diaspora of insurrectionary labour militants.
For example, the Cronaca’s financial records show that the paper received
twenty-five donations from the town of Boomer during these years. The
money came from fourteen different donors and was gathered together at
three separate festivals, including multiple donations from a figure named
E. Di Giacomo. This fellow is very likely the same man named by Mr Huddie
as the leader of the Boomer militants.

E. Di Giacomo’s connection to the Cronaca network is underscored by the
fact that he not only personally subscribed to the paper but also acted as a
bundler of funds from the Boomer area. By focusing on financial records
printed in the Cronaca Sovversiva, previously invisible base militants like E. Di
Giacomo become visible as important historical actors in Boomer. We also
can learn the names of some of the Italian coalminers with whom he worked.
The Cronaca’s financial section for 29 October 1910 describes E. Di Giacomo
gathering together (‘a mezzo’) money from four other comrades to help fund
the printing of a special edition of the Cronaca focused on commemorating
the 1909 execution of the Spanish anarchist educator Francesco Ferrer. These
names are all investigative leads ripe for further exploration, opening up
the possibility of constructing a social history of immigrant anarchists and a
more complete picture of the role they played in shaping labour relations and
working-class politics during the early twentieth century.

Social field theory: thinking critically about the financial records
of the Cronaca Sovversiva

Key to my analysis is the concept of the social field, first explored by sociologists
Pierre Bourdieu and later by migration scholars such as Nina Glick Schiller.13

Networks and social fields are closely related concepts. Glick Schiller and
Peggy Levitt define social fields as

a set of multiple interlocking networks of social relationships through
which ideas, practices, and resources are unequally exchanged, organised,
and transformed… Social fields are multidimensional, encompassing
structured interactions of differing forms, depth, and breadth that are
differentiated in social theory by the terms organisation, institution, and
social movement.14

They argue in their 2004 article ‘Conceptualising Simultaneity: A Transnational
Social Field Perspective on Society’ that:

Migrants are embedded in networks stretching across multiple states…
[M]igrants’ identities and cultural production reflect their multiple loca-
tions. Among the important findings of the Transnational Communities
project was the need to distinguish between patterns of connection on the
ground and the conditions that produce ideologies of connection and
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community… the nation-state container view of society does not capture,
adequately or automatically, the complex interconnectedness of con-
temporary reality. To do so requires adopting a transnational social field
approach to the study of social life that distinguishes between the exis-
tence of transnational social networks and the consciousness of being
embedded in them. Such a distinction is also critical to understanding the
experience of living simultaneously within and beyond the boundaries of
a nation-state and to developing methodologies for empirically studying
such experiences.15

Inspired by this analysis of the complexity of the lives and cultural production
of transnational migrants, my methodology is driven by a desire to make
visible and legible both the experience of migrants on the ground in small
towns such as Barre, Vermont, and Boomer,West Virginia, and the production of
ideologies (namely anarchism) that helped them actively build their transnational
social field and diasporic community identity.

There are many different ways that migrants participate in networks and
social fields. This is certainly the case with the Italian anarchists who, as we
will see, were always engaged with multiple different social fields. For example,
Italian-speaking immigrants used the term ‘sovversivi’ (subversives) to refer to
their larger community, which included Italian anarchists, communists,
socialists and syndicalists alike. Thus we may describe them as part of the
transnational sovversivi social field as well as a transnational anarchist social
field that included anarchists from many different cultural and linguistic
backgrounds. The readers of the Cronaca would also have participated in the
immigrant social field (which does not imply any political focus but rather is
built from shared experiences of dislocation and transnational migration
among immigrants of various national origins), the United States social field
(which is bound by national borders of the US) and even the Italian social
field (which had a particular way of conceiving of emigrant communities as
colonies and thus within the confines and gaze of the Italian state despite
being legally beyond its borders). This incomplete list is meant to illustrate
the numerous fluid, overlapping, intersecting and occasionally contentious
identities an immigrant had to navigate on a daily basis.

One of the reasons the Cronaca Sovversiva makes such an interesting subject
of study is that the Cronaca editorial group was highly conscious of main-
taining financial transparency. The journal was printed weekly for over fifteen
years. In total there are 779 extant editions of the paper. From this corpus I
have harvested approximately 70,000 lines of data representing individual
monetary transactions. The two major categories these exchanges fall under
are Abbonamenti (subscriptions) and Sottoscrizione (literally ‘underwritings’
but best understood as ‘donations’). Over the life of the Cronaca Sovversiva,
22,304 Abbonamenti and 25,908 Sottoscrizione transactions are listed, together
comprising 48,212 of the 69,783 distinct financial transactions recorded in the
Amministrazione section of the journal. The remaining 21,571 transactions
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are listed under one of the other 194 special events or causes for which the
Cronaca raised money. Much can be done with such simple yet also extensive
primary source material when read through the lens of social field theory.

First, it is important to note that not everyone who subscribed to the Cro-
naca necessarily identified as an anarchist. It is completely plausible that
someone might subscribe out of curiosity or even as a way to monitor what
was being said by a group that they actually deeply disagreed with. Indeed,
years later (July 1918) when questioned by federal agents regarding their
subscriptions to the Cronaca Sovversiva almost everyone named in Barre as a
subscriber denied that they were anarchists. For example, Frank Juras told
the federal investigators that, ‘I am a subscriber to the “Cronaca” but am not
an anarchist, and I do not believe in the principles taught by said paper.
When I was a young man I did believe in some anarchistic principles but have
changed my mind now’ (emphasis in the original).16 This same basic refrain is
repeated over and over again to the investigators. Of course these disavowals
of anarchist inclinations must be read askance, as these immigrants had every
reason to lie to federal investigators, as the case of Virginio Lovargo demon-
strates. Lovargo was the only one of the 25 people interviewed in Barre by the
federal inspectors who admitted to identifying as an anarchist. Lovargo, age
46, willfully, if perhaps foolishly, told the agents that:

I have been a subscriber to the ‘Cronaca’ from the time that it first came
out in this city. I know that it is an anarchistic newspaper, and that is the
reason that I read it. I AM A PHILOSOPHICAL ANARCHIST AND
BELIEVE IN THE PRINCIPLES TAUGHT BY THE ‘CRONACA’. I
believe that people should be educated to govern themselves and that
there should be no bosses nor workmen. There should be only one class
of people.17 (emphasis in original)

This was also the only interview conducted by the investigators in Barre that
ended with the ominous note ‘(See application for warrant for his arrest)’,
which highlights the potentially serious consequences of admitting such an
identity. It seems surprising that an immigrant in such a precarious political
and financial situation as Lovargo would make himself a target for arrest and
deportation; the only sensible explanation for such behaviour is that he was so
deeply tied to his anarchist identity and membership in the Cronaca network,
that to hide, obfuscate or reject this position would represented something of
a betrayal to his core values.

This series of interviews conducted by federal investigators is a reminder
that while we can assume that the vast majority of subscribers to the paper at
least existed within the broader sovversivi (Italian left) and Italian immigrant
social fields in which the network operated, it is clear that we need to look to
the donors’ lists to see who was actually an active, self-identifying and inves-
ted member of the Cronaca Sovversiva network. Although subscribers
received copies of the paper in exchange for their payment, there was no
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exchange of goods or services for donations to the network. One would not
send in money to help pay off the paper’s debt for any reason other than a
personal interest in supporting the paper’s project. In a capitalist-oriented
newspaper one expects subscriptions to cover the basic cost of printing the
paper, perhaps with advertisements supplementing the costs and perhaps
providing a profit margin. However, in the case of the Cronaca Sovversiva,
profit was never a driving goal, it did not solicit advertisements, and over the
life of the paper donations actually brought in significantly more money than
did subscriptions. In fact, at no time did money from subscriptions exceed
that coming in from donations.

Additionally, money donated to the Cronaca arrived in bundles, meaning that
numerous individual donations were gathered and sent by a single individual
acting as a kind of volunteer agent for the press. US authorities recognised these
acts as significant and considered anyone playing the role of a ‘bundler’ as
having a closer relationship with the Cronaca group and the ideological positions
they represent. For example, authorities noted in the case of Ernesto Perrella
that he had ‘contributed to various collections that have been taken up for its
support, and has solicited and accepted subscriptions’ in addition to being a
regular subscriber for five or six years.18 Perrella would later face deportation
alongside with the newspaper’s editor Luigi Galleani. Evidence of ‘bundling’
was far more damning than simply subscribing to the paper, an action whose
incriminating nature the interviewees in Barre were able to deflect with ease.

In order to understand what conclusions can be made concerning people
who participated to varying degrees in the circulation of the Cronaca Sov-
versiva we need to more fully employ the concept of the social field. Levitt
and Glick-Schiller give us some tools to think through these relationships
when they describe the difference between ‘ways of being’ in social fields as
opposed to ‘ways of belonging’:

Ways of being refers to the actual social relations and practices that
individuals engage in rather than to the identities associated with their
actions. Social fields contain institutions, organisations, and experiences,
within their various levels, that generate categories of identity that are
ascribed to or chosen by individuals or groups. Individuals can be
embedded in a social field but not identify with any label or cultural
politics associated with that field. They have the potential to act or identify
at a particular time because they live within the social field, but not all
choose to do so…. In contrast, ways of belonging refers to practices that
signal or enact an identity which demonstrates a conscious connection to a
particular group. These actions are not symbolic but concrete, visible
actions that mark belonging… Ways of belonging combine action and an
awareness of the kind of identity that action signifies.19

This means that, while subscribing to the Cronaca might simply be a ‘way of
being’ in the social field, donating money to the Sottoscrizione was clearly a
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‘way of belonging’ to the social field. Now the two kinds of acts are not
exclusive or static and because of the way in which the Cronaca Sovversiva
employed tools for identity construction such as martyrology and hagio-
graphies, any subscriber or reader could quite easily over time come to access
a sense of belonging to the social field. Commenting on this idea of belong-
ing, Glick Schiller and Levitt state:

Individuals within transnational social fields combine ways of being and
ways of belonging differently in specific contexts. One person might have
many social contacts with people in their country of origin but not identify
at all as belonging to their homeland. They are engaged in transnational
ways of being but not belonging…On the other hand, there are people
with few or no actual social relations with people in the sending country
or transnationally but who behave in such a way as to assert their iden-
tification with a particular group. Because these individuals have some
sort of connection to a way of belonging, through memory, nostalgia or
imagination, they can enter the social field when and if they choose to do
so. In fact, we would hypothesise that someone who had access to a
transnational way of belonging would be likely to act on it at some point
in his or her life.20

Following in this same line of thinking, I argue that the list of names associated
with bundling money should be read as demonstrating ‘ways of belonging’ to
the social field and thus describe a closer degree of connection to the anarchist
network. This applies to E. Di Giacomo in Boomer, WV. Conversely, we can
see the Abbonamenti as among the lower commitment ‘acts of being’. However,
we should not discount the lower energy bonds of subscription or casual
donation to something like the earthquake disaster fund in Calabria in 1908.

In fact, people who only appear in the pages of the Cronaca at these times
of crisis represent a critical component of the overall social field in which the
anarchists lived and operated because they showed the broadest extent of the
anarchists’ connections to immigrant workers and thus a kind of latent or
unrealised potential energy source during moments of crisis. To see how
broader and more general social fields could be mobilised by a network such
as that formed through the circulation of the Cronaca Sovversiva we need to
look at a few more case studies, starting with one which was less overtly
political in nature and thus more fully capable of mobilising a broad support
base among the working-class social field in towns like Barre.

The Messina earthquake case-study: being and belonging in the
anarchist social field

The 1908 earthquake in Calabria and Sicily provides us with a perfect chance
to explore how the anarchists mobilised the more peripheral members of the
various social fields in which they belonged. Often referred to as the Messina
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earthquake, the 7.1 magnitude event almost completely destroyed the cities of
Messina and Reggio Calabria and killed upwards of 200,000 people while
sending countless more into diaspora either in Italy or abroad. The first sign
of reaction in Barre seemed to have occurred on 2 January, when a general
meeting of all those concerned gathered at the Northern Hotel to discuss
fundraising ventures. The Cronaca then acted swiftly to help not only its loyal
readers and fellow Italians but indeed the whole of the Barre community
funnel their donations to help the people of southern Italy. The Cronaca did
this by announcing a series of social gatherings given extra importance due to
the sense of crisis the disaster had invoked throughout the whole of the Barre
community and indeed much of the world.

The following week similar events were announced in other locations in the
network, hinting at the extent to which the whole of the Italian diaspora was
responding.21 While it has long been noted that remittances and funds from
Italians abroad played a role in helping the devastated communities recover,
what is often not recognised is the role the anarchists and their networks
played in this activity. The fundraising continued from early January all the
way through early March, ending with a major benefit party held in New
York City, which featured a scene of cross-national and cross-ideological
solidarity on the left:

The benefit “For Calabria and Sicily” given under the auspices of some
anarchists and trade unionists of the upper town to the Star Casino (No.
115 E. St. 107th) could not have been more beautiful and pleasant. The
crowd was a surprise, so that the take was good, and what is more
important, it was a moral success. Meaning that on this painful occasion,
and despite the vast theoretical gulf that divided this vast array of
obscure workers, the spirit of solidarity and a brotherly hand was out-
stretched with sincere thoughts. It was not the usual self-interested charity
of the greedy bourgeois… no! The event was spontaneous and disinterested,
without any boast, as only sovversivi are capable…22

While this itself may be a boast, it is notable that the many factions of the
Left came together in solidarity for the people of Calabria and Sicily. Almost
all of the donors who gave to this fund did so only once, with only nine
people making multiple donations, meaning 475 different people donated to
the cause. The list of other donors reveals that the anarchists were successfully
mobilising non-Italian donors as well.23 The inclusion of women, children
and non-Italian speaking donors suggests the degree to which this cause
mobilised a much larger section of the Barre social field than typical Cronaca
fundraising drives. This in turn requires that we ask why all these hundreds of
workers in Barre gave their money to the Cronaca and not the Red Cross or
some other more ‘respected’ or mainstream charity organisation.

The only possible explanation is that Barre’s anarchists, despite their con-
tentious position within the community, were respected as honest and
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trustworthy people when it came to handling financial donations. This trust
could only have been built up over time due to their constant, successful, and
fairly scandal-free fundraising activity. At moments like this, the financial
transparency valued by the Cronaca editors proved critical. The anarchists
associated with the Cronaca were able to handle these donations because they
had access to the anarchist network which would facilitate the movement of
the money and insure its delivery to the neediest with the least amount of
overhead cost or loss of resources to intermediaries. Awareness for how they
were able to mobilise otherwise unaffiliated members of the community at
times such as this illustrates the validity of social field theory in relationship
to the financial activity we find recorded in the paper. It also reveals that the
fairly small network of militant anarchists involved in producing and circu-
lating the paper actually had a much larger social field of potential supports
they could draw upon when needed, notably in times of crisis as documented
by some of the major strikes of Italian workers during the same years.

The 1910 Ybor strike: a study of the network’s ability to respond to
political crisis

Alongside Abbonamenti and Sottoscrizione, the Cronaca Sovversiva regularly
published announcements and debriefings of small local festivals, concerts,
picnics and raffles occurring in its far-flung circulation network. While these
advertisements included events in major metropolitan areas such as New
York City, Boston and Chicago, mostly they described gatherings, dinner
parties, theatrical recitals and other ‘happenings’ that animated life in Italian
communities in coal camps and small villages of the American west. Through
a close examination of the paper we can observe how the announcement of
one locality’s decision to stage a fundraising and community building activity
for a particular cause would spread in both form and function to other com-
munities. This kind of snowballing of activity was not accidental or peripheral
to the anarchist movement or the role that newspapers played in it, but
represented one of the key ways anarchist periodicals facilitated mobilisations
during the first two decades of the twentieth century.

For example, in June 1910, the Clear Havana Cigar Manufacturers Associa-
tion began firing Union Selectors from the Cigar Manufactures International
Union (CMIU). By August more than 12,000 cigar makers were out of
work.24 Alfonso Coniglio, one of the strike’s primary leaders, was a major
anarchist leader and distributor of the Cronaca Sovversiva.25 Indeed, records
show him contributing to the paper from 1903–1917, as the second most
active subscriber and donator from the Florida area, associated with the Alba
Sociale Gruppo in Ybor City. By September, conflict was increasing and an
Anglo-American bookkeeper was shot in the midst of a fight with a crowd of
strikers. Two Italian men, Angelo Albano and Castronse Figarretta, were
labelled ‘tools of anarchist elements in the city’ and were lynched. Cigar factory
works of Italian, Spanish and Cuban descent moved from protest to acts of
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violence.26 On 4 October arsonists burned the Bulbía Brothers factory.27

Cigar factories reopened October 1910 with armed protection. Italians refused
to return to work, marching behind a banner similar to that reported in West
Virginia that read ‘Morire di Fame, ma Vincere!’ (We Will Die of Hunger, But
We Will Win!). Italians once again became the shock-troops of the strike.28

The Cronaca regularly reported on and supported such strikes. It became
highly active in raising funds for strikers and in publicising their struggle. The
paper’s reaction to events in Ybor City provide a good case study of how it
mobilised far-flung and diverse communities of sympathetic workers. Between
31 December 1910, and 11 March 1911, twenty special fundraising events
were reported in the pages of the Cronaca. Twelve of these festivals are
explicitly for the strikers in Tampa. The first two ‘Festa di Ballo’ occurred in
Mulberry Kansas, and Bay View Massachusetts, on 31 December. In total
there were eighteen reports (communicate) from towns announcing plans for
an event and reporting back on how the event unfolded, and how much
money was raised. For example, the report from Coalgate, Oklahoma, stated
that tickets sales brought in $71 dollars, cigar and soda sales brought in eight
more but the cost of renting the hall and musicians was $52.38, bringing their
total profit to $27.50.

There are also eleven articles about the strike published in the paper at this
time, including six large front page articles starting on 12 November and
running until 31 December, when news from Tampa fell to the second or
third page of the paper. These articles offer detailed analysis of the conflict, as
well as rhetorical calls for solidarity and support. When combined with the
stream of reports on festivals, such press would certainly have made any
reader not only aware of the lynching, beatings and oppression faced by the
Tampa workers but also the way in which other Italians, in the coal camps of
the mid and far west, the granite quarries of the north, the urban streets of
New York and New Jersey and the factory towns of New England were
responding to the brutality meted out to their fellow workers. Such a compli-
cated set of representations and communications would not only have moved
a reader to outrage but given them specific ways of venting their outrage and
participating in the struggle.

Cronaca printed accounts of total financial contributions from sixteen festi-
vals, picnics, raffles and group and individual sottoscrizini in support of the
Tampa strikers between 26 November and 11 March. This running total also
included information on how much money has at any time been sent to
Tampa. It was often accompanied by printed copies of receipts showing that
funds were received by the strike committee in Florida. In this way the Cronaca
built a reputation for transparency that allowed the paper to function as
financial intermediary for a broader movement.

On the one hand this openness could be seen as surprising (given the high-
level of secrecy common among insurrectionary anarchists in other arenas),
but also understandable given the fact that workers were giving significant
portions of their insubstantial, if hard-earned wages. These financial records
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are often the only historical records left by these men and women, migrants
who may only otherwise appear in INS files, census records and police docu-
ments. The pages of the Cronaca Sovversiva offered a space for individuals to
signal to themselves and to their fellow readers their membership in the
movement. Also having one’s name printed in the paper, not only as a sub-
scriber but as someone sending in extra money to support a specific cause,
such as the strikers in Tampa, would have certainly been a source of pride for
an autodidact and subaltern coal miner scattered across the American West.
A fact that would change as the anarchist social field came under attack at
the end of the decade and all those subscribers in Barre were forced to
repudiate association with the Cronaca network.

Money for the strikers continued to arrive in Cronaca offices until the end
of the Tampa strike, when workers agreed to return to factories on 26 January
1911. At this time a momentary drop off of incoming funds was followed
almost immediately by a very high spike, as all the groups who had been
raising funds sent in whatever they had gathered to support the strikers. The
surge in donations after the collapse of the Tampa/Ybor strike suggests that
the anarchist network knew strikers would especially need assistance after the
failure of their struggle. Such generosity from their fellow workers must have
provided some emotional consolation, as well as some food and rent money
for the defeated strikers and their families. This act undoubtedly strengthened
the bonds between the diasporic groups of workers and increased loyalty to
the Cronaca and its anarchist platform. The workers of the Tampa/Ybor area
did not forget the role anarchists and newspapers like the Cronaca played in
supporting them during their strike, and over the following years funds
streamed out of the cigar factories and into anarchist journals.29 In fact, we
can see the money coming from Tampa into the Cronaca spike in 1911 and
slowly decline for several years afterwards, as the memory of the strike and
the support given to the strikers slowly faded from the collective memory.

Conclusion

By paying close attention to the flow of money through the pages of the
anarchist press we can learn more about the ways in which migrant labourers
fought back against exploitation. An examination of this financial data
reveals a pattern of fundraising that bound together working-class radicals
across North America and the Atlantic basin. The anarchist social network
must be understood as a form of organising that was coexistent with other
articulations of working-class self-empowerment, such as the union movement,
but that was radically different in its approach to grassroots mobilisation and
resistance. The financial records of papers like the Cronaca Sovversiva reveal
that the organisational strength of immigrant Italian anarchists lay not in
their numbers or in the formation of lasting institutions such as unions or
political parties but in their highly flexible networks which allowed small
numbers of militants to mobilise sympathetic (though not necessarily
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radicalised) members of the larger immigrant and working-class social fields.
Viewed from this perspective, the insurrections led by coal miners in West
Virginia were not isolated events or ‘spontaneous peasant revolts’, but were
part of a larger phenomenon.

When anarchists began to organise fundraising events for the victims of the
Messina Earthquake, many members of the broader community trusted them
to gather and deliver aid to Italy rather than turning to alternatives such as
the Red Cross. Because of their well-earned reputation as effective grassroots
fundraisers and honest redistributors of wealth, they found themselves in the
position to respond immediately to crisis and used the opportunity to mobi-
lise people beyond the inner core of their social field. It is this ability to
mobilise that made the anarchists so resilient to attack. The hundreds of
times they had previously delivered funds, as they did for the striking cigar
rollers of Tampa, had built up a wealth of social capital. Their reputation
extended the reach of their network farther into the immigrant social field
and helped them react to disasters both natural and political. This was not an
accidental consequence of their anarchism but a direct result of their ideology
of social revolution, which stressed working-class self-reliance.

These short studies address only a fraction of the information contained in
the financial records of the Cronaca Sovversiva. And the Cronaca’s records
represent only a tiny fraction of the information contained in the print culture
of the anarchist movement writ large. If more of this data is transcribed and
made available to the scholarly community we will be able to build a more
complete map of the flow of radical ideology, financial resources, and sub-
versive identities during the height of the historical anarchist movement. In this
way we can move beyond intellectual history and biography to build a social
and cultural history of the previously nameless labourers whose struggles for
social justice shaped not only the past, but also the world in which we live today.
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3 The other nation
The places of the Italian anarchist press
in the USA

Davide Turcato

Introduction: What does ‘Italian’ mean?

The concept of ‘Italian anarchist press in the United States’ is deceptive in its
seeming simplicity. To start with, what does ‘Italian press’ mean? References to
nations, in the absence of further qualifications, are usually understood as refer-
ences to nation-states. So, for example, if we simply talk about ‘English press’ or
‘Spanish press’, we are surely referring to the press of England or Spain. How-
ever, if we talked about ‘English press in the United States’ or ‘Spanish press in
the United States’, we would be open to two interpretations with quite different
meanings: Would we be referring to the nation or to the language? Would we be
talking about people who look upon England or Spain as their own country or
simply about English or Spanish speakers? One could argue that, in the Italian
case, we would be talking more or less about the same group of people, but the
fact remains that we would be talking about it from two different points of view.

The different implications of either interpretation become clear if we consider
the equally deceptive concept of ‘Italian anarchist press’. While the ‘linguistic’
interpretation, as ‘anarchist press in Italian’, would be quite natural, the
‘political’ interpretation would place anarchists in a tight spot, for acknowl-
edging and asserting their national identity would immediately seem to put
them in contradiction with their alleged cosmopolitanism, or would make it
seem a hollow abstraction, anyway.

Yet it is precisely to the latter interpretation that I will adhere. I intend to
survey the geographical distribution of the Italian anarchist press in the
United States, its areas of circulation, the flow of its financial support, and the
mobility of its personnel, from the anarchist movement’s start to the eve of
the Second World War, in order to show that its periodicals were made by men
and women who looked upon Italy as their country and did so consistently
with their cosmopolitanism and internationalism.

The geography of the Italian anarchist press in the United States

The geographical distribution of the Italian anarchists in the United States is
itself evidence of their link with their nation. If we consider the distribution of



the press an indicator of the anarchist movement’s distribution, we clearly see
how the latter reflected the distribution of Italian immigration. Table 3.1
shows the distribution of Italian anarchist periodicals per state, up until 1971.
The data are taken from Bettini’s Bibliografia dell’anarchismo, which is the
main reference source for any research on the Italian anarchist press. The
Northeast region clearly predominates with its 58 periodicals (71.6 per cent),
followed at a distance by the Midwest with 14 periodicals (17.3 per cent), the
West with 5 periodicals (6.2 per cent), and the South with 4 periodicals (4.9
per cent). This distribution mirrors the distribution of Italian immigration,
which in the last decade of the nineteenth century was accounted for 72.7 per
cent by the Northeast, for 11.4 per cent by the Midwest, for 8.3 per cent by
the West, and for 7.6 per cent by the South.1

However, Bettini’s data provide only a partial image. The anarchists’ dis-
tribution and that of their press did not depend exclusively on the volume of
Italian immigration, but also on other and more specific dynamics. In some
divisions, such as the South Central – especially Louisiana – the anarchist
press was absent, although Italian immigration was higher (5.4 per cent in the
abovementioned decade) than in other divisions, such as the South Atlantic,
that had a lower Italian immigration but provided a more fertile ground for
transplanting traditions of radicalism imported from Italy.

We begin to discern a different picture if we replace statistics based on the
number of periodicals – where equal weight is given to a one-off publication
and a decade-long periodical – with statistics that take into account the life
span of a periodical, measured in weeks, with a minimum span of one week

Table 3.1 Distribution of Italian anarchist periodicals by state, 1872–1971

State Division Periodicals

New York Northeast 33

Illinois Midwest 11

New Jersey Northeast 8

Massachusetts Northeast 7

Pennsylvania Northeast 5

California West 5

Florida South 4

Vermont Northeast 3

Ohio Midwest 2

Minnesota Midwest 1

Connecticut Northeast 1

Rhode Island Northeast 1

Total 81

Source: Bettini, Bibliografia dell’anarchismo, vol. 2
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conventionally assigned to one-off publications (Table 3.2). We can thus
reassess the relevance of the densely populated Illinois, with its numerous but
ephemeral periodicals, while faraway California and the small and mountai-
nous Vermont gain importance, with their few but long-lived papers.

An even sharper picture takes shape if we introduce a temporal distinction,
with the Great War as watershed (Table 3.3). Two surprisingly different sce-
narios emerge. The metropolitan state, New York, which seemed to dwarf all
other states with its 41 per cent of periodicals over the entire period, took on
this role, and impressively so, only after the war, accounting for 70 per cent of
the entire production. However, before the war its role is marginal (10 per
cent), whereas we have a confirmation of a marked decentralising tendency
toward minor states, such as New Jersey and Vermont, which together
account for 61 per cent of the production.

We can further detail the pre-war situation by aggregating the same data by
city rather than by state (Table 3.4). The interesting fact is that eight cities
alone suffice to cover 99 per cent of the entire production. The tendency to
decentralisation in terms of states thus corresponds to a tendency to con-
centration in terms of cities. A single place corresponds to each of the pre-
viously listed states: New Jersey actually means the town of Paterson;
Vermont means the town of Barre.

At the root of this phenomenon there is probably still migration, in one of
its most characteristic aspects, chain migration, the result of which was that
immigrants tended to cluster according to their place of origin. This phe-
nomenon favoured migration between areas where the same kind of economic

Table 3.2 Cumulative life span of Italian anarchist periodicals, grouped by state

State Weeks

New York 5,508

New Jersey 1,547

Massachusetts 1,314

California 682

Vermont 572

Pennsylvania 411

Florida 140

Illinois 113

Ohio 73

Minnesota 1

Connecticut 1

Rhode Island 1

Total 10,363

Source: Data from Bettini, Bibliografia dell’anarchismo
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Table 3.3 Periodicals’ cumulative life span, by state, before and after 1915

Before 1915 After 1915

State Weeks State Weeks

New Jersey 1,173 New York 5,217

Vermont 572 Massachusetts 1,099

Pennsylvania 300 California 492

New York 292 New Jersey 375

Massachusetts 214 Pennsylvania 111

California 190 Florida 98

Illinois 81 Ohio 72

Florida 42 Illinois 31

Ohio 1 Connecticut 1

Connecticut 0 Rhode Island 1

Rhode Island 0 Minnesota 1

Minnesota 0 Vermont 0

Total 2,865 Total 7,498

Source: Data from Bettini, Bibliografia dell’anarchismo

Table 3.4 Periodicals’ cumulative life span, by city, before 1915

City Weeks Cumulative coverage

Paterson, NJ 1,173 1,173 41%

Barre, VT 572 1,744 61%

Philadelphia, PA 300 2,044 71%

New York 292 2,336 82%

Lynn, MA 213 2,549 89%

San Francisco, CA 190 2,739 96%

Madison, IL 43 2,783 97%

Tampa, FL 42 2,825 99%

Other cities 40 2,865 100%

Source: Data from Bettini, Bibliografia dell’anarchismo



activity was prevalent; this, in turn, had the consequence that worker radicalism
typical of certain Italian areas of origin concentrated in corresponding areas
of destination, where overall immigration may have been lower than elsewhere.
Thus Paterson, with its silk mills, attracted workers from the Biellese, where the
textile industry tradition harked back to the Middle Ages and where great
strikes took place between 1877 and 1889. Analogously, the Barre anarchists
were quarrymen coming from the area of Carrara, the city of the 1894 anarchist
uprising. Another example is Tampa, Florida, where Italian immigration was
mostly from Sicily, the scene of the 1893 Fasci movement, and where the
tobacco industry was characterised by strong worker combativeness.

The concentration in terms of cities – with different periodicals following one
another in the same towns, many of which were not even densely populated –
invites us to think about the type of infrastructures that made an anarchist
periodical possible. The two key requisites were an active anarchist group and
a printing press, both of which could equally be found in a large city and in a
small town. An anarchist periodical was never an end in itself, but was always
instrumental to a larger project of dissemination of political ideas. The places
where anarchists set up their periodicals were, or would become in time,
organisational hubs to which various activities were connected. On the one
hand, the most representative periodicals turned into actual organs of the
movement, which took on the function of correspondence committees that
kept up contacts within a network of comrades spread over a large territory.
Their standard set-up included not only an editor but also a public speaker.
On the other hand, printed materials for the dissemination of ideas was not
limited to periodicals, but almost invariably included also pamphlets, posters,
etc. The printing presses that produced such literature were often more durable
than the periodicals themselves, and their presence in a certain town was often
a key factor that made it possible for a new periodical to be established or to
flourish. A significant example is that of a Spanish anarchist and professional
typesetter, Pedro Esteve, who, in 1899, moved his typing equipment from
New York, where he published a periodical in his own language, to Paterson,
so that it could be used by three other anarchist periodicals – two Italian and
one French – in addition to his own. A steady group and a printing press were
thus the two factors that provided continuity to anarchist literature.

In the light of the above survey, we can now give a name to the main perio-
dicals, mentioning the four longest-lasting ones: La Questione Sociale (The
social question) of Paterson and its reincarnation, L’Era Nuova (The new
age); Cronaca Sovversiva (Subversive chronicle) of Barre; Il Martello (The
hammer) of New York; and L’Adunata dei Refrattari (The refractories’ call),
also based in New York. The foregoing overview lets us better appreciate how
important and representative these periodicals were. Their places of publica-
tion are significant in themselves: the first two periodicals are the chief
representatives of the pre-war period, while the last two represent the post-
war period. These periodicals also epitomise another distinction, in terms of
ideas, that ran through the anarchist movement: the distinction between
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‘organisationists’ and ‘anti-organisationists’. The debate between the two
camps did non concern only formal organisation in federations that drafted
programmes and held congresses, as was favoured by the former side and
opposed by the latter, but also other issues such as the so-called ‘propaganda
by the deed’, participation in the labour movement, and alliances with other
subversive parties. Among the abovementioned periodicals, La Questione
Sociale—Era Nuova and Il Martello represented the organisationist camp,
although with different nuances, while Cronaca Sovversiva and L’Adunata dei
Refrattari represented the anti-organisationist camp. These four periodicals
alone cover 59 per cent of the cumulative life span of all periodicals (6,077
weeks out of 10,363). Therefore they constitute the backbone of the Italian
anarchist press in the United States. Accordingly, we will make reference
mainly to them in the rest of our discussion.

The role of transnationalism

The prize of first Italian anarchist periodical in the United States, however, is
carried off by a short-lived paper, L’Anarchico (The anarchist), which saw the
light of day in New York in 1888. The front page of its second issue (1 February
1888) carried an appeal ‘Ai Compagni d’Italia’ (To the comrades of Italy),
which explained that the periodical’s publication was undertaken ‘in view of
the fact that it is presently impossible to express one’s own ideas, because of
the zeal of the tyrannical Italian police, in the pay of a constitutional mon-
archical government’. Moreover, the editing group appointed one of its
members ‘so that he can be recognised by all the Socialist Anarchist Revolu-
tionary groups to which he will introduce himself in Italy, for the purposes of
giving and receiving whatever explanations he will be asked for, facilitating
subscriptions, and obtaining direct reports from the groups of Italy’.

The appeal is highly significant. In symbolically marking the birth of the
Italian anarchist press in the United States, it also constitutes, as it were, its
manifesto. The Italian anarchists of the United States considered themselves
part and parcel of the movement in their homeland: their press was primarily
made to serve that movement. That press bore the advantage that it could be
produced in easier conditions, and therefore its role became especially
important in times of repression in Italy. Such was the division of tasks
between Italian anarchists at home and abroad.

We can find such concepts explicitly expressed in the anarchist papers. For
example, in a September 1899 issue of La Questione Sociale, Errico Malatesta –
the most representative figure of Italian anarchism and the editor of that
paper at the time – emphasises that economic and political conditions are
more favourable in the United States than in Europe, and therefore ‘we must
profit from the circumstances to create a force that can … come to the aid of
our cause wherever the opportunity arises, and especially in Italy, which is the
country we come from, whose language we speak, and where, consequently,
we can exert our influence with greater effectiveness’.2 We can see here how
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the priority given to one’s own country did not mean preferring it to other
countries, but rather proceeded from a sort of internationalist division of
labour, based on the fact that each one’s action could be more effective in the
country whose culture one shared.

An indication of the greater difficulty of survival of the anarchist press in
Italy than in the United States comes from the comparison of the number of
one-off publications in each country. If we consider a single issue as the
ephemeral publication par excellence, the percentage of single issues over the
total number of publications indicates the precariousness of a country’s press.
In Italy such ratio was 59 per cent (175 periodicals over 298) in the period up
to 1913, in contrast to a ratio of 41 per cent abroad (54 periodicals over 131). In
the United States the ratio was still lower than the overall ratio for foreign
countries: 34 per cent (10 periodicals over 29). In this last country the percentage
remains approximately constant throughout the entire period up to 1971.

A further indication of the different conditions in the two countries – as
well as an indication of the role of the anarchist press in the United States in
times of repression – comes from the respective year-by-year fluctuations in
the number of periodicals between 1893, the year in which the Italian anarchist
press started to have a steady presence in the United States, and 1927, the
year in which the anarchist press disappeared from Italy, as a result of government
suppression of all antifascist press (Figure 3.1). The number of periodicals for
each year was conventionally observed on the 1 January of the year. The
average number of periodical per year in Italy is exactly twice the US average
(5.66 and 2.63, respectively).

Figure 3.1 lends itself to various considerations. First of all, the press in the
United States had a more regular course than the press in Italy, which was
more exposed to government repression. This can be observed by comparing
each country’s series of data with the straight line that best fits the data (also
shown in the figure). For example, the line shown for Italy in Figure 3.1 has a
value of 4.7 for 1894, which, compared with the value of 6 periodicals published
in Italy that year, yields a deviation of 1.3. The best-fit line, also called ‘trend
line’, is the one that minimises the average of such deviations (expressed as

Figure 3.1 Yearly fluctuation in the number of periodicals in Italy and United States,
1893–1927
Data from Bettini, Bibliografia dell’anarchismo
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absolute numbers, irrespective of their sign). The closer the series of data is
overall to the line of best fit – that is, the lower the average deviation from
that line is – the more regular the course is. The average deviations for Italy
and the United States are 2.9 and 0.8, respectively. However, a meaningful
comparison should factor out that the two data series have different scales, as
we usually expect higher deviations for series made up of larger numbers. We
normalise the average deviations by dividing them by the respective data
series averages. The resulting average deviation for Italy is 51.4 per cent of its
average number of periodicals per year, while the corresponding value for the
United States is 28.5 per cent. In brief, as the chart visually shows, the fluctuation
for Italy was much more jagged than that for the United States.

Even more notably, the respective fluctuation of the Italian anarchist press
in Italy and the United States often went in opposite directions. At various
times, when the volume of publication was below the trend line in Italy, it
exceeded the trend line in the United States. We observe this for the years
1900–1901, 1916–1917, and 1924–1925. As a result, in these periods the
number of Italian periodicals in the United States equalled or even exceeded
the number of periodicals in the homeland. We also observe the inverse
phenomenon: when the anarchist press flourished in Italy it dropped below
the trend line in the United States, as we can see for the years 1905–1908 and
1921–1922.

These statistical patterns acquire significance in the light of the historical
events Italy went through over those nearly four decades. After Crispi’s
exceptional laws are promulgated in 1894, the anarchist press drops in Italy.
In 1896 we thus see for the first time the United States press on a par with the
Italian press, albeit at the lowest level. Then, in the years of the repressive
backlash ensuing the 1898 bread riots and Gaetano Bresci’s 1900 attempt on
King Humbert’s life, the United States press steps in and for the first time
exceeds homeland production. The central years of the Giolittian era, during
which the grip on the subversive press was slackened, see the anarchist press
soar in Italy and at the same time mostly fall under the trend line in the
United States. With the outbreak of the First World War, the anarchist press
has a hard time in Italy but it grows in the United States, where in 1917 there
are nearly twice as many periodicals as in Italy. In the wake of the 1919–1920
Red Biennium, production grows to a record high in Italy, while across the
Ocean it hits a record deviation below the trend line. However, after the rise
to power of the fascist regime, the anarchist press quickly drops in Italy, until
it is completely silenced in 1927, while in the United States it rises with equal
rapidity above its trend line, to remain one of the main voices of Italian
anarchism for several years to come. In sum, a clear picture emerges, which
shows that the Italian anarchist press in the United States consciously took on
the fundamental role of giving voice to Italian anarchism whenever that voice
was choked in the homeland. When that urge was less pressing, Italian anar-
chists in the United States were less motivated to step up their production and
were rather inclined to channel their resources towards the press in Italy.
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A few paradigmatic episodes may help further highlighting that role. The
precarious condition of the anarchist press in Italy during the First World
War is vividly illustrated by the front page of the 2 March 1916 issue of Il
Libertario, a paper from the Ligurian city of La Spezia (Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2 Front page of Il Libertario (La Spezia), 2 March 1916
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Among the sparse short articles that survived censorship in that page, there is
one that reports the forthcoming trial against the Libertario’s editor, Pasquale
Binazzi, on a charge of having repeatedly imported into the Italian kingdom
copies of the periodical Cronaca Sovversiva, ‘the importation, sale, and dis-
tribution of which were banned by ministerial order of the 12 October ultimo’.
What led the government to ban that periodical and the anarchists of Italy from
smuggling it into the kingdom is illustrated with equal vividness by a front page
of Cronaca Sovversiva published a few weeks before the ban (Figure 3.3), which,
under the sarcastic title of ‘Evviva la guerra!’ (Long live war!), gave free expression
to the antimilitarist ideas that were being gagged in Italy.

In times of strongest censorship it was common practice for the most pro-
minent personalities in the movement, such as Malatesta, to simultaneously
send the same articles to the press of the United States and of Italy – a fur-
ther indication of how the press of those two countries addressed the same
readership. What was different was the outcome of the respective editions. For
example, in May 1916 both L’Era Nuova of Paterson and Il Libertario of La
Spezia printed an important antimilitarist article by Malatesta, ‘Anarchici di
governo’ (Pro-government anarchists), both giving it the leading article’s
pride of place. Unsurprisingly, the former was published as fully as the latter
was blanked by the censors. Clearly, such a state of affairs intensified with the
rise of Fascism. In 1931–1932, Malatesta’s last years of life, during which he
lived in Rome in an undeclared state of house arrest, it was only through New
York’s Adunata dei Refrattari that his voice could still be heard.

During the Fascist regime the anarchists shared such a situation with all
other antifascist parties. The importance of emigration and antifascist press
abroad in that period is well-known and therefore it may seem superfluous to
specifically emphasise it in the case of the anarchists. What is important to
stress, however, is that in the case of anarchism – at different degrees in dif-
ferent times – this was the standard modus operandi. Fascism did not so
much represent an exception, a dark interlude, as the intensification of a
censorial practice to which anarchists were accustomed.

Transnational readers

It is difficult to provide systematic figures about the circulation of anarchist
periodicals. Table 3.5 summarizes the available data, sorted by highest
circulation.

The few periodicals that reach or exceed the 5,000 copies are all later than
1915, with a peak reached by the New York Il Martello, the champion of
antifascism and of Sacco and Vanzetti’s defence, edited by Carlo Tresca.
Otherwise, a circulation of about 3,000 copies seems to be the standard for
periodicals that managed to live longer than a year. More detailed data con-
cerning La Questione Sociale seem to confirm this generalisation. We know
that in February 1899, when the paper was published weekly, its circulation
grew from 3,000 to 3,500 copies. The circulation was further increased to
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Figure 3.3 Front page of Cronaca Sovversiva (Lynn, MA), 11 September 1915



4,000 copies in September of the same year, when a new series edited by
Malatesta was started. In December the paper stopped publishing its circulation
figures, but the simultaneous decrease of its reported printing costs suggests
that circulation decreased by a few hundred copies. It is probably not acci-
dental that in the meantime two anarchist periodicals had reappeared in Italy.

How were those copies distributed, and where? We can advance some
hypotheses after analysing the way the papers were financially supported.
Table 3.6 provides some such data, concerning the main periodicals, as
gleaned from statements in the periodicals themselves.

What becomes immediately apparent is the proportion between sales, sub-
scriptions, and donations. Sales reach 16 per cent at best, while donations
range from a minimum of 43 per cent to a maximum of 90 per cent. That

Table 3.5 Anarchist periodicals’ circulation, sorted by upper bound

Periodical City Start End Circulation

Il Martello New York 1916 1946 2,500–10,500

L’Allarme Chicago 1915 1917 2,000–6,000

L’Adunata dei Refrattari New York 1922 1971 5,000

Cronaca Sovversiva Barre, VT; Lynn,
MA

1903 1919 3,200–5,000

L’Avvenire Steubenville, OH;
New Kensington,
PA; Pittsburgh; New
York

1910 1917 4,000

La Questione Sociale Paterson, NJ 1895 1908 3,000–3,250

Eresia New York 1928 1932 2,000–3,100

La Plebe New Kensington,
PA; Pittsburgh

1906 1909 3,000

L’Era Nuova Paterson, NJ 1908 1917 3,000

Il Bollettino de L’Era
Nuova

Paterson, NJ 1919 1919 3,000

La Jacquerie Paterson, NJ 1919 1919 3,000

L’Emancipazione San Francisco 1927 1932 3,000

L’Anarchia /
Il Diritto /
Il Refrattario

New York;
Providence, RI

1918 1919 2,000

Secolo Nuovo San Francisco 1894 1906 1,700

Domani Brooklyn, NY 1919 1919 1,000–1,500

L’Ordine New York 1919 1920 1,250

La Sferza Westfield, NJ 1924 1925 1,000 ca.

Source: Data from Zimmer, ‘The Whole World Is Our Country’
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sales were limited is not surprising for periodicals that were published in small
towns such as Paterson and Barre. At the same time, the fact that those per-
iodicals thrived and enjoyed an enviable longevity in such towns means that
their local readership was not their main target and that they looked at a
broader readership on a national or international scale (see also Hoyt’s
chapter in this book).

Nevertheless, the greater volume of sales for La Questione Sociale suggests
that the paper had a strong foothold in Paterson. The historian George Carey
mentions a circulation of approximately a thousand copies in town, although
it is not clear what period he refers to.3 However, with the help of statistics
about the Italian population in Paterson, it is possible to put Carey’s figure in
perspective. According to census data, foreign-born Italians in Paterson rose
from a mere 845 in 1890 to 4,266 in 1900 and 9,317 in 1910.4 By also
including persons of Italian parentage born in the United States, the figures
grow to 5,725 for 1900 and 14,748 for 1910. According to the same census
data, in 1900 the average number of persons per family over the entire Paterson
population was 4.5 and the number of persons per dwelling was 7.7. Thus, we
can estimate that there were 740 Italian dwellings in Paterson in 1900. In 1910
the average persons per dwelling were 7.9, which yields an estimate of 1,857
Italian dwellings. Considering that La Questione Sociale was published from
1895 to 1908, it seems that either Carey must refer to the second half of the
paper’s life span or that his circulation figure of one thousand copies may be
overestimated. Either way, the key conclusion is that, whatever period Carey
is referring to, La Questione Sociale was read in a large majority of Italian
households.

Still, the paper’s circulation in Paterson, and probably in the United States
at large, remained less than its circulation abroad. Suffice to note that around
October 1899 the reported expenditure for mailing the paper abroad, which
amounted to ten dollars, was five times as large as the expenditure for
domestic mailing and was on a par with printing expenditure (‘Amminis-
trazione’, 14 October 1899). Significantly, an issue of 18 November of the
same year mentioned that the paper was mailed ‘to lots of people in Italy,
France, Switzerland, etc.’ – a service for which a simple mention of interest
was requested, rather than payment (‘Ai compagni ed amici d’Europa’). In
fact, the weekly administrative statements in the papers attest that sales and
subscriptions mainly came from the United States. As Table 3.6 shows, these
two items, together, constituted the smaller part of the income, being largely
exceeded by donations, which also came for the most part from the United
States. In brief, in addition to being readers, the Italian anarchists in the
United States subsidised a wide distribution of the paper in Italy and other
countries. In addition, an explicit confirmation that the Italian anarchists in
the United States looked at Italy as their focus of interest comes from their
substantial donations to the anarchist press in the homeland. Suffice to say
that donations from the United States to the Ancona periodical Volontà
(Will) in 1913–1915 amounted to 40 per cent of the total, as against 42 per
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cent from Italy. In particular, after the outbreak of the Great War, when the
paper ran up against serious difficulties, contributions from Italy dropped to
24 per cent, while those from the United States rose to 67 per cent. Still in
1920, the donations reported over the first five issues of the newborn anarchist
daily Umanità Nova (New humankind) were 21 per cent from Italy and 63 per
cent from the United States.

The analysis of donations to the anarchist press provides an opportunity to
reassess the geographical distribution of the Italian anarchists in the United
States from a different angle: that of anarchists as readers and supporters of
the anarchist press rather than its producers. As a starting point and a term of
comparison, Table 3.7 shows the distribution of the Italian foreign-born
population in 1910 and 1920 by region, according to census data.

The Italian immigrants’ distribution by region remains fairly consistent
from one census to the next, as well as in comparison with the distribution
that we already observed for the 1890s. The comparative distribution of
donations confirms what we already noticed about the distribution of the
press: that the geography of Italian anarchism broadly follows that of Italian
immigration, but does not mechanically reflect it, having in addition its own
specific dynamics. Table 3.8 shows the distribution of the abovementioned
donations from the United States to Volontà in 1913–1915 and to Umanità
Nova in 1920.

The one exception to the expected order is constituted by the prominence
of the South region in 1913–1915. In fact, the source of this anomaly can be
pinpointed quite precisely on the map. Contributions from the South are
accounted for 92 per cent by a single state, Florida, and these contributions,
in turn, can entirely be ascribed to a single city, Tampa. We could zoom in
even further, noting that 85 per cent of Tampa contributions came from a
single area, Ybor City, the district of tobacco production, where, as already
mentioned, Spanish and Italian immigrant cigar-makers were particularly
combative and anarchism was highly influential. Tampa was the only US
city outside of the Northeast that Malatesta, co-founder and first editor of
Volontà in 1913, visited on his way to Cuba during his sojourn in the United

Table 3.7 Distribution of Italian foreign-born population in 1910 and 1920, by region

1910 1920

Region Population Percentage Population Percentage

Northeast 963,199 71.7% 1,163,730 72.3%

Midwest 185,066 13.8% 237,668 14.8%

West 116,707 8.7% 132,136 8.2%

South 78,153 5.8% 76,575 4.8%

Total 1,343,125 100.0% 1,610,109 100.0%
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States in 1899–1900, thus reinforcing a long-lasting transatlantic bond.
Tampa’s prominence is yet another example of the anarchist movement’s own
dynamics that added to the effect of immigration in shaping the geography of
Italian anarchism in the United States.

Let us get into further detail by repeating the comparison between the dis-
tribution of immigrants and donations, this time by state. Tables 3.9 and 3.10
show respectively the ten states of highest Italian immigration, in 1910 and
1920, and the ten states that donated most to our two sample periodicals.

In terms of immigration, even at the level of states we still observe a strong
consistency over time. The top nine states, covering respectively 84.1 and 87.0
per cent of the whole population in 1910 and 1920, are the same, in the same
order, and with comparable percentages – the highest variation being New
York state’s decrease by 1.3 per cent. The one novelty in 1920 is the appearance
of Michigan in tenth position. Indeed, between 1910 and 1920, Michigan
was by far the state with the highest immigrant population growth, with an
increment of 79.2 per cent, as against a national increment of 19.9 per cent.

Just as immigration statistics by state reflect those by region, so the com-
parison with donations by state exhibits again a common pattern with
exceptions. The common pattern consists in the prominence of the four most
populous states, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Massachusetts, all in
the Northeastern region. The Northeast is followed by the Midwest, primarily
with Illinois but also with Ohio. Then comes the West, with California.
Finally, Michigan’s increase in immigrant population in 1920 is mirrored by
its rise to prominence in terms of donations.

As for discrepancies between immigration and donation statistics, it is
worth noting, to begin with, the role of Massachusetts, which is only fourth in
terms of immigrant population but features consistently at the top of the
donations list. Such prominence has different explanations in the two cases of
Volontà and Umanità Nova, though. Donations to Volontà from Massachusetts
came for 97 per cent from Lynn, where Cronaca Sovversiva had its offices. In
turn, these were donations that Cronaca Sovversiva collected from all over the

Table 3.8 Distribution of donations to Italian periodicals, by region, in Italian liras

Volontà (1913–15) Umanità Nova (1920)

Region Amount Percentage Region Amount Percentage

Northeast 6,524.55 75.8% Northeast 17,680.37 63.3%

South 990.85 11.5% Midwest 8,018.85 28.7%

Midwest 926.65 10.8% West 2,027.05 7.3%

West 108.00 1.3% South 92.75 0.3%

Unidentified 63.10 0.7% Unidentified 130.00 0.5%

Total 8,613.15 100.0% Total 27,949.02 100.0%
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Table 3.9 Distribution of Italian foreign-born population in 1910 and 1920, by state

1910 1920

State Population Percentage State Population Percentage

New York 472,201 35.2% New York 545,173 33.9%

Pennsylvania 196,122 14.6% Pennsylvania 222,764 13.8%

New Jersey 115,446 8.6% New Jersey 157,285 9.8%

Massachusetts 85,056 6.3% Massachusetts 117,007 7.3%

Illinois 72,163 5.4% Illinois 94,407 5.9%

California 63,615 4.7% California 88,502 5.5%

Connecticut 56,954 4.2% Connecticut 80,322 5.0%

Ohio 41,620 3.1% Ohio 60,658 3.8%

Rhode Island 27,287 2.0% Rhode Island 32,241 2.0%

Louisiana 20,233 1.5% Michigan 30,216 1.9%

Other 192,428 14.3% Other 181,534 11.3%

Total 1,343,125 100.0% Total 1,610,109 100.0%

Table 3.10 Distribution of donations to Italian periodicals, by state, in Italian liras

Volontà (1913–15) Umanità Nova (1920)

State Amount Percentage State Amount Percentage

Massachusetts 2,581.35 30.0% Massachusetts 4,539.60 16.2%

New York 2,050.35 23.8% Pennsylvania 4,482.33 16.0%

Florida 916.00 10.6% New York 3,862.19 13.8%

Vermont 707.65 8.2% New Jersey 3,147.25 11.3%

New Jersey 646.25 7.5% Illinois 2,778.95 9.9%

Pennsylvania 478.95 5.6% Kansas 2,604.35 9.3%

Kansas 477.10 5.5% California 1,763.00 6.3%

Illinois 272.30 3.2% Michigan 1,500.00 5.4%

Ohio 142.25 1.7% Ohio 835.00 3.0%

California 95.70 1.1% Rhode Island 765.00 2.7%

Other 245.25 2.8% Other 1,671.35 6.0%

Total 8,613.15 100.0% Total 27,949.02 100.0%



country. As reported in its columns, the periodical collected $580.83 in favour
of Volontà (in 1913–1915 a dollar was exchanged at a rate that ranged
approximately between five and six Italian liras).5 In contrast, in 1920, two
thirds of all contributions from Massachusetts to Umanità Nova are accounted
for by a single donation of 3,000 liras collected by Luigi Falsini in Boston –
by far the largest of all donations to the periodical. The only stated source
was ‘a small party among comrades held on 11–10–19’. Falsini was a follower
of Galleani and a member of the Gruppo Autonomo of East Boston, a very
active group, forty or fifty strong, that included Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo
Vanzetti, who only months after the donation were arrested for the Braintree
robbery and murder of 15 April 1920.6 Bombs used by group members in the
‘dynamite plot’ of 1917–1919 – when a series of bombs were mailed or planted
in several cities in response to the Red Scare anti-anarchist repression – were
made in Falsini’s house.7

Cronaca Sovversiva’s role as donation collector may also help explain the
absence of Connecticut – the seventh state of largest Italian-born population –
from the highest-donating states in 1913–1915, since a significant amount of
donations from Connecticut were funnelled through Cronaca Sovversiva
(17 per cent of the donations collected by the periodical for Volontà). Indeed,
the relevance of Connecticut, in step with its high immigrant presence, is
confirmed by its consistent presence throughout these years among the highest-
contributing states to Cronaca Sovversiva itself, though no obvious explanation
is available as to why in 1920 its contributions to Umanità Nova drop again.

However, the most relevant exception to a straightforward mapping
between immigrant and anarchist presence is constituted by high-donating
states with a low Italian population, as these shed light on the anarchist
movement’s own dynamics. We have already discussed the case of Florida,
centered on the anarchist (and socialist) enclave of Tampa. Lynn is another
case in point, for the role of Cronaca Sovversiva as an anarchist network hub, as
we have seen, accounts for the relevance of Massachusetts beyond its volume of
Italian immigration. A similar argument can be made for Vermont, where the
town of Barre, whose anarchist community we discussed earlier, accounts for
88 per cent of donations. By 1920, both Barre and Tampa had lost their
relevance as anarchist enclaves, due to changing conditions, so that we no
longer find the respective states among the high-donating ones. Barre’s anarchist
ferment began to fade prior to the First World War. The granite cutting
industry’s growth and mechanisation of production drove small manufacturers
out and brought increased centralisation, thus undermining the anarchist
emphasis on decentralized control of production.8 The move of Cronaca
Sovversiva’s offices to Lynn was probably both a reflection and a contributing
factor of this changing situation. In Ybor City radicals paid a heavy price for
their opposition to the war. The Red Scare scarred the city’s radical community,
with agents seizing presses and many radicals being deported.9

The other state of low immigration that we find among the highest-
contributing states to both Volontà and Umanità Nova is Kansas. All Kansas
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donations come from a cluster of coal mining towns (Arma, Cherokee,
Franklin, Frontenac, Girard, Mulberry, Pittsburgh) enclosed in a tiny rectangle
of ten by twenty-five kilometres in Crawford County, along the border
with Missouri. Crawford County mining communities ranged in size from
fewer than 50 individuals to over 1,000 and were ‘melting pots’ of native- and
European-born persons. Italians were among the most represented ethnic
groups.10

We can appreciate the distinctiveness of anarchist enclaves such as Tampa,
Barre, and Crawford County by looking at donations per capita in the states that
contributed most to Volontà and Umanità Nova, respectively (Table 3.11). At
one end we have states of high immigration, for which per capita donations
range within a narrow interval, regardless of the significant differences in
Italian-born population. At the other end we have states with very low
immigrant population and per capita donations of an altogether different order
than the previous groups. The sharp discontinuity between the two groups
clearly shows that we are in the presence of two qualitatively different pheno-
mena. The gap is even more striking in the case of Umanità Nova, where the
difference in donations per capita between the first and ninth states – New
York and Michigan, respectively – is seventeen times smaller than the difference
between the latter and the tenth state, Kansas.

Overall, the tendency to concentration in key towns that we observed for
the pre-war production of the anarchist press is confirmed by the distribution
of anarchist donations in 1913–1915. The first five highest-contributing towns
(Lynn, New York, Tampa, Barre, and Paterson, in this order) account for

Table 3.11 Per capita donations to Italian periodicals, by state, in ascending order

Volontà (1913–15) Umanità Nova (1920)

State Population Per capita
donations

State Population Per capita
donations

California 63,615 0.15 New York 545,173 0.71

Pennsylvania 196,122 0.24 Ohio 60,658 1.38

Ohio 41,620 0.34 California 88,502 1.99

Illinois 72,163 0.38 New Jersey 157,285 2.00

New York 472,201 0.43 Pennsylvania 222,764 2.01

New Jersey 115,446 0.56 Rhode Island 32,241 2.37

Massachu-
setts

85,056 3.03 Illinois 94,407 2.94

Kansas 3,520 13.55 Massachu-
setts

117,007 3.88

Vermont 4,594 15.40 Michigan 30,216 4.96

Florida 4,538 20.19 Kansas 3,355 77.63
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75 per cent of all donations. In contrast, a greater geographical dispersion is
observed in 1920: the first five highest-contributing towns (Boston, Paterson,
Franklin in Kansas, New York, and Erie in Pennsylvania) only cover 41 per
cent of all donations. This greater distribution may be partly due to the rise of
new generations of anarchists in different areas from the traditional Italian
anarchist enclaves. On this note, Kenyon Zimmer notes that Italian American
syndicalism was predicated on industrial unionism, and therefore the map of
Italian anarchism may have been partly redefined along the lines of the map
of industrial unionism.11 Moreover, Zimmer argues that ‘the vast majority of
foreign-born anarchists were in fact not yet anarchists at the time of their
arrival … Adoption of anarchist ideology and participation in anarchist
organisations and activities resulted from their experiences as immigrant
workers in America.’12

Be that as it may, the persistent ties of Italian-born anarchists with their
homeland are all the more remarkable. The transnational character of Italian
anarchism in the United States is well epitomised by the Midwest. The rela-
tive importance of the Midwest in contributing to the anarchist press in Italy
grew significantly from the pre-war to the post-war years. While the incidence
of its Italian-born population remained practically constant between 1910 and
1920 (ranging from 13.8 to 14.8 per cent of the entire Italian-born population
in the United States) the relative weight of its support to the Italian anarchist
press rose from 10.8 per cent of all donations to Volontà to 28.7 per cent of
those to Umanità Nova. One could hardly associate a place as remote, iso-
lated, and rugged as a Kansas coal mining camp with anarchism in Italy. And
yet the only anarchist daily newspaper ever in Italy – if we except occasional
aborted attempts – received from the American Midwest contributions that
amounted to 87 per cent of what the entire movement in Italy contributed, at a
time when class struggle was at a peak in Italy. By the volume of their con-
tributions, the Italian workers of Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, and Ohio bear
witness to their attachment to both anarchism and their homeland, as well as
to the connectedness of the transatlantic anarchist network. Expunging those
workers from the history of Italian anarchism would amount to renewing the
first injustice of forcing them out of their country.

Transnational editors

The mobility of Italian anarchism between the two sides of the Atlantic
Ocean was mobility of ideas, of money, but above all of people. If one were to
list the chief figures of anarchism in Italy in its first half a century of life, the
first names that would come to mind are probably those of Errico Malatesta,
Pietro Gori, Luigi Galleani, and Francesco Saverio Merlino. Now, at different
times and for periods of various length, all these militants were editors of
periodicals in the United States: Merlino established Il Grido degli Oppressi
(The cry of the oppressed) in New York in 1892; Gori contributed to La
Questione Sociale in its first year of life, in 1895; Malatesta effected an
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important shift in the paper’s direction, starting a new series in 1899; and
Galleani was the life and soul of Cronaca Sovversiva for many years. As
stated earlier, such mobility cannot merely be explained as a direct con-
sequence of migration, but followed rather its own dynamics. It was mobility
in both directions. Among the abovementioned four anarchists, only Galleani
settled permanently in the United States, and eventually he, too, returned to
Italy. Our survey of 54 names of directors, editors, managers, and publishers
of Italian anarchist periodicals in the United States led to the identification of the
place of death for 22 of them, associated with 29 periodicals. It turned out
that 45 per cent of them died outside of the United States (eight in Italy and
two in other European countries as antifascist exiles).

The editing of La Questione Sociale best illustrates the model of cooperation,
integration, and division of labour that characterised the relationship between
Italian anarchists on the two sides of the Atlantic Ocean and that somehow
rationalised dynamics forced upon them. Exile and repression in the home-
land on the one hand necessitated a flow of resources from the United States
to Italy and on the other hand generated a flow of militants in the opposite
direction. La Questione Sociale was established by the ‘Diritto all’Esistenza’
(Right to exist) group and always preserved its character of collective under-
taking by grassroots militants. At the same time, a steady flow of Italian
anarchists from Europe – among which the aforementioned Pietro Gori was
one of the first – gave rise to a sort of alternation that ensured a sustained
editing activity of high quality. One of these editors was Giuseppe Ciancabilla,
who arrived in October 1898 and impressed his anti-organisationist mark on the
paper, raising discontent among some group members. The controversy
was resolved by Malatesta’s arrival from Europe. In September 1899 Malatesta
replaced Ciancabilla at the helm of the periodical and started a new series,
restoring its original organisationist direction. What prompted a figure such
as Malatesta to leave the social struggle in Europe to contend with an anti-
organisationist for the editing of a periodical in New Jersey? The answer is
simple and sheds light not only on Malatesta’s motives, but also on the role of
the Italian anarchist press in the United States in times of repression in Italy.
At that time, a year after the 1898 bread riots and the ensuing repression,
there was no anarchist periodical in Italy. Moreover, La Questione Sociale
was one of only two Italian anarchist periodicals worldwide, the other one
being in Argentina. It is plain to see why Malatesta was concerned that one of
the two surviving voices of Italian anarchism had taken an anti-organisationist
turn. Other editors followed one another after Malatesta’s departure, including
Luigi Galleani, until the paper ceased publication once it was denied mail
privileges, only to restart immediately under the new title L’Era Nuova.13

What did the Italian anarchist press in the United States write about?
Most periodicals shared two features: they were propaganda periodicals
and were published weekly or fortnightly. This meant that many articles
had no direct link to current events or, at any rate, they aimed more at
commenting than informing on those events. Commentaries concerned as
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much Italy as the United States. For example, in November to December
1904, for four consecutive issues Cronaca Sovversiva devoted its full front
page to a serialized long discussion titled ‘Gli ultimi avvenimenti d’Italia’
(The latest events of Italy), concerning a general strike. Such interest in
Italy was not an interest of mere observers, but an interest of active par-
ticipants in the social struggle in the homeland. Thus, in May 1899 an
issue of La Questione Sociale contained, as a supplement, a manifesto
addressed directly to the Italian people (‘Al Popolo Italiano’), signed by a
‘Comitato Rivoluzionario degli Stati Uniti’ (Revolutionary committee of
the United States). A year after, an Italian anarchist from Paterson actu-
ally stormed into Italian history in the most sensational way, by killing
King Humbert I. So it was that an obscure New Jersey town got overnight
its worldwide reputation as an ‘anarchist nest’ and a small anarchist
newspaper with a circulation of 3,000 copies was graced with a full-page
feature article in Joseph Pulitzer’s New York World, in which the period-
ical’s offices, masthead, and current editor were portrayed under the eight-
column title ‘Malatesta, the king-destroyer, leader of the Paterson anar-
chists’ (Figure 3.4).As a member of the editing group recalled, this was
also the time when the periodical’s circulation peaked.14 Unsurprisingly,
the involvement of the US Italian anarchist press in the events of Italy
could only grow after Fascism’s rise to power, when no opposition press
was tolerated on the national territory. The antifascist struggle was fought
as much directly, in the various Italian colonies, as through the press.
Newspapers such as Carlo Tresca’s Il Martello made that struggle their
main field of action.

Conclusion: the other Italy

In conclusion, the Italian anarchist press of the United States provides
evidence that its producers and readers considered themselves and their
comrades in Italy as a single movement that stretched across the two sides
of the Atlantic Ocean – and we, too, must consider them as such. Theirs
was a transnational movement that crossed the territorial boundaries of
Italy but at the same time preserved a national identity. What could such
identity lie in, for an anarchist? Despite all attempts to define it, the concept of
‘nation’ is notoriously elusive. As one of the most authoritative scholars in
this area, Ernest Gellner, has noted, both ‘cultural’ theories à la Herder and
‘voluntaristic’ theories à la Renan (‘the existence of a nation is a daily ple-
biscite’) emphasise relevant facets, ‘but, just as obviously, neither is remotely
adequate’. For Gellner, it must be acknowledged that another agent or catalyst is
crucial for group formation: ‘fear, coercion, compulsion’.15 This is certainly
true if we presuppose, as Gellner and all theorists of nationalism do, that the
creation of a state is the necessary completion of a nation’s formation pro-
cess – that is, if we think of a nation as a nation-state. If that were the case, the
anarchists’ national identity would be ipso facto a contradiction in terms. What
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happens, though, if we drop that hyphen that joins the ‘nation’ and the ‘state’
in indissoluble matrimony? Does the concept of ‘nation’ become vacuous or
self-contradictory? It does not (see also Ferretti’s chapter in this book).
Rather, it ceases to be the exclusivist concept peculiar to nationalism, which
demands unconditional and undivided allegiance to a single nation and
presupposes borders watched by the respective police corps, to become a
concept that celebrates diversity, plurality, overlapping, and coexistence, and
presupposes spontaneous processes of territorial, linguistic, ethnic, and his-
toric assimilation and differentiation. This was the anarchists’ concept of
nation. It was the heir of the universalism that characterized Mazzini’s
‘Europe of nations’, in which sovereign nations were to coexist in a spirit of
mutual respect and harmony.16

Thus, in an article published in London, which both Cronaca Sovversiva
and L’Era Nuova hastened to republish on the same day, 11 May 1912,
Malatesta explained that ‘love of birthplace, or rather the greater love of the
place where we were raised … preference for the language we understand and
the consequent closer relationships with its speakers are natural and beneficial
things’. For this very reason, though, in the same article the cosmopolitan
Malatesta declared that when ‘Italy invades another country and Victor

Figure 3.4 New York World of 8 January 1900
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Emmanuel’s infamous gallows is erected in Tripoli’s market square and kills,
the Arabs’ revolt against the Italian tyrant is noble and blessed’, just as noble
and blessed was the Italians’ revolt against the Austrian tyrant.17

Taking up the subject of ‘love of one’s country’ again in 1921, Malatesta
declared that it had been an error to ‘let the conservatives and the petty tools
of the bourgeoisie monopolise somehow the war cry ‘long live Italy’ and thus
manage to persuade the simpletons that we wish ill upon the country where
we live’.18 I hope this survey of the Italian anarchist press in the United States
helps rectifying the misapprehension that Malatesta lamented. A century after
the carnage of the First World War and in contrast with the national rhetoric
still associated with it, it is sobering to remind ourselves of another Italy,
which nurtured a deep sense of national identity without nationalism and an
intense love of the country without patriotism.
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4 Humour, violence and cruelty in late
nineteenth-century anarchist culture

Julian Brigstocke

In this chapter I explore the ways in which late nineteenth-century French
anarchism created a link with forms of experimental and subversive humour
that has remained an important part of the movement until the present day.
Focusing on the culture of humour in anarchist cultural spaces in Paris of the
1880s and 1890s, I explore the motivations for the conjunction of humour
and anarchism, and examine some of the political reverberations of this
practice in the context of the rise of anarchist violence or ‘propaganda by the
deed’ during the 1890s.

In the 1880s, anarchists attempted to establish the working-class area of
Montmartre, on the periphery of Paris, as a utopian space of creativity,
hedonism, moral experimentation, and joyful humour. A number of cabarets
and cafes, some politically neutral but anarchistic in outlook, and others
explicitly anarchist, flowered in the area and revelled in a culture of excessive,
carnivalesque humour. By the end of this decade, however, as the doctrine of
anarchist violence known as ‘propaganda by the deed’ became established,
key figures of Montmartre humour became transfigured and transformed.
This chapter will explore how the ambivalence and ambiguity of humour gave
way to a search for new forms of transcendent morality.

Anti-authoritarian humour

Anarchist political culture has a long tradition of engaging with humorous,
carnivalesque forms of protest and political practice. This tradition dates
back to the early history of anarchism, where anarchists became interested in
the creative possibilities of humour for challenging the authority of dominant
discourses concerning the life and vitality of the city.1 A significant amount of
critical attention has recently been devoted to these playful, affirmative forms
of anarchist humour. Sharpe et al. analyse the humorous forms of resistance
embodied by ‘culture jammers’ such as the Yes Men, and the effects of their
practice of using the internet to ‘borrow’ the identity and authority of
authoritative institutions such as the World Trade Organization.2 By avoiding
didacticism, and avoiding the logic of representation, such protests create
events that prompt thinking towards something new and original. Similarly,



Paul Routledge has shown how groups such as the Clandestine Insurgent
Rebel Clown Army play an important role in confusing hierarchically
imposed categories, undermining authority by holding it up to ridicule, and
generating ‘sensuous solidarities’ and ‘complex, contradictory and emotive
co-performances and resonances with police, other protestors and the
public’.3 This resonates with Kanngieser’s analysis of the role of humour in
creating ‘transversal’ experiments with making new worlds.4 Such experiments
create links across different terrains of subjectivities, positions, expertise, and
worlds. Transversal forms of world-making encompass qualities of mobility
(traversing domains, levels and dimensions), creativity (productivity, adven-
turousness, aspiration), and self-engendering (autoproduction, self-positing).5

As Kanngieser argues, humorous transversal performances have the capacity
to re-appropriate hierarchical authority structures by redistributing forms of
expertise, and in doing so they can challenge hierarchies of value.

According to the philosopher Simon Critchley, humour is an important
tool for a pacifist anarchist politics based on a fidelity to an ‘unfulfillable
demand’, a demand that the subject acknowledges but can never fully meet.6

Critchley argues that humour works through displacement, generating some-
thing new by defying our expectations. Humour opens up a fracture in the
order of things, generating a difference between how the world is and how it
might be. According to Critchley, humour recalls us to the modesty and lim-
itedness of the human condition, a limitedness ‘that calls not for tragic-heroic
affirmation but comic acknowledgement, not Promethean authenticity but
laughable inauthenticity’. This account of humour is an important move in
Critchley’s argument for a neo-anarchist politics based on infinite responsibility
arising in relation to situations of injustice. He draws on the pervasive use of
humour in contemporary anarchism’s ‘new language of civil disobedience’,
which ‘combines street-theatre, festival, performance art and what might be
described as forms of non-violent warfare’. These comical tactics, he argues,
exemplify the effective forging of horizontal chains of equivalence or collective
will formation across diverse and otherwise conflicting protest groups.

What these insightful accounts of anarchist humour fail to capture, however,
is the complex relationship between humour and violence. I would suggest that
there are often forms of violence embedded within even wholly pacifist practices.
Moreover, the relationship between humour and violence becomes even more
pressing in the historical context of fin-de-siècle Montmartre, where physical
violence (whether the violence of the state or of revolutionary violence) was
never far from the surface, and where the dominant style of macabre humour
made continual reference to various forms of violence such as murders,
robberies, uprisings, executions, suicide, and forced labour.

Indeed, whilst it is tempting to associate humour with subversion and
resistance, a number of critics have demonstrated how easily humour can be
allied with exclusion, hatred and violence. Jokes can act as powerful affective
vehicles for creating and consolidating boundaries: securing, in other words,
the integrity of the inside and outside of social groupings. Humour has the
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power both to include and to exclude. There are numerous ways in which
humour has the power to include and exclude, since in order to work it relies
upon nuanced sensitivities to shared histories, traditions or codes.7 Philosophers
such as Jean-Paul Sartre, Theodor Adorno and Boris Groys, for example, have
written about the important role of humour in anti-Semitism, Fascism, and
Stalinism. Humour is a socially sanctioned means of breaking taboos and ‘saying
the unsayable’, which can be useful for the articulation of extremist views. As
Michael Billig has shown, racist humour takes advantage of humour’s ability to
transgress limits by articulating racist ideas that are normally taboo, and claiming
that they are ‘just a joke’.8 Because having a ‘sense of humour’ carries strong
normative force in modern societies, it is much easier to get away with offensive
speech when cloaking it in humour. This issue was forcefully dramatized in
recent debates around the use of humour as a form of symbolic violence against
Muslims through derogatory portrayals of Mohammed.9 Humour, in such cases,
is deployed in the services of hatred, resentment, and violence.

Rather than viewing the politics of humour in terms of a simplistic binary
of violence/resistance, however, I would like to draw on the thought of Gilles
Deleuze to consider the ways in which humour engages with the everyday
violences of law, signification and subjectification. In Deleuze’s writings, we
find an account of humour that explores humour’s essential link with cruelty
and violence, and recognises the creative potential of humour’s ‘cruelty’. In
works such as The Logic of Sense and Coldness and Cruelty, Deleuze draws
an important distinction between irony and humour. Whereas irony refers
back to the power of reason and the sovereignty of the subject, humour is the
art of thinking the noises, sensations, affects and sensible singularities from
which bodies are composed.10 Humour contains pulsations of life that have
the capacity to disrupt concepts and categories. Humour is an art of singula-
rities, of events that are not meaningful, or structured according to a logic of
before and after. Radical forms of humour dissolve high–low distinctions, and
instead work through a play of surfaces. Humour, moreover, is essentially
corporeal: it takes the human subject down to its corporeal origins, so that
the self does not appear as an organising subject but as an assemblage of
incongruous body parts.

Deleuze’s account of humour draws together a Nietzschean account of the
roots of law and morality in violence, a Bergsonist account of humour as a
way of affirming the vitality, suppleness and flexibility of life by taking
enjoyment in the forms of violence where living humans are momentarily
reduced to mechanistic, lifeless objects, and Artaud’s notion of a theatre of
cruelty. For Deleuze, morality becomes possible when cruelty is given a
meaning and becomes subject to judgement: the forceful interactions of
bodies are made subject to law. Humanistic and moralistic points of view
enable cruelty, violence and force to be seen as exercises of law or punish-
ment. Humour, however, provides a means of making visible the cruelty of
life, for example through the meaningless enjoyment of another’s suffering. In
slapstick humour, the viewer takes delight in watching a body fall, in misfortune,
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at the collapse of law, at misguided logic, at the exposing of hypocrisy. Humour’s
violence does not justify itself through reference to a higher morality, but
assaults conscious intentions and determinate meanings, and remains situated
at the level of the body. Humour is a disruptive force, and hence a form of
cruelty that does not conceal itself through reference to hierarchical laws and
norms. As a form of cruelty, humour undermines vertical hierarchies and the
authoritarian morality of judgement and law.

Viewing humour in this way, our analytical eye refocuses away from jud-
gements between violent and non-violent humour, to distinguishing between
forms of humour that refer to a transcendent morality or subjectivity (thereby
contributing to an implicit, veiled violence), and forms of humour that
remain on the surface, violently subverting hierarchical categories, meanings,
or norms. These latter forms of humour make visible life’s cruelty: the vio-
lence (disrupting forms, evading categories, provoking bodily affects) that is a
necessary accompaniment to vital creativity.

An anti-authoritarian utopia

During the 1880s, Montmartre, a working-class district on the outskirts of
Paris, started to establish itself as a centre of anti-authoritarian counter-culture.
In the aftermath of the Franco-Prussian war and the Paris Commune, the
tentative and fragile Third Republic put a renewed emphasis on a return to
order and authority, symbolised by the vast new Basilica de Sacré Coeur built
on Montmartre (on a site that was symbolic of the start of the Paris Commune
uprising) and visible throughout the city. If Montmartre is now celebrated by
the tourist industry as a quirky suburb of artistic creativity, this is an image
that is largely divested of key elements that first made Montmartre both
notorious and alluring during the early 1800s: sex, alcohol and violence.

A bawdy 1882 poem in Le Chat Noir satirical literary journal, written in a
faux-mediaeval French (in a typically Montmartrois appeal to the non-
modern), captured something of the reputation that Montmartre was beginning
to acquire as an outpost for the marginalised, the down-at-heel, and the
immoral – including prostitutes and their clients.

Ragged philosophers of filth,
Loose women with sickly looks,
Trollops, cheats, strollers, whores
Who honour our pillows,
Endure our hands to caress
Your gelatine breasts,
Cleavage in distress,
Under the grove of the Assassins.

Students, robbers, cheerful sorts,
Flunkeys, cabbies, little saints
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In prison uniforms and shackles,
Captains, fighters, swordsmen,
Suffering from treacherous thirst,
Fly here in swarms
For Communion at the dive Mass
At the altar of the Assassins.

Poets gnawing on bones,
Toothier than young boar,
Can fill up here with delicate morsels
From clay basins.
Pipers of jubilant harmonies,
Tickling the ivories
– Come here to pick the flowers of drunkenness
While blessing the Assassins.

City-dwelling lovers of the gutter,
Come here, far from the cops,
Deliver your joy to the arbours,
Under the gaze of the Assassins.11

The poem captures some key qualities of Montmartre’s allure: a decadent
embrace of hedonism, immorality and creativity; a home for the down-at heel
(‘Come…city-dwelling lovers of the gutter’); a promise of freedom from the
police (‘Come here, far from the cops’); and a gently humorous realisation that
the threat of violence implied by the talk of assassins merely refers to the
‘Cabaret des Assassins’ in Montmartre, another iconic site of Parisian counter-
modernity. As we will see, more explicitly anarchist cabarets in Montmartre
also played on this playful conjunction of humour and the threat and memory
of violence.

Central to Montmartre’s cultural experiments was a focus on undermining the
solemnity of the new Third Republic through ironic and pantomimic humour,
within cultural spaces that privileged minor, fragmentary art forms. Cultural per-
formances in Montmartre routinely joked about establishing Montmartre as an
independent, autonomous, kingdom, far superior in its modern attitudes to the
drab bourgeois city below it. Soon Montmartre’s anti-establishment values and
outlandish forms of humour, and its role as a symbol of the Paris Commune
and its brutal repression, led Montmartre to become home to a number of cafes
and cabarets that were either explicitly anarchist or exhibited anarchist values.12

These cafes and cabarets explored modern issues through humorous perfor-
mances, songs, minor artforms such as shadow theatre and puppetry, and poli-
tical discussion. Anarchists were attracted by the neighbourhood’s reputation
for autonomy, rebelliousness, and experimental morals and forms of life.13

Above all, anarchists were attracted by Montmartre culture’s carnivalesque
questioning of authority, in particular its reaction against the renewed
emphasis during the 1870s on traditional morality and religious observance.14
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The artists, bohemians and political radicals who congregated in Montmartre
viewed it as a semi-utopian space in which new forms of morality, politics,
and cultural expression could be practised, free from outside interference.
Anarchists saw Montmartre as an alternative society that valued creativity,
non-conformism, art, and hedonism. Montmartre came to symbolize an
anarchist version of utopia, celebrating free creativity, local autonomy, and a
balance of urban and rural elements. Montmartre ‘preserved its own sacred
space from which to gaze down upon the metropolis, countering its economic
dependence with cultural autonomy and radicalism’.15 Despite its subjection to
the rest of Paris and the destructive forces of capital, Montmartre was viewed
as retaining a certain distance and autonomy from the capital. Its emphasis on
harnessing the vitality, playfulness and anti-authoritarian dynamics of laughter
made Montmartre an obvious home in which anarchists could congregate. Its
culture was characterized by a mixture of humorous joy (one of the slogans of
Montmartre was ‘Mont joie [Mount Joy] – Montmartre!’) and melancholia at
the violence of capitalist modernity. The result of this authoritarianism was
that true creativity had to hide, disguised as a naïve clown, in the poor and
marginalized suburbs of the city. Thus the figure of the suicidal clown Pierrot
became one of the symbols of Montmartre.16 In a huge 5x3m painting by
Adolphe Willette, which covered one wall of the Chat Noir cabaret and depicted
a carnivalesque torrent of bodies pouring down from Montmartre into Paris, a
suicidal Pierrot leads the procession. Following him a young woman rides on the
back of an enormous black cat. A skull supervises the procession in place of
the Moon, and angels dance in the sky. Montmartre seems to be poised at the
intersection of the living and the dead. The painting captures the combination of
excessive energy and macabre pessimism of the spirit of Montmartre.

Although there is a long tradition of the ‘sad clown’ in Romanticism,
Willette was the first to depict Pierrot as a bohemian artist (and, conversely,
the bohemian artist as Pierrot).17 In doing so, Pierrot’s iconography changed:
he became noticeably paler in face and started to dress in black. His pallor,
resembling that of moonlight, emphasized that he was an outcast, a child of
the Moon. His black clothes were a parody of those of the bourgeois class: he
was to present the bourgeoisie at once with a degrading parody of itself and
an image of its victim. The poet Gustave Kahn described Willette himself as a
real life Pierrot character:

Willette is … the very pavement of the Paris streets, come alive with all
its blague, all its wit, lit up by tenderness, giving off smoky glimmers of
passing political passions. Willette is patriotic, Willette is working-class.
He will be generous, he will be cruel, he will be sympathetic, he will be
hateful, according to the direction of the wind … There is in Willette a
figure who will man the barricades for the fun of it.18

This joyful utopianism was expressed in the humorous campaign, conducted
over several years, for Montmartre to gain freedom from the rest of Paris city.
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Standing as a candidate in the municipal elections in 1884, the patron of the
Chat Noir cabaret Rodolphe Salis proclaimed:

What is Montmartre? Nothing! What should it be? Everything! The day
has finally come where Montmartre can and must assert its right to
autonomy against the rest of Paris. Indeed, in its association with what is
commonly known as the capital, Montmartre has nothing to gain but the
burden of its humiliation. Montmartre is rich enough in wealth, art and
spirit to lead its own life… Montmartre deserves to be more than a district.
It must be a free and proud city.19

This tongue-in-cheek autonomist movement echoed the demands of the Paris
Commune for municipal autonomy, and also parodied the language of Abbé
Sieyès’ 1789 revolutionary pamphlet ‘What is the Third Estate?’, which asked
three questions concerning the third estate (the common people): ‘What is the
Third Estate? Everything. What has it been until now in the political order?
Nothing. What does it ask? To become something.’ An accompanying article
in Le Chat Noir continued this emphasis on revolutionary autonomy:

Montmartre is isolated because it is self-sufficient. This centre is abso-
lutely autonomous. It is said that in a small village located a long way
from Montmartre, which travellers call Paris, a local academy is discussing
the conditions of municipal autonomy. It is a long time since this question
was resolved in Montmartre.20

This celebration of a utopian city, divorced from and looking down haughtily
on the corrupt city below, was the predominant spatial motif of Montmartre
counter-culture. Montmartre was portrayed as a city that was full of life,
energy and vitality, and contrasted with a Paris that was lifeless and soulless.
Toulouse Lautrec’s illustration (Figure 4.1) for a short-lived anarchist journal
called the Vache Enragée, for example, portrayed an angry bull chasing a
terrified bourgeois from Montmartre to Paris, with two clowns following on a
bicycle (itself a potent symbol of fin-de-siècle modernity). The angry cow
(vache enragée) was, in fin-de-siècle popular culture, a metaphor for hunger,
poverty and abjection. It stood in opposition to the ‘veau d’or’, the golden
calf which symbolised greedy capitalism. The image bristles with an energy
that draws together humour and violence: the naïve, capricious clowns –
symbols of Montmartre popular and avant-garde culture – pursuing the
bourgeois invader with the uncontrolled anger of the enraged beast. Montmartre
is imagined as space of vital humour that will fiercely defend its autonomy
and independence.

In the humour of Montmartre’s 1880s bohemian counter-culture, Montmartre
emerges as a space of both creativity and threatened violence, whether Pierrot’s
suicide or his revolutionary violence against the bourgeoisie of Paris. Humour
not only kept memories of the Commune alive (in a political and artistic
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culture that was trying hard, as Collette Wilson has shown, to erase its
traces), but evoked the possibility of new forms of community that could gain
some autonomy from Paris, albeit at the price of poverty, marginalisation,
and the imperative to disguise itself in the figure of the naïve, affirmative, yet
suicidal clown.21 Humour played the function of both making the violence of
modernity visible, but also evoking the possibility of revolutionary violence in
ways that would not immediately result in censorship and arrest.

Figure 4.1 Henri de Toulouse Lautrec, Cover for the journal La Vache enragée, 1896,
Paris
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Cabarets such as the Chat Noir, whilst demonstrating a broadly anarchistic
outlook, were not directly affiliated to the anarchist movement, and at least
claimed to remain apolitical. As the movement expanded, however, a number
of explicitly anarchist cultural spaces emerged that used humour as a way of
exploring the violence of modernity in far stronger terms.

A true fountain of manure

A typical example of the intersections between political anarchism and
bohemian humour was a cabaret known as the Taverne du Bagne (Penal
Colony Tavern). The cabaret, opened by the notorious revolutionary Maxime
Lisbonne, and frequented by both anarchists and curious bourgeois, was a
kind of theme bar that humorously mimicked the conditions of forced labour
camps (the ‘bagne’). Many defeated Communards had been deported to the
South Pacific island of New Caledonia in 1871, but returned to Paris following
an amnesty in 1880.

The Taverne du Bagne used humour to re-enact for its patrons the unpalatable
truth of the Third Republic’s birth in violence and civil war. Huge paintings
adorned the walls of the torture and bloody martyrdom of anarchists. Bar
staff dressed as forced labourers. Paul Lafargue wrote of the cabaret to Friedrich
Engels: ‘Lisbonne, professional ham, has had the genial idea of opening a
cafe where the doors are barred, where the tables are chained, where all the
waiters are dressed as galley slaves, dragging chains … The success has been
crazy.’22 Another observer described the scene:

A seedy light fell from the ceiling and a few dirty glass lanterns were
hung on the pillars … As soon as the door opened, you were received
with a barrage of insults … It was a true fountain of manure…. Waiters
had the air of bandits and a three-day beard. They knew how to walk in
their tethers with their large hooves [i.e. their ball and chain]. But from
time to time they would linger on the shoulders of the lovely ladies,
breathing their perfumes, offering these doves a frisson of the guillotine.23

As with many Montmartre cabarets, a satirical journal was launched to pub-
licize the cabaret’s distinct brand of anarchist humour to the general public.
‘Between Paris and Montmartre’, the journal exclaimed,

the ex-convict Maxime Lisbonne has just resurrected and revived the
penal colony … Staff, condemned to serve in the tavern, have been picked
from former officials, traders, industrial workers, financiers, property
owners, priests, brothers, friars, who are suffering their sentences so as to
live honestly … All you who have entered the penal colony – and who,
moreover, have got out – thank you for the constant kindness with which
you have treated the convicts … You have helped in the rehabilitation of
the fallen, the moralization of rogues.24
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In a society still scarred by memories of the Commune, humour of this
nature was deeply shocking. The humorous popular culture of fin-de-siècle
anarchism clearly participated in an emerging avant-garde sensibility
towards awakening thought through shock effects. The joke here works on
several levels. First, there is the incongruity and shock of offering up a drama-
tisation of punishment as enjoyable spectacle. The effect of this is to under-
mine the authority of the legal system by dramatising the nature of
punishment as sadistic pleasure or revenge, rather than a genuine means of
reforming criminality. Against the ideology of law as a rational procedure
based on a reform of criminality to normality, the cabaret stages the authority
of law as an affective system based on the pleasures of cruelty and violence.
Second, there is the reversal of dominant hierarchies: it is the bourgeoisie
(‘officials, traders, industrial workers, financiers, property owners…’) who
are humorously revealed as the villains who should be in prison and in need
of reform. The noble anarchists are there to help them reform. Third, there
is the humour of an encounter with death: offering the bourgeois ‘doves’ the
frisson of death. The anarchists who serve these ladies are liable to suffer the
law’s deadly violence: but criminality here is given a human face and is not
allowed to be medicalised through abstract logics of pathology and degen-
eracy. Through humour, the violence of law – and its lack of legitimacy and
natural authority – is laid bare. Similarly, the vast paintings of the execution
of anarchists make visible the origins of the Third Republic in violence,
and hence implicitly undermine the Republic’s claims to authority and
legitimacy.

Yet cultural spaces such as these remained highly ambiguous, not least
because of their considerable financial success, which took advantage of the
middle-class taste for ‘slumming’: visiting the dark and degenerate spaces
they read about in highly sensationalist terms in the press. Such cabarets
arguably trivialised the events, making them into a cheap diversion.25 The
cabaret’s distinctive brand of anarchist humour seemed to cheapen anarchist
ideals even as it derided its hated bourgeois clients. The Taverne du Bagne,
for all its anarchist commitment, was a profitable space of bourgeois diver-
sion and consumption; indeed, it was so successful that one newspaper
could run with the eye-catching headline, ‘All Paris in jail’.26 Yet the form of
anarchism explored here was not only a commercial gimmick. The Taverne
du Bagne was a known meeting point for anarchist conspirators (as regular
reports from the continual police surveillance carefully noted), and was a
venue for rousing talks by the legendary Communard Louise Michel. What
the success of the cabaret most strongly demonstrates is the extent to which
humour can serve as an effective means of exploring and communicating
radical and uncomfortable ideas to those who do not share these views,
precisely because it is relatively innocuous and unthreatening. In spaces
such as the Taverne du Bagne, bourgeois visitors could learn something
about anarchist culture, and the ‘underworld’ more generally, without fearing
for their lives.
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Kings of derision

To develop a fuller theoretical understanding of fin-de-siècle anarchism’s
paradoxical culture of derisory humour, and its link to acts of political revolt,
I wish to travel on a slight detour to Michel Foucault’s remarks concerning
the genealogy of nineteenth-century militant movements. Foucault links the
nineteenth-century militant ideal of revolutionary life as a violent, shocking
manifestation of truth to the scandalous philosophy of the Cynics.27 Cynics
practised a form of truth-telling (parrhesia) that involved living their lives as a
polemical dramatisation of shocking truths. Cynicism involved a form of
‘militancy in the open … that is it say, a militancy addressed to absolutely
everyone … which resorts to harsh and drastic means, not so much in order
to train people and teach them, as to shake them up and convert them,
abruptly’.28

For the Cynics, humour was a key device in establishing the truth-teller’s
authority. Humour was a telling of scandalous truths to power in ways that
were not overly threatening or aggressive and so were capable of maintaining
productive emotional links between ruler and ruled. A Cynic such as Diogenes
positioned himself as a kind of counter-king, a ‘king of derision’ who, ‘by the
existence he has chosen, and by the destitution and renunciation to which he
exposes himself, deliberately hides himself as king’.29 This emphasis on derisory
humour partly explains the Cynics’ habit of passing down their teachings
through jokes and humorous anecdotes. This aspect of Cynic militancy is
explored in more depth by Peter Sloterdijk, who emphasises the ways in
which the Cynics made the truth dependent on courage, risk and ‘cheekiness’,
contrasting this form of ‘Kynicism’ with the reactive cynicism of modern
culture.30 Sloterdijk discerns in Kynicism a ‘pantomimic materialism’ that
refuted the language of the philosophers with the capers of a clown. It
‘represent[ed] the popular, plebeian rejection of the official culture by means
of irony and sarcasm’.31 Most importantly, it tackled afresh the question of
how to say the truth, speaking truth to power through a brute materialism, a
‘dialogue of flesh and blood’. In Cynic militancy, truth is spoken through a
materialist laughter that explodes with the material, vital energies of blood,
urine, faeces, and sperm.

Supporting Foucault’s brief suggestion about nineteenth-century militants’
reactivation of elements of the Cynic spirituality of truth, we can find a clear
echo of such comedic figures of counter-authority in the anarchist milieu of
late nineteenth-century Montmartre. The figure of the king of derision was
directly echoed, for example, in a procession organised by the Chat Noir
cabaret. Rodolphe Salis, the patron of the Chat Noir, was known for greeting
wealthy customers with a manner described as ‘humility that was not entirely
free of insolence’. He would loudly ask late-arriving customers questions such
as ‘When did you get out of prison?’ or, to a man accompanied by his wife,
‘Where’s the girl you were with last night?’ And in one typically Montmartrois
event, Salis was crowned as the derisory King of Montmartre.
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[Salis] had to wear a gold suit and incredible fabrics, and hold a sceptre.
After receiving homage from the people, he went to take possession of
the Moulin de la Galette. He paid a visit there, hiding his Royal clothes
under an ulster coat, accompanied by painters and poets armed with
halberds, who, along the whole length of the butte, and to the bewilderment
of the onlookers, cried: ‘Long live the King!’32

Such a provocation, coming only a short time after France had narrowly
avoided a Monarchist restoration, was utterly scandalous, and it is only
because of the excessive absurdity and humour of the event that it was tolerated
by the authorities. The parade proclaimed Salis as a king of derision who
would use derisory humour to successfully speak truth to power.

The derisory humour associated with anarchist cabarets, I am suggesting, can
be theorised as a form of truth-telling that sought in humour a way of acquiring
the authority to speak truthfully against the elite power. Humour expressed
anarchists’ values of freedom, creativity, and distrust of all externally imposed
authority. It did so, however, in ways that retained bonds of care with those to
whom they spoke. Montmartre humour, whilst raw and angry, always retained a
certain warmth for those whom it mocked. Whilst this bonhomie between
bohemian and bourgeois has often been seen as evidence of bohemians’ basic
complicity with bourgeois culture, an alternative reading would view it as a
recognition of the importance of retaining affective relations of care between
dominant and dominated, rather than succumbing to an oppositional, adver-
sarial politics that falls back upon established political identities and groupings
rather than allowing new, autonomous forces and subjectivities to develop.

Awakening truth

By the 1890s, as the Third Republic became increasingly stable, many militants
grew frustrated with conducting politics at the level of culture and ideas, and
disillusioned with the prospect of collective revolutionary action. The doctrine
of ‘propaganda by the deed’ – communicating by acts of revolt rather than
through words – came to prominence.

Propaganda by the deed attempted to awaken this spirit of revolt through a
series of attacks in the bourgeois heartlands of Paris. In doing so, it made use
of a distinctively modern technology: dynamite. Over the last twenty years,
dynamite had become an iconic modern technology. As Sarah Cole argues,
the invention of dynamite in 1866 marked an important moment in the history
of modernity. Dynamite became an immediate sensation.

The violence of dynamite reverberated in every sensory register as some-
thing novel … from its chemical smell, to its shattering sound, to its
extreme tactile effects … It shattered, exploded, ripped, and tore; … and
its employment for radical causes suggested a future with unknowable
and potentially frightful contours.33
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With the turn to dynamite came an image of anarchism that was shorn of
its playful and carnivalesque elements. In popular stereotypes (perhaps most
famously depicted in Joseph Conrad’s novel The Secret Agent), the anarchist
was a sombre, anti-social, over-sensitive, and incompetent loner. The Russian
anarchist Sergey Nechayev’s infamous pamphlet Catechism of a Revolutionary
had provided the template for this image, describing the revolutionary as ‘a
doomed man’ with ‘no personal interests, no business affairs, no emotions, no
attachments, no property, and no name’.34 The revolutionary, he wrote, must
suppress ‘all the gentle and enervating sentiments of kinship, love, friendship,
gratitude, and even honour’. He must be prepared to destroy anything and
anyone. This striking image of the nihilistic anarchist revolutionary solidified
during the period of violence in the 1890s. Anarchist culture itself contributed to
this imagery in a series of writings in celebration of the most famous anarchist
bomber, known as Ravachol.

The execution of Ravachol became something of a foundational event in
French anarchism, and prompted a series of retaliatory attacks.35 Ravachol
had lived his life in poverty, resorting to minor crimes on occasion, and was
extremely hostile to the violence of capitalism and religion. Responding to the
massacre of nine protestors in a workers’ demonstration in Fourmies in 1892,
as well as police violence against anarchist protestors in Clichy, Ravachol
planted a suitcase full of explosives in the living quarters of the Advocate
General and also the public prosecutor of the Clichy affair. No-one was hurt
but significant damage was done to the properties. Ravachol was soon arrested,
and eventually sentenced to death for previous murders he was alleged to
have committed. His vehement bravery in the face of death made him an
instant martyr. As one newspaper reported Ravachol’s death:

His love of melodramatic display was exhibited in his last moments. As
he was dressing to go to the guillotine, he kept singing a song, which had
for its refrain, ‘To be happy, hang the landlords and cut the priests in
two’, and this he sang in the prison-van and at the foot of the scaffold.
When the assistants took hold of him, he turned round and cried out, ‘I
have something to say, citizens,’ but he was overpowered, and held fast by
the ears. In this horrible position he still had strength enough to cry, ‘Vive
la – ‘ before the knife dropped.36

Immediately after his death, a series of articles were published that raised
Ravachol to the level of a religious martyr. Paul Adam, for example, idealised
Ravachol as a modern-day Redeemer:

Ravachol remains as a propagator of the great idea of the ancient reli-
gions which advocated a search for individual death for the Good of the
world; sacrifice of the self, of his life, and his fame for the exaltation of
the poor, of the humble. He is definitively the Restorer of Essential
Sacrifice … It will turn out to be a fruitful death. An event of human
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history will make its mark in the annals of the people. The legal murder
of Ravachol will open up an Era. And you artists who daub on canvas
your mystical dreams, your fluent brush is offered the great subject of
your work. If you have understood your epoch, if you have recognized
and kissed the threshold of the future, you must draw the life of the Saint,
and his passing, in a pious triptych. For there will be a time when in the
temples of the Real Brotherhood, you will fit your stained glass in the
most beautiful place, so that the light from the Sun passes in the halo of
the martyr on a planet that is free from property!37

Victor Barrucand, similarly, worshipped Ravachol as a kind of ‘violent
Christ’. ‘Ravachol’, he wrote, ‘will perhaps appear one day as a sort of violent
Christ, such as the time and milieu he passed through could produce’. Both
Ravachol and Christ

wanted to destroy wealth and power, not to seize them. One preached
gentleness, spirit of sacrifice and renunciation … the other preached,
through example, revolt against abusive authority, individual initiative
against the cowardice of the masses, the claim of the poor to earthly
happiness … they taught the world that the ideas of fatherland and
society, any more than those of worship and law, cannot prevail against
the right of man to be happy – in this world, said Ravachol; in Heaven,
said Jesus.38

We are a long way here from the joyful, affirmative humour of the Montmartre
cabarets. Yet Barrucand’s article is dominated by a striking image of Ravachol’s
severed head gazing from the foot of the guillotine at the crowd of spectators.
Frozen upon the head is a laugh: a cold, bitter laugh, with insults and derision
on its lips. Barrucand reflects on this laughter at some length:

Oh! This laughter before the sinister machine – Homeric derision reflected
in the silence of the summer morning when all life wanted to smile! – It
gives a funereal shudder; and the social whore at the foot of the scaffold,
attacked by the sarcasm of a criminal who has no concern with politeness
but brings into action a surprising energy, is forever withered, as if
deservedly spat in the face for all its infamy and catastrophic mediocrity.
His jeering blasphemy unalterably frozen by the rictus of death, the head
of the revolt, beautiful and purified, remains, with I don’t know what
legendary authority.39

This evocation of new forms of secular, anarchistic religiosity partly sub-
verted the Positivist philosophy of writers like Comte and Littré, who
attempted to find a scientific foundation for social and political authority in
a ‘positive’ stage of history that would supersede the earlier theological and
metaphysical stages. Positive philosophy, Comte wrote, aimed to realize
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organic qualities of precision, certainty, usefulness, reality and relativity. A
positivist study of real facts could ‘direct the spiritual reorganization of the
civilized world’ by redirecting the worship of God towards the worship of
humanity itself.40 Anarchist thought was influenced by the spirit of positi-
vism’s attempt to find a scientific foundation for social and political
authority (as evidenced by the scholarly work of academic geographers such
as Kropotkin and Reclus), but held that realising the organic qualities of
positive knowledge would reveal an autonomous, anti-authoritarian society
as being the most scientifically rational way of organising the world. In the
sanctification of Ravachol, we clearly see the influence of positivism’s evo-
cation of a new religion of humanity, but turning this upside down so that it
was the greatest opponent of existing society who was to be mankind’s
secular Redeemer.

In performing this ironic beatification of revolutionary violence, it seems to
me that anarchists performed a new kind of reactivation of the Cynic King of
derision. Barrucand’s description of Ravachol dwells on the lifeless laughter
of Ravachol’s severed head, its jeering challenge to the cheering spectators of
state murder. In his death, Ravachol poses a powerful challenge to the inau-
thentic and degenerate nature of modern societies. His laughter in the face of
death reveals, not only his bravery, but the authority of his ‘parrhesia’, his
speaking truth to power. Ravachol’s laughter is a laugh of derision and
hatred. It reverses hierarchies, proclaiming himself as the true king. Yet it is a
form of parrhesia that has broken down and descended into violence; the
mutual relations of care between the speaker and the addressee have collapsed.
Ravachol’s severed head marks the failure of the attempts to find new ways of
speaking militant truths with authority, and the falling back to a politics of
mutual antipathy and violence.

In violence, anarchist laughter remains present, but it is a laughter that
draws from irony, not humour. This is laughter as a sheer vital force, one that
is made more powerful through the authenticity and certainty of death. This is
certainly not a form of laughter that descends to a play of surfaces; rather, it
is a form of laughter that elevates the subject and the exalted principles he
stands for. In the Deleuzian framework discussed earlier, Ravachol’s laughter
can be viewed as an ironic form of cruelty that refers back to transcendent
morality and subjectivity. The hagiography of Ravachol attempts to create a
new sacred foundation for a new, anarchist religion of humanity. In doing so,
Ravachol’s laughter is closer to the modern cynicism of irony than the affir-
mative materialism of humour. It attempts to create new foundations and new
grounds. In doing so, its violence becomes veiled and implicit even at the
moment it is most visible, since it is now cloaked in a new transcendent
morality.

This turn towards transcendent foundations and grounds is discernible
elsewhere in the anarchist culture of the 1890s, in particular anarchists’ nostalgia
for ‘primitive’ societies. One only moderately tongue-in-cheek pamphlet that
was collected in the police archives, for example, imagined a ‘primitive’ man,
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magically transported to the present day, in conversation with four men of
modernity: a mine worker, a factory labourer, an agricultural worker, and an
office clerk (see Figure 4.2).41 As the group stand in front of symbols of
French modernity such as the Eiffel Tower, the primitive man, stupefied at

Figure 4.2 Anonymous, Front page of the journal L’Etat naturel et la part du prolé-
taire dans la civilisation, 1894, Paris
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seeing their unhealthy physique, asks them a series of questions: ‘Why these
black marks all over your white face? Why are you so thin and enfeebled?
Why do you have no hair or teeth? Why are you so broken and tired?’ The
pamphlet goes on to lyrically describe the happy life of primitive man, with
his easy life of hunting, dancing and abundant sex, not to mention his average
life expectancy of 120 years. ‘And now, Sociologists’, the article concludes,
‘compare this with the life of the Proletarian in civilization!’42 Pre-modern
man, the article emphasises with gentle humour, enjoyed a vigorous vitality
that has withered in the modern age.

This primitivism also helps explain the theory of communication on which
propaganda by the deed – a form of ‘propaganda’ with no concrete repre-
sentational content – implicitly relied. There were close ties between anarchists
and the Symbolist avant-garde, which was based on a fascination with
exploring the hidden, mysterious, primeval energies lurking beneath the
everyday order of things.43 The poetry of Mallarmé, for example, unravelled
the structures of linguistic representation, abandoning conventional narrative
and description whilst seeking new forms of meaning in the flights of asso-
ciation and imagination beyond the word’s ‘practical’ use of signification.44

Mallarmé paid close attention to the embodied aspects of language, evoking
new meanings through novel use of textures of sound, rhythm and symbol.
His work was taken up by a school of followers who attempted to create
forms of symbolic poetry which, as Jean Moréas put it, ‘clothe the Idea in a
sensible form which, nonetheless, will not be an end in itself, but which, while
serving to express the Idea, remains the subject’.45

This impulse to ‘dress the Idea in sensible form’ is clearly discernible in the
anarchist political culture of propaganda by the deed. Fin-de-siècle anarchists
emphasised the ways in which violence made ideas more vital, more living.46

‘The idea’, wrote Georges Brousse, ‘will not appear on paper, nor in a news-
paper, nor in a painting; it will not be sculpted in marble, nor carved in stone,
nor cast in bronze: it will walk, alive, in flesh and bone, before the people.
The people will hail it as it passes.’47

Through violence, thought was not only to awaken (as Kroptokin had
written), but to come alive. This celebration of excessive energy in all its
forms achieved expression in an anarchist song, widely sung and danced to in
Montmartre cabarets, called Lady Dynamite:

Our fathers once danced
To the sound of the cannons of the past!
Now this tragic dance
Requires stronger music.
Let’s dynamite, let’s dynamite!
Lady Dynamite, let’s dance fast!
Let’s dance and sing!
Lady Dynamite, let’s dance fast!
Let’s dance and sing, and dynamite!
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Humour’s vitality has given way here to a different kind of vitality, an
excessive energy of dance and violence. In fin-de-siecle medical science,
laughter and dancing were both widely regarded as expressions of animalistic
vital urges (and associated with creative maladies such as hysteria), and in this
context became associated with an anarchic liberation of natural energy and
vitality.48 Anarchist culture now added dynamite to laughter and dance as
means of liberating what Charles Baudelaire had referred to in ‘The Painter
of Modern Life’ as life’s ‘luminous explosion in space’.49

In the doctrine of propaganda by the deed, we can see, anarchism lost its
orientation towards a positive affirmation of humour as (in Deleuze’s voca-
bulary) a form of ‘cruelty’ whose material force ruptures vertical structures of
meanings, authority, law and subjectivity. Instead, it fell back on a more
cynical attitude in which humour’s ambivalence, ambiguity and play of surfaces
gave way to the certainties of an ironic, vertical structure of signification that
referred back to authentic origins and redemptive acts of mystical violence.

Conclusion

Fin-de-siècle anarchist culture, I have shown, demonstrated varying attitudes
towards humour, laughter, cruelty and violence. As frustration grew with the
capacity of cultural texts and performances, including the humorous texts and
spectacles of the anarchist cabarets of Montmartre, to prompt revolutionary
change, the dominant tone of anarchist culture shifted. As the tensions
inherent within the attempt to live out alternative, utopian forms of life in
Montmartre became clearer and more problematic (due not least to the sur-
prising commercial success of many Montmartre cabarets that celebrated
bohemian or down-and-out culture), the doctrine of propaganda by the deed
offered a more immediate and far less ambiguous alternative. Humour, as a
form of ‘cruelty’, started to give way to forms of physical violence that were
immediately interpreted through logics of transcendence, redemption, and
authenticity.

Whilst anarchist humour did little to convince the bourgeois audience it
attacked, it did set an agenda for a continuing affinity between humour and
radical politics in coming decades. The Surrealist artist André Breton’s
Anthology of Black Humor, for example, is filled with anarchist writers, whilst
recent autonomist political practice has seen a resurgence of humour-based
political action. Such humour has most potential, however, when it remains
as a practice of cruelty – generating new events of thought and feeling –
rather than as a practice of transcendent morality, communicating pre-digested
truths, or as a practice of violence.
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5 The thought of Élisée Reclus as
a source of inspiration for
degrowth ethos

Francisco Toro

The theory of degrowth has emerged in the last decade as a bottom-up alter-
native to the dominant, hierarchical and centralised discourse of sustainable
development. One of its main mottos is ‘decolonising our imaginary’1 from
the growth myth and material accumulation of capitalism and consumerism.
Main initiatives have occurred in Mediterranean and Southern regions of
Europe. The foundations of contemporary degrowth are the result of the
convergence of two strands of radical thought.2 On one hand, the ‘ecological
critique’, based on the bioeconomics of Nicolas Georgescu-Roegen (1906–1994),
the first author who suggested the analysis of economic systems according to
the law of entropy; and early twentieth century thinkers such as P. Geddes
(1854–1932), S. Podolinsky (1850–1891) and F. Soddy (1877–1856) who
advanced the idea of bioeconomics. On the other hand, the ‘culturalist critique’,
which encompasses the radical critique of modernity and the techno-industrial
society, whose main intellectual milestones are A. Gorz (1923–2007) (he first
used the term ‘degrowth’), Ivan Illich (1926–2002), J. Ellul (1912–1994),
B. Charbonneau (1910–1996), in which we may include the post-development
approaches.3 Is there any room for Élisée Reclus, knowing his ties and
connections with a radical and critical side of progress and environmentalism?

The reflection on environmental implications of human activity on Earth,
the critique of capitalist rationality and injustice, the idealisation of self-
managed communities, the idea of ‘good life’, and the advocacy of human
welfare that reinforces qualitative dimensions, are immanent in some of
Reclus’ essays, being basic precepts of what degrowth philosophy should be.
This chapter proposes a review of some of these insights and their potential
inspiration for degrowth movements and traces a line of connection with
a radical and anarchist side of environmentalist and more transformative
geographic thought.

For showing and analysing the presence of a ‘degrowth’ discourse in Reclus’
thought I will use a structure according to the synthesis of the main degrowth
topics related to deep and long philosophical themes in the Western thought,
but also (and, even with a greater presence) in other cultural influences. These
five ‘sources’ of degrowth are4: i) ecology, ii) critiques of development and praise
for anti-utilitarianism, iii) meaning of life and well-being, iv) bioeconomics,



v) democracy, and vi) justice. Finally, I will conclude with a summary of his
main contributions, justifying him as a determinant figure who ought to
inspire the contemporary strands of degrowth.

Is Reclus a missing link in the course of degrowth theory?

Though degrowth has appeared as a need of our times, specifically for reacting
to the oxymoron and non-transformative paradigm of sustainable develop-
ment, the reflection on the idealisation of balanced societies with nature is not
a new theme within western thought. Consequently, it may extend the research
on the historical roots of degrowth by looking at thinkers and scholars who
pre-date radical approaches of the twentieth century.

In this regard, A. Sippel has found some similarities between contemporary
degrowth partisans and the eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century utopists.5

Notable figures such as William Godwin and Jean-Jacques Rousseau advocated
frugality over luxury, a voluntary reduction of material goods in daily life, the
importance of education for transforming and decolonising permanently
unsatisfied minds, and the idealisation of small communities and ‘eco-villages’
as the symbol of a balanced encounter between humans and nature. These
insights would completely match contemporary degrowth purposes. In this
regard, A. Sippel concludes that

today’s décroissants are closer to Godwin and Rousseau’s socialism than
to later nineteenth-century social thinkers, as the former advocated a
refusal of luxury as a means of establishing equality rather than the
expectation that further development should be shared and thus push up
all living conditions.6

It is well known that Godwin and, to a lesser extent, Rousseau, influenced the
thought of anarchist geographer Élisée Reclus. For instance, Reclus shared
with Godwin the idea that ‘community and solidarity can never be separated
from liberty and individuality’.7 Rousseau’s conception of ‘noble savage’
probably suggested to Reclus and other nineteenth-century anarchists the
advocacy of a harmonic integration of humans into nature, as long as human
freedom is guaranteed.8 Did they also inspire Reclus in terms of a degrowth
philosophy? Is degrowth (or something analogous) a theme cultivated by
Reclus and other early anarchist geographers?

Several authors agree in defining Reclus as a proto-environmentalist, being
acknowledged as a source of inspiration for environmental ethics, vegetarianism
and radical ecological social thought9 akin to the ecologist approach of
degrowth thinkers. B. Giblin regards him as an avant l’heure environmentalist.
Along with other early anarchist geographers, such as Kropotkin and
Metchnikoff, Reclus showed ‘that Earth is a living planet where human
actions have both negative and positive effects and they depend upon the
political and economic system present’.10 Thereby, their critiques of
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environmental degradation are organised and structured, stressing the importance
of the political and economic order in the use and management of nature.

Though the global environmental system has significantly changed in the
last century, Reclus’ reflections on the human impact on the environment seem
still relevant today.11 His concepts, insights, reflections and critiques were signs
of a radical environmentalism, which was based on a complex way of looking
at reality, challenging the hegemonic theories around science, progress, politics
and economics of that time. Reclus insisted on the need to care for the planet,
seeking harmony between human needs and the physical possibilities of
nature to meet them, whereby the association between social injustices and
environmental degradation could be addressed through the pedagogical
values of a geographical approach that emphasised integrative, holistic and
emancipating knowledge.12 The coalescence of environmental and social
approaches is thus embodied in Reclus. As it may seem, there are quite a few
points in common with the partisans of degrowth, who are involved in a
permanent struggle against the hegemonic theories, discourses and policies of
the development and growth axiom.

Moreover, the main exponent of degrowth, Serge Latouche, refers to Reclus as
a thinker who followed in certain ways the degrowth philosophy in his thought:
‘degrowth has affinity with the first inspiration of socialism, as it was pursued
by independent thinkers such as Élisée Reclus and Paul Lafargue’.13 All of
the previous arguments would fairly justify the exploration of Reclus’ thought
as a potential source of inspiration for contemporary degrowth.

Unfortunately early anarchist geographers were not well enough acknowl-
edged in the foreground of ecological thought during the twentieth and
twenty-first century, even in anarchist thought. As Clark and Martin argue,
‘ecological thinking remained an undercurrent of anarchist and utopian
thought and practice… [yet] it did not become a central theme in anarchist
and utopian theoretical discussion until the ideas of Paul Goodman and
Murray Bookchin began to have a noticeable influence in the late 1960s’.14

Yet, Reclus has been of less interest than Kropotkin who is considered to have
exercised more influence on later radical thought, even in an environmentalist
dimension.15 Certainly, Reclus’ works are inspired by philosophic grounds
which clearly recall basic arguments of a biocentric and radical contemporary
environmentalism. In overall terms, the roots of his thought are immersed
within a green conception of human welfare, and express a more balanced
treatment of the tension between human progress and environmental protection,
opting very often for the latter.16 Reclus’ thought is characterised by a non-
utilitarian understanding of nature, although he did not deny the substantial
potential benefits of the enhancement of physical attributes and natural
resources thanks to great advances in technology and science.

According to Giblin, the environmental sensibility of Reclus had no
immediate posterity,17 and began to be rediscovered in the 1960s among
anarchist thinkers and scholars,18 remaining little known for most of the
critical community of the contemporary environmentalist movement.
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Curiously, this re-emergence of Reclus among anarchists was not always
lauded.19

Degrowth ethos in the thought of Reclus

Ecology

Ecology provides degrowth with determinant foundations that drive to surpass
the reductionist understanding of nature according to neoliberal economics. An
ecological perspective would conceive of natural resources and services as
compounds of complex and non-linear natural systems. Accordingly, they
play an important role in the sustainability and maintenance of ecosystems,
habitats and natural cycles. First and foremost, intrinsic values are acknowl-
edged in nature and its attributes, beyond monetary parameters and utilitarian
demands. Based on this scientific precept, the ecological approach would
warn of the incompatibility between large-scale industrial production and
consumption systems and the physical viability of ecosystems. In this regard,
degrowth would be ‘a possible path to preserve ecosystems by the reduction
of human pressure over ecosystems and nature, and a challenge to the idea
that decoupling of ecological impacts from economic growth is possible’.20

Precisely, the first essays of Reclus were written in times of the emergence
of Ecology as a science aiming at discovering the interactions between species
and their environment. Yet, this early Ecology had hardly anything to do with
the social and political implications that the ecological paradigm has reached
for degrowth. Advances in natural sciences throughout the twentieth century,
such as chaos theory, complexity in non-linear systems, new thermodynamics,
will open new perspectives in Ecology, overcoming mechanist understandings
of nature. Such scientific background is crucial in the environmentalist dis-
course of degrowth theory. Thus, degrowth complements the revolutionary
shift that the ecological paradigm has produced in our understanding of Gaia.
It encompasses a wide range of theoretical approaches and political move-
ments whose raison d´être is Ecology: Deep Ecology, Social Ecology and
Ecofeminism, all of which, according to Graham Purchase, ‘are… inherent in
anarchist philosophy’.21 Nevertheless, early anarchist geographers like Reclus
were reluctant to adopt both the term ‘Ecology’ and its content,22 insofar as
it was identified with social Darwinism, made notorious by one of its founders,
Ernst Haeckel.

The theorisation of human–nature relationships in Reclus was thus driven
separately from: i) the genealogy and development of Ecology; ii) its most
notable authors; iii) its ideological connotations. Instead, the leading light of
Reclus’ thought would be ‘mesology’, to which he did not refer explicitly until
his last and most famous work L’Homme et la Terre (1905–1908). Mesology
is a direct influence of his readings of Louis-Adolphe Bertillon, who, in turn,
inherited the idea from August Comte23 who studied the interactions between
humans and their physical and social-cultural milieux in an interdisciplinary
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way. Yet, Reclus never quoted Bertillon, but others who moved in the same
vein, such as H. Drummond (1851–1897), R. von Ihering (1878–1892) and
G. de Greef. The key concept, milieu, would fit perfectly in the construction
of what Reclus called ‘social geography’.24 Unlike his contemporary Ecology,
the idea of environment (‘milieu’) used by Reclus is plural, diverse and historical;
a sign of the multiple varieties of how humans have been adapting to the
physical features of the environment. Within the apparent neutrality in which
science works, the idea of environment is another proof of how intentionally
ideological science and scientists can be. Whilst the dominant vision of
nineteenth-century Ecology was to emphasise an inevitable hierarchy in the
structure and functions of wildlife and nature, mirroring and justifying
the imbalances among human groups, Reclus rejected this organising principle
and substituted it with ‘affinity’,25 searching for harmony and com-
plementarity as the main tenet, to inspire more equal and fair societies. In
short, both approaches and denominations create different discourses from
the same reality.

In this regard, the mesology of Reclus draws on the comprehension of
complexity in the reciprocal and emergent relationships between human and
nature. Such understanding would be determinant in three basic precepts of
degrowth ethos: i) the carrying capacity of human activities; ii) the inevitable
omnipresence of physical laws in human works; iii) and their material
dependence on natural resources and services. Yet, his historical context was
not favourable for such kinds of arguments, due to the incredible technological
gap gained by dominant powers in the nineteenth century. This dissident
attitude is equivalent to that of degrowth partisans within the era of globali-
sation and neoliberalism. As Clark and Martin argue: ‘Reclus lived in an
age in which social analysis tended toward either an idealism in which
material determinants were ignored or a materialism in which economic and
technological determinants were attributed almost exclusive importance’.26

Social-Darwinist strands of Ecology have been used in justifying inequal-
ities among peoples and proclaiming the racial superiority of selected cultures
over others according to natural causalities and biological principles. In fact,
E. Haeckel became one of the main German ideologists of racism, nationalism
and imperialism.27 Unlike social-Darwinists, Reclus would use these causalities
for finding intimate relationships between a human group and its surroundings.
Though inserted in his time, Reclus sought to emphasise the close connection
between conditions such as climate, topography or the aesthetic qualities of
the landscape and the physiological and behavioural characteristics of its
dwellers. Thereby, he anticipated modern environmentalism by showing that
nature plays a decisive influence not solely on the modus vivendi, but also in
cultural and religious manifestations. This is a plausible way to stress the need
for caring for a humanised and historical nature according to each human
group and territorial context, and into which the inhabitants have virtually
merged. According to Pelletier, in Reclus’ work, ‘a supposed determinism is
immediately compensated by variety’.28
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For Reclus, the coevolution between Man and Nature and the search for a
reciprocal harmony is one of the basic laws of a ‘social geography’.29 Not
surprisingly, he warned of the capacity of humankind for degrading the phy-
sical environment on a global scale. Such a view was determinant of his
review of G. P. Marsh’s work, Man and Nature (1864), entitled L’homme et la
nature: de l’action humaine sur la géographie physique (1864). He claimed that
‘action of man may embellish the earth, but it may also disfigure it; according
to the manner and social condition of any nation, it contributes either to the
degradation or glorification of nature’.30 The need to transform physical fea-
tures into landscapes, buildings and artificial environment is an immanent
feature of humankind, common to all groups and cultures, surpassing the
intensity of any other animal to transform the Earth: ‘Man’s actions, on the
contrary, have greatly changed the appearance of the surface of the earth’.31

In the latter case, Reclus used the term ‘man’ generically, whilst, it has been
said above, his conception of environment is diverse and plural, historical and
cultural. Is it contradictory or intentional? One might think that his intention
was not to show environmental problems as anecdotal or limited to specific
territorial contexts, but rather to analyse them as something embedded in the
technical progress, intellectual background, behaviours and moral principles
of humans as a whole, i.e., the human race. In doing so, he anticipated that
the global scope of anthropic impacts would reach the most remote parts of
the Earth: ‘The day is approaching when there will remain no region on any
continent that has not been visited by a civilised pioneer, and sooner or later,
the effects of human labour will extend to every point of the surface of the
earth’.32

One of the biggest and most confusing dilemmas for degrowth thinking is
the matter of population growth. If degrowth demands a cessation of any
material human progress in order to avoid ecological collapse, would that also
require a severe decrease in world population? Following pure ecological laws,
it is easy to foresee the ‘tragedy’ of ecosystems when an overpopulation of
individuals fights desperately for access to scarce food and land. As a sort of
strictly biological comparison of humans with others animals, this scheme
inspired the work of the ecologist Paul R. Ehrlich in the 1960s and 1970s,
which is reminiscent of Malthusian arguments.33 |Moreover, a terrain of
ambiguity might be projected in the degrowth movement, as what concerns
population growth and its pressure over the carrying capacity of the Planet
has rarely been discussed in degrowth theory.34 Yet, degrowth itself, according
to left and radical positions, reproduces discourses opposed to population
growth as a determinant factor of environmental crisis, instead putting more
emphasis on social inequality in consumption per capita.35 Though neo-
Malthusian theory has a strong echo amongst degrowthers, it is more a poli-
tical option to struggle against the capitalist exploitation of female bodies to
produce soldiers and cheap labour,36 than a reaction to an ecological problem
of over-population. Neo-Malthusian arguments within Iberian anarchism
advocate a conscious procreation and free maternity, promoting feminism and
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a new sexual ethics.37 This side of degrowth is clearly inherited from anarcho-
feminists such as Emma Goldman. But, equally, this approach may find some
source and a similar spirit within early anarchist thinkers, in particular, Reclus.

Reclus considered population growth a determinant factor both in the rise
and the fall of societies, and somehow may affect their future viability:
‘growth in numbers has been, without doubt, an element contributing to
civilization, it has not been the principal one, and in certain cases it can be
an obstacle to the development of true progress in personal and collective
well-being, as well as to mutual good will’.38 Yet, he was very critical about
Malthusian theories, as they justified deep imbalances within the modern
society. According to Reclus, starvation, insalubrity and insecure conditions
in the workplace were not misfortunes, but they responded to an economic and
productive model which generates and feeds these social imbalances among
different social classes. Thus, Reclus did not hesitate to question the scientific
foundations of liberalism, a doctrine which drew on Malthusian arguments
considering the death from hunger of poor people as unavoidable.

Reclus trusted in the capacity of technology for increasing food production
without aggressively harming the environment, recalling the current approach
of eco-efficiency. But from his point of view, this increase of global production
had to be linked to non-capitalist agriculture and enable self-consumption
among the community of producers. In effect, there would be enough natural
resources for ensuring the basic demands of the population, which is closer to
the idea of self-sufficiency, a basic principle in degrowth philosophy:

The land is large enough to keep us on its breast, and rich enough to
afford us living comfortably. It may give enough crops for feeding every-
one, makes grow enough fibre plants for dressing everyone, and contains
enough stones and clay so that everyone may have homes. That is the
economic fact in all its simplicity.39

Critiques of development and praise for anti-utilitarianism

For degrowth theory, the term development colonises our imaginary40 and
makes it difficult to think other ways of enhancing the conditions of life outside
growth. The equivalent of this term, according to cultural inheritance of the
Enlightenment is the idea of progress, which is central in Reclus’ thought.
Since the second half of the twentieth century, the idea of development
replaced the meaning that progress has in Modernity, reducing it to its eco-
nomic dimension. Then, many attempts were made to correct the problem of
its monetary bias by qualifying development with countless adjectives such as
‘local’, ‘human’, ‘social’, ‘sustainable’, etc.41 At present, progress remains as
the core of development and its use is devoted to emphasise the scientific and
technological conquest of so-called developed countries.42

Unlike degrowth’s partisans, Reclus did not refer specifically to the model
of economic growth, as this axiom began to be challenged by critical
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discourse in 1950s to 1960s, after its institutionalisation and legitimation as
an imperative for the development of both rich and poor countries. But he
wrote about qualities, attitudes and values of the human condition that
negatively affect the harmonic relation between societies and their environs. In
this regard, his reflections fit perfectly with degrowth purposes, insofar as he
made a critique of intrinsic characteristics of capitalism, such as dissatisfaction,
egoism or luxury, though he rarely explicitly alluded to this economic system.
Reclus foresaw the rise of a world economic system impregnated by a global
culture based on economistic values, or what degrowth partisans refers to as
the ‘colonisation of imaginary’. Also, he witnessed the beginning of a global
extension of capitalistic ideology all over countries, including the old European
colonies: ‘those countries of Asia that have developed in the direction of the
ideal world of economics, and in all other parts of the world that are carried
along by the example of Europe and its all-powerful will’.43

Regarding the utilitarian attitudes of the human towards nature, Reclus’
insights are intended to be moralistic and pedagogical. He blamed superfluous
or overexploiting human attitudes against nature: ‘it can be said that man,
jealous of nature, tries to belittle the products of the soil and does not allow
them to surpass his level’.44 In a certain way, he is reflecting pedagogically on
the notion of limits, insofar as the demands are not enough smothered with the
possibilities that nature gives to humans. As Clark and Martin assert,

his position on this issue is very similar to that of many contemporary
social ecologists who concur with Reclus that human society has
throughout history substituted one form of social hierarchy for another
and has increasingly adopted an exploitative and destructive standpoint
toward the natural world.45

Moreover, Reclus rejected any kind of attempt at appropriating and exploiting
the qualities of nature, such as wildlife or beautiful landscapes, considering
that these qualities are free and common to all humans. He reasserted thus
his total opposition to the commodification of nature, above all if it is not
justified in order to solve basic and urgent needs: ‘At the seashore, many of
the most picturesque cliffs and charming beaches are snatched up either by
covetous landlords or by speculators who appreciate the beauties of nature in
the spirit of a money changer appraising a gold ingot’.46 This idea is also
primary in the degrowth philosophy, as it is based on the radical critique of
the monetary value system.

According to Reclus, land use, i.e. the construction and transformation of
landscape, expresses the rationality and codes which guide the actions on the
environment by every people and society, so the aesthetic values are very
significant in order to assess the environmental implications:

By means of its fields and roads, by its dwellings and every manner of
construction, by the way it arranges the trees and the landscape in
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general, the populace expresses the character of its own ideals. If it really
has a feeling for beauty, it will make nature more beautiful. If, on the other
hand, the great mass of humanity remains as it is today, crude, egoistic
and inauthentic, it will continue to mark the face of the earth with its
wretched traces.47

For a fundamental change in humanity’s relationship to nature, a revolution
in values is certainly needed. But the ideological transformation that will
result in the triumph of ‘respect and feeling’ can only succeed if there is a
complementary process of social transformation, a change that would overturn
the dominance of those ‘industrial or mercantile interests’.48 In fact, Reclus
ought to be acknowledged in his historical scientific-intellectual context. He
did not evade a utilitarian aim in the usage of natural resources and in the
modification of the physical environment, but his position is sufficiently
counterbalanced with a holistic and organic conception of nature. In his time,
it would have been easier to be an unconditional partisan of human progress
in its domination over biophysical laws. Yet he responded by advocating for a
more integral perspective that meant a seismic change, i.e., ‘a break with the
dominant human-centered ideology’.49 Reclus’ ethical conception was based in
a geocentric point of view rather than an anthropocentric one insofar as he
considered human nature – both physiological and spiritual – as being deeply
linked to its terrestrial condition. To Reclus, paraphrasing K. Ritter, ‘the earth
is the body of humanity and that man, in turn, is the soul of the earth’.50

Moreover, challenging the commodification and reification of nature,
Reclus recognised an intrinsic value in its living and non-animated components, a
conceptual prelude of a new universal ethics transcending human affairs, which
integrates as moral subjects non-human life and even inert elements. According
to Clark and Martin,

Reclus therefore launches a scathing critique of humanity’s abuse of the
earth. In ‘The Feeling for Nature’ he wrote of the ‘secret harmony’ that
exists between the earth and humanity, warning that when ‘reckless
societies allow themselves to meddle with that which creates the beauty of
their domain, they always end up regretting it.51

Meaning of life and well-being

During the nineteenth century, a significant number of intellectuals showed
their scepticism about the growing perfectibility and improvement of human
beings,52 and we may include Reclus among them. In Reclus’ works, we can
also find some assertions questioning growth as a condition for well-being.
First and foremost, Reclus was aware of the polysemy of the term progress,
which he analysed in depth. So, he perfectly referred to different interpretations
that progress had acquired along the evolution of western thought and
according to the historical times: from those who believe there are no
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boundaries and limits for human progress to those who feel symptoms of
decadence in the course of history of civilisations. A similar issue may be found
in degrowth scenarios: the apocalyptic view, which proclaims the inevitable
environmental collapse; and the constructive view that advocates an alternative
society, self-managed and self-limited. According to García both versions
remind us of the respective connotation of two main figures of western
thought53: Rousseau exemplifies the ‘optimistic’ version; and Hobbes, the
‘pessimistic’ one. Reclus seems to be closer to Rousseau’s views than to Hobbes’s:
he dignified the progress achieved by humankind, but did not hesitate in coun-
terbalancing with what he called ‘regressions’, or the things we have lost in
every technical enhancement.

In particular, Reclus regretted the loss of primary values that characterised the
primitive and pre-modern societies, which involved harmoniously into nature:

The human being grows, but in the process he moves forward, thus losing
part of the terrain that he formerly occupied. Ideally, civilised man should
have kept the savage’s strength, dexterity, coordination, natural good
health, tranquillity, simplicity of life, closeness to the beasts of the field,
and harmonious relationship to the earth and all beings that inhabit it.54

He praises the livelihood of certain communities, though they were not
beneficiaries of the technical and scientific progress of civilised societies:
‘Numerous cases can be found in which there is both moral superiority and a
more serene appreciation of life among so-called savage or barbarous
societies’.55

Moreover, ‘regressions’ also mean an attitude of returning to the past,
aiming to appreciate the utility of old tools and techniques which have been
shaded or detached by the rising irruption of new and advanced technologies.
This attitude is also guided by an environmental sensibility:

Old equipment, as well as men who are accustomed to a previous form of
labour, are discarded as useless; however, the ideal is to know how to
utilise everything, to employ refuse, waste, and slag, for everything is
useful in the hands of one who know how to work with the materials.56

So, would regress be a synonym for degrowth? Similarities seem evident. For
Latouche, degrowth is not ‘negative growth’: it is a new qualification of growth,
or rather, it is different.57 Likewise, Reclus emphasised the positive connota-
tion of ‘regress’, in order to learn from traditional societies and their values.
Perhaps, it might not be an absolute synonym of degrowth, but undoubtedly
it fits very well within the degrowth proposal formulated by S. Latouche who
believes in the interdependence of eight ‘Rs’ within a virtuous circle of
autonomous quiet contraction, in order to create new economic relationships
between wealthier and poorer countries: ‘re-evaluate, reconceptualise, restructure,
redistribute, relocalise, reduce, re-use and recycle’.58
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Degrowth has been largely discussed by considering the necessary diminution
of the material goods we consume. Like environmentalism, it sees pre-modern
cultures as magnificent examples of sustainable values, regarding their strong
connection with the exploitation of primary resources, and livelihoods as
perfectly fitted to natural events and paces. Nevertheless, as Latouche states:
‘It would be unfair to rate degrowth partisans as technophobe and reac-
tionary under the sole pretext they claim a “right to inventory” of progress
and technique – a minimum demand for the exercise of civic responsibility’.59

Like degrowth philosophers, Reclus was not nostalgic in the sense of believing
that any time in the past was better. Rather than yearning for primitive human
stages in history, he was passionate about the progress being undertaken in
science and technology. Yet, his faith in scientific and technical progress had a
clear pedagogical and prefigurative connotation, i.e. he hoped that one day it
would enable man to dominate and exploit properly the natural environment,
as a vast reserve of wealth and forces.60 According to Clark and Martin,
‘despite Reclus’ statements concerning the greater degree of progress in modern
societies, his writings demonstrate considerable sensitivity to the values and
achievements of premodern and non-Western societies’.61

Notwithstanding, it is obvious that Reclus missed a set of values underlying
human welfare that are seriously in decline, such as simplicity, tranquillity,
spiritual connection to nature and its beings. He thought that the deterioration
in modern and advanced societies affects not only a spiritual dimension (which
would be enough to justify it) but also in terms of material conditions of life,
as he pointed out, an impoverishment of environmental physical qualities. In
any case, one could argue that he matched degrowth by advocating a simpli-
fication of life and a reduction of material consumption in order to achieve
happiness.62 His concern about the aesthetical values of the landscapes
expressed a great sensibility to the qualitative aspects of well-being. Therefore,
Reclus expressed the connection between these aesthetic values and certain
dimensions of spirit: state of mind, happiness, etc., ‘where the land has been
defaced, where all poetry has disappeared from the countryside, the imagina-
tion is extinguished, the mind becomes impoverished, and routine and servility
seize the soul, inclining it toward torpor and death’.63 Reclus, according to his
philosophy of nature, stressed that through spiritual involvement human
beings might find their happiness and when they are sad, their regrets are at
least mitigated by ‘the sight of the wild countryside’.64

Bioeconomics

For degrowth partisans, the material contraction of the economic system is
inevitable, due to the exhaustion of the bulk of global natural reserves, the
disruption of thermal regulation systems and the surpassing of ecological
boundaries with no point of return: peak oil, climate change, extinction of
species, deterioration of fresh water, overexploitation of fisheries, etc. One
determinant aim of degrowth philosophy is to achieve a sensible reduction in
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the material charge of human welfare, in order to make the productive system
and consumption patterns more ecologically sustainable. Its first scientific
foundations appeared in the 1960s and 1970s with the works of N. Georgescu-
Roegen, who is acknowledged as the main intellectual source of the ecological
approach of degrowth.65 According to him, ‘human activity transforms
energy and materials of low entropy or good quality into waste and pollution
which are unusable and have high entropy’.66 Economic growth fails due to
its optimistic and linear vision, as it cannot be disassociated from nature in
terms of irreversible deterioration of matter and concentrated state of energy.
Reminiscent works were the economic writings of Sergueï Podolinsky (1850–
1891), Frederik Soddy (1877–1956) and the urban ecology of Patrick Geddes
(1854–1932), authors who have usually been linked to anarchist theory
and utopias. Thus, is Reclus a pioneer and an inspiration for the field of
contemporary bioeconomics?

If there is something distinctive in Reclus’ thought, it is the emergent, historical
and dialectical view of human–nature relationships. Understanding humans
as a constitutive part of nature avoids understanding ‘humankind’ and
‘nature’ as isolated and fully opposite. This is a basic premise for bringing the
economic system closer to the economics of nature, as the former has to be
analysed as a subsystem of the latter, both in evolutionary and physical terms.
So, nature and humankind ought not to be separated in their joint evolution.
Though he inherited a classical dualistic conception (with its roots in
Aristotelian ontology), Reclus underlined the conceptive function of Mother
Nature, viewing humans and societies as outcomes of the natural course of
things. So, first and foremost, he was fully aware of our material dependence
on nature in order to survive and progress:

It is from her (the Earth) that we extract our materials; it is she who
supports us with her nourishing juices and provides the air for our lungs;
from a material point of view she gives us ‘life, movement and being’.67

Such a vision remembers pre-modern societies, eastern traditions and animistic
religions, which influenced anarchist groups,68 and which are also evident
cultural milestones for the theoretical framework of degrowth. Reclus was
aware of the innate complexity in the reciprocal interactions between human
societies and their environment. He ‘long ago supported a more judicious
and theoretically balanced dialectical view that avoids the extremes of
overemphasising either order or chaos’.69

In the 1960s and 1970s, several exponents of radical environmentalism,
such as R. Margalef, H.-T. Odum and B. Commoner, proposed that human
systems (e.g. economic systems, urban systems), ought to learn functions and
behaviours of ecosystems in order to become as efficient and clean as the
latter. This idea is contained in the philosophy of ‘biomimetics’,70 i.e. the
imitation of nature as a means for reconstructing human productive systems
in order to make them compatible with the Biosphere. It is difficult not to see
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a connection with the early anarchist geographers’ thought, insofar as ‘mutual
aid’71 understands nature as a source of inspiration for organising societies,
but also focuses on its sociopolitical aspects. The implications of cooperation
as the central axis of both natural and human societies is also guided by
being more self-sufficient in conditions of lack of resources or environmental
limitations, as Kropotkin attempted to show in his Mutual Aid. Both Élisée
Reclus and Lev Metchnikoff, other contemporary anarchists, were involved in
the elaboration of this work.72

In the same line of bioeconomics and biomimetics, it is quite conspicuous
that Reclus sensed and proposed solutions that today are being fostered for
reducing the generation of waste and recycling within the city. He trusted in
the capacity of science and technology for designing integral management
systems for polluted water. In this regard, he conceived the city as an ‘organic
system’, which is analogous to the idea of ‘societal metabolism’, put forward
by degrowth partisans.73 Yet, the metabolism of cities may no longer be
compared to the efficacy of an ecosystem in closing the cycles and being self-
sufficient in the production and regeneration of matter. However, he advocated
that cities have to learn the function of ecosystems and reintroduce waste
outputs. He foresaw solutions closer to compost, suggesting that the urban
waste water, once purified, might be transformed into manure for agriculture,
through techniques not too sophisticated and innovated, but inspired by how
nature avails of its own waste.74

Reclus understood, as Kropotkin did, that the best scenario for imple-
menting balanced and harmonic strategies of good living were the rural
communities, which is close to the idea of ‘relocating’ production and life-
styles in degrowth’s virtuous circle.75 In fact, relocation leads to a reduction of
the size of economy, according to the principles of biomimetics. Early anarchist
geographers saw traditional rural communities like Russian mirs as units of
production and consumption, where every member would get from the commons
what they needed, independently of what they had produced.76

Following these insights, Reclus advocated strategies of self-limitation as
the best way to use and manage the land, an idea undoubtedly in line with
degrowth philosophy. In this regard, he exhorted peasants to produce
according to their individual needs, but without compromising the needs of
other workers:”

The amount of land to which the individual, the family, or the community
of friends has a natural right is the amount that can be worked through
individual or collective labour. As soon as a parcel of land exceeds the
amount that they are able to cultivate, they would be wrong to claim this
additional portion. Its use belongs to another worker.77.

In sum, Reclus’ thought is full of arguments in favour of sufficiency and
voluntary simplification as a strategy of ‘good living’ and to constitute a more
sensible economy in order to meet the basic needs of humans.78
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Democracy

In physical terms, and transcending any ideological or political connotation,
degrowth seems to be the unique path to reduce the pressure of capitalist and
consumerist lifestyles over the global ecological boundaries. In particular
contexts, capitalism and economic growth may convince us of eternal abun-
dance, through different discourses: dematerialisation, weak sustainability,
green technologies… but in overall terms this economic logic inevitably will
be subjected to the imperative of entropy and non-reversible degradation.

In this regard, one can distinguish two possible scenarios of how this tran-
sition may be implemented79: i) a self-managed material degrowth, which is
implemented through participatory and voluntary processes; ii) an imposed
degrowth through the rise of eco-dictatorships and the proliferation of conflicts
and struggles motivated by the anxious extraction and usage of increasingly
scarce resources.80 As Deriu asserts,

while a perspective of material degrowth is possible even in an author-
itative manner, a political philosophy of degrowth requires a more
coherent reflection on a change of the ideas of well-being or buen vivir, on
the transformation of the economic rules and on the renewal of the
institutions of democracy.81

Reclus’ ideal society had no state, bureaucracy and legislation to be used for
domination and subjugation. In this regard, Reclus thought that ‘respect for
human laws in disregard for the higher moral law is no virtue and indeed
amounts to no more than “moral cowardice”’.82 He exemplified this concept
in the following way:

there will be only brothers who have their share of daily bread, who have
equal rights, and who coexist in peace and heartfelt unity that comes not
out of obedience to law, which is always accompanied by dreadful
threats, but rather from mutual respect for the interest of all, and from
the scientific study of natural laws.83

In addition, he exhorted citizens not to vote as to do so ‘is to give up your
own power…, to put on others’ shoulders the responsibility of one’s actions is
cowardice.’84 This opens an interesting discussion around ‘growth’ and
‘development’ and its colonising effect, as they are presented as legitimated
aims within the political and institutional arena. They become tools of con-
trol and domination of the imaginary, and even more a way to justify the
hegemony of industrial societies over the developing and poorer ones. Is an
anarchist political conception compatible with degrowth aims?

Degrowth seeks to guarantee a set of political requirements to be imple-
mented by means of a voluntary transition in fields such as consumption,
work and the universe of values.85 In a nutshell, degrowth partisans are
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convinced that a monitored and guided degrowth has to be based on bottom-up
strategies rather than the top-down practices which have characterised the
policies for ‘sustainability’ by both capitalist and communist regimes. But, is
this a call for an abolition of state and bureaucracy? On this point, there can
be conflicting positions about preserving to a greater or lesser extent the
political institutions linked to the capitalist state. Thus, on the one hand,
some of degrowth’s partisans defend the current democratic institutions ‘con-
sidering the risks of losing what we have achieved’.86 On the other hand, a
radical strand ‘demand(s) completely new institutions based on direct and
participatory democracy (more alternative, or post-capitalist vision)’.87 As
degrowth, anarchism would trace different routes to a more sustainable society,
insofar as to give a determinant role to the citizenry which should involve
active participation in political life. Thus, degrowth challenges the centralised,
hierarchised and representative democracy and needs to be thought in ‘a
broad and articulated process of shared learning, self-education, reconstruction
of social ties and collective transformation’.88

Following Reclus, a self-managed degrowth should reduce the prominence
of the State and its large influence in social and individual life. The French
geographer considers the State as an obstacle given its hierarchical and complex
structure which leads to a wastefulness of resources and intrinsic inefficiency.
He believed that

through the phenomena of human activity in the arenas of labour,
agriculture, industry, commerce, study, education, and discovery that
subjugated peoples gradually succeed in liberating themselves and in
gaining complete possession of that individual initiative without which no
progress can ever take place.89

Indeed, this approach may help to challenge diverse conflicts (such as envir-
onmental ones) which concern different nations at international scale, as
Reclus suggested:

Each accomplishment that is thus realised without the intervention of
official bosses and outside the state, whose cumbersome machinery and
obsolete practices do not lend themselves to the normal course of life, is
an example that can be used for larger undertakings.90

Unlike other anarchist thinkers of his day, Reclus did not develop ideal
societies and utopias based on anarchist principles. His reflection had a
broader character and according to this overall view, every individual has to
ensure the basic conditions for life, material and non-material needs, for
achieving the full development of every human. This standpoint is in line
with the Aristotelian telos, as the achievement and full realisation of self.
Reclus and Kropotkin ‘assumed that sustainable human/environment rela-
tions could only be initiated through social transformation and fundamental
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changes in human values that would promote the demise of capitalism,
racism, the modern State, gender inequities, and other forms of social
hierarchy’.91

Though Reclus trusted in the role of science and technology for driving an
evolution and transformation to autonomous and dis-aliened human societies,
he also acknowledged that they may be used for evil purposes. Herein it is
possible to find a point of connection with the so-called ‘post-normal science’,92

which has been attached to the debates around degrowth transition.93 The
voice of expertise in decision-making around conflicts and risky challenges on
issues such as environmental problems, health, social affairs, has prevailed
over popular wisdom or the perception of people. A more participative
involvement of the population in a context of degrowth, full of uncertainty
and systemic shifts, demands an equal treatment of these voices, along with
the technical and political ones.

Yet, Reclus was aware that, by means of communal work, it is easier to
achieve a balanced relation with nature and full sense of good living. In this
regard, he saw political institutions and rich classes as the enemies of preserving
these values:

Thus the spirit of full association has by no means disappeared in the
communes, despite all the bad will of the rich and the state, who have
every interest in breaking apart these tightly bound bundles of resistance to
their greed or power and who attempt to reduce society to a collection of
isolated individuals.94

This feeling of community is based on intercultural approaches: ‘Traditional
mutual aid occurs even among people of different languages and nations’.95

Such complementarity between livelihood and cooperativism is similar to the
cross-cultural conception of degrowth, advocated by post-development thinkers
and based on the philosophy of buen vivir.

Justice

Degrowth also seeks to dismantle the idea that economic growth will release
the so-called developing countries from poverty, under the eternal promise of
‘development’. In fact, this mantra is joined to the origin of the term ‘under-
development’. From the mid-twentieth century, the idea of development was a
key determinant in the process of political independence for most of the
African and Asian colonies and the creation of new states.96 Social imbalances
have progressively been increasing, despite ‘one common assumption among
economists [which] is that only economic growth can improve the living conditions
of poor people on the planet’.97

The critical reaction of degrowth to this axiom is that economic growth is
unfair, centralised, and no longer reduces the social and economic rifts in
terms of wealth and welfare among countries, but also among different social
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strata. At a global scale, inequalities are laid on: i) the historical ‘ecological
debt’ of rich countries to poor countries; and ii) the market as a system which
favourably compensates manufacturing and trade above primary production
or extraction, leaving in a worse position those countries whose economies are
based on agriculture, raw materials or crude fuels. Obviously, this critique is
quite a lot more complex, as it also questions who manages these resources,
how land is distributed and tenured, etc. But it is very similar to the ethos of
Reclus’ thought. For him, social injustice and environmental damages are two
sides of the moral and material deterioration of humankind. Reclus’ political
thought and activism is thus strongly connected to his environmentalism,
insofar as no separation exists between human exploitation of nature and
human domination and exclusion over other humans in his insights. Further-
more, learning about nature is needed in order to define a new social and
political archetype. He argued that only a restoration of the harmonious
relation between humans and nature would lead to a world free of injustice
and widespread socioeconomic imbalances.98

This connection between social injustice and environmental exploitation
seems to be akin to that of ‘environmental justice’, which is one of the strands
cultivated by degrowth thinkers.99 However, it would be risky to state that
Reclus was thinking in terms of ‘environmental justice’ as it is understood today.
Environmental justice has become a demand over the world, but originally it
was linked to the expression ‘environmentalism of the poor’,100 within the
studies of political ecology. This idea refers to Global South communities
(mostly indigenous people) and their claims versus extractivism, land confisca-
tion, pollution and environmental degradation fostered by foreign corporations,
national policies and their chrematistic aims. Certainly, Reclus referred to the
unequal and unfair distribution of land and means of production within
society. So, for Reclus, workers and peasants, once they achieve the control of
these means and the instauration of the commons, will lead society to a closer
and more peaceful involvement with nature.

Yet, according to the environmental justice approach, it is worth noting
that Reclus was one of the few thinkers in his times opposed to colonisation
and imperialism, i.e. a proto-critical-thinker of social injustice at a global
scale. F. Ferretti confirms this statement,101 challenging authors who put for-
ward the hypothesis that Reclus was a ‘colonialist’, or that he was less critical
of French colonialism in Algeria than of British colonialism in India. This
was mainly a misunderstanding, due to the differentiation of two kind of
colonialism: i) settlement colonies; and ii) invaded colonies.102

Reclus approached the latter critically, anticipating much of the post-colonial
studies and even post-development critical theory, from which several trends
of degrowth have emerged. He was particularly critical of the French coloni-
alism in Africa and Asia, questioning whether exploitation, slavery and
impoverishment of colonies and their people has to be the price to pay to
consolidate the idea of a more prosperous Nation-State for the French citi-
zenship.103 Thereby, Reclus was arguing not only in terms of colonialism as
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political control but also in terms of ‘ecological plundering’ carried out by the
great political powers of Europe and North America upon their colonial
periphery. He witnessed the early stages of the depletion of natural resources
and environmental degradation connected to industrialisation, and how the
European countries had to turn to vast lands of Africa and Asia in search of
raw materials given the exhaustion of their own reserves. Moreover, he fore-
saw new strategies of colonialism, e.g. the economic and political interest of
the USA over the newly independent countries of South America, ‘whether
by appealing invitations or masked orders or making them feel the weight of
its high protection’.104 Then, he quite rightly visualises the complexity of
geopolitics that were then shaping new forms of colonialism, the most deter-
minant factor being the colonisation of the imaginary with economic aims
(growth, development, incomes), as degrowth reveals today.

In this regard, ‘decolonising the imaginary’ means not only restructuring
our way of thinking about economy, development and human welfare, but
also by opening up a dialogue among different approaches and philosophies
of welfare and good living.105 There is a western cultural stigma in the origin
and spreading of this economic imaginary that has hidden alternatives and
traditional styles of material and spiritual welfare. Reclus’ thought points in
such a direction, and he refers to the issue of justice in order to achieve a
more balanced relation with nature. According to F. Ferretti, ‘he represents
the principle of unity of human kind, stating that all men should live on the
Earth as “brothers” and refusing the “superiority” of one culture over the
others’.106 Thus, Reclus rejected racism, which is an obstacle in the transi-
tion to degrowth, as Latouche warns: ‘we resist, and must resist all forms of
racism and discrimination (skin color, sex, religion, ethnicity)’ which are ‘all
too common in the West today’.107 He questioned progress if based on
centralisation, hierarchy, specialisation, privilege and domination108 and he
strongly challenged those who use it for justifying injustice and oppression
in the name of progress.109 Regarding this idea, Reclus wondered: ‘what
kind of “progress” is it for the people of Cameroon and of Togo to have
henceforth the honour of being protected by the German flag, or for the
Algerian Arabs to drink aperitifs and express themselves elegantly in
Parisian slang?’110

In addition, Reclus acknowledged the capacity and the right of self-
organisation of the colonies by their natives. Though he was a firm supporter
of human unity, for him this must be reached through a non-hierarchised way,
without judgments of superiority or inferiority and ‘would bring Europe and
its Others increasingly closer to each other materially and culturally’.111 The
recognition of otherness with respect to the centralised power of Europe in the
world is intimately connected with the advocacy of degrowth for establishing
a dialogue among different philosophies of livelihood, transcending and
criticising the monist way of understanding welfare. In short, for Reclus, ‘it
is anarchist morality that is most in accord with the modern conception of
justice and goodness’.112
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Final remarks: summarizing the contributions of Reclus for
degrowth ethos

Throughout this chapter, it has been shown that many writings and works of
Élisée Reclus address essential issues which are today at the core of degrowth
theory. His radical thought has obvious bonds with this revolutionary view of
human welfare: a critical view of progress and its instrumental aims; the concern
about human environmental implications and the degradation of nature; the
idealisation of local, self-managed, emancipated and balanced communities
with environmental qualities; the denouncing of injustice between the rich and
the poor at diverse scales; and the appreciation of primitive and traditional
cultures as references for good living.

Moreover, Reclus’ ‘social ecology’ provides degrowth determinant founda-
tions that may dismantle the reductionist understanding of nature fed by
orthodox economics. He appreciated the importance of natural causalities on
human progress and the viability of civilisations. The result is a moderate
deterministic discourse which is necessary for the cultural challenges that the
degrowth transition demands. Reclus understood human systems in comparison
with natural systems. He referred to the ‘organic system’ which is very close
to the idea of ‘metabolism’, a key word in the ecological approaches of
degrowth, bioeconomics, urban ecology and ecological economics. Also, he
offered a dialectic and diachronic assessment of scientific, material and technical
evolution of civilisations and a historical deconstruction of the discourse of
‘progress’, which leads to and is at the core of the contemporary reductionist
idea of development. Thus, the ‘decolonisation of the imaginary’ ought to
start with a ‘deconstruction’ of the roots of the current economic system, and
Reclus’ insights in ‘The Progress of Mankind’ (1896) are definitely a milestone
in the historical-critical analysis of this discourse.

Reclus introduced the aesthetic dimension in order to avoid a utilitarian
conception of nature, and criticises the commodification of and speculation
over natural and cultural qualities of the landscape. Degrowth proposes a
reduction in the material charge of economy. Using the moral insights of
Reclus as inspiration, this contraction may emerge in a requalification of
human well-being, i.e. acknowledging the spiritual and aesthetic values of the
environment. Complementary to this, Reclus’ worldview of humans, and their
position on the Earth, provides degrowth with foundations for a new imaginary
that replaces the utilitarian and mercantilist conception of good living: eco-
nomic relations based on commons, solidarity and justice; environmental
relations based on sufficiency, knowledge of ecological boundaries, and broad
sense of respect for and solidarity with non-human life. Reclus’ works such as
Histoire d’un ruisseau (1869) and Histoire d’une montagne (1880), alongside
many essays and writings, are worthy of being among these references, in
which he offered magnificent insights of phenomenological immersion in the
goodness and equilibrium transmitted by a beautiful landscape or vigorous
geographic features.113
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A significant part of the ‘degrowth’ discourse in Reclus has to do with, on
one hand, his facet as a geographer. As contemporary holistic thinkers, his
theory handles basic philosophical and ontological categories. Yet, the dialec-
tical treatment of determinant aspects of humankind and their evolution, such
as progress, technology, science, culture, etc., distinguishes him from other
contemporary thinkers, by offering contrasted and fully argued approaches
that bring him closer to the complexity of these issues. This holistic and cross-
disciplinary approach is fundamental to the elaboration of a complex frame-
work of arguments and insights which are very useful for the contemporary
challenges opened up by degrowth trends. He relativised and diversified the
idea of environment (milieu), understanding it as a social construction and an
emergent and coevolutionary process between humans and their physical
surroundings.

On the other hand, although characterised by what we might call today an
eco-anarchist approach, social commitment, dissidence and a transformative
and revolutionary spirit, are required conditions for a degrowth transition.
Reclus’ political thought opens interesting discussions around the abolition of
State, the contradictions of democracy, the role of education in alienating
children (in the same line as Ivan Illich, who proposed the abolition of official
education) and the configuration of decentralised communal organisations to
manage political life more effectively than central and hierarchised bureaucracy.
Material reduction of economics, according to degrowth, implies relocalisation
of productive and consumptive patterns. Though he did not refer explicitly to
utopia, an ideal society for him is based on small communities and an inte-
grative and communal conception of work, production and life, satisfying
basic needs of every member. Unlike the radical sector of degrowth, Reclus
praised and showed the considerable improvement that humankind had
achieved enhancing material well-being, in areas such as agriculture, com-
munications and the mechanisation of production work. Yet, he conceived of
this improvement as guided by non-capitalist values. Efficiency and produc-
tiveness only have real presence within non-competitive and non-lucrative
principles.

In sum, I am arguing that Élisée Reclus should be a reference for con-
temporary thinkers of degrowth, as determinant as the various authors (and
others) referred to in this chapter. As mentioned in the first section of this
chapter, degrowth is a slogan itself, an iconic term devoted to rethinking our
role and fate as humans in our home, the Earth. Reclus condensed perfectly all
this into what is probably his most significant quote: ‘Man is Nature becoming
self-conscious’.114 In this respect, it is worth concluding with the words of
Clark and Martin, explaining the meaning and scope of this assertion:

This concept… captures the essence of Reclus’ message: that humanity
must come to understand its identity as the self-consciousness of the earth
and that it must complete the process of developing this consciousness in
history. In effect, he proposes a theoretical project of understanding more
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fully our place in nature and of unmasking the ideologies that distort it,
and a corresponding ethical project of assuming, through a transformed
social practice, the far-reaching moral responsibilities implied by that
crucial position.115

There is no better way to depict what a transition to self-managed degrowth
societies means.
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6 Revolutions and their places
The anarchist geographers and the
problem of nationalities in the Age of
Empire (1875–1914)

Federico Ferretti

Introduction: anarchism, nationalism and anti-colonialism

This chapter addresses the problem of nationalities in the work of early
anarchist geographers at the Age of Empire.1 Drawing on recent literature on
anarchist geographies and histories of transnational anarchism, I address the
work of three key exponents of the international network of the anarchist geo-
graphers, Mikhail Dragomanov or Drahomanov (1841–1895), Pëtr Kropotkin
(1842–1921) and Elisée Reclus (1830–1905). My main argument is that the
anarchist tradition and the idea of nation stand not in opposition, but in
mutual relation, and that such relation was linked to early anti-colonialism in
the Age of Empire. The standpoint of anarchist geographers is a privileged
one to understand the anarchist idea of nation because these militants and
scholars worked on territories, regions, and borders, thus the definition of
what a nation is (or should be) was part of both their professional duties and
their political interests.

Recent literature has analysed the works and networks of Dragomanov,
Kropotkin and Reclus and of some or their fellows like Lev Mečnikov/Léon
Metchnikoff (1838–1888); Charles Perron (1837–1909), Gustave Lefrançais
(1826–1901) and others, in the context of their networks and their common
scientific and militant connections. In particular, new scholarship stresses the
decisive importance of a place like Switzerland for the acquaintance of these
authors, who met there during their common exile in the 1870s and 1880s,
when they worked together for Reclus’s New Universal Geography and for the
‘anti-authoritarian international’,2 then represented in Switzerland by the first
anarchist organisation in history, the Fédération jurassiene (Jura Federation).3

Their network is a very meaningful case study for at least two recent lines of
research in international literature. The first one addresses anarchist geo-
graphies and their genealogies,4 showing that geography and anarchism have
a long tradition of relations and still share a number of contents toward a
project of libertarian and egalitarian transformation of society and space. The
second one deals with historical studies on transnational anarchism, which
have shown that anarchism was firstly a transnational movement, since the
Age of Empire, because its militants, more than any others, circulated



throughout the world as political exiles, economic migrants, or committed
international propagandists.5

If anarchism is first and foremost internationalist,6 a transnational
approach allows considering that the multilingual and cosmopolitan circulation
of anarchist ideas and militants did not impede that internationalism, that the
movement’s hubs were situated, and that forms of cultural rootedness were not
incompatible with migration and international solidarity. On the one hand,
anarchist internationalism is traditionally opposed to nationalism, militarism
and xenophobia. On the other hand, as Davide Turcato argues, ‘an inclusive
idea of nation does not clash with anarchism’.7 To understand this point, it is
worth considering first that anarchist federalism dissociated the idea of state
from the idea of nation since the times of Pierre-Joseph Proudhon (1809–1865),
who considered nations as spontaneous and bottom-up formations contrasting
with the political divisions of Europe at that time.8 Second, nineteenth-century
European anarchism had its roots in the republican movements for social
liberation which animated the revolts of 1848–1849,9 and its militants were
often acquainted with other activists struggling for national liberation in
Eastern and Southern Europe: early anarchists generally supported these
movements, hoping that national liberations could hasten social revolution on
an international scale.10

Examples of these trends can be found in the links between anarchist historical
figures like Mikhail Bakunin (1814–1876) and Errico Malatesta (1853–1932) and
the Italian movement of the Risorgimento, including the republican training
of the first generation of Italian anarchists, who broke with Giuseppe Mazzini
after the Paris Commune, taking more radical positions. As Turcato points out,

Mazzinian Republicanism is indeed a fundamental term of reference in
discussing the beginning of the International in Italy … At the same time,
in Italy the International arose from the moral and intellectual discomfort
and dissatisfaction of the idealist Italian youth toward Mazzinian
republicanism.11

In this context, Pier Carlo Masini has analysed the ‘heresies of Risorgimento’,
i.e. the radical and federalist tendencies which characterised Italian ‘patriotic’
movements during the nineteenth century,12 while Arthur Lehning has high-
lighted the deception of the most radical militants after the monarchist and
centralist turn that Italian unification took after 1861, arguing that this dis-
appointment was decisive in inspiring Bakunin’s radicalisation during his stay
in Italy in the 1860s.13 The ‘Herodotus of Anarchism’, Max Nettlau,14 made
a comparison between the revolutionary situation of Italy during the 1859
uprisings and the Spanish experience of the Sexénio Democrático (1868–
1874), a movement which was supported by Bakunin and by future anarchist
geographers like Metchnikoff and the Reclus brothers, Elie and Elisée.15

About France, Gaetano Manfredonia has analysed the complex relations
between anarchism and republicanism, and their respective representations of
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the 1789 Revolution.16 There, the importance of places and local identities for
analysing social struggles was already clear to Bakunin: in his claims for
supporting the French republican turn during the 1870 Franco-Prussian war,
the Russian revolutionary argued that, for understanding the struggles of the
French proletariat, it was worth considering its mentality and its identity.
These identities were situated and rooted at a more complex scale than those
of states and nations: in his work Lettres à un Français (1870), Bakunin
quoted the feelings of Parisian revolutionaries, who expressed then concepts
like: ‘Prussian soldiers, you can defeat Napoleon III and put your flag on the
Tuileries Palace: we leave you Notre-Dame and the Louvre, but you will
never conquer this narrow and dirty street in Belleville.’17

It is also worth considering that anarchists’ commitment to national libera-
tion inspired their early anti-colonialist consciousness: recent studies consider
anarchists as the first socialists of European origin to be acquainted with
indigenous movements and non-European cultures: it is the case of the writings
collected by Hirsch and van der Walt18 and of the studies on ‘anti-colonial
imagination’ by Benedict Anderson.19 Recent studies on historical anarchist
geographies have also highlighted the early and radical positions of scholars
like Reclus in challenging colonialism, racism, and euro-centrism and in ques-
tioning the positivist idea of linear progress through ‘scientific’ arguments.20

Recent works on anarchism and Indian de-colonisation by Maia Ramnath
address the history of anarchists’ commitment to Indian anti-colonialism
(including not only Indian militants, but also British ones such as Guy
Aldred) as an example of existing alternatives to experiences of decolonisation
drawing on nationalism and traditionalism.21 In hisworks on Japanese anarchism,
Sho Konishi even argues that exchanges between Russian and Japanese radicals
at the time of the Meiji Revolution (1868), inaugurated by the aforemen-
tioned Metchnikoff, inspired ‘a transnationally formulated temporality and
corresponding order of knowledge and practice that [Konishi calls] cooperatist
anarchist modernity … beyond western modern constructs’.22

The support anarchists gave then to struggles of national liberation in
Eastern Europe, and especially in Poland, Ukraine, Greece and Finland
(and for Western Europe in Ireland), can be read as an early critique of what
Antonio Gramsci, and then Michael Hechter, called ‘internal colonialism’23.
Finally, the proximity between anarchism and radical republican movements
can be explained by their general sharing of the idea of ‘freedom per non
domination’ which, according to Philipp Pettit, characterises radical move-
ments for emancipation, as this kind of freedom means the complete
liberation of every individual from the discretional power of any other
person.24

In the first part of the chapter, I present Dragomanov’s geographical proposals
for Ukrainian national liberation; in the second part, I address Kropotkin’s
ideas on Finland as a ‘rising nationality’; in the third part, I present Elisée
Reclus’s relations with a South-American republic decolonized during the
nineteenth century, Brazil.
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Mikhail Dragomanov, ‘a Ukrainian socialist-federalist’

The Ukrainian intellectual Mikhail Petrovič Dragomanov is considered today
as a sort of Founding Father of the Ukrainian state, apparently forgetting
that during his stay in Geneva from 1876 to 1889 he was acquainted with the
anarchists, collaborated with Reclus for his geography, edited the corre-
spondences of Bakunin in 189625 and claimed Proudhon’s legacy. Nevertheless,
it is true that Dragomanov was uncomfortable with the Russian centralism of
a great part of the other exiles from Eastern Europe who animated the stubborn
Slavic community in Geneva.26 He declared all this in a pamphlet that he
published in French to call the attention of Western public opinion to
Ukraine’s social and national problems.

The strictly muscovite language of the Russian revolutionary publications,
their lack of attention for the nationalities of Russian Empire other than the
Russian one … compel me to oppose the ideas of Russian revolutionaries
through my own criticism, which is that of a socialist-federalist Ukrainian.27

This Ukrainian socialist federalism was explained in an internationalist
journal then edited by Reclus and Perron together with a group of Russian
and Slavic exiles, where Dragomanov analysed the oppression of Ukrainian
peasants and proposed his idea of a free federation where local and national
identities could co-exist in a cosmopolitan context.

Our cosmopolitanism will not target the destruction of nationalities,
which would simply mean the submission of conquered nationalities by the
conquering ones and the constitution of privileged social classes. Our cos-
mopolitanism springs from the revolt of popular classes, from which it will
involve all different nationalities – produced by nature – into an interna-
tional free and egalitarian federation, based on individual autonomy and
on the federation of free Communes.28

The Proudhonian inspiration of these statements is confirmed in other
Dragomanov writings:

Mankind’s aim, which is completely unlike present-day States, is a con-
dition where both larger and smaller social bodies will be composed of
free men, united voluntarily for common work and mutual help. This
goal is called anarchy. […] Proudhon’s anarchism is the doctrine of the
complete independence of the individual and the inviolability of his rights
by all governmental powers, even elected and representative ones.29

Dragomanov’s situated cosmopolitanism appeared clearly in his corre-
spondences with the French linguist Gaston Paris, to whom he wrote that his
works on the ‘folklore’ of Eastern Europe had the task of ‘building bridges
between East and West’.30
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This simultaneous mobilization of anarchism, national independence and
cosmopolitanism was not strange at that time: on the contrary, it characterised
an entire generation of militants, including Reclus, who appointed Dragomanov
for collaborating on the fifth volume of theNew Universal Geography (1880) and
basically to the long chapter on ‘European Russia’ (642 pages), which included
then Finland, Poland and a great part of Eastern Europe. According to Reclus’s
biographer Max Nettlau, this corresponded to a federalist political choice,
because ‘Dragomanov, in his quality of Ukrainian federalist and autonomist, was
the better guarantee, for Reclus, to keep his work far from any Russian centralist
tendency’.31 Thus, the New Universal Geographymilitated explicitly for national
liberation in Eastern Europe and for the justification of a federalist proposal on
geographical bases. According to the two geographers (the volume was signed
by Reclus alone, but Dragomanov’s participation was largely acknowledged by
the French geographer), in the Russian empire ‘ethnographic regions do not
correspond to the limits of hydrographic basins and openly clash with the
administrative provinces’ borders, which were often established randomly, or
with the clear aim of hindering national affinities’.32 Thus, ethnography and
physical geography were both mobilised against state and administrative borders
with the explicit political aim of challenging their situation at the moment.

Reclus’s and Dragomanov’s work can also be read in the frame of the
classical studies on Euro-Orientalism which, according to Larry Wolff, was
then the result of a sense of superiority that French Enlightenment felt towards
the ‘oriental despotism’, contrasting with the alleged ‘western freedom’: ‘The
Enlightenment had to invent Western Europe and Eastern Europe together, as
complementary concepts, defining each other by opposition and adjacency’.33

Ezequiel Adamovsky observed that, at the end of the nineteenth century,
Reclus’s New Universal Geography was influential in modifying these views
starting from basic geographical definitions: ‘The most authoritative French
academic description of world geography … reinforced the concept of Eastern
Europe and ruled out the location of Russia in the “North”, which from then
on was meant to be considered “ordinary” (that is, nonscientific) knowledge’.34

I would argue that the challenge a French anarchist geographer like Reclus
addressed to Euro-Orientalism was his willingness to give voice to the Other,
by involving a number of scholars from Eastern Europe like Dragomanov,
Kropotkin and Metchnikoff in the redaction of his work35 and presenting
Eastern Europe as the place of some of the most advanced revolutionary move-
ments. Reclus argued that the Russian Empire was then the region ‘where we
find the most outdated forms of absolute power … and where the innovators
launch the most audacious theories for social and political reconstruction’.36

Kropotkin, Finland and the geographical invention of nation

If Kropotkin was a classic example of anarchist transnational militant, the
rootedness of his ideas has been recently pointed out by several works high-
lighting the importance of Russian culture for the construction of concepts
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such as anarchist communism and mutual aid,37 as well as his insertion in a
British intellectual tradition.38 In the Age of Empire, Finland was an example
of nationality striving for its independence and international recognition. As a
classical literature on national imagination and invention of tradition
showed,39 a part of these efforts lay in the construction of national histories,
cultures, identities, and clearly geographies,40 by the respective intellectual
elites. According to Anne Buttimer, Kropotkin was a reference for the Estonian
geographer Edgar Kant (1902–1978), who invented the ‘Balto-Skandia’
region to justify the independence of Finland and of the ‘Baltic Republics’
during the interwar period, and who quoted the Russian anarchist geographer
as the inspirer of his concept of Heimatkunde (knowledge of one’s fatherland)
mobilising both ‘ecological and social dimensions’41 for this task.

Kropotkin knew Finland very well because he had travelled there when he
served the Russian government as an explorer and surveyor. According to his
autobiographic memoirs, it was there that he felt definitively uncomfortable
with his belonging to an élite (he was born Prince of Smolensk).

When I was crossing in a Finnish two-wheeled karria some plain which
offered no interest to the geologist, or when I was walking, hammer on
shoulder, from one gravel-pit to another, I could think; and amidst the
undoubtedly interesting geological work I was carrying on, one idea, which
appealed far more strongly to my inner self than geology persistently
worked in my mind. I saw what an immense amount of labour the Finnish
peasant spends in clearing the land and in breaking up the hard boulder-
clay, and I said to myself: ‘I will write the physical geography of this part of
Russia, and tell the peasant the best means of cultivating this soil. Here an
American stump extractor would be invaluable; there certain methods of
manuring would be indicated by science… But what is the use of talking to
this peasant about American machines, when he has barely enough bread
to live upon from one crop to the next; when the rent which he has to pay
for that boulder-clay grows heavier and heavier in proportion to his success
in improving the soil? He gnaws at his hard-as-a-stone rye-flour cake which
he bakes twice a year; he has with it a morsel of fearfully salted cod and a
drink of skimmed milk. How dare I talk to him of American machines,
when all that he can raise must be sold to pay rent and taxes? He needs me
to live with him, to help him to become the owner or the free occupier of
that land. Then he will read books with profit, but not now. … Science is
an excellent thing. I knew its joys and valued them, – perhaps more than
many of my colleagues did. Even now, as I was looking on the lakes and
the hillocks of Finland, new and beautiful generalizations arose before my
eyes … But what right had I to these highest joys, when all around me was
nothing but misery and struggle for a mouldy bit of bread; when whatso-
ever I should spend to enable me to live in that world of higher emotions
must needs be taken from the very mouths of those who grew the wheat
and had not bread enough for their children?42
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Thus, he decided to resign from the Imperial Geographical Society, and to
put his knowledge at the service of people’s emancipation.43

Kropotkin’s paper on Finland as a nation was published in 1885 for the
popular British journal The Nineteenth Century. The geographer’s corre-
spondences reveal that this was part of a wider project for writing a book on
Finland, which was finally not realised, supposedly due to the difficult material
circumstances in which Kropotkin worked in these years. In fact, he wrote
this paper when he was a prisoner in France, from December 1882 to January
1886. As shown by recent studies44 this jail period was very prolific for Kro-
potkin in scientific terms, because the Russian exile continued, in his cell, to
work for Reclus’s geography and for the periodical publications of his British
editors John Scott Keltie (Nature and Statesman’s Year Book), James
Knowles (The Nineteenth Century) and William Roberson-Smith (Encyclo-
paedia Britannica). Kropotkin’s jail correspondences with them witness the
width of the original project on Finland and the Reclus’s role in inspiring it.
As the prisoner wrote to Scott Keltie in 1883:

In a few days I shall have a separate room to work therein, and I hope to
undertake some larger work, namely a complete description of Finland, a
young rising state. Some parts of it shall be written in such way as to be
published in English reviews, and the whole would make a book. Reclus
strongly recommends to me to make a book on Finland.45

From his ‘centre of calculation’ in Switzerland, Reclus contributed to Kropotkin’s
work sending him books, papers and study materials on Finland.

I send you the list of the papers concerning Finland which have been
published in the Petermann’s Mitteilungen. About the complete biblio-
graphy, we can have it in Paris, because the Hachette library has all the
collection. Otherwise, we can ask the Geographical Society. Moreover, we
can have through the librarian, M. James Jackson, the work by Valfrid
Vasenius, Suomalainen Kirjallisuus 1544–1699, with the alphabetic catalogue
on existing works on Finland.46

Reclus’s interest is clearly due to political reasons of the same kind as his
collaboration with Dragomanov, i.e. the strategic aim of challenging autocracy
by supporting rising nationalities; this is even clearer if we consider that the
national monographs, at that time, were instruments for nation building.
Thus, nineteenth-century anarchist geographies aimed to play an active and
performative role in the wider movement of the geographical invention of
nations.

Finally, Kropotkin managed to publish a long paper for the Nineteenth
Century because its editor, Knowles, was interested in denouncing the treat-
ment of political prisoners in the Russian Empire before international public
opinion. He wrote to Kropotkin, in a rather astonishing way if we consider
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that the geographer was then a political prisoner in France, that the ‘Russian
treatment of political prisoners [had] to be brought to the knowledge of the
highest authorities’.47 Kropotkin’s paper established a link between the Finnish
cause of that day and the revolutionary republican tradition of 1848. ‘National
questions are not in vogue now in Europe. After having so much excited the
generation of 1848, they seem to be now in neglect [for the] poor results of a
movement which caused so many illusions.’48 The reason for this disillusion,
according to Kropotkin, was that the national revolution had failed in realising
contextually the social one.

Italian unity has not improved the lower classes of the Peninsula, and
they have now to bear the burden of a State endeavouring to conquer a
place among the great Powers. The formerly oppressed Hungary is
oppressing in her turn the Slavonic populations under her rule. The last
Polish insurrection was crushed rather by the agrarian measures of the
Russian Government than by its armies and scaffold.49

Nevertheless, according to Kropotkin, the national question existed and
deserved to be considered by revolutionaries. ‘Notwithstanding all this,
national questions are as real in Europe as ever, and it would be as unwise to
shut our eyes to them as to deny their importance.’50

A European panorama of ongoing national claims reveals Kropotkin’s
sympathy for them, and his proposal for federalist solutions, which recalls at
the same time Reclus’s and Dragomanov’s statements and classical anarchist
themes by Proudhon and Bakunin.

Irish Home Rule, the Schleswig ‘difficulty,’ and Norwegian ‘separatism’
are problemswhich must be resolved…Not only a thorough discontent, but
a chronic insurrectionary agitation is going on among the Serbo-Croats,
who are endeavouring to shake off the yoke of Hungary. The Czechs, the
Slovaks, the Poles of Austria are struggling, too, for self-government; as
also, to some extent, the Slowens, or Wends, and the Little Russians of
Eastern Galicia; while neither peace nor regular development is possible on
the Balkan Peninsula until the Bosnians, the Herzegovinians, the Serbs, the
Bulgarians, and others, have freed themselves from Turkish rule, Russian
‘protection’, and Austrian ‘occupation’, and have succeeded in constituting
a free South-Slavonian Federation … Finally, in the North-east we have
Finland, where, one of the most interesting autonomist movements of our
time has been steadily going on for more than sixty years.51

If one considers the aforementioned idea of rooted transnationalism, it is
not surprising that a ‘Founding Father’ of anarchism like Kropotkin endorsed
the love people feel for their country; in the same vein, it is clear that these
systematic international comparisons showed that the problem was not that
of one nationality, but a common issue for every people. ‘Everybody loves his
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own country: with the Finns this love becomes a passion, as powerful as the
passion of the Scottish Highlander for his ‘land of mountain and of flood’;
and it has the same source’.52 For Kropotkin, the national question was also an
analytical tool for addressing the hierarchies of oppression, which he con-
sidered as complex and multi-fold. Social oppression toward the lowest classes
was accompanied by a national hierarchy, whose most prestigious exponents
were the members of Russian administration and Swedish old aristocracy.

It is not so with the Swedish nobility, Swedish tradesmen and Swedish
officials, until now they have constituted the dominant element in Finland’s
political and economic life; they are still landholders in a larger proportion
than the Finns; and, by maintaining Swedish as the official language in
the Administration, they have systematically eliminated from it the Finnish
element, which they still regard with contempt … Thus the struggle is not
one between two races, it is for the maintenance of class privileges
inherited from the Swedish domination.53

In Kropotkin’s historical analyses, the ancient Swedish domination had at
least the effect of accustoming Finnish people to different juridical institutions
than those supported by Russian peasants, and this sharpened the local spirit
of revolt against the new masters.

Finland now cherishes the hope of becoming an independent State herself
[also because] Swedish rule again saved Finland from serfdom – at least
from the disgrace of personal servitude, and it accustomed the peasant to
the sound of his own voice in the State’s representation.54

The activism of local patriots was then praised by Kropotkin, who argued
that: ‘It was necessary to prove to the indifferent that the watchword, “Fin-
land for the Finns”, is not an empty dream, but may become yet a reality’,55

considering the Finnish movement as more radical than other national
movements then challenging the Czar. ‘[Finland’s] national movement does
not ask a return to the past, as has been the case with Poland; it aspires after
a quite new, autonomous Finland.’56

The Russian geographer paid attention to attempts for revitalising Finnish
language, cultures and traditions in order to spread national consciousness,
and called for an extension of popular education in this sense. ‘It is obvious
that the more national consciousness is raised in Finland, and the more edu-
cation is spread among its people, the more will it feel the weight of Russian
sovereignty.’57 Kropotkin’s conclusions highlighted the geopolitical impor-
tance of nationalities in ‘redrawing the map of Europe’ and endorsed national
claims as steps toward a more radical social revolution:

Only one thing is certain: that the ardour of Finnish patriots for awakening
among their people national feeling and the longing for a complete
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independence will be redoubled by the attempts, recently renewed, against
Finland’s autonomy. The map of Europe has already undergone many
changes, and it is not improbable that the social and political complica-
tions which accumulate on Old Europe’s head may result, among other
things, in the restoration of Finland to the Finns.58

‘The laboratory for miscegenation’: Reclus and Brazil

During his long career of geographer and activist, Elisée Reclus analysed a
great number of nationalities all over the world. The example of Brazil is very
fit to address his approach to the idea of nation because it is linked to the
topics of both de-colonisation and federalism. Reclus’s first writings on Brazil,
published in the 1860s for the French journal La Revue des Deux Mondes,
harshly criticised Brazilian élites for the centralism of their Empire and the
persistency of slavery and feudal institutions.59 In a series of papers on the
‘War of Paraguay’, published in the same journal from 1864 to 1868, Reclus
criticised the alliance between Argentina, Uruguay and Brazil against Paraguay,
because he considered the mutual hostility among recently de-colonised
republics as something like a fratricide combat. According to Reclus, the
common enemy should have been the Empire of Brazil, which the geographer
compared explicitly to the French Second Empire, using this overseas war as
an indirect way to intervene in the French debate, when he was taking part in
the most radical republican opposition to Napoleon III.60 These results are
clear if one considers his use of expressions like ‘a centralising code like that
of Brazil or Imperial France’.61 In Reclus’s analysis, the true war was
‘between the slave-owning oligarchy and republican democracy’,62 considering
that Brazil was then ‘an empire when slavery reigns, where territory is owned
by a handful of great proprietors and where women are subject to a sort of
reclusion’.63 In these years, Reclus showed an interest for the federalism of
some Latin-American republics and seemed to be particularly interested in
the autonomist movements of the Northern Argentinian regions Entre Rios
and Corrientes; he also corresponded on these topics with the Argentinian
republican Juan Bautista Alberdi.64

Between 1888 and 1889, the abolition of slavery and the transformation of
Brazil in a federalist republic led Reclus to change completely his mind on the
possible geopolitical role of the country. According to the French geographer,
the abolition of slavery was such a powerful reform that it also explained the
collapse of imperial institutions: ‘At the same time, the political form of Brazil
was modified; the centralist empire became suddenly a federal republic’.65

The new republic was seen by Reclus as one of the laboratories for his pro-
gramme of global miscegenation intended as a way for definitively getting rid
of racism: ‘Brazil is the promised land where humankind, represented by
Whites, Reds and Blacks, is brotherly merging and mutually reconciling.’66

Reclus praised the measures taken by Brazilian government to favour migration
by ‘declaring Brazilians all the residents of foreign origins … who did not
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claim another nationality’.67 It is worth noting that, at that time, proletarians’
migration toward Latin America, and especially in Brazil, Uruguay and
Argentina, was bringing their socialist and anarchist ideas,68 thus Reclus’s
favour for this global movement is clear to understand. Nevertheless, the
anarchist geographer was not only an apologist of the new republic: he often
highlighted its contradictions, like the persistence of latifundia owned by the
descendants of ancient Portuguese colonisers. ‘The Republic ignores aristocratic
privileges … and abolishes noble titles, but in few other countries one finds so
many counts and marquises’.69 The democratic process, then, was biased by
the fact that the ‘federalist republic has been proclaimed but … people have
not been consulted’.70

In 1893, Reclus had the opportunity to visit Brazil, staying a few months in
the country. During his visit in Rio de Janeiro, the geographer was received
with full honours by the most important cultural institutions of the new
Republic, namely the Geographical Society, the Brazilian Institute of History
and Geography and the Brazilian Academy of Letters.71 One of the reasons
for this triumphal reception and for Reclus’s later popularity in Brazil, was
his acquaintance with José Maria da Silva Paranhos Júnior (1845‒1912),
known as Baron Rio Branco and considered one of the Founding Fathers of
modern Brazil. Rio Branco, also nicknamed ‘the Brazilian Bismarck’, lived
then in Europe, where he performed hard diplomatic work on the numerous
border disputes Brazil had, in these years, with Argentina, Bolivia and French
Guiana, which were always resolved in favour of Brazil, also thanks to Rio
Branco’s activism and cleverness.72 In April 1893, Rio Branco asked Reclus a
geographical expertise on the contested area between Brazil and Argentina,73

giving him in exchange geographical information for the New Universal
Geography.74 At this stage of my research, I don’t know exactly the terms of
Reclus’s intervention in this border dispute, but there is evidence that the
anarchist geographer had contacts with scholars of both nationalities, as this
dispute was evoked, some years later, by an anonymous correspondent from
Buenos Aires.75

In 1900, the chapter dedicated to Brazil in the New Universal Geography
was edited and translated into Portuguese by Rio Branco and Ramiz Galvão
under the title Estados Unidos do Brasil.76 This publication had a great impor-
tance for the geographical definition of Brazil as a nation, because it was the
first national monograph of the country, and its regionalisation was widely
used by Brazilian geographers of the following generation like Delgado de
Carvalho.77 The importance of this translation as part of the work of nation-
building is confirmed by the critical apparatus (substantial introduction and
endnotes) provided by the Brazilian editors, who ‘adapted’ Reclus’s geography
to their geopolitical concerns, i.e. the consolidation of Brazilian influence in
Latin America, as recent Brazilian research shows.78 What is ironic is that Rio
Branco, in his introduction, criticized Reclus about the issue of the Franco-
Brazilian border dispute, considering Reclus’s position not enough filo-Brazilian,
as the French geographer, in his work, simply claimed neutrality on a border
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controversy which he deemed absurd, arguing that ‘one could fill the libraries
with reports and diplomatic documents issued on this unsolvable question’.79

But a few months later, in December 1900, the diplomatic referee chosen by the
two disputants, i.e. the government of the Helvetic Confederation, attributed all
the contested territory to Brazil,80 including geographical arguments taken
from Reclus’s geography in the official motivations, e.g. his remarks on the
interior disputed region among the coast of the present-day state of Amapa
and the valley of the Rio Branco River. According to Reclus, this formally
disputed territory, of almost 300,000 square kilometres, had already ‘become
uncontestably Brazilian by language, customs, and political and commercial
relations’.81

In subsequent years, Reclus’s influence in Brazil reached both progressive
liberal intellectuals and socialist workers: in the first case this occurred thanks
to his geographical works, both in French and in the Galvão translation; in
the second case it was thanks to his pamphlets of anarchist propaganda
mainly translated and printed in Portugal.82 After 1900, a new frontier dispute
occupied the Brazilian diplomacy: this time it was for the definition of the
Southern borders of British Guiana. The idea of asking again the help of
the elderly anarchist geographer arose and a diplomatic expedition joined
Reclus in Brussels, in 1903. A member of the Brazilian group was an old
Reclus admirer, José Pereira de Graça Aranha (1868‒1931), a famous writer
and member of the progressive Brazilian bourgeoisie during the first years of
the Brazilian Republic. According to Aranha’s biographer Maria Helena
Castro Azevedo, the Brazilian intellectual never forgot his youthful sympathy
for anarchism and continued to read and admire Kropotkin and Reclus.
Castro Azevedo reported that, in Brussels, ‘Reclus accepted the task in order
to oppose the interests of the British in the passage to the Amazon River,
where they intended to build a railway; he was also personally very interested
in this region, as he wanted America for Americans’.83

According to Castro Azevedo, this implied Reclus’s tactic adhesion to the
‘Monroe Doctrine’. I would argue that Reclus, who considered this doctrine
as one ‘of which it is worth distrusting’,84 did not prefer Brazilian imperialism
to the British one, but that his empathy towards de-colonised South American
republics belonged to a time and a militant culture where a republican nation
was seen as a step towards more ambitious revolutionary outcomes. This
position had clear links with the early anti-colonialism of anarchist militants
in the Age of Empire, which concerned at the same time the extra-European
world85 and the colonial relations within Europe, as shown by the colla-
boration between Dragomanov and Reclus.86 In his writings, Reclus called
explicitly for the anticolonial revolt of all colonised peoples (it is worth stres-
sing that, at that time, the word ‘nation’ could be used as synonymous
for ‘people’):

How could it be otherwise? This hatred of the slave who revolts against
us is right, and proves at least that there is still hope of emancipation. It
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is natural that the Hindus, Egyptians, Kaffirs and Irishmen hate Englishmen;
it is natural that Arabians execrate Europeans. That’s justice!87

Thus, Reclus’s relation with the Brazilian nation concerned both his geo-
graphical published works and his political and social networks; his geography
was not limited to the study of Brazil as a geographical object, but it had an
agency in local politics and diplomacy: later it would become a reference for
local socialist and anarchist movements and especially for the experiences of
anarchist education performed by the ‘Modern Schools’.88

In any case, the Brazilian edition of the New Universal Geography’s chapter
on Brazil by Rio Branco and Ramiz Galvão, assumed the role of national
monograph on Brazil like the geographical monographs published in Europe
in the same years, which become foundational works for the geographical
invention of nation and the formation of the respective national geographic
schools. It was the case, among others, of the Tableau de la géographie de la
France by Paul Vidal de la Blache (1903), Britain and British Seas by Halford
Mackinder (1902), Deutschland: Einführung in die Heimatkunde by Friedrich
Ratzel (1899).89 Translations of Reclus’s chapters often played this role in
Latin America, like in the case of Colombia,90 and in Southern Europe, like
in the case of Italy,91 but a systematic research on these translations of
Reclus’s geography has still to be done and it could undoubtedly give a further
contribution to the study of the relations between anarchism and the idea of
nation in the Age of Empire.

Conclusion: anarchism, nationalism and cosmopolitanism

This chapter has shown that the early relation between anarchism and struggles
for national liberation led this movement to a pioneering critique of both
internal and external colonialisms. This was not in contradiction with the
transnational nature of the anarchist movement because the cases of Reclus,
Dragomanov and Kropotkin showed the importance of the exile networks
and of the international circulation of knowledge in the construction of what
anarchists considered as an international solidarity in favour of the ‘oppressed’
nations: Reclus and Kropotkin, for instance, did not call for their own nations
as in the case of the most classical nationalist anti-colonial movements, but
worked against the colonial interests of the respective ‘homelands’, respectively
France and Russia.

Moreover, as Dragomanov showed during his Geneva years, forms of situ-
ated belonging are not incompatible with internationalism and cosmopoli-
tanism. If places and circulations play a role in the construction of
knowledge, this cosmopolitanism was based on the transnational nature of
the anarchist movement, recently studied by historians, and it is not a coin-
cidence that we find geographers, accustomed to dealing with spaces and
places, among the militants well aware of the importance of local identities
and embodiments.
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Thus, historical anarchist geographers believed in internationalism without
neglecting local identities and cultural differences as instruments for a critique
of the empires, being aware, at least empirically, of the importance of situating
struggles. Further research is needed on their approaches to stateless peoples
like Jews, Armenians and Gypsies, which they nevertheless acknowledged as
nations, raging at the persecutions they suffered. Furthermore, the genealogical
and situated links between anarchism and republicanism still need further
exploration.
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7 Historicising ‘anarchist geography’
Six issues for debate from a historian’s
point of view1

Pascale Siegrist

The past decade has witnessed an important upsurge of anarchist approaches
in geography – this volume is itself testimony to this development. The turn
to anarchist theory, inspired also by recent grassroots movements, constitutes
a rupture within the field of radical geography insofar as it questions the
Marxist approaches that had been instrumental for the establishment of
radical geography at universities since the 1970s. As Simon Springer, arguably
the most polemical of current anarchist geographers, strives to give the
deathblow to the already waning influence of Marxism,2 he among others
deploys a plainly historical type of argument: anarchism’s connection to geo-
graphy largely predates that of Marxism. The roots of radical geography, he
holds, stretch back into the nineteenth century – a view that even Springer’s
main target, the Marxist geographer David Harvey has never challenged. The
latter had long before conceded that ‘the radical urge in nineteenth-century
geography was expressed through anarchism rather than through Marxism’.3

For Marxists and anarchists alike, the inevitable points of reference are Élisée
Reclus (1830–1905) and Pëtr Kropotkin (1842–1921). The Frenchman and
the Russian, who knew each other and at times collaborated,4 in their days
were widely known as both anarchist militants and acclaimed geographers.
The present surge of interest in anarchism is thus framed as a rediscovery of a
forgotten – if not deliberately ousted – tradition.5 Whilst Reclus has already
served as a figurehead for the kind of more consciously political (and left-
wing) geography promoted by the journal Hérodote since the 1970s6 and early
issues of Antipode had been devoted to Kropotkin,7 Springer wants to take
the appropriation yet further. With reference to ‘radix’ as the root of the term
radicalism, Springer poses the question: ‘Yet how could a “radical” geography
truly be radical without digging down into the foundations that had been laid
by the anarchist geographies of Elisée Reclus and Peter Kropotkin?’8 The
argument runs that a thorough engagement with history is now mandatory
for radical geographers.

Simultaneously, and sometimes in direct exchange with Anglophone collea-
gues, geographers in France and Italy have ‘dug deeper’ into these founda-
tions. Historically minded geographers like Philippe Pelletier and Federico
Ferretti have re-examined the writings of Reclus from the point of view of



both politics and geography.9 Unearthing new biographical material from
archives across Europe, Ferretti in particular has contributed to alter our
perception of Reclus and Kropotkin as eccentric figures at the margins of the
field – showing how the anarchists were well respected and in touch with
contemporary geography. These studies, moreover, have brought to light a
much larger transnational network comprising a good dozen individuals with
anarchistic and geographical leanings: a list of nineteenth-century founding
fathers of anarchist geography would now include Reclus’ closest collaborators
Lev Il’ich Mechnikov, Charles Perron, Mikhailo Drahomanov, Gustave
Lefrançais, Attila de Gerando as well as further members of his family – his
brothers Élie and Onésime Reclus and his cousin Franz Schrader. Better-
known figures in the history of the left-wing engagement with space, most
notably Patrick Geddes (who never identified as anarchist), have been brought
closer to anarchism by virtue of their proximity to Reclus and Kropotkin.
Given this remarkable personal overlap, the shortcut from anarchist geo-
graphers to anarchist geography seems but a small step. Like Yves Lacoste
and Béatrice Giblin in the decades before them,10 Ferretti and Pelletier are
both interested in exploring anarchism as an epistemological point of depar-
ture for geography. Despite their overwhelmingly historical perspective, they
regard this early coincidence of anarchy and geography as a fertile source of
inspiration for today’s geographies.11 In this ambition, their programme
smoothly complements that of Springer et al.12

However, pinpointing where exactly the ‘anarchist’ element in Reclus and
Kropotkin’s geography resides has proven exceedingly difficult. Pelletier fore-
stalls that ‘the relations between geography and politics are not always very
clear, nor explicit’.13 Anarchy and geography surely coalesce in specific issues
(the state, frontiers, the unity of mankind, respect for nature, rejection of
imperial conquest, the stress on education, etc.), but a geography informed by
anarchist standpoints is hardly the same as one that is premised on ‘anarchism’
epistemically. Matters are further complicated by the fact that there are
noticeable differences in the approaches pursued by the geographer-anarchists
of the period. Ferretti notes that the work produced by geographers associated
with Reclus and his publisher Hachette hardly forms a coherent methodolo-
gical whole – ‘because of its heterogeneity, it had perhaps not yet arrived at
constituting a kind of scientific paradigm in the Kuhnian sense’.14 This raises
the question of – to stay within Kuhnian terminology – whether nineteenth-
century anarchist science might have been a lot more ‘normal’ after all.
Important parallels to prevailing non-anarchist modes of writing the world
would suggest so. The lack of a broader social-theoretical framework render-
ing geography discernibly radical is also Harvey’s main point of criticism.15

Responding to Springer’s argument, Harvey denies that politics played a
decisive role in shaping much of the anarchists’ geographical work: ‘Looking
at [Reclus’] nineteen volume Geographie Universelle, there is little trace of
anarchist sentiments (any more than there were in Kropotkin’s studies of the
physical geography of central Asia).’16 Taking the point even further, Harvey
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is led to conclude that ‘[h]istorically there has been a separation between
geographical work and politics’.17 At the other end of the debate as well,
history is called upon to provide the decisive argument.

It is thus timely for historians to weigh in on the debate. Historians have
struggled no less than geographers to capture the double identity of Reclus
and Kropotkin as anarchists and geographers: histories of either anarchism or
geography tend to deal with the respective ‘other’ affinity as a curiosity noted
in passing.18 The dichotomy is further amplified by a disproportionate treatment
of Kropotkin as anarchist and Reclus as geographer. Reclus’ geographical
work at all times figures prominently in analyses19 and he emerges as the
centre of gravity of the field of anarchist geography as mapped out by Pelletier
and Ferretti. But his position within anarchist historiography compares
unfavourably to Kropotkin’s.20 On the latter, we possess a series of specialist
monographs,21 but with the exception of a Soviet study from 1952,22 none of
the historical studies focus squarely on his activities as a geographer or his
geographical thought.23 The first book-length study by a geographer only
came out in 2016.24 Historians tend to present the world of science and that
of revolutionary politics as a source of contradiction; for Martin A. Miller,
Kropotkin ‘belonged to both worlds, the one he was working to destroy and
the one which was to replace it in the future’.25 Historians ought to take ser-
iously the interdependencies of both worlds, the complex entanglement of
anarchy and geography that (radical) geographers have long been pointing
out. On the other hand, reading Kropotkin and Reclus in their own right and
time, with an increased sensitivity for characteristically ‘historical’ issues like
chronology and context, serves as a precaution against blurring contemporary
notions of geography with historical ones. This holds the potential of providing
us with a more nuanced picture of the geography of radicals and the possibilities
and limits of a radical geography in the late nineteenth century.

With this chapter, I therefore hope to enhance our understanding of these
crucial historical figures by applying several strategies from the historian’s
toolbox. Understanding the problem of the relationship between geography
and anarchy as both a problem of epistemology and one of political thought,
the selected approaches are essentially those of intellectual historians of different
schools: the history of concepts, contextualism, genealogy. Thus, while not
denying the fundamental importance of the direct exchange between theory
and practice for anarchism, this chapter is primarily intended as a contribution
to the geographical thought of nineteenth-century anarchists. Its approach
consists in historically reconstructing their conceptualisation of geography
and its aims, without taking for granted some of the presuppositions of con-
temporary radical geography. It is not my aim to provide a mere stage stetting,
a historical ‘backdrop’ on which to draw. Rather, I regard (intellectual) history
as yielding conclusions in its own right about the nature of the object under
scrutiny – a position that, incidentally, is also that of Reclus and Kropotkin,
who believed that to understand a situation or an idea, it was important to
see how it had come about. I obviously do not mean to make a case for an
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incompatibility between history and geography, but for limits of space and in
view of Springer’s invitation to cultivate an ‘agonistic’ debate, I will focus on
what I take to be the potential areas of disagreement. I argue that anarchist
geography is largely a modern construct that, as it happens, obliterates much
of the way in which Reclus and Kropotkin thought about the relationship
between science and radicalism. I structure these broad and interrelated
arguments around six main points.

The history of concepts: άναρχία and γεωγραφία

For intellectual historians, and for conceptual historians in particular, words
do matter. The origin of concepts, their usage, and the changes that occur
therein are taken to be indicative of larger shifts in our mentality and culture.26

The first difficulty when projecting a conception of geography founded on
anarchist principles back into the nineteenth century is, quite bluntly, one of
terminology. To my knowledge, neither Reclus, nor Kropotkin, nor any of
their colleagues and comrades ever speaks of ‘anarchist geography’. The
association that has become a commonplace in radical geography is so hard
to track down to concrete passages that it seems difficult to counter Harvey’s
statement cited above: in their strictly speaking geographical works, the
anarchism is subliminal at best. In writings that can be deemed geographical
on grounds of their publication in geographical journals or because of their
declaration as such, the concept ‘anarchism’ is virtually absent – except for
the few mentions of ‘anarchic’ and related terms in Reclus’ L’Homme et la
Terre (where it appears mainly as a trait characteristic for groups of people
that he takes to be particularly independent; Bedouins and Arabs, raskolniks
and other religious dissenters).27 For a conceptual historian wanting to go
back to the origins of ‘anarchist geography’, this is a serious problem. The
authors’ own conception of what fell into the category of ‘geography’ strikes
as an incontestable yardstick to begin with. Against the ever-looming danger
of anachronism, Gad Prudovsky has made a convincing case that it can
indeed be possible in the history of science to ‘ascribe to past thinkers concepts
they had no linguistic means to express’.28 Since Kropotkin and Reclus made
abundant use of both ‘anarchy’ and ‘geography’ as terms in their work, the
linguistic means were in place. The political, scientific, and sociological ones
might however not have been.

The most obvious explanation for the lack of explicitness in the formula-
tion of an ‘anarchist geography’ is of course censorship by a scientific com-
munity with little sympathy for anarchism. Harvey suggests editorial
restrictions as the reason for the feeble presence of anarchist arguments in
Reclus’ geography and Alison Blunt and Jane Wills regret that ‘Kropotkin
and Reclus were not able to combine their anarchist ideas with their geo-
graphical scholarship as they might do today’.29 When Reclus proposed a
book project to his publisher Hachette in 1872, his brother Onésime (who
worked for Hachette) warned him that his ‘descriptive geography is not to be
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politico-religio-sociologico-militant’, since the publishers were ‘obviously
worried about a livre de combat’.30 (Self-)censorship might have had a role to
play, but Ferretti is right to insist on the high degree of liberty that Reclus
eventually managed to secure from his editors.31 All descriptions of Reclus
stress his uncompromising devotion to principles; in continuity with his strict
Protestant upbringing, he refused to submit to any other guidance than that
of his conscience. Rejecting an offer of early liberation from prison on con-
dition that he signed a formal statement to the Geographical Society, he
explained his decision to his wife saying: ‘The future being unknown to me, it
is absolutely impossible to know which course of action my conscience will
command, and consequentially, I cannot subscribe to any engagement whose
terms will be deliberated by others than myself.’32 I doubt that he would have
accepted any restrictions imposed on his science, especially not for rewards
like fame or money that he attached so little value to. His dream of building a
Great Globe, 127 meters in diameter, for the Paris Universal Exhibition of
1900 failed mainly because of his refusal to sacrifice scientific rigour in order
to make the project more attractive to potential sponsors.33 Kropotkin, simi-
larly, is rumoured to have rejected a professorship at Cambridge because it
would have compromised his freedom of political expression.34 Regardless of
whether the outcome would have been different in a climate of greater academic
liberty, what is decisive is that Reclus and Kropotkin both felt it was possible
and not in conflict with their convictions to write geography that was devoid
of openly anarchist characteristics.

If editorial provisions are a plausible explanation for the moderation in
scientific texts, they cannot account for the same observation regarding
Reclus and Kropotkin’s contributions to the anarchist press: in Reclus and
Kropotkin’s anarchist articles vice versa the straightforward reference to geo-
graphy is wanting. Freedom of expression was paramount to the anarchist
culture of discussion and neither does ‘geography’ appear as a controversial
field that would warrant censoring. More importantly, even the private corre-
spondence between anarchist geographers yields no sustained reflection on
how to invigorate geography through anarchism. Both science and politics are
being amply discussed, but few connections are made between the two. There
are, moreover, hardly any traces of a conscious self-fashioning of this group
of radicals and geographers as ‘radical geographers’ – whether with respect to
fellow anarchists, nor in opposition to geographers of non-anarchist stripe.
Reclus built a network of mutual support and collaboration and Kropotkin
also worked tirelessly to procure scientific work for comrades, who like himself,
were struggling to find regular employment in academia. But need and personal
affinities (naturally often coinciding with political ones) might have been a
more important motivation for the preference given to anarchists than a col-
lective identity as belonging to the same epistemic community. If radical
geography was indeed a thing, it was not one that required discussion or even
definition. Reclus, Kropotkin, and their allies were not the ones to author
manifestos in the manner of Harvey and Springer.
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We need of course not stop at narrow definitions of either term, or of
‘anarchist geography’ for that matter. John P. Clark offers the following
characterisation of Reclus that I find hard to disagree with: ‘Reclus is the
anarchist geographer par excellence. The term “anarchist geographer” captures
perfectly the idea of his work: writing (graphein) the history of the struggle to
free the earth (Gaia) from domination (archein)’.35 Yves Lacoste rightly sees
as one of Reclus’ main contributions to geography his expansion of the scope
of ‘geographicity’ (géographicité), that he made possible the introduction of
notably the social and the political within the realm of geography.36 This is
the path continued by Springer who lauds geography’s unboundedness and
using a large and open understanding of his subject matter offers a spatial
reading also of anarchist theorists who did not consider themselves
geographers, for example Proudhon, Bakunin, and Goldman.37 Other than
perhaps the risk of losing disciplinary profile, I have no reservations against
such a broadening of horizons. There is no reason to suspect that Kropotkin
or Reclus would have. But the fact that they never came to discuss Proudhon,
Bakunin, and Goldman as fellow geographers says much about their indebted-
ness to contemporary, rather than today’s conceptions of geography and also
about their ability to challenge such notions. Within these, there simply were
no means for expressing an independent concept of an ‘anarchist geography’.
If such a category can be made a helpful analytical tool for scholars, this
circumstance deserves to be pointed out.

The history of reception: radicals and the establishment

Another strand of intellectual history examines the impact of a thinker on
other authors or a broader intellectual community, within their time and
beyond. A strong programme of reception history understands texts as com-
municative acts and therefore regards the confrontation with the addressees as
essential to arrive at possible meanings. To get a fuller appreciation of avail-
able interpretations of Reclus and Kropotkin, it is then promising to look not
only at today’s readings of anarchist geographies but also at the way their
works were read by their contemporaries. Yet here we have a second problem –
the anarchists’ geographical writings, in their time, were not generally received as
works of radicalism.38 Not only were nineteenth-century geographer-anarchists
reluctant to openly advocate ‘anarchist geography’, granted that there is a
subversive anarchist colouring informing their work, it was so subtle it went
almost unnoticed by contemporaries. The fact that they were highly appre-
ciated by establishment geographers points to an underlying tension in the
literature on anarchist geographers: on the one hand, their geography is pre-
sented as intrinsically revolutionary, on the other, their work is to have been
highly influential. Unless we suppose that the bulk of nineteenth-century
mainstream geography was crypto-radical, we cannot really have it both ways.

The latter position is far easier to back up with evidence. Although their
ties were mostly informal, Reclus and Kropotkin had intense and good
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relations to the Geographical Societies of different countries.39 Kropotkin had
made his first explorations and publications under the aegis of the Russian
Imperial Geographical Society; in the years before his involvement in the
Commune, Reclus was on excellent terms with the Paris Société de Géographie.
In the Geographical Societies of their native lands Kropotkin was offered the
position of secretary40 and Reclus was made member of different commis-
sions.41 These connections helped them when they were later imprisoned –
renowned scientists petitioned for Reclus’ release in 1871, and for Kropotkin’s
from the Peter and Paul Fortress in 1874, as well as from Clairvaux in 1883.
Both in Russia and in France, Kropotkin obtained the permission to pursue
his scientific work and have books sent to prison – not a likely scenario had
such writings been considered explosive. Their increasingly open political
involvement did not put an end to their cordial exchange with prestigious
learned societies. Kropotkin, in fact, only started to build his connection to
the Royal Geographical Society (the same society that would award its gold
medal to Reclus in 1894) by the time he arrived in Britain as a known political
exile and revolutionary.

Their intervention also demonstrates that the members of the Geographical
Societies were under no illusions as to the political orientations of their anarchist
associates. Their strategy of dealing with possible contradictions was twofold.
Firstly, they simply refused to take their anarchism very seriously: John Scott
Keltie, assistant secretary of the Royal Geographical Society, in 1913 regarded
his friend Kropotkin as ‘past [his] plotting days’,42 and Hugh Robert Mill, the
society’s librarian, commented sardonically on Kropotkin’s Memoirs of a
Revolutionist, ‘you made a mistake on the title page – “Revolutionist” should
have been “Geographer”’.43 Secondly, they insisted on a clear separation
between both activities: the same Keltie wrote in his obituary for Kropotkin that
‘this is not the place to deal in detail with Kropotkin’s political views, except to
express regret that his absorption in these seriously diminished the services
which otherwise he might have rendered to Geography’.44 What is even more
noteworthy is that the anarchists reciprocated these same two strategies: the
tone Reclus adopts when addressing his sympathetic editor Paul Pelet is
similarly jovial on politics, suggesting lightheartedly that Pelet might soon
consider joining their camp.45 Kropotkin reveals himself to Keltie as being
able to abstract science from politics – when asked to give his opinion on the
award of the RGS gold medal to the geographer Pëtr Semenov, he replied:
‘Semenoff [sic.] is a Russian functionary and ready to serve under liberal and
reactionary ruler alike and of course has no personal sympathy of mine, but
scientifically, I think, […] your choice was not bad.’46 In his writings there is a
noticeable distinction according to the audience targeted – writing on Darwin
for Le Révolté he argued that ‘the investigations of Darwin and his successors
comprise […] an excellent argument to the effect that animal societies are best
organised in the communist-anarchist manner’,47 a formulation he deliber-
ately left out when writing on the same subject for The Nineteenth Century.
But such compromises seem not to have taken too high a toll for either side.
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Sure enough, their connections were mainly to the more liberal members
within these societies and publishing houses. They were however not exclusive
to them. Halford Mackinder – hardly a suspect of anarchist sympathies – was
acquainted with both Reclus and Kropotkin. He wrote a largely favourable
review of Reclus’ Nouvelle Géographie Universelle48 and critically, but sym-
pathetically discussed the proposition of a project for spherical maps by ‘our
distinguished brother geographer’.49 Even more strikingly, he invited both
Reclus and Kropotkin to contribute a volume to his projected Regions of the
World series; Reclus on the Mediterranean, Kropotkin on the Russian
Empire.50 The volumes never materialised, but this was due to financial and
temporal constraints rather than because of political disagreements as we might
expect. Mackinder appears to have been unconcerned about his colleagues’
political proclivities and this was also the case for the anarchists: the topic of
the collaboration appears time and again in the correspondence between
Reclus and Kropotkin, but there is never any mention of Mackinder’s fervent
defence of imperialism, British chauvinism or what would nowadays be called
geopolitics. In their publications, Kropotkin and Reclus virulently attack the
competitive vision of nature promoted by Huxley and Haeckel, but not
Mackinder and ‘geopolitics’. Indeed, Pelletier has pointed out that we find in
Kropotkin and Reclus a description of central Asia that is not without simi-
larities to Mackinder’s famous ‘heartland’-theory.51 There is an epistemic
resemblance between the geography of anarchists and ‘classical’ geopolitics
that is acknowledged also by Lacoste who views Reclus as a proponent of
‘benevolent geopolitics’.52 Springer’s suggestion of reading anarchist geography
as ‘anti-geopolitics’ in the sense of Paul Routledge goes in a similar direction.53

The anarchists, moreover, shared two other characteristic traits of geography as
it took shape in the late nineteenth century: the idea that the human and the
physical strand of geography could be brought together through an evolu-
tionary narrative (that for imperialists and anarchists alike consisted of an
amalgam of Darwinism with a Lamarckian twist)54 and an emphasis on the
propaedeutic suitability of geography – also in view of improving its standing
at schools and universities.55 From the point of view of epistemology then,
Reclus and Kropotkin were hardly outsiders, but, to the contrary, in conversa-
tion with a field undergoing rapid transformation. That they appropriated
these epistemic foundations for their own goals and filled them with a politically
distinct content is not the same as saying that they founded an independent
epistemology of their own that ‘radically’ challenged prevailing ones.

Intellectual biography: bringing anarchy and geography together

That neither Reclus and Kropotkin nor their contemporaries ever called their
anarchism geographical or their geography anarchist imposes serious limits
on the extent to which we can understand their combination as a radical
project. At the same time, I have already expressed my discomfort with the
view that treats the two as unrelated or even contradictory. This hesitation
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stems also from the extraordinary degree of confluence between both concerns
in Reclus and Kropotkin’s everyday life, practice, and identity. Biographers of
Kropotkin or Reclus, even those who explicitly focus on either the geographer
or the revolutionary, have never been able to completely shield off the other
face of their protagonist;56 I have already mentioned the role of collective
biographies in substantiating the idea of an ‘anarchist geography’ in the
nineteenth century. In view of its emphasis on praxis and the protean, non-
systematic nature of anarchist thought, it has recently been suggested that
biographical approaches are of particular relevance for the field of anarchist
studies.57 In the case of many anarchists, their outstanding life stories make
for an intriguing subject in its own right. Life and thought can of course be
brought together in the form of intellectual biographies that can give us a
sense of the relative importance of certain ideas and their relationship to each
other within the life of a thinker.

For the case of Reclus and Kropotkin, intellectual biography provides
insights insofar as the chronological perspective that is typical for the genre
brings to the fore turning points and conjectures in their engagement with
anarchism and geography – it thus allows for a more dynamic view of their
interlocking. All (auto-)biographical accounts retrospectively stress the pre-
disposition of both passions from an early age on, even if only in the form of
vague sentiment for the beauty of nature and a yearning for personal freedom
and social justice. Although neither aspect appears in a very ‘mature’ form,
Reclus’ first essay carries a title that can be interpreted both geographically
and politically – ‘Développement de la liberté dans le monde’ (‘The Devel-
opment of Freedom in the World’, 1851).58 For Kropotkin, it is the years
spent in Siberia as a young official that he portrays as a crucial moment for
his intellectual awakening as both a scientist and a socialist – seeing the
misery and the inefficacy of the state made him ‘prepared to become an
anarchist’.59 However, just like for Reclus, it took the experience of meeting
the Bakuninists and the Jura Federation during the early 1870s to provide
him with the vocabulary and practical experience of anarchism. What is
more important for our purposes is that Kropotkin at this stage in his life
believed that practicing geography diverted crucial energy from the revolu-
tionary cause, that science was elitist like Bakunin had suspected; ‘Science is an
excellent thing. I knew its joys and valued them […] But what right had I
to these highest joys, when all around me was nothing but misery and struggle
for a mouldy bit of bread.’60 Even if the interest sprang up contemporaneously
and from similar inputs, this is not in itself an argument for a necessary
relation between geography and anarchy.

But their conception of either – or of their relationship – did not remain
static. From a long-term perspective, we sense an increasing coming together
of anarchy and geography in the course of their career. This initially translates
into a continuous move away from a purely physical conception of geography:
Kropotkin evolved from studies on orography and glaciation to a last
uncompleted study of ethics; the Reclusian trilogy follows a succession from
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La Terre (1868–1869), to La Terre et les Hommes (the subtitle of the Nou-
velle Géographie Universelle (NGU), 1876–1894), to L’Homme et la Terre
(1905–1908). The last posthumously published series is the most obviously
political and at the same time most defying of geography’s traditional area of
responsibility; its declared goal was to ‘study man in the succession of the
ages as I had observed him [in the NGU] in the diverse lands of the globe and
to establish the sociological conclusions to which I have been led’.61 For his
nephew and continuator Paul, it was only in this last oeuvre that Reclus tried
to bring anarchism and geography together – L’Homme et la Terre was sup-
posed to ‘affirm the unity of his perspectives of savant and anarchist, to develop
his book Evolution et révolution further at the same time as constituting a last
chapter to the Nouvelle Géographie Universelle’.62 Reclus opened up to history
and sociology, whereas Kropotkin turned increasingly to biology: Mutual Aid
(1902), his cooperative reading of Darwin’s theory of evolution, was conceived
of as a work of politics as much as science. Put simply, the more ‘anarchist’
their science became, the less distinctively ‘geographical’ it was in name. But,
as conceded before, names only go so far. It remains to be seen what analogies
and differences there are between the widening of Reclus and Kropotkin’s
interests and the broad scope for geography claimed by modern anarchist
geographers.

The history of science: nineteenth- and twenty-first-century geography

Modern interpretations of Kropotkin as radical geographer rarely point out
that, in later years, Kropotkin did in fact come to fully and openly associate
anarchy and science – and by that token, geography. In 1894 he stated that
‘[t]he philosophy which is being elaborated by study of the sciences on the one
hand and anarchy on the other, are two branches of one and the same movement
of minds: two sisters walking hand in hand’.63 InModern Science and Anarchism
(1903) he defines anarchism as ‘a world-concept based upon a mechanical
explanation of all phenomena, embracing the whole of Nature – that is,
including in it the life of human societies and their economic, political, and
moral problems’.64 The notion of ‘world-concept’ of course has an evidently
geographical ring to it. Elsewhere, he describes the science of geography as ‘a
philosophical review of knowledge acquired by the different branches of
science’65; recalling this broad definition of anarchism as ‘a synthetic philo-
sophy comprehending in one generalization all the phenomena of Nature’.66

Geography has, for Kropotkin, this same meta-scientific quality in that it
uniquely brings together natural and social science. While its social side is
crucial and corresponds with physical aspects, the primacy of the latter remains
incontestable. In his often-cited ‘What Geography Ought to Be’ (1885), Kropotkin
proposes a complete abolition of the classical humanities in schools. The
importance of geography resides in its capacity to assure the continuity of one
of the few aspects worth saving in classical education: ‘Remaining a natural
science, [geography] would assume, together with history (history of art as
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well as of political institutions), the immense task of caring about the humani-
tarian side of our education’.67 Yet human geography is only one of four strands
that he identifies in this essay. If, unlike Modern Science and Anarchism,
‘What Geography Ought to Be’ is quoted in every single modern appropriation
of Kropotkin, it is not like passages that are chosen (his condemnation of
colonialism and national self-conceit appear without fail). The abridged version
published in Antipode in 197868 cuts out precisely those passages where he
defines the physical branches of geography and argues for the replacement of
Latin and Greek with ‘exact sciences’ alone. Clearly, the concerns of a
modern and ‘radical’ geography only partially coincide with Kropotkin’s.

While nineteenth-century and twenty-first-century anarchist geographers
have in common a large definition of the scope of their subject, there are
important distinctions to be made regarding their accentuation of certain
aspects. These are not trivial; I believe they are indicative of larger epistemo-
logical differences in their understanding of geography and of its aims. The
geographical vision of nineteenth-century anarchists is, in a sense, vastly more
encompassing: Reclus especially is unique in his aspiration to bring together
determinism with possibilism,69 teleology with the idea of an open course of
history, a care for minute detail and diversity with a general and systematising,
truly world-geographical perspective. Twenty-first-century geographers inter-
ested in Reclus and Kropotkin, who without exception have their disciplinary
home in human geography, have a tendency to stress those elements that
resonate well with the concerns of their specialisation and time, where deter-
minism, teleological narratives and the like have irrevocably come out of fashion.
This is true also when it comes to judging the weight of individual arguments
within the anarchists’ world vision: disagreeable elements (Kropotkin and
Reclus’ failure to categorically condemn anarchist terrorism) or scientifically
outdated residues (there are no appeals for reappropriating Kropotkin’s
Lamarckism) are given short shrift and are not treated as integral pieces of
the puzzle. The more conveniently ‘anarchist’ aspects on the other hand are
attributed a place of preeminence. Yet more problematically, even on the issues
where Reclus and Kropotkin can be said to have prefigured anarchist geography
in a contemporary sense, the literature is far from unanimous: Pelletier stresses
Reclus’ adherence to progressivism against widespread readings that align
him with ecology also in its conservative dimension;70 there is an unexpected
amount of disagreement also concerning Reclus’ position on (French) colonial-
ism, especially for the case of Algeria.71 Both sides in these debates find
ample evidence to back up their case, making selectiveness a serious problem
in an author who published as much as 30,000 pages – those who look for
them, will have no difficulty finding in this monumental body of work passages
echoing Eurocentric tropes and racial stereotypes that sound puzzling to
modern ears. I do not mean to argue here that such instances are more
revealing about Reclus’ ‘true’ intentions, but the ambiguity even on such
crucial points makes them a feeble epistemic foundation for ‘anarchist geo-
graphy’. The status of the anti-colonial dimension in Reclus’ geography is
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hardly the same as that of post-colonial approaches – the (post-)colonial
condition is not the raison d’être, nor the starting point of geography.

The epistemic relationship between science and politics that Kropotkin
develops in Modern Science and Anarchism works inversely. He was more
interested in transforming anarchism than he was in turning the epistemic
foundations of geography upside down. It is not question here of founding an
anarchist science – let alone in a Feyerabendian ‘anything goes’ sense – but of
construing anarchism on the unshakable basis of inductive, scientific reasoning;
‘[anarchism’s] method of investigation is that of the exact natural sciences’.72

Their obsession with accuracy, as it emerges from Kropotkin’s replies to letters
to the editors73 or Reclus’ categorical repudiation of exaggerations in vistas,
reliefs, or maps,74 shows that the ‘scientific’ pretension in all their endeavours
went beyond rhetoric. Kropotkin’s notion of natural science is incontestably
more comprehensive than our present one – ‘human geography’ would just as
much be part of it. But the hierarchy is clear: when he transposes social science
or anarchy to the realm of natural science, he proposes to adopt the latter’s
methods by reason of their supposed objectivity. This is a far cry from con-
temporary geographical theory, which Springer describes as being marked by
an ‘increasing tendency to liberate epistemological and ontological views
from the illusion of disinterested objectivity’.75 Unlike in Kropotkin’s days,
this scepticism about the neutrality of science is now a default position in the
humanities. Historians have also had their share in this evolution – the history
of science as a specialisation in its own right has for long been contributing to
our understanding of science as a socially construed, context-dependent, and
historically contingent enterprise. Such a view is as representative for our age
as Kropotkin and Reclus’ was for theirs: a historian of science today would
naturally expect there to be fundamental differences between nineteenth- and
twenty-first-century geography.

Context: science in the history of Russian political thought

In its relativising historicism and the interest in the evolution of epistemes, the
history of science shares many of the methods and assumptions with the way
the history of ideas has been carried out for the past half-century. The pre-
occupation with context, used in a variety of meanings,76 has also become the
trademark of intellectual history. For the history of science as well as for
intellectual history, contextualism went hand in hand with a turn to politics –
as a focus on the politics of science, or as the rise of the history of political
thought, respectively. To approach the nexus between science and politics in
anarchist geography also from this angle, I propose to contextualise and his-
toricise the usages of science in political discourse. The positivist and materi-
alist tradition in political thought is of course a long one. Reclus, who posits
his understanding of science as ‘the objective search of truth’77 directly in
opposition to religion, is very much its heir. Like Kropotkin, he was confident
that science could provide a neutral, universal language uniting mankind on
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its path towards progress. But there is also a much more specific context that
is highly illuminating for the particular type of association between radical
politics and (geographical) science that we find in Reclus. For this, we have to
bear in mind that virtually all of the members of Reclus’ circle were Russians
or had strong ties to Russia – even the Swiss Perron had spent several years in
Russia and Élie Reclus worked as a correspondent for Russian journals. These
ties have had graspable repercussions on their thought.

There are, first of all, noteworthy parallels between the geopolitical and
geohistorical approach promoted by nineteenth-century anarchists and a tradi-
tion of geodeterminism in Russian historicism. Mark Bassin has devoted an
important series of articles to the subject of how Russian thinkers – in a line
stretching from the moderate conservative Sergei Solov’ev78 (who is referenced
in Reclus’ NGU!79) to Marxist theoretician Georgii Plekhanov80 – sought to
account for Russia’s backwardness by its environmental conditions. I cannot
here delve into the substantial differences between the anarchist stance and
others (the open plains of Asia are seen as a future potential rather than a
historical hindrance), but there is another instance of discernibly ‘Russian’
roots to the thought of Reclus and Kropotkin: already in the late 1980s,
Alexander Vucinich and Daniel Todes had offered materials for a Russian
contextualisation of the interpretation of evolutionary theory put forth by the
anarchist geographers.81 Kropotkin’s famous theory of mutual aid represents
one of the most obvious intersections between science and anarchism in that
it establishes solidarity as a law of nature thus producing a ‘scientific’ argument
for morality without coercion by a state. The theory however becomes much
less original when placed within the Russian intellectual context: reviewing
the most influential Russian scientists of the period, Todes identifies a distinctive
‘national style’ that consisted of an unproblematic, sometimes enthusiastic
reception of Darwin coupled with an uneasiness concerning the ‘Malthusian
bias’ of the theory of evolution. From Slavophile conservatives to populist
radicals, Russians sought to attenuate the bearing of the Malthusian meta-
phor of the ‘struggle for existence’ on the theory of evolution as a whole –
Kropotkin’s privileging of cooperative instincts over competitive ones was but
one of the solutions proposed. For Vuchinic, who has made very similar
observations on the reception of Darwin in Russia, this similarity to other
Russian approaches indicates that ‘in the last analysis, Kropotkin was a Russian
anarchist’.82

If we accept that such readings of ‘Darwin without Malthus’ or historical
geodeterminism are a Russian particularity, their prevalence across the poli-
tical spectrum means we have to look further when making a case for them as
an anarchist particularity. We can do so by linking them to the broader
intellectual context of nineteenth-century Russia, which is characterised by an
exceptionally close intertwinement of radicalism, often of an anti-statist
nature, with science. In the era of political repression of philosophy and liberal
subjects at universities, many of Russia’s political thinkers were scientists by
training. Aleksandr Herzen, for example, a lifelong friend and correspondent
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of Bakunin and with his avocation of communitarian socialism and individual
liberty a proto-anarchist in many ways, began his publishing career with
essays like ‘Dilettantism in Science’ (1842) and his ‘Letters on the Study of
Nature’ (1845–1846). The cloak of science made it possible to express criticism
in face of censorship, but it also meant that distinctions between science and
politics were increasingly blurred. The generation of the intelligentsia following
Herzen, to which the Russian anarchist geographers age-wise belonged, are
often dubbed ‘nihilists’.83 Nihilists took the idea of science put to the use of
social progress to its extremes, further even than comparable forms of materi-
alism in Western Europe. James P. Scanlan has described Russian materialism
as ‘less a precisely articulated ontological position than a grand, science-
worshipping worldview that sought to undermine both religion and the
state’.84 In the nihilist movement, radicalism and scientism crystallised in a
unique manner. Kropotkin describes how his brother abandoned his passion
for poetry under the spell of nihilism in order to ‘plunge headlong into the
natural sciences’.85 Kropotkin’s formulation of anarchism as science certainly
drew on this intellectual climate; his holistic vision of science is comparable to
that of leading nihilists like Nikolai Chernyshevskii.86 At different occasions,
Kropotkin himself acknowledged the proximity of nihilism to anarchism.87

As this kind of scientifico-political discourse travelled with the Russian
anarchists into Western European exile, it was deployed in the context of a
different debate. Kropotkin uses the claim to the scientific nature of anarchism
as an attack on the anarchists’ main opponents: he accuses Marx of idealist
‘metaphysicism’, his political economy is but a pseudo-science.88 Anarchy’s
strength derives from its being anchored in exact natural science rather than
abstract speculation. Why, then, when following their forefathers into their
crusade against Marxism, do present-day anarchists desist from adapting this
readily available argument?

Intersecting genealogies: Marxist and anarchist histories of geography

Springer understands the historical connection between anarchism and
geography as an on/off relationship – ‘there have been periods of deep
engagement and connection, and times when ambivalence and even separation
have occurred’.89 The genealogy of anarchist geography is, I believe, more
complex. It is necessary to distinguish in the thought of early anarchist geo-
graphers between different ‘geographical’ strands, which were each to reach a
largely different intellectual destination. The argument of anarchism as science
proved to have very little posterity. Not only was it hardly accepted by scientists
at the time, even in anarchist circles it immediately met with criticism: Errico
Malatesta lamented that Kropotkin ‘put all his social aspirations on science’,
and because of his confidence in the scientific method, ‘fell into a mechanical
determinism that seems even more paralysing’ for the anarchist cause.90 In
the decades following the First World War, anarchist thought evolved more in
Malatesta’s sense. By the 1960s at the latest, it came to self-consciously
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embrace its utopian, visionary dimension at the same time as the positivistic
quest for laws governing history and society (which both Reclus and Kropotkin
believed was feasible) increasingly lost credibility, throughout the social sciences
and on the left especially.

The elements that Springer regards as the essence of anarchist geography,
its focus on practice in particular, have the same resonance with the schemes
of the New Left and its contemporary renaissance in the Occupy movement.
Springer and like-minded geographers see ‘direct action, civil disobedience,
and Black Bloc tactics; in the communes and intentional communities of the
co-operative movement; amid DIY activists and a range of small-scale mutual
aid groups, networks, and initiatives’91 as constitutive for anarchism in geo-
graphy, or rather, as spatial practices in anarchism. It is indeed possible to
trace, as Springer and Anthony Ince do, such an emphasis on decentralisation
and bottom-up organisation back to Kropotkin.92 No matter that Kropotkin
never labelled these writings as ‘geography’, the argument for local action is
present in Mutual Aid, in the Conquest of Bread (1892) as well as Fields,
Factories and Workshops (1898). The reason I do not develop on this type of
evidently geographical reasoning here is not that I believe it to be irrelevant,
but because the task has already been admirably done by contemporary
anarchists. The lasting legacy of this theorising is confirmed by the fact that there
is a direct and documentable genealogy. There is an uninterrupted continuity in
the reference to Kropotkin all through the twentieth century, stretching from
Patrick Geddes to Colin Ward and Murray Bookchin up to contemporary social
theorists like James C. Scott or David Graeber. As city-planners, anthro-
pologists, and community developers began to explore the anarchist heritage, its
spatial dimension was continuously reinforced and made more explicit.

Our understanding of space, however, fundamentally evolved in the last
quarter of the twentieth century. In France and in America influential authors
like Henri Lefebvre, Edward Soja, Michel Foucault, Doreen Massey and not
least David Harvey came to regard space as a socially ‘produced’ entity;93 it was
no longer thought of as a mere container for human action, but as the result
of social interactions, as a construed formation. Space freed from its purely
material(ist) definition became more dynamic and abstract. Yet the problem for
our case of the anarchist spatial tradition is that the proponents of the radical
turn in geography (and possibly, the spatial turn in radicalism?) overwhelmingly
identified with the Marxist tradition. This tradition, as they all acknowledged,
had thus far shamefully neglected space – Lacoste speaks of ‘the silence, the
“blank” with regard to spatial problems’ in the work of Marx.94 In its exclusive
focus on time, Marxism had failed to take notice of distinctively ‘spatial’ issues
like difference and diversity that urbanists, sociologists, and geographers now
sought to introduce into the framework of Marxist theory. Space, in short,
became a means of liberating Marxism from its increasingly burdensome
Eurocentric universalist legacy. For this spatialisation of Marx, theorists
however hardly looked to the anarchist geographers; Lacoste, who went per-
haps furthest in turning his back on Marxism, is highly exceptional in this
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sense. There is no genealogy to be established here: Lefebvre cites Reclus’ depic-
tion of the Pyrenees,95 but does not treat him as a major intellectual influence.
Kristin Ross credits Reclus as one of the inventors of ‘social space’, but this
feels more like a superposition of Lefebvre on Reclus than vice versa.96

Transforming Marxist theory through the expansion of a spatial dimension,
theorists of the spatial turn did pick up much of the anarchist critique, even if
more or less unknowingly. Harvey is one of the few to acknowledge this simi-
larity;97 still, his engagement with Reclus and Kropotkin remains quite super-
ficial. They are, for him, proponents only of the decentralising, particularising
strand that Springer and Ince underline. In so doing, both Marxists and
anarchists underestimate the presence of a universalising strand in Reclus and
Kropotkin, that is, the integration of their localism within a larger, holistic
perspective. As is the case for most of the movements of the ilk of Occupy, for
Kropotkin and Reclus, the local dimension could not stand on its own. Both
were critical of isolationism in Fourierist phalanstères or other autonomous
communities.98 For Kropotkin, the demise of the medieval city guild could be
explained by its failure to integrate the surrounding countryside within their
egalitarian but strictly internal social organisation.99 But he saw no reason why a
future society should not be able to expand the principles of self-organisation
and mutual aid to a larger, possibly even global scale. This internal necessity of
expansion along federative lines opened the door to globalising narratives – a
perspective that, given the universalism of their scientific anarchism, Reclus
and Kropotkin had no reservations against. Springer recognises this coexisting
generalising endeavour, but finds it not worthy of much discussion, commenting
only that ‘the universalism of [Reclus’] thought has become unfashionable as a
result of poststructuralism’s influence on the academy’.100 When Harvey
elsewhere identifies a conflict between universalising narratives and their ten-
dency towards ‘flattening out all geographical differences’,101 he does not note
that Reclus and Kropotkin were struggling with the exact same tension: they
never quite achieved the reconciliation between their sensitivity to diversity, to
local, individual initiative and the kind of synthesising teleology that they
aimed to construe based on their faith in science and their holistic approach
to geography. If the anarchist and the Marxist strand in geography have come
to interact, each side remains reluctant to openly endorse the other. Marxist
geographers have failed to recognise the affinity of their ambitious project of
combining the universal and the particular with that of nineteenth-century
anarchists. Modern anarchists, on the other hand, hardly assume the indebt-
edness of their modern conception of space – the very notion that allows
them to put forth ‘geographical’ readings of a wide range of thinkers and
movements – to the (Marxist) thinkers of the spatial turn.

Conclusion

In both the nineteenth century and the present, anarchist geographers see
their activities as naturally compatible, if not complementary. With their
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discipline-related depreciation of space, historians have long failed to fairly
assess the bearing of the association. However, if we accept that for Reclus,
Kropotkin, and their colleagues and comrades, anarchy and geography were
meaningfully related, we have to take seriously their understanding of geography
in all its historical dimensions. The broad scope of their ‘geographical’ reach
allows for many interpretations: radical geographers have understandably
been most interested in how Reclus and Kropotkin’s work resonates with
present concerns, such as debates on globalisation, ecology, community activism,
the anthropocene, etc. For Ferretti, Reclus anticipated Dipesh Chakrabarty,
Jack Goody, Jared Diamond, and many more contemporary historian-theorists
at once.102 Such associations also testify that there is an interest in reappro-
priating Reclus as a (world-)systematic, large-scale thinker. However, present-day
geographers stop short of reclaiming such aspects with their full implications.
This is, firstly, because it comes with the kind of holistic and materialist
worldview that has a terribly outdated feel to it. The radicalism of such a
view, of ‘science’ as a neutral force of progress and enlightenment, is difficult
to appreciate from the point of view of a twenty-first century epistemology –
yet anarchist geographers never quite leave the premises of their age. It is,
secondly, for political reasons as the ‘big picture’ view is at risk of bringing
anarchist geography in dangerous proximity to Marxist approaches.

Such readings of historical geography through the lens of present concerns
are not always innocuous. Whereas Springer’s geography is openly radical, he
consults ‘history’ not in a consciously militant way but as a more or less
neutral, factual background to support his geographical argument. History
thus becomes a smoke screen for a political agenda: for all his references to
history, the issue of ‘anarchist geography’ remains for him a political problem –
a case of ‘anarchist’ against Marxist, conservative, imperialist, or quantitative
geography. The opposition to Marxism in particular is, in my view, a false
dichotomy. It poses a pseudo problem, for the matter is essentially historical
in nature: in the nineteenth century, anarchists combined a universal synopsis,
embedded in the evolutionary perspective that was typical for their time, with
a sensitivity for the variety of human life across the earth. Incidentally, I
believe it is in this first totalising dimension where Kropotkin and Reclus
make the strongest case for a connection between geography and anarchy. The
decline of grand narratives in the twentieth century had severe repercussions on
Marxist and anarchist thought alike: Marxist theorists sought to incorporate
the diversifying dimension that their theoretical frame had hitherto lacked;
crucially, this often took place with the explicit reference to space – a connec-
tion that nineteenth-century anarchists had a premonition of, even if perhaps
less consciously. Anarchist geographers today tend to focus exclusively on this
last centrifugal aspect, deploying it also as a critique of Marxism’s centripetal
universalism. In downplaying the affiliation of both strands, they – quite
ironically – underestimate the extent to which nineteenth-century anarchists
can indeed be seen as congenial to the wider tradition of radical geography. If
instead, the goal is to seclude an ‘anarchist geography’ from the field of
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radical geography, this would imply breaking with a large part of the historical
heritage of anarchist geographical thought.

From the point of view of a historian, the usages of history in radical
geography remind one of Malatesta’s critique of Kropotkin’s use of science:

Nonetheless, it seems to me that he lacked something to be a real man of
science: the ability to forget his desires, his prejudices to observe the facts
with dispassionate objectivity. […] Whatever the conclusions he could
draw from contemporary science […] he would have remained anarchist
in spite of science.103

Historians have a reputation as killjoys and as being too little concerned with
the wider present-day relevance of their investigations, happy to consign their
subjects to the famous ash heap of history. The many routes opened up for
anarchist geography by recent contributors to the field are doubtlessly more
inspiring and I gladly leave the terrain of renewing anarchist geography to
anarchist geographers. But as a historian interested in the thought of Kropotkin
and Reclus, I feel they deserve more than hagiography. Given the ambitious
programme of radical geography as well as its heartfelt desire to engage with
history, I find its reluctance to deal with the obvious divergences between
geographies separated by a century a bit disappointing. From an anarchist
point of view, far-reaching (epistemological) differences to nineteenth-century
founding fathers ought not to be a problem since anarchism self-consciously
assumes its protean and dynamic nature. If Reclus and Kropotkin are not to
be decorative props, but an actual source of inspiration, a critical engagement
with the more controversial aspects in their thought could turn out to be just
as productive for a thorough recasting of geography. It then becomes possible
to remain an anarchist not in spite of, but with history.
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8 Lived spaces of anarchy
Colin Ward’s social anarchy in action

David Crouch

Introduction

The late Colin Ward was a major figure in British anarchist thinking and
action, and was also influential in Italian anarchist circles. He believed that
anarchy emerges and dwells in human life and relations and, though he would
never use such a rampage of an expression, human/other-than-human relations.
These he often investigated and articulated through human-space relations and
their creativities; creativity was clearly at the heart of what for him anarchy
involved, that he found in numerous everyday and so-called mundane life. His
geographies of anarchy were the spaces of everyday life. He co-edited the
British anarchist journal Freedom in the years 1947–1960, then to be known
as Anarchy, which he co-founded, between 1961 and 1970. In the latter pub-
lication he deployed his liking for strong and striking artwork in the use of
contemporary graphical illustrations on their numerous dynamic front covers.

In this chapter I seek to connect Ward’s ideas and their origins with the
very pragmatic, practical approach to spaces of people’s lives. Certainly, his
spaces were not the barricades but discovered in a multiplicity of very diverse
everyday creativity. For two years, Colin and I researched and co-authored,
and in that practice I felt I was able to engage closely his ideas and approaches
to human possibility, i.e. the potentiality of every human being to contribute
to the value and meaning of their lives.

Life, living and lived spaces provided the sustaining focus of his work,1 in
which he found everyday anarchy in action, in the potentialities and changing
identities through creativity in non-heroic ways of doing, thinking, being,
relating and much more. In this constructive insight into lived anarchy, Ward
turned away from anarchisms’ familiar emphasis on resistance, where anarchy
was presumed to require a priori the clearing away of blockages to opportunity
by institutions and corporations. For example, housing provided a familiar
scope for action, most notably in Colin’s enthusiasm for self-build as an
alternative to market or state control. He joined up with a city planner, Denis
Hardy in their project on Arcadia for All.2 This work considered self-made
homes to be not makeshift but self-built and self-enhanced – homes, familiarly
around the British coasts in the form of ‘plotlands’, a great opportunity in the



depressed 1930s and after the Second World War for low/no income house-
holds to build their own.

More widely, his anarchistic spaces were to be found in the city, the urban
and the village. The geographer Chris Philo pointed to Ward’s insights on the
child in the country as shining a light on the often neglected constraints but
also potentiality and constraints for spaces and their human action.3 These
contributions had a strong recognition of and respect for ‘play’, again in the
vein of Ward’s thinking on freedom to do, to influence, to affect. Play was
something he valued and regarded as may be done by adults as much as
children: something we might today label as leisure, but also creativity and
freedom.4 Moreover, he left important insights that I am sure he would have
presented to contemporary academics and their masters in the insidious
institutional commercialisation of our universities. His central philosophy was
that there exist, already and across the world, numerous examples of anarchy
in action. Yet Ward also realised the importance of changing systems, the
ways in which society was administered, as in his case for a more anarchy-
informed way that could have been possible, given the will, in the way in
which the UK’s National Health Service came to be established in the middle
of the last century.5

Colin Ward’s enthusiasm was for freedom rather than resistance; a positive
shift in much conventional anarchy thinking, and engaged ideas of practical,
and already existing action that revealed numerous further potentialities, and
the sources of their potential. In his book Influences he documented, reflec-
tively in non-dogmatic and unpretentious language, philosophies of creative
and constructive dissent that had helped him construct what came to be a
unique path in contemporary anarchist thought-action for sixty years until his
death in 2010.6 The unexpectedly diverse thinkers include W. Godwin and
M. Wollstonecraft on education; A. Herzen on politics, the geographer
P. Kropotkin on economics, considered in a way that breaches its disciplinary
boundary and connects society, human relations and culture. He follows these
with M. Buber on society. Two further pairs of influence concerned W.
Lethaby and W. Segal, very different architects but sharing an interest in
individuals’ potential directly to affect their immediate surroundings. Perhaps
most surprising of all, he completes his main influences with two individuals
in planning, a sphere not known for or familiar with anarchist ideas. They are
the British pioneer of garden cities Patrick Geddes and the American anarchist
thinker Paul Goodman. Typically always eager to connect thought with one’s
own action, almost as a priority, at the end of these reflections he takes the
reader towards not simply ‘Further Reading’ but ‘Read for Yourself ’.7

In this chapter, next I unpick the ways in which Ward took and worked on
these influences, most notably those of Kropotkin, as these seem more central
than others. Such discussion is followed by a closer inspection on where
Colin’s thought always led to action.8 That thought persistently became
informed through understanding the action. This chapter is, with relief, not of
my autobiographical engagement with Colin, yet in part I touch upon how I
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learnt from two enriching years and more of researching and writing together;
interviewing and giving talks. In passing I engage something of Ward’s
reiterative mutual attention to philosophy and practice. He was the most
inspiring colleague in my academic career, along the way bordering onto my
politics too. Whilst he was gentle in his thinking and conversation around
human action he was also strong; humble in talking, unequivocal and
consistent in his inspiration.

Influences and ideas

Ward’s attachment to the idea of mutual aid was directly influenced by his
enthusiasm for Kropotkin’s elucidation of the idea, in his book of the same
name. Whilst Kropotkin was aligned also with communist overthrow of the
state and its institutions, Ward positioned this in the light of the times in
which he lived: the easy submission of human beings to starvation in a time
of reliance on imported food, rather than their self-production; when the ever
increasing scale of food production and the dehumanisation of labour led to
extreme hardship. Redistributing factories amongst fields of co-operatively
produced food provided, for him, a key manipulation of space into local
control. The internationalism of his thinking acknowledged the power, into the
twentieth century, of control over how things were done at home and extended to
how the manner of farming in Britain destabilised especially colonial countries
in their requirement to produce food for export. Discussing these views, and
in the light of the emergent realities following the Russian revolution, Ward
emphasised the way that Kropotkin felt at the beginning of the Soviet period:
the inevitable failure of asserting a central authority on far reaches across an
empire and directing attention to federations of independent units.9

Ward’s considerations of ‘how to get there’ were tempered through his
engagement with Martin Buber, who he acknowledged to be ‘a model of
gentle benevolence’.10 This became clear in his reading of Buber’s I and Thou
book,11 on forms of human engagement. For Buber, Kropotkin’s approach was
welcome but for its means, risking the threatening chasm of the unknown. The
answer would be not an imagined, hoped-for instant utopia, but through
working on other forms of human and social relationships. Ward worked for
forty years identifying and unpacking what he found to be relevant forms of
human and social relationship in our contemporary times. He acknowledged
their imperfections, their often convoluted evolution. For him, these were reality,
and remain so. These for him demonstrate potential in what happens now.

As his philosophy from Kropotkin reasoned, these relations featured great
strength from the distinctive combination of mutual aid and self-reliance.
Buber emphasised these too, as central to the sought for human condition.
Ward also felt that the conflict between the social and the political was a
permanent aspect of that condition. Perhaps, there is a crude duality between
the social and the political which betrays a misunderstanding. Values, atti-
tudes and the meanings of things significantly emerge not merely in the form
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of pre-givens but through our lives, our doings, actions and close-up human
relations, their occurrence through our actions and human relations I have
called ‘gentle politics’.12 Their character merges the social and the political.

Ward’s response was that

to weaken the state we must strengthen society, since the power of one is
the measure of the weakness of the other. Buber’s exploration of the
paths to utopia, far from confirming an acceptance of the way things are,
confirms, as do several of (his) influences, that the fact that there is no
route map to utopia does not mean that there are no routes to more
accessible destinations.13

Ward pursued and honed these influences in the way he engaged individuals
and families building their own homes, something particularly possible where
vacant sites are small and unprofitable for developers. He was a pioneer sup-
porter of self-build, DIY housing, avoiding the costs that leak away to middle
men.14 He worked hard in his writing, giving talks and in conversation to
encourage schools to engage children more intently in cultivating food and
participating more enquiringly in their surroundings, close-up environments,
as means to connect with life around them.

In ways, these examples, exemplars and expressions of mutual aid amidst
self-reliance participate in adjusting social and human relationships. They
render a market where you can give and take; where the currency is
co-operation.

Ward has been criticised for the way in which his focus on ‘the local’ of
small worlds can be construed as inward, parochial and a matter of closure.15

Yet he strenuously argued that the local, in a sense, does exist everywhere and
can simultaneously with overlapping networks of a federal arrangement;
always fluid, open and balanced between probably conflicting undercurrents
calmed through careful mutual attention. Accusations of being ‘too local’ are
ill placed. We live in a shared world, in whatever other condition we live. It is
too easy to feel the local to be small minded or isolationist. To argue so is to
fail to acknowledge the achievability of making adjustments to social and
political relations at all. To reach too widely is to reach domination. A flexible,
fluid and open approach achieves those numerous adjustments that Ward,
taking Buber a step forward, identified as the numerous modest steps to
where we might reach.

In Anarchy in Action he writes:

The argument of this book is that an anarchist society, a society which
organises itself without authority, is always in existence, like a seed
beneath the snow…. far from being a speculative vision of a future
society, it is a description of a mode of human organisation, rooted in
the experience of everyday life, which operates side by side with, and in
spite of, the dominant authoritarian trends of our society.16
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His feeling was that we do not have to worry about the boredom of utopia
because we will never get there: examples of possibility we can become through
a multitude of peaceful, mutually supportive actions and adjustments.

Like Colin, I was drawn to a curiosity more in what ‘ordinary’ (sic) indivi-
duals do. Colin was happy to join me in this project. Those who use allotments
express a poetic relation in what they do and in its relationalities with soil,
trees, sheds and others, relationally patterning, foremost in a metaphorical
sense, the spaces that emerge. Patterning with materiality but also patterning
their own lives and in relation with others doing the same, with mutual regard
and support. Situated practice and performance builds, reassures and agitates,
reciprocity typifies most (if not all) allotment practice. In turn, a curious
combination of intense co-operative engagement and the self almost lost in a
wider intensity of events enlightens our thinking regarding how landscape
occurs: in the practice of those relations.17 Landscape no longer recedes to the
institutionally bespoke; it occurs through our living.

As his philosophy drawn from Kropotkin reasoned, these relations featured
great strength from the distinctive combination of mutual aid and self-reliance.
Ward pointed out, this relationship is not all altruism. Giving and sharing
enable individuals to feel part of the community through their actions,
underpinned by a feeling of inclusion in the community, aware of the impor-
tance, socially, culturally, economically of one’s involvement in its continuity.
They feel a stake in the relationship that also may be reciprocated. On this
scale, having the right to give, to choose and to exchange freely, form an
important bond between people. In ways, in a market where you can give and
take, the currency is co-operation. It is especially welcome in communities that
feel themselves ineligible for the benefits available to wider society, and thus
excluded from relationship with that society. Allotments are often held together
in much the same way as other local mutual aid networks such as Local
Exchange Trading Systems, credit unions and shared savings groups.18

Through that shared work I was able to be, almost every week for over
two years, in direct contact with his ideas and his way of working, and
finding deeply his utmost sincerity. We kept in touch for years after that. This
collaboration or co-operation progressed mutually. Through that time, already
in his mid-sixties, he seemed always to be going somewhere – Brighton,
Manchester – to give a talk to enthusiastic audiences that usually included
many young people.

The town planner Patrick Geddes was one of his main influences.19 His
relationship with town planning bears apparent contradictions, his distaste for
the bland ordering of housing as against self-build and his admiration for the
UK post-war New Towns, for example. Yet in his BBCTV programme New
Town, Home Town 1979 he articulates, through the vocal testimony of new
town dwellers, the release that these were felt to give amongst the people who
moved from unhealthy, cramped and poorly constructed housing; cramped in
at least two ways: densely built up with small spaces outside literally to
breathe and also cramped in their lack of human opportunity, facilities,
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spaces of play. His realisation was in both the importance of opportunity to
explore one’s life and friendships around and the limits to the sociability
amongst often too easily romanticised ideas of close communities, amongst
squalor and blocked lives. Whilst regarding new towns, at least in their earlier
days of facility provision, as full of opportunity for self-creativity, he does not
shy away from criticising the debilitating bureaucratisation that crept through
in the shaping of people’s living space. He valued planning as a means, often
more potentially so than actual, to hold the risks of a market free-for-all; to
be flexible enough to protect the poor and especially those in need of a home.
His interest in human living space and people’s relationships with their sur-
roundings was spurred on by his having worked as an architectural assistant
during much of the time he edited Freedom.

Leisure and other anarchies

Geographies of leisure are rarely thought of in relation to notions of anarchy.
When this has been the case, it has been in association with chaos, even neo-
liberalism. The writings that flowed from Colin’s typewriter were never
regarded as chaos, or indeed neo-liberal! Just as his work on Anarchy – to
which he brought excellent writing and gave a wider media engagement with
excellent and inspiring, creative artwork – was far from chaotic.

Colin’s anarchy championed human life, supported the post-war development
of new towns; he wrote two classics (amongst many others) The Child in the
City, and The Child in the Country. He was deeply aware, having grown up in
London’s northeast end, of the importance of opportunity particularly
amongst the underprivileged. Yet he was never embittered; nor did he feel
against anyone, yet he was quick to identify the absurdity of renaming human
beings as consumers long before the Economic and Social Research Council
major study on consumption. He frowned at the loss of diversity and variety
in their associated richness and potential amongst which children could play
as ‘free space’, that dwindled in the name of efficiency, not always so efficient
for the development of rich lives amongst the poor. Freedom and creativity in
leisure were at the roots of what Colin felt were routes to a rich life, the
adjective not to be confused with financial riches.

Leisure geographies generally have a connection to state intervention and,
more recently, commercialisation. Especially earlier recruits came from
experience in or with local councils in the UK and their leisure provision and
town planning. Now concern mounts in response to austerity measures that
close local youth halls, privatise once public spaces such as shopping malls
and select public open spaces for commercial development.

Perhaps Colin’s support for new towns had stemmed from a hope that they
would yield opportunity more diverse, and sites more publicly available for a
diversity that often has been lost or was never ‘built in’. His support was
certainly not for a top down corporation detached from direct local democ-
racy. I often called him, and introduced him as a social anarchist. I feel sure
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that he was. A strange collaboration occurred when Ward co-authored the
book Sociable Cities.20 He wrote this time, surprisingly, with the Enterprise
Zone and London 2000 author Peter Hall. London 2000 epitomised the heavily
detached, bureaucratic and statist 1960s planning style; pushing motorways
through poor areas of the city, engineered design disrupting the lives of
thousands of people not consulted in the process. Ward came from a different
source. The book was founded on the idea that had long appealed to Ward,
of fresh starts for people’s lives through the carefully designed Garden City,
yet with spaces ‘left open’ for imaginative play.

After a handful of attempts over a century ago, the eventual postwar new
towns in Britain were much less humanly engaged and engaging. The new
book again addressed the possibilities of building new settlements that would
have a human grounding. Ward became increasingly ill at ease when the
progressive ideas of one of his mentors, Patrick Geddes, turned into a highly
bureaucratic machine that organised and built with little attention to human
life. Ward’s argument was for a new town, or garden city, that provided
infrastructure but welcomed self-build, the way Ward saw a progressive future
in the freedom of creativity and doing so more affordably.21 Ward pursued
Segal, his mentor and American anarchist thinker and campaigner, in pro-
moting self-built intervention as a decent, accessible creative possibility from
improved shanty towns to the western world.

To a degree Ward found an exemplar of self-build-based garden cities in
coastal areas of England and especially east of London. These areas, scattered
and now in decline, were the Plotlands, built by returning servicemen and others
moving out of crowded cities after the First and then Second World War.22

Buying a cheap plot, on low cost, poor quality land, households were able to
build their idea of a home, not reliant upon either local council or capitalist
designs (who predominantly built homes paid for by the councils); master-
plans or hands-off building. They could build step by step as they liked and
could afford, to their choosing: they participated directly in what they were
going to live in. Over the decades that followed, some areas may have
declined; but many have gradually been enhanced, with refreshed gardens,
new building improvements and so on. Alas, they lack the infrastructure that
Ward saw as essential. It is no surprise that many households have moved
away in the absence of things like proper drainage.23

The combination of state support and the freedom to do strikes at the core
of Ward’s adaption of anarchist thinking from Kropotkin to the mid-twentieth-
century Paul Goodman. It also exemplifies Ward’s more socialist side of
concern for the poor. That coupled with his concern for education in living, in
engagement with one’s local environment, for which he wrote several books
and many articles, especially directed towards teachers and their creativity
too, informed the power of his books on children’s lives in city and country.24

Moreover, whilst he encouraged opportunity, freedom and creativity to
empower poor households to do, themselves, he acknowledged that their
energy was not inexhaustible, and so once again required state support. He
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was concerned for working-class culture; he saw freedom as central to its release
from poverty and acknowledged the rich diversity that immigrant people bring
to invention in non-predictive freeplay. In similar ways the town or city child
was also a country child, desirous of green space too. In this, as in other
spaces that Ward examined, there is a yearning for a more participative role
for the local council or other responsible body; working with households,
providing opportunity and safety assistance but not dominating the scene.

Perhaps at first even more ironically, Ward, with the geographer-planner
Denis Hardy, wrote encouragingly about the early years of holiday camps.
Therein, they unearthed – amidst their managed components of instructing
when campers were to wake up in time for breakfast – a freedom to play, for
adults and children alike, with plentiful facilities all around them, however
much competitions ordered parts of the day.25

His work on the book we shared brought Colin perhaps more directly into
anarchic contributions to green ideas and ecological attitudes: an examination,
both historical and contemporary, of small plots that people rent for the growing
of food, emerging from a need for food for the poor today to be a focus of
freedom to grow and how to grow one’s own; to have access to land to feed a
family; open opportunity to cultivate as one wishes; being creative with
materials; recycling and making material and metaphorical landscape in the
process. We documented from archives and long informal interviews. These
are allotments or community gardens.26 Moreover, there is a strong social
grounding of conviviality in the ways in which plotholders spend their time on
their plot. Recycling, typical of numerous allotments, may be more to do with
saving money than saving the planet, yet for many it is both. Distinctively,
whilst there may be some mutual competition, the character that binds them
together socially and culturally is self-help combined with mutual aid: sharing
of crops, seeds and tips of cultivation, help in working the ground, a new way
of social organisation in the sharing of what is grown, and mutual reliance in
the gift relationship amongst them. The allotment site is an alternative to the
street that became a channel for cars; it is also an alternative to barren fields,
supermarkets and their carparks that speak of airmile fuel. These plots continue
to provide seeds of possibility and progress.

All types of community gardens can exhibit particular emphasis on this
dimension of plotholding, managing their sites together. Increasing numbers
of allotment holders do the same now. From these ventures the community
derives strength.

In the posthumous collection of a number of Colin’s essays and talks,
Talking Green, in which he drew threads that had grown through his life, his
concern for pollution and green leisure space emerges. He makes a strong case
for the distancing of business and science from human beings at large. In one
of its written talks, ‘The Green Personality’, Ward links Kropotkin’s Fields,
Factories and Workshops with the contemporary green personality: ‘It pleads
for a new economy in the energies used in supplying the needs of human life,
since these needs are increasing and the energies are not inexhaustible’.27
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Around the time we met, Colin had written that in places like allotments
and community gardens, there was a mutuality amongst cultivators and other
users of these places that offered seeds for possibility and social progress. But
for him, allotments provided significant degrees of freedom and creativity too.
In this we found great mutuality of ideas and approach. For him, the child in
the city and in the country needed leisure space for creativity and experiment.

His The Child in the City combined individuals’ voices and illustrations by
the photographer Ann Golzen that expressed an intensity, variety and inge-
nuity of urban childhood: not objectifying the human being but letting them
speak in an image, certainly not mere ‘illustrations’. In many of the images
there is a sense of loss or of unattainability as children look out of a torn net
curtain to a world of outside freedoms; others make a fire to enjoy the burning,
recycle simple cheap material into an imagined toy. Images of children in
poor, crowded cities across the world add further impromptu, serendipitous
character and insights to the potential of recycling, colonising spaces where
people are planned out; at least where the young are unconsidered.

As with all of Ward’s work these are not messages of nostalgia, but an alert
as to what can be but often isn’t: blocked but imagined opportunity, possibility,
hope – despite all this, strands of determined invention. In play he found
protest and exploration, but also identity, with place as a significant source of
what that identity means or feels like. In where and how play is made Ward
saw creativity and a practice of what we might call ‘worlding’. His influence
was felt in the adventure playground movement, propelled by people at large,
as it was in the housing self-build movement. Although for some it can deliver
significant advantages for those needing to save for a house; the DIY home
surely could be in part considered a leisure activity too.

Ward examined the everyday spaces of young people’s lives and how, given
the opportunity, they can negotiate and re-articulate the various environments
they inhabit. In his earlier text on children in the city, the more famous of the two,
Colin Ward explored the creativity and uniqueness of children and how they
cultivate what he said to me was ‘the art of making the city work’. He argued
that through play, appropriation and imagination, children can counter
adult-based intentions and interpretations of the built environment.

In The Child in the Country he unsettled familiar approaches to rural life
and its spaces at that time. In the city many children were often hidden, but there
was a greater awareness of their circumstance, even existence of contemporary
poor, in the postwar decades. It inspired the geographer Chris Philo to call for
more attention to be paid to young people as a ‘hidden’ and marginalised
group in society who frequently feel their life alienated in small communities
that can suffer from distinct lack of opportunities in play as, later, in work.
Ward, however, was keen to stress the individuality of children and their
educational needs.

Typically of Colin Ward, his streets of anarchy were not for barricades, but
for opportunity and potential. Understanding children, for example, provided
a means to go further in working out ways of enabling them to reach those
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possibilities, showing great awareness of the potentialities of children in their
encounters with space. The challenge lies in an approach to enable children
through freedom to discover more of their lives, through a freedom that is
also made safe. There is also great value in learning from children as from
any individuals and collectives seeking to discover, in many cases to repair,
their lives; through which better to enable possibility, but not to think in
terms of ‘achievement’, but to have choice of what to do and how to use.

Other kinds of spaces appealed to Ward. It may seem an absurd contra-
diction to discover that Ward also wrote a book on Chartres Cathedral,
seemingly a gem of institutionalism and the hand of a Great Architect; a
rather different kind of space. This is a book in Folio Society high quality
and lavish with colour illustrations.28 Yet the relevance of this book to
his anarchic thought lay in its focus. The focus is on the workers, the
craftsmen and possibly women who built the cathedral. His text concerns
the beauty that these people lent to the work; the quirks of individuals that
left their own trace in what they made. The gentle anarchy of the builders of
the cathedral, not the highly paid designers or financiers, appealed to Colin,
who detested tyrannies, as he understood them to be, of visionary thinking,
with its potential for coercion and almost inevitable unevenness of power. I
think that Colin’s sense of gentleness in political thinking-action came to
inform a gentle, everyday politics formed significantly of and through living
relations and doings, able in the process to make change happen, in the way
Colin saw it.

Concluding thoughts

In the 1890s Kropotkin worried over the expanses of empty fields in parts of
England at a time of increased mechanisation and imports: ‘we have fields,
but few men go in… man is conspicuous by his absence from those meadows;
he rolls them with a heavy roller in the spring; he spreads manure every three
years, then he disappears until the time has come to make the hay’.29 Plus ça
change. In the 1970s the cultivator and writer John Seymour wrote:

He knows a man who farms 10,000 acres with three men and seasonal
contractors, growing barley. Cut that land [exhausted as it is] up into a
thousand plots of ten acres each, give it to a family trained to use it, and
within ten years the production coming from it would be enormous…. an
extremely diverse countryside, orchards, young tree plantations, a myriad
of small plots of land growing a multiplicity of different crops, farm animals
and hundreds of happy and healthy children.30

Marie Louise Berneri, a respected Italian anarchist thinker and practitioner
ended her book that documented utopian thought from Plato to Aldous
Huxley, Journey through Utopia with her typical insight on William Morris’s
News from Nowhere:
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utopias where men [sic] were free from both physical and moral compul-
sion, where they worked not out of necessity or a sense of duty but
because they found work a pleasurable activity, where love knew no laws
and where everyman was an artist. Utopias have often been plans of
societies functioning mechanically, dead structures conceived by econo-
mists, politicians and moralists; but they have also been the living dreams
of poets.31

Echoing Berneri, Ward’s writing too concerned freedoms, self and co-operative
creativity and expression; new forms of social organisation; mutual aid and
reciprocity unhindered by institutional ordering and controls. For him these
threads were already to be found, thrusting gently and offering ideas and
potentialities for ever wider take up, to be applied, now, in the spaces where
we live.

Colin died in 2010 at the age of 85, and survives in his numerous literatures
that express those concerns that he felt deeply. He left me with refreshed ideas
and a richer approach to research, one that was both more located in the
humanities and listening to the subjective feelings about the world than the
social sciences: one that has become increasingly prevalent across many
disciplines, and notably, geography.
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9 Moment, flow, language, non-plan
The unique architecture of insurrection
in a Brazilian urban periphery

Rita Velloso1

This chapter examines June’s 2013 Brazilian urban demonstrations that started
in Belo Horizonte’s Metropolitan Area, considering them to be a new type of
political action, led by citizens who live on the capital cities’ poor peripheries,
thus allowing the emergence of new recognisable social actors. These upris-
ings took place in the outskirts of Greater Belo Horizonte’s peripheral
neighbourhoods, which are connected to the city by federal roads, where local
people built barricades to block the access in and out of the capital. Belo
Horizonte, in opposition to Rio de Janeiro, was designed to hide its poor
inhabitants. If in Rio the limits between middle class neighbourhoods and
favelas are not that well defined – always mixing people and places – here the
spatial segregation is natural to the point that the local government uses the
academic jargon ‘extensive occupation’ to describe our outlying suburbs.
The peripheral population’s aims through these insurrections were not simply to
pose the problem of replacing local government but to regain control of their
territory. Their struggle was waged by the transformation of the traditional
urban planning logic, centre/power/margin/oppression, that usually defines
large metropolitan areas. Emphatically, their claim is to establish new lines of
escape from urban poverty while achieving citizenship, beginning to explore
new ways of doing politics.

Moment

In early 2013 I was developing a study on the architecture of uprisings and
insurgencies based on two distinct moments in urban history: first, the poli-
tical and even spatial effect in the 1871 Paris commune and its proposal for a
self-managed government in France, and second, May 1968 events, also in
Paris, which not only were a culmination of social processes that unfolded
into new and radical spatial practices but also reverberated into multiple
urban environments in other European and American cities.

Although these were such different occasions, both Henri Lefebvre and
Guy Debord analysed them more in terms of their similarities rather than
their divergences. Both authors describe the Commune and May 1968 as
moments of an urban proto-revolution. Lefebvre argues that these political



and spatial experiences could be the basis of an entire urban theory, addres-
sing social and spatial praxis, spontaneity, creativity and, in Lefebvre’s words,
‘reconnaissant l’espace social en termes politiques et ne croyant pas qu’un
monument puisse être innocent’2; Debord, on the other hand reflects upon the
Commune’s weeks and events in order to establish his peculiar perspective on
political interpretation and the fascinating idea of a councilist government of
the city, as an alternative to urbanism. As Debord proposes:

The most revolutionary idea concerning urbanism is not itself urbanistic,
technological or aesthetic. It is the project of reconstructing the entire
environment in accordance with the needs of the power of workers
councils, of the antistate dictatorship of the proletariat, of executory
dialogue. Such councils can be effective only if they transform existing
conditions in their entirety; and they cannot set themselves any lesser task
if they wish to be recognised and to recognise themselves in a world of
their own making.3

I certainly agree with Lefebvre and Debord that such relevant political
hypothesis were formulated on those two stages: the 1871 urban praxis in
relation to the experiences of inhabitants’ participation in urban governments,
and the 1968 involvement of groups and individuals in decision making pro-
cesses of megacities. In addition, the hypothesis developed by Lefebvre and
Debord could also be aligned with the very anarchist principles of voluntary
association, egalitarianism, direct action and radical democracy. In diverse
degrees, those two important moments have influenced contemporary urban
thought, through particular thinkers, or ‘performatively’ through the rebellions
themselves4.

Investigating the past topographic memory of cities can prepare us for
present times, where such procedures catalyse interpretations of events that
bring people together, and at the same time help us understand the centrifugal
actions of urban dwellers when sharing places, building networks and dis-
seminating spatial knowledge. This practice results in a research method that
explores these circumstances from the inside out, as it aims to understand the
history of political riots through its spatial traces, effects and impacts, often
camouflaged by urban morphology, plans or designs. The logic of urban his-
torical and economic arrangements only makes sense when the appropriation
of space by social actors is taken into account. Besides, analyses of past or
current urban uprisings are only possible when combined with representations
that have often been reconstructed from fragments of narratives taken from
concepts and tools across disciplinary fields. The underlying, driving question
behind this research as a whole has been to understand what those singular
insurgent spatial practices mean to the peripheral cities in a metropolitan
region; to comprehend them in terms of leaving traces in urban dwellers’ ‘real
life’. In other words, during and after those days of insurgency, how should
the relation between social actors and urban government be considered?5
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How have the conflicts with government contributed to how people resituate
agendas and negotiations for social justice?6 How have those momentary
ruptures and everyday struggles re-positioned everyday solidarities or mutual
aid between neighbours?7

Therefore when in June 2013 demonstrations began in Brazil, so many
questions were raised that they had to be placed next to those historical
experiences of 1871 and 1968 in order to try and build a hypothesis: a theoretical
and empirical interrogation that exposed a changing reality.

At first it was largely publicised by mainstream media that the demonstrations
lacked focus, that the actions were diffuse and that people on the streets did not
really know what they were protesting for or against. Police and government
bodies wondered flabbergasted on national news who and where were the
leaders of these movements, who could not be reached by media. Squares and
streets were occupied for the very first time in decades, with large demonstra-
tions, and roads blocked: the government, policy-makers and the mainstream
media were stunned by urban sites transformed into intense political stages,
ruptured momentarily for some days or even weeks by collective acts of dissent.
Consequently, if there were no readable images of these political subjects to
broadcast, no recognisable social actor in charge of these uprisings, no rallies
or evidence of any political party, this kind of political performance could and
would not be caught in the grids of usual interpretation.

In order to comprehend June 2013’s momentum, a significant part of the
Brazilian left intellectuality tried to recall their own experiences established
during the political revolts during the dictatorship of 1960–1980s, refusing to
see that there was definitely something new and radically different in these
demonstrations. At that point, they made a plea for categories related to them
as social subjects that would allow them to recognise the legitimacy of
demonstrations to some extent.

At first glance, what happened in June 2013 is difficult to see through or
even to comprehend. Undeniably the assemblage of facts presented could no
longer be discussed as enshrined in sociological analysis but perhaps as urban
studies. Amid this opacity, which does not reduce the huge validity of these
facts – quite the opposite – what can be concluded from this experience is the
formulation of hypotheses. It is precisely this hypothetical context (perceptual,
linguistic and historical hypothesis) in which I write this current narrative: a
moment of formulation aimed at understanding the peculiarities of some of
Belo Horizonte’s political movements.

Firstly it should be noted that what caught the attention of the regional
newspapers between June and July 2013 was the fact that something peculiar
was happening in these demonstrations, showing a very specific context: the
modus operandi was the occupation of Belo Horizonte’s historical city centre
where people appeared to be having a party or celebration. In spite of this,
protesters claimed that their number one public enemy was the International
Football Federation (FIFA) because of its building projects for the 2013
Confederations Cup in Brazil. What is not only ironic but also beautiful to
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have witnessed is the fact that tens of thousands of Brazilians were rallying
against football – which culturally and symbolically is part of our national
pride.

We could say that the festival, a collective and celebrative action presented
by Henri Lefebvre as symbol of a proto-revolutionary moment, was present
in the June demonstrations. At the same time, there was a great lack, because
in Belo Horizonte the demonstration route was always the same. Aside from
the marches toward the Soccer Arena Mineirão, they were performed in the
historical city centre, along with the best-known public spaces of Station
Square, Seven Square, Liberty Square and Savassi Square. At first they were
not reported by the biggest city newspapers until the moment that the main
local TV channel (Globo news) was forced to report in the evening news.
However, as news began to emerge, unexpectedly a series of riots took place
throughout the metropolitan area. For our research goals, it seemed somehow
meaningful to collect the news and then think about that material and those
records because, first, there seemed to be a political movement with a sig-
nificant territorial impact and second, the riots were performed beyond the
administrative city limits of Belo Horizonte in cities located on the outskirts
of the metropolitan area.

Between 24 June and 2 July it became increasingly clear how distinctive the
demonstrations happening in the 11 cities located in the peripheral centrality
of the Metropolitan Area were, which blocked state and federal roads that
gave access to Belo Horizonte (BH) city centre. These blockages or protests
began at dawn, and negotiations between police officers and the inhabitants
of these margins lasted usually until 9am when passage was regained. As June
progressed, roads were being frequently closed by demonstrators, to the point
where roads from eight out of the 34 cities on the outskirts of Greater BH,
were simultaneously blocked. What at first appeared to be a number of irre-
levant events gained momentum in the media as these blockages of interstate
transportation of goods were affecting trade, industry and the economy.

During this moment in time it was impossible to forecast how many people
would be participating on a daily basis, as the uprisings that took place in the
suburbs of Ribeirão das Neves, Jaboticatubas and Sabará had been very dis-
organised. If on one day you had 20 people, a couple of sofas, some sticks
and some bikes lying on the road, on others there were hundreds of local
people as well as truck drivers adhering to the movement as they tried to pass
by these areas. This architecture of insurgencies was completely unpredictable
for the following weeks and for this to be reported in the news was very special,
as Belo Horizonte is a city that traditionally hides its poor population.

Unlike Rio de Janeiro, where the contact between favelas and neighbour-
hoods, people and places happens all the time, in Belo Horizonte social and
spatial segregation is naturalised and incorporated not only into govern-
mental speeches as ‘extensive occupation’ but also in some scientific texts,
papers and research with its invariant: ‘the urban design of Belo Horizonte
and its outlying suburbs’.8 To some extent it is undeniable that the capital’s
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historic city centre predominates over all these poor neighbourhoods and
workers’ lives as it has been designed to be a unique centrality; to be inhabited
by only bureaucracy and the upper and middle classes. Irrefutably, territories
around the state capital were historically constituted to be segregated ones;
however, the events of June 2013 shone a new light on this outdated urban
configuration and its restraints.

Although Belo Horizonte is a very old functionalist city, planned in the
nineteenth century to be triumphantly modern and utilitarian, it is a kind of
urban space that rapidly lost its character due to the ideological device that
inspired its design, as well as the exhaustion of a peculiar Brazilian cultural
process that is constantly adopting international urban models. Aarão Reis, a
Brazilian engineer who coordinated Belo Horizonte’s urban design team had
been Eugène Haussmann’s student at the École Polytechnique in Paris and, as
a result, the city was planned from the very beginning to oppose insurgency –
but only for the emulation of the Haussmanian Paris, as, strictly speaking, it
was constructed to ward off any possibility of conflict by ignoring it, pushing
it spatially aside and not dealing with it. The city would therefore affirm itself
as a spatial structure for a new Republican State, translating into geometrical
ideals of order and control.9

The issue with urban matrix configuration in a capital city is that its spaces
should serve as a model for a particular aesthetic experience combined with
the expectation of rational knowledge and cosmopolitanism. This ideology of
the city conceived a model of urban space that enabled the transfer of both
categories of thought as if to provide transpositions for different contexts. It
means adaptation to different time frames and historically variable conditions
of possibility. In the end, it was a model conceived exactly in opposition to
any kind of symbolic appropriation and everyday spatial practices, which are
always local and singular.

In Belo Horizonte, the urban planning team applied the so-calledHaussmanian
rules for Paris almost schematically – an exact boundary within which the
governmental apparatus had legal authority was drawn, and this avenue that
circumscribed the urban territory was named Avenida do Contorno (Contour
Avenue).

Despite remaining unequivocally linked to the State and its rationality, the
plans for a modern city in the region of Minas Gerais were never fully com-
pleted. Capital of a very stratified region, during its implementation Belo
Horizonte suffered the Brazilian economic crises and the effects of the 1929
crash. As a result, only a third of its buildings and places were accomplished,
with large construction projects being abandoned in the foundation phase.
With a low population density, and no dynamic production or work, where
people lived without financial, commercial or technical support, could be
described as a city that was in fact a large construction site.

Furthermore, the relation between power structures and everyday life
makes it essential to conceive and produce specific types of urban spaces in
order to achieve the concreteness of domination. The establishment of political
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technologies by any governmental state involves the control of the urban territory,
which takes place, par excellence, by land regulation, partitioning and property
laws, or, in other words, by the effective regulation of the use of urban places
in which people live their everyday lives. Belo Horizonte could here again be
considered as an urban experiment: settling down its inhabitants according to
their social background without considering merging different social classes;
therefore urban zoning was taken very seriously in order to operate and protect
bureaucracy and the bourgeoisie. To be labelled a functionalist city was never
an uncomfortable title for Belo Horizonte, as official governmental narratives
hid their segregationist assumptions behind the argument of an ever-glimpsed
national role: the mirage of the internationalised metropolis in the State of
Minas Gerais.

Social conflicts should not be expected here! This was an urban society of
public servants, government employees and all kinds of families that migrated
from the countryside anxious to preserve and continue living their traditional
lives. Workers’ claims or demands from working class neighbourhoods were
not foreseen, not here in a capital city living under the burden of freedom and
republican allegories.

Belo Horizonte is often presented as the centre of economic activity in
Minas Gerais, structured as a single centrality. Almost everything that happens
here converges to the intersection of the main Avenues Afonso Pena and
Amazonas, the north/south and east/west axes that exist since the city knows
itself as an urban configuration. The image of the city is not only an abstract
one, but a powerful geographic constituency that continuously establishes its
compelling spatial boundaries.

Flow

In 2012/2013, Brazil was discussing the emergence of a so-called ‘new middle
class’, due to the good economic momentum the country had been experiencing.
Surprisingly, it was exactly this group of inhabitants, according to government
statistics, who were objecting, arguing their right to move and access the town
centre and claim their right to collective consumer goods. It seemed that for
the first time, their voice had reached traditional areas in Belo Horizonte.

During those moments of road blockages, it was clear that the metropolis’
poor suburban inhabitants were aspiring for the very same issues fought for in
other demonstrations in Brazil and abroad; if on one hand the movment was
clearly in alignment with Occupy Wall Street, the Arab Spring and the
Anonymous movement, on the other hand participants were also asking
questions about their basic needs. As residents wrote in a pamphlet: ‘How can a
neighbourhood full of rich companies harbour so much poverty?’10 Questioning
infrastructure provision is not a trivial nor a political inquiry but a pro-
blematising response. These uprisings have touched upon a matter of political
praxis, as its strategy to tackle segregation has become clear. The tactics used
by the inhabitants of the outskirts of greater Belo Horizonte in June and July
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2013 places them as new political subjects as they close access by appro-
priating spaces of flow. Peripheral regions demonstrate the inability of historic
cities to deal with incompleteness, while improvisation shows at the same time
the spatial logic of the urban expansion process.

Traditionally, city centre workers live in Greater Belo Horizonte’s poorer
cities, leading to private and state property investments that have no connec-
tions with social actors and urban subjectivities. Theses peripheral cities in
Belo Horizonte’s metropolitan area were conceived to receive low-income
inhabitants, working in steel mills or the mining industry and construction.
As a consequence, there are large low-income housing estates mostly built
between the 1950s and 1970s that are, nowadays, sorely deteriorated. Beside
this, there are no investments in design for public spaces, or improving neigh-
bourhoods concerning the social stratum of their singular inhabitants. Those
peripheral suburbs can be considered as islands with poor connection to the
inner city, although they undoubtedly express the social heterogeneity of
the metropolitan area.

Groups of individuals and residents show how they understand the correlation
of forces in insulating and reinventing their social space through conflicts that
are brief and more like ephemeral breaks. Above all, these ruptures are decisive in
order for the city-metropolis inhabitants and government to understand the
relevance of peripheral residents’ place in society, and the importance of those
neighbourhoods in terms of being configured as peripheral centralities.

Transport interruptions and movements expose the architecture of metropoli-
tan riots, which aim not to take any political power. Metropolitan insurrections
do not pose the problem of replacing governments; more importantly their
struggle is for the transformation of the logic of centre/power/margin/oppression
that defines the capital city. One territory configured as a peripheral centrality
begins to reverse control schemes in the metropolis and operate with another
underlying logic, able to establish lines of escape from urban poverty through
demonstrations, riots, insurgencies: decentralised and/or polycentric events,
their movements are ‘building blocks’ towards increasing the power of struggles.
It becomes clear that the city (as an appropriated space) is included in more
than one specific dimension of poverty; workers – the metropolitan precariat
whose homes are in the outskirts – are able to articulate the common struggle
in contention for mobility and accessibility.

The urban struggles in Brazilian peripheries explain the exhaustion of a
functionalist urban design model adopted for decades in this country: the
demonstrations make evident how zoning and other urban politics are thought
out; those riots and barricades express how segregation is no less than a spatial
category closely linked to political processes and ideologies, applied to reinforce
deteriorative everyday life conditions.

Centrality does not have an institutional dimension, it defines an urban
area of economic and population density, heterogeneity of uses, functional
complexity, diverse concentration of commerce and private and public services.
If people in those places are asking for the provision of public space, one can
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conclude that the periphery protesting is a becoming-centre. Their power is
produced exactly by the perception of its inhabitants that they are trapped in
areas without any urban activity build-up that is aimed at establishing them
as a centrality. When the perspectives of economic development and new
urban design proposals that are distributed around the Metropolitan Region
are analysed, one can comprehend that none of them even minimally designs
peripheries which provide decent living conditions for the people.

Centre–periphery is a mosaic of neighbourhoods and spatial-temporalities;
people coming and going along their extensive itineraries, back and forth
from the centre. Their protests refuse an established and traditional order
expressed in urban configurations that expect them to have no strong con-
nections with cultural, technological or even economic activities in addition
to being ‘productive’ proletarians. It is required that people living in that
peripheral centrality accept what the historical town centre says centralities in
peripheries should be. It is as if the periphery were about to grasp some qualities
and facilities that only the old centre has and consequently, the centre, as a
political and social reference, adopts a position to tell people living in per-
ipheries what they want, how to get there and what is good for them. The
periphery is still waiting to be integrated and the centre has still to fulfil its
promise.

But the truth is that the periphery needs different rules than those established
in the centre. June 2013 seemed therefore to be a kind of redemption of Belo
Horizonte’s history. Undoubtedly it has been an occasion to discover new sig-
nificant spaces in the metropolis, spaces that have been defined as specific
locations for crowd movements. There have been small disputes, off-centre
and polycentric ones, which have redesigned some details of the city and its
capillarity. It was clear that significant transformations occurred in those
micro-scale territories that were able to reverberate through metropolitan areas.

Roads were simultaneously blocked with sofas and the mayor refused to
negotiate with ‘people who placed “some” sofas on the road’.11 There were
three different barricades built, by three unrelated neighbourhoods, along the
highway that crossed Ribeirão das Neves – where the first protest started in
June – and they all had very similar claims. This caused chaos to transport
links, the police could not clear the roads and as television broadcasted
images from the buses more people turned up to join the riots, almost turning
the event into a party.

In order to understand the logic of clusters and networks in these move-
ments, our group of researchers heard from the inhabitants some answers to
the questions addressed to government officers who were in possession of the
investment budget of their respective municipalities. However, these answers
had no power over decision-making processes that could affect the daily lives
of those urban residents.

It was astonishing to note how people understood the structural problems
of the city, and at the same time had no information about their own neigh-
bourhood in relation to other neighbourhoods. Sabará, for example,
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presented the same lack of investment as Rio Manso: its residents understood
who were the entrepreneurs, investors, state alliances with real estate, but they
still lacked the tools to exercise any control over their territories on a local or
micro-local scale.

It seems that the act of protesting had been decisive and supported by
residents, with many of them aware that they would only gain any visibility
due to the interruption of road accesses, as this touched upon a central point
in terms of transportation. This impact had been noted by a large portion of
the metropolitan population that, to begin with, were supporting all events
that happened in June. However, when closures began affecting supply they
pulled out, remarking that ‘truck drivers in Chile helped topple Allende’ and
began warning of the risks posed by a shortage of goods.

It is important to note that the road demonstrations never grew in number
of people taking part; in fact, the key point was to understand the archi-
tecture of metropolitan flows, as well as what is at stake when popular action
disrupts the efficiency of people’s daily routines and lives in upper class
neighbourhoods. Bikers, motorcycle taxis, couriers and suburban residents,
who lay beside the motorcycles on the road, participated in these demon-
strations, and children complained about how the authorities had money
enough to build the soccer team sports centre but no money at all to provide
safe points for pedestrians to cross the main roads, a demand that came after
12 years of waiting for a project that was still not finished!

We can only imagine how ephemeral those events and moments were, and,
at the same time, how significant. It took a deep intelligence that can only
come from a pragmatic claim and a demand for a good collective consumption –
such as water supply and the right to transport and security amongst others.
Beyond any doubt, it took a political claim to end the invisibility of poor
people inhabiting the fringes of the metropolis. Something very powerful
happens when roads are blocked – there is a very singular network made of
flows interrupted – denoting how the complex space of a metropolitan area
could be momentarily reconfigured as a time of proto-urban revolution – in
other words, an effective device for interrupting forms of control and reversing
resistance networks.

Language

These kinds of protests in Brazilian peripheries have shown a singular form of
political action whose strength lies in generic cooperation, networks of soli-
darity and mutual aid. Demonstrations that block roads are events in which
people are beginning to explore new ways of doing politics. That political
praxis, once collectively constructed through people’s performances, symbolically
reconfigures the landscape of large cities, allowing new relations of collective
power that will constitute the expression of many subjectivities. The riots were
for those dwellers in peripheries the unique dialogical representations produced
in their own language games.
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Communicative interaction took place as an effect of mutual articulation
by the people who organised the protests, which, in Minas Gerais, should
only be considered a popular victory and unfortunately not a spectacular one.
It is significant that the conflict could have been amplified as part of the
urban history of this capital city; not only by making its peripheries visible to
the rest of the city but, above all, by empowering protesters who were finally
aware of what was happening in their neighbourhood. The news concerning
these demonstrations has certainly resulted in an acknowledgement of this,
which is, in itself, a form of self-reflection of subjectivities.

Such modulation of political articulation assuredly exposed a particular
conflict to a wider audience, extrapolating the geographical reach of the event
itself, and indicating how learning and knowledge can be generally taken
today as the very definition of social productivity. The action of protest set in
motion a unique form of cooperation rooted in the communicative competency
of individuals, or, what has been called since Marx, general intellect – an
entirely implicated form of cooperation in communicative attitudes and the
diffuse creativity of human beings.

Precisely who are these political subjectivities built in the periphery? The
crowd – a confluence of many – that has nothing to do with the One constituted
by the State, but rather re-determines the unit that traditionally defines people.
The crowd as a category of production based upon language and constructed
from a network of individuals, is a form of political and social existence of the
many as many. In other words, it is the mode of being of many singularities
that realise the generic power of speaking when it fits them.

Individuals in protests are both a hybrid and juxtaposition and, because of
that, are given unlimited potential of their own. Their power comes from their
encounter and is prior to any particular thing or shape in what Virno calls
‘collective centrifugal’.12 The crowd is a plurality in the public scene, in
collective action; an attention to common issues is an intersection that is not
promise but premise: language, intellect and ‘the common faculties of
humanity’ according to Virno.13 The act of gathering together ‘the many’
precedes the moment when they come together to perform insurgent prac-
tices. Each person in that crowd is there because they share everyday experi-
ence. In a word, they have in common a way of trying to experience and
confront the world.

Expression is a matter that is configured to give voice and establish language,
finding gaps for claims to appear. As any dweller of these regions quickly
realised, it is the power of speech that turned this action into something new –
there was no need to be politically engaged in a party or union, simply
because, at that time, traditional ways of complaint and contestation would
not help them reach their goals.14 In this centripetal arrangement of sub-
jectivities, which operates through knowledge, communication and language,
dwellers are no longer passive consumers of information. People create new
collective networks of expression as long as they share linguistic and cognitive
attitudes. After all, people speak as inhabitants; that is, they express
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themselves in exactly the opposite way to the professional technique of speech
or ‘specialised’ discourses.

The everyday performances in public arenas is what mobilises the production
of real meaning in the possibility of extracting new forms of significance of
our cultural world and of discovering new modes of social expression. All
communication in everyday life is productive if it is either a sum of resistance
born from expressions or if the claim articulates a moment of life as movement,
as argued by Toni Negri.15

What subjectivity emerges then as political actors of uprisings? A plural
subjectivity that replaces the masses and assumes trans-individual dimensions.
Political actors are the sum of the resistance of subjectivities that have a generic
faculty of speech – the undetermined power of saying. Speech articulation
acts to produce new power relations by those taking part in riots and perhaps
that is the main force of the crowd; that current urban uprisings are not
manifestations of political representation but actions that put in motion a
new grammar for political expression – the right to resistance and to struggle
for some right that is worthy of being defended.

Non-plan

For those who live in the suburbs and want to participate in a political praxis,
the horizon of expression is the production of their everyday life in addition
to particular economic configurations. A significant political and spatial
practice concerns establishing ways of cooperation, solidarity, mutual aid.
The very realm of production implies taking into consideration all life forms
developed in the everyday which, at the end, is configured as a constellation
of social relations, habits, customs and tactics of surviving.

For all those who are dedicated to thinking about the metropolitan per-
ipheries’ regional planning by taking insurgencies as a starting point, a brand
new territorial agenda emerges, requiring an effort to handle multi-scalar
autonomies and polycentric interrelationships, For the very first time, since
the development of the Brazilian periphery during the 1950s, another new
form of territory arises; it is a periphery that is a new type of centrality that
establishes another urban hierarchy – a singular new urban arrangement that
presents a new hierarchy of diverse centralities, each of them producing its
own form of expression and discourses.

As moments of uprisings are able to change the course of plans for the
metropolis, what is the power of insurgencies in this transformation of urban
forms when the crowd becomes a category that thinks of the crisis of the
State-form as the effective foundation for a new urban plan? How should one
confront the spatial unfolding of demonstrations that results in interruption
and disruption of regulatory frameworks of state planning? Compared to
planning based on cohesion – which then results in state coercion over the
territory – what is the meaning of this kind of spatial appropriation? These
are the questions that will outline a conclusion.
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An analytical model can find its coherence around a given situation, an
urban event that brings together a certain period, specific dynamics, and social
actors whose identities and trajectories come to the surface by the action
inscribed in networks and practices that constitute a social space. Therefore,
the insurgency is a kind of ‘counter-use’ place that defies urban analysis.
Through uprisings, the exhaustion and/or the impossibility of designing as well
as predefining uses of spaces within the urban entirety is evident. However, this
praxis does not fit in the categories of planning or urbanism.

In June 2013, the voices from the streets rejected the idea of urban planning
by unveiling a new terrain for antagonism, which, in Henri Lefebvre’s terms, had
to be included in the calculation of conditions of possibility to the substantive
Urban.16 Lefebvre is the author that called urban uprising a moment to think
of the common and collective externally from State logics. However, upris-
ings, riots and insurgencies – all those examples of a moment called proto-
revolutionary, in Lefebvre’s terminology, must be updated in order to describe
the metropolitan life experienced by the crowd. In the neoliberal metropolis,
an individual is always exposed to the unexpected, unusual and sudden
changes, having to remain her/himself flexible to the changing urban experience.
The context and experience of the metropolis is, to a large extent, training for
precariousness, always requiring urgent adaptation. Here, in this metropolitan
area, one simultaneously lives through precariousness and variability, multi-
laterally exposed to the world: ‘individuals move in a reality always and
anyway renewed multiple times’.17

More than ever, urban and spatial thought are requiring the critical aim of
reinventing democracy. Organisational and institutional forms must be built
that can go beyond State logics, for example, a radically new form of
democracy in terms of tacit knowledge, beyond the fallacious division
between the technocratic employees of the agencies of urban planning and the
participation techniques conducted, not uncommonly, by the same agencies.
The realistic search for new forms of political action requires us to imagine
how to sustain a radical democracy, ‘nothing interstitial, marginal or residual,
but the concrete appropriation and re-articulation of knowledge/power,
something that nowadays is frozen in the administrative apparatus of the
state’.18

We must think of confrontation between inhabitants and governments
through other socio-political dynamics, mostly referred to as micro-politics,
than institutional structures. The collective experience should be returned to the
centre of the challenge of creating a new institutional logic of society, able to
establish a new community based on solidarity and cooperation – an institu-
tional logic able to replace the experience of many as the centre of our social
and political practice.

Consequently, how should a peripheral centrality in Brazil be planned? By
overcoming all modernist logics of urban policies that have always been
associated with mutual innervation between political and economic powers,
favouring the richest social strata which in turns results in a built environment
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strongly influenced by the location of various social groups which historically
has strengthened spatial segregation in favour of the elites.

Politics as praxis should be urgently put in place; a field where fights and
struggles take place and strategies are performed that result in conflicts
around contingent solutions. Thus one may begin to consider the periphery as
an object of urban thought open to equal possibilities.

Perhaps taking advantage of a logical disorder that an insurrectional act
demands could be a moment to create new communication channels, new
forms and modes of interaction, new lines of asymmetric and destabilising forces
that allow us to see a demonstration (when the threshold of what is tolerable
creates new resistances), but not limited to it. Or possibly to think about how
to question the limits of urban plan strategies; in other words, thinking about
how to play various tactical games that aim to understand the irreducible
multiplicity of these territories through their names: creativity, deprivation,
restlessness, destruction, subjection, art and revolt.

In recent decades, urban theories have affirmed that the streets’ radical
political activity was shut down due to the ubiquity of television and Internet
in the domestic sphere of life; the squares would be forever empty, as the street
rally no longer made any sense. Nowadays, conversely, one has the answer
concerning relations of power established in people’s struggles together in
urban places.

Insurgency is increasing around the world, requiring people to reinvent
democracy while pursuing a coherent anti-capitalist politics. Wherever there
is an uprising, there is a street, a square, a road that was profoundly trans-
formed by people’s action, in other words, by a radical appropriation of
urban spaces by its users ‘connected at various levels with the metropolitan
and health technical networks, housing, education, communication’.19

The poor, the working class and the periphery are now included in commu-
nication and in virtual and metropolitan networks in a productive movement
that mobilises knowledge – in all forms of life and each individual’s world
experience – to produce knowledge and power in their life forms. People now
understand that micro-politics tactics can produce effects in macro-politics,
forcing modification in its strategies. An insurgency, as a contingent political
action that is materialised on the unexpected course of events is a public
action, a collective performance – and it does not provide a finished product
but it is, first, a process. This is not about making a revolution, or achieving
governmental power; instead of configuring a ‘state-taking mentality’ or
re-establishing a political decision-making sphere in political parties, the
uprisings are examples of those emancipatory praxes that are certainly closer
to autonomy, horizontal decision-making and direct action. This is about
defending plural experiences and spatial uses as a potential site for radicali-
sation and, by extension, it night be claimed that such principles of anarchism
animate these forms of resistance.

In examining these particular events in a Brazilian periphery, our ongoing
research on the architecture of insurrections allows the conclusion that any
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urban plan concerned with its concrete outcomes should consider uprisings as
an inescapable part of urban foundations. If there is to be any possibility of
transforming urban space and life by spatial planning, it is only in envisaging the
emergence of an alternative space, which implies considering struggles, riots, or
conflicts as concrete attempts to expand and enrich humanity’s perceptual
capacity to overcome alienation by appropriation of its spaces of life.
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10 Future (pre-)histories of the state
On anarchy, archaeology, and the
decolonial

Anthony Ince and Gerónimo Barrera de la Torre

Geographers and social scientists have long followed Foucault in using the
term archaeology as a metaphor for the process of uncovering the buried but
power-laden layers of knowledges and ideas on which present societies are
often unknowingly ‘built’. Archaeology as a term implies a sense of lost history
rediscovered; a multitude of stories long-forgotten being pieced together in
forensic detail through material remnants and their arrangements. In this
chapter, we explore less a Foucauldian and more a literal interpretation of
archaeology – as an academic discipline with a particular set of ontologies,
epistemologies and empirical insights. We read archaeological scholarship
through the ‘alien’ lens of geography, not to crystallise an archaeological gaze
that is supposedly better than geographical perspectives but instead to render
our hitherto atomised disciplinary debates open to the possibilities that a
conversation of the two may be of use to anarchist historical (and contemporary)
geographies.

Of particular interest to us is a set of critical literatures in archaeology that
can inform geographical understandings of the state and its multiple forms
and trajectories. Through a critical discussion of archaeological treatments of
the state, and drawing from a radical perspective that brings together Deleuzian
philosophy and complexity theory, we develop a non-essentialist, anarchist
and decolonial reading that can strengthen existing scholarship on what,
elsewhere, we have termed post-statist geographies.1 It is our intention that
this chapter will also contribute to future inter-/trans-disciplinary engagements
between the two fields more broadly.

The chapter begins with a brief critical discussion of geographical studies
on the state, identifying how geographical knowledges are subtly shaped by
statist epistemologies, by drawing on previous works that outline our vision
for post-statist geographies. Next, a brief discussion of archaeology and its
key schools of thought is followed by three key themes in which we seek to
draw from a number of emerging strands of contemporary critical archaeology.
The first theme concerns the foundations of the state, considering not only its
origins but also its institutional structures and relations. In this section, we
argue that drawing from archaeology can help to highlight the state’s fragility
and contingency, and unsettle the perceived certainty of the state as a



permanent, natural and universal fixture in society. Second, building on these
foundations, we discuss the ontological underpinnings of the state as a colonial
and Eurocentric concept, and question the singular notion of the state as one
of a diversity of polities that have existed in the past or could exist in the
future. By decentring the state from our ontologies and narratives of political
organisation, we can decolonise the way we think about it and identify alter-
natives. In the third theme, we discuss the contributions of archaeology to
understanding the state as a mode of coercion and domination, as well as a
focal point of both pre-emptive and ongoing resistance. In concluding, while
recognising potential limitations of archaeological scholarship, we explore how
these contributions can signal an important non-essentialist shift in geographical
understandings of the state.

Statism and beyond in geography

Despite Agnew’s seminal work on the ‘territorial trap’,2 in which he criticised
scholars for failing to question the solidity of state borders in analyses of
international relations, it has taken quite some time for geographers to engage
substantially with the structuring role of the state in our thinking. In recent
years, geographers have made significant strides in rethinking the state as a
complex assemblage of ‘prosaic’3 and ‘ordinary’4 relations, operating not
simply through coercive violence5 but also more subtle mechanisms of ordering,
aid, guidance, measurement and smart technologies.6 These relations regulate
and securitise the movement of people, goods and capital at the borders of
the state, but they also operate within the micro-spaces of everyday life (e.g.
homes, bodies)7, as well as far into the territories of states elsewhere.8 As
such, the notion of sovereignty9 – often considered to be a central facet of
state modes of power – is increasingly recognised by geographers as pro-
foundly disrupted by the very conduct of states themselves. However, within
these debates, definitional issues continue to plague the state and how we
experience it empirically.

The growing complexity of many analyses serves to underline the pro-
foundly vague, slippery concept of the state. This is complicated further by
the augmented role of global and supra-regional neoliberal institutions and
agreements in shaping the parameters of state-scale governance and creating a
‘variegated’10 meshwork of multi-scalar de facto regulatory regimes within
what are formally understood as de jure singular state spaces.11 In tandem with
these uncertainties there has been a growing acknowledgement of the ways in
which so-called ‘state-centrism’ has limited and shaped geographical imagi-
nations.12 For example, Moisio and Paasi deploy relationality as a notion that
can help to overcome the fetishisation of monolithic imaginaries of state
sovereignty in geopolitics literatures. For these authors, their priority is to
more effectively ‘reflect on how the state perpetually regionalises or territor-
ialises the lives of its citizens in state spaces’ and recognise how ‘state spatial
transformation is inescapably connected with certain policy transfers/policy
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mobilities’.13 Juliet Fall’s powerful critique of the naturalisation of state borders
is another example, in which the author dismantles the foundations of eco-
nomics scholars’ conceptions of space-as-container, outlining how ‘[r]eification,
naturalisation, and fetishisation of boundaries happen simultaneously’14

through discursive and policy constructions of economic and material spaces.
Despite these developments, there continue to be problematic assumptions

embedded at the root of geographical treatments of the state. We have discussed
these critical issues in depth elsewhere,15 but a number of central themes stand
out. Perhaps the most striking point is that scholars critical of state-centrism
have rarely taken their important concerns beyond the realm of critique,
remaining within a broadly statist paradigm rather than developing new ways
of knowing the world that step outside the state-centric framework they rightly
criticise. This, however, is not due to an explicit support for state-building or
nationalist efforts; instead, this overall scarcity of conceptual innovation
stems, in our view, from a series of unarticulated statist myths, which underpin
most geographical (and popular) understandings of the state. These myths of
the state discursively render it as natural, efficient, eternal, politically neutral,
and the only possible counterbalance to free-market capitalism. As such, this
silent statism is a largely unarticulated epistemological ‘fix’ that undermines
and excludes forms of knowledge, and modes of knowledge production, that
operate according to logics beyond a Eurocentric statist framework.

In seeking to destabilise, deconstruct and overcome this statist paradigm,
then, an intellectual project of developing post-statist geographies is necessary.
Identifying how the logic of statism operates in our structures of knowing is a
necessary first step, and anarchism is the central school of thought from which
we can draw ideas and inspiration.16 A particular concern is the positioning of
the state as a reference point around which knowledge is constructed. This
has a variety of problems, most obviously reinforcing colonial relations of
power within and between states, in which a modern statist paradigm – with
coercive power operating from a central point of authority – is mobilised as
both the assessment method and the ideal-type of any form of organisation.

In this chapter, we are particularly concerned with the way statist knowl-
edge regimes tend to produce strictly delimited temporal and institutional
imaginaries of how polities may be organised. Reading geographical ques-
tions through contemporary archaeological literatures, we suggest, can add
important empirical and conceptual substance to a post-statist project, as well
as shedding new light on the geographies of the state more generally. In doing
so, we seek to build a framework for understanding social change that
decentres the modern, Eurocentric state form and opens up more plural,
anarchistic ontologies of social and political organisation.

Archaeology: when spaces and times collide

Archaeology is the study of material artefacts, bodies and structures to ana-
lyse and understand past societies. Although archaeology is necessarily linked
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to the past, it covers the full spectrum of human existence, from the Palaeolithic
Era (beginning around 2,500,000 BCE) to the present day. Despite clear overlaps
between historical geography and archaeology in terms of sharing some
common research questions and methods (e.g. archival research) and research
questions, there has been relatively little effort among human geographers to
bring the two disciplinary traditions together. This is in contrast to physical
geography, which has developed the field of geoarchaeology to integrate the
two disciplines around archaeological concerns, although most of this work
centres on geomorphological and paleoecological techniques and perspectives,
where positivist methodologies prevail. This is similar to landscape archae-
ology, where Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and geophysics are used
to reconstruct past landscapes in order to analyse changing populations, cul-
tures, economic activities and relations of power.

There are, however, some works that integrate a human geography analysis.
Lisa Hill has been notable in this regard, arguing that ‘there are many com-
monalities shared by these disciplines’.17 Hill notes that in the Anglophone
world the two fields have shared common intellectual trajectories since the
1950s and 1960s, first embracing empiricism, then positivism, before the gradual
emergence of critical and poststructuralist thought from the 1980s onwards.18

Hill goes so far as to suggest that something akin to what geographers
understand as non- or more-than-representational theory is a commonly held
viewpoint among archaeologists. Likewise, echoing the geographical ideas of
Marston et al.,19 ‘[t]he idea that the world is ontologically flat is now old news
to many within the archaeological discipline’.20

Although the centrality of these alternative ontologies in archaeological
literatures may be somewhat overstated by Hill, in recent years two key
schools of thought in archaeology have emerged in contrast to the ‘processual’
or ‘evolutionist’ orthodoxy, both focusing on contestations and relations of
power. Influenced by continental European social theory, ‘post-processual’
archaeology has heavily criticised the ‘scientific’ positivism of mainstream
approaches. Initially driven by the structuralism of Claude Levi-Strauss, post-
processual scholarship has become increasingly influenced (and autocritiqued)
by poststructuralist ideas. Embracing the subjectivity embedded in inter-
pretation, post-processual archaeology refuses objectivity and foregrounds a
mode of analysis that draws from both materialism and idealism to produce
knowledges that are fundamentally oriented towards understanding human
agency.21

Contemporary materialist, or Marxist, archaeology is also a rejection of
the positivist and ‘a-political’ methods of processual approaches, but draws its
inspiration from a historical materialism that foregrounds the analysis of
changing relations of production and power over time. Unlike post-processual
archaeologists, these scholars follow a dialectical theory of history and
understand the agency of peoples and societies to be bound up with dynamic
struggles over material and economic relations.22 What these two schools
share, however, is a rejection of positivism and an explicitly politicised
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conception of archaeology as a mode of social and historical analysis which
foregrounds the way past lives, cultures and polities were shaped by often
complex and shifting relations of power.

Importantly, both also share a recognition that these histories can play a
pivotal role in constructing or critiquing dominant power relations in the
present.23 As we shall see, these critical schools of archaeology are not without
some relatively major problems for broader efforts to construct post-statist
frameworks, but they do help us to uncover other ways of viewing the state
within a much longer timescale and a more heterodox and fine-grained
understanding of the constitution of polities. Building on this latter point, we
later engage with scholarship drawing from Deleuzian and complexity theory
that presents neither an essentialist nor reductionist approach to the archae-
ological. Moreover, as we will analyse later, an issue that crosses these different
perspectives is a common attitude towards truth, which reflects certain forms
of understanding in critical archaeologies.24 The remainder of the chapter
explores these possibilities in more depth.

Complexity and evolution: challenging the foundations of the state

Perhaps the most profound difference between geographical and archae-
ological treatments of the state is the most obvious distinction. Human geo-
graphers articulate the state as a given; as a constant (if uneven) presence in
geographical studies and debates. The archaeological record, however,
demonstrates that the state – indeed any formalised hierarchical structure or
logic of social organisation – is a relatively new phenomenon. The earliest
states25 only began to emerge patchily (and often initially as cities) as recently
as 3,000 BCE,26 and the modern state studied by geographers has only been
the dominant system of organising and managing polities and territories
globally since the late colonial period, i.e. for little more than 200 years.27

When we recognise these facts, two important observations emerge: first that
the state is a relatively new addition to human societies; and second, that
states have both beginnings and ends.

If we explore these in more depth, there is a great deal more to be said.
Exactly how states come about is a topic of considerable debate, but a number
of key factors commonly influenced this process, especially the emergence of
elites, the threat or experience of war, resource conflicts and urbanisation.28

Contrary to popular accounts and assumptions,29 population growth has been
shown to have relatively little impact on state formation.30 In many cases, a
number of different factors are believed to have contributed simultaneously to
state formation, but the emergence of inequality is what produced the condi-
tions in which the first states formed. With inequality came the perceived
necessity to protect the new hierarchical order and the accumulated influence
of elites through the creation of professional standing armies and bureau-
cratisation of social organisation, often in collaboration with or drawing from
religious and spiritual authorities.31
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Despite the powerful nexus of new social organisation, religious affinities,
and coercive power, very few states – be they early or modern – have lasted
more than a few hundred years.32 Crucially, however, the collapse or decline
of states does not mean the collapse or decline of the societies from which
they emerged.33 Across archaeology, the notion of ‘generations’ of states has
become a common term referring to the succession of state-building efforts
and subsequent collapses within a given region. For example, Rogers’ study of
several generations of states in eastern Inner Asia (c. 2,000 BCE to the late
eighteenth century AD) indicates the contingency and fragility of the state
form as only one of many modes of organising the steppe polities during that
period. Rogers concluded that one should look at state formation not only as
a point of origin, but also

consider it as a source of constraints and ultimately systems of value that
formed the social continuity, discontinuity, and disjunctures integral to
the formation of states, [which] does not necessarily imply continuity of
economy or cultural practice [but] continuity within the ideological pat-
terns used by elites to establish and legitimate control.34

What Rogers35 and others suggest, then, is that the state is part of a much
longer temporal trajectory. Long-term continuity within their respective polities
is underpinned not by identifiable, discrete state structures (which regularly
come and go) but by much more ‘organic’ cultural and ideological affinities
that are periodically mobilised strategically by emergent elites. State formation
is therefore characterised not only by possibility but at least as much by con-
straint, since deeply held norms and values persist or develop independently
of different state generations, and aspiring state leaders must shape their own
ruling ideologies to fit these much stronger affinities. And then, even if a
polity has been ‘captured’ by the statist logics of these aspiring elites, the state
may not survive for long.

In this context, archaeologists have been keenly aware of the sheer diversity of
state forms. Rather than identify a singular notion of the state, evolutionary and
processual archaeological theory identified a whole host of state-related terms to
try and gather the huge diversity of social organisation under the umbrella of the
state. They refer to ‘petty states’, ‘segmentary states’, ‘city-states’, ‘polycentric
states’, ‘statelets’, ‘peer polities’, ‘peer statelets’, among many others.36 This well-
meaning effort was drawn from an important contribution made by archaeology,
namely that what we call states have in most cases throughout human history
not been the dominating, territorially contiguous, bureaucratically integrated,
militarily singular institutions – characterised by isomorphic polities, bureau-
cracies, and economies – that we live in today.37 In fact, most states (especially
before European colonialism) were weak, uneven, unstable and heterarchical,
often playing a minimal or highly contested role in their subjects’ daily lives.
By identifying new terms to classify this jumble of institutional relations,
archaeologists have sought to better understand the diversity of state forms.
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Efforts to develop a typology of state forms, however, have been critiqued
by those who view itemised lists of discrete characteristics as actually serving
to obscure the true nature of the state as a manifestation of a certain set of
social relations. This is an important point, since not only does it parallel
important state-theoretic developments in geography,38 but also because such
typologies reify the state as an eternal reference point from which we must
define all other societies:

[T]here is the very real danger that we are trying to ‘fit’ our archae-
ological research on past societies into existing evolutionary typologies,
rather than find out how far past social forms were similar or different
from those known in the ethnographic record.39

This attitude being critiqued is precisely the kind of essentialism that we wish
to avoid, since is it both empirically incorrect and allows the notion of the
state to be weaponised by a linear imaginary of progress from ‘savages’ or
‘primitives’ (stateless societies) to ‘civilisation’ (state societies). Moreover, the
fact that archaeology’s focus on material remains leads to an overemphasis on
sedentary populations means that other forms of social organisation among
migratory or nomadic societies are obscured. As a society becomes more
complex, so it is implied, the closer it gets to the ideal form of social organi-
sation; that is, the modern Eurocentric state. As González-Ruibal explains, ‘[t]
he archaeological invention of the concept of “Prehistory” in the mid-19th

Century… identifies “Prehistory” as time that preceded authentic (state) his-
tory’,40 thus implicitly rendering any logic of social organisation preceding
the modern state fundamentally inauthentic. Although archaeologists rarely
integrate it explicitly into their theorising,41 the statism of the archaeological
orthodoxy represents a deeply colonial logic.

Nevertheless, scholars risk falling foul of their own critiques, in trying to
read a diverse range of past societies through their modern lens.42 A related
weakness is the archaeological binary that is drawn between egalitarian and
complex societies. The former refers to societies in which little or no identifiable
authority is wielded by any individual or group over others, whereas the latter
refers to societies with two or more social strata. The rationale behind the
distinction is understandable, but in practice ‘complexity’ becomes a code-
word for hierarchy. Scant attention is paid to the possibility that complexity
can be manifested in multiple ways beyond hierarchy and stratification. The
outcome of this simplistic binary is that because egalitarianism is perceived as
anathema to the state43 and the state is associated with modern societies, the
principle of egalitarian social organisation is also positioned as inherently
incompatible with contemporary society. In other words, this archaeological
discourse confines egalitarian and non-state logics of organisation to the distant
past.

What, then, of the broader contributions of archaeology to understanding
the state’s foundations? Despite problematic elements (which are critically
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explored later), two important points can be made. First, in identifying the
vast diversity of logics and structures that run across polities, we must recog-
nise the fallacy of seeking to construct an ahistorical notion of a singular,
identifiable state. Assigning an eternal ‘essence’ to what a state is – a set of
empirically measurable characteristics – ultimately plays into a deeply pro-
blematic colonial and modern discourse of progress. Second, it is equally
troublesome to seek to break the notion down into a range of different state
forms, since the definition becomes so broad that it loses analytical usefulness.
Geographers’ definitions of the state tend also to focus on state character-
istics,44 and in this regard the emerging efforts45 to understand the state and
related concepts (e.g. sovereignty, territory) as a set of social relations could
be more productive. Likewise, our own efforts to focus not on the state but on
statism – as a set of organisational logics46 – is, we feel, another way of
developing a more ‘relational’ view of the state.

Following from this, it is important to attune ourselves as geographers to a
far longer and more diverse sense of the temporality of human societies.
Archaeological methodologies articulate multiple intersecting temporal fields
and chronologies – ranging from gross (e.g. ceramic phases, C14 dating),
medium-grained (e.g. stratigraphic analysis of floors and buildings) and fine-
grained (e.g. texts) – to build a picture of the multiple rhythms and processes
cross-cutting a particular place.47 Perhaps more importantly, whereas geo-
graphical imaginaries tend to implicitly understand the state as a constant
presence in all societies, building in an archaeological understanding of states
as contingent, time-bound and the results of conscious effort by certain
groups, serves to destabilise the seemingly eternal temporality of the state.
Through this, it may be possible to open up new theoretical and methodolo-
gical perspectives that put the state in its rightful historical place, not as an
end-point or pinnacle, but as one of a multitude of organisational forms and
logics that have existed and may exist in the future.

Ontological limits on the conception of the state

As we stress at the beginning of this paper, we consider the shift from an
epistemological to an ontological level a significant matter. Since one of our
objectives is to decolonise and decentre our way of thinking about the state in
geography, consideration of the naturalisation of statist logics is at the fore-
front of our reflection. We find in archaeology an important ally in this, since
it allows us to examine different experiences in social organisation throughout
human history and grasp the complexity of these forms and their representa-
tion. But also, as we will address, it gives us more data to transcend our
exclusive universalities and go beyond our own codes to understand our
present.48

Clearly, archaeology recognises and explores the blurred lines between
civilisation and barbarism, and documents the variety of forms that surpass
these concepts. Even so, many archaeological perspectives and their
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anthropological interpretation are defined by reductionist thinking and
typologies. More than that, as a definitional problem, we know that much like
geography, the discipline of archaeology originated as part of the expansionist
and colonialist politics and discourses of states. But there are alternative
proposals that convey a creative way to understand archaeology as distinct
from the ‘traditional’, positivist, official, neo-evolutionary, etc., perspectives.
Against this hegemonic archaeological colonialism, we follow Alonso’s49

outline of critical archaeologies. These are archaeologies that are against
reductionism, not only of the representation of past societies but also against
the narrowing of thought; archaeologies that tend to refuse and confront the
reproduction of inequalities and the status quo.

Alonso50 critiques processual, post-processual and symmetrical archae-
ologies since from his perspective they do not succeed in transcending the
constraints of colonialist thinking. For example, he enquires: ‘how does this
epistemology work?’ He answers that it serves to ‘hid[e] power inequalities
derived from the privileged research locations from which the archaeological
discourse is produced and from which it is demonstrated (to ourselves, society
and institutions) the apparent justice and equity of our work as researchers
(and, incidentally, to accumulate cultural/academic capital)’.

This anthropological perspective takes a position that radically changes the
point of reference; as Marin Jones51 explains, an archaeology that considers
the existence of an ‘outside’ past, something that needs to be discovered
throughout a concrete epistemology, generates an image of that past that
allows its political essentialisation and appropriation. This process entails
linear progress, which is the fundamental basis of teleological time in official
histories.

For the latter, we follow some suggestive ideas about truth and the pro-
duction of knowledge from an archaeological perspective. Knowledge does
not function to reconstruct or ‘interpret’ but to construct something new from
the archaeological record.52 Alonso draws on a Deleuzian perspective to
introduce other ways of engaging with knowledge construction and the
understanding of our world. He argues that ‘our ways of knowing reality
(epistemology) are directly linked to political questions related to what and
how reality is constructed and the knowledge that dwells in it (ontology)’.
Thence, we have the problem of truth: since all knowledge is ontological, it is
derived from the circumstances of every epoch, culture, person, etc. What
Alonso53 makes evident is that archaeology should not look ‘for the truth of
things, but to understand its articulations, its organisation, limits and ways of
construction’, in such a way that ‘different attitudes towards truth involve
different ways to understand a critical archaeology’. So, ‘truth is not some-
thing “outside” for someone to discover it, but it is constructed’. This refers
us back to what the anarchist Gustav Landauer proposed in his reflection on
Mauthner’s book Critique of Language: ‘truth is an absolutely negative word,
negation in itself, and for that fact is the theme and goal of every science
whose hardwearing results are always of a negative nature’.54 On this point,
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Landauer identifies how the construction of knowledge generated by Modern/
Western science reproduces social inequalities, and therefore the urgent need
for other ways of thinking.

Therefore truth is an emerging process, and following Alonso, archaeology
should not seek to reconstruct the past but to construct a new past; and that is
our main idea when we entitle this chapter ‘future pre-histories’ as part of an
ongoing process to critically examine the state and the statisms it produces. In
this sense, Gallego55 considers that ‘scientific thinking is not to correspond
what is seen with what is said, nor to order or systematise what is conceived,
but to problematise, to link an ensemble of singularities throughout their dif-
ferences’. Later, we examine how some proposals have had this effect and help
us to move forward in our understanding of the state.

As we have discussed, these critical archaeologies can challenge and use-
fully inform our conception of state formation from a decolonial perspective,
whereby the contingency, variability and discontinuous transformation of
social organisation are foregrounded, as well as contesting the foundations of
knowledge regarding the state. Elsewhere,56 we have examined decolonial
perspectives in depth, related to our post-statist ideas. However, we engage
with this perspective for its focus on decentring dominant world-views (even
Western anarchism57) and epistemic paradigms acknowledging ‘other’
knowledges as equally valid and the intersectionality (race, gender, patriarchy,
class) that traverses the imposition of modern/Western perspectives. This
could be read as a relativist/postmodern analysis, but what we present here is a
vindication of a critical, anarchist perspective; an alternative that opposes
hierarchical or coercive imposition of a uniform/hegemonic/official way of
discovering and understanding reality. Rather than drift into a hegemonic
relativism, we follow Adorno58 when he postulates that relativism is ‘the
brother of absolutism [and] it approaches a doctrine’ – it is, in all, a limitation
of thought. Instead, we need to acknowledge subjectivity as a perspective that
has a particular localisation from which knowledge is acceded and the world
is conceived as a place from which reality is experienced.59

Again, however, we are not considering the world as an ensemble of dif-
ferent views where all have found the truth or a piece of it. What we stand for
is that in the multiplicity of experiences we will find the possibility to join
together and cross-reference complementarily different world images and
transcend our own limits to understand the complexity and diversity of the
world.60 It is in this space where geographers might usefully draw from the
partial, fragmentary experience of working with the archaeological record in
seeking not ‘whole’ truths but cross-fertilising fragments of lived experience to
construct new pasts on other, post-statist knowledges, to bring alternative
knowledges and imaginaries into view. Thus, returning to Echeverría,61 to
transcend our codes and exclusive universalities, we must maintain that all
world-visions are necessarily incomplete and ignorant of many aspects of
other realities.62 Our task is to render this ‘un-knowability’ visible and explicit,
and to bring different situated knowledges and visions into conversation.
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Following these perspectives we find archaeologists could help geographers
to challenge the actual/official/hegemonic understanding of the state. More-
over, we recognise the necessity of an ontological level of analysis in geo-
graphy that can articulate the discipline with other disciplines or philosophies,
as Deleuzian philosophy might, but also with other geographies from other
world-visions altogether. For Alonso63 ‘through Deleuze, philosophy and
archaeology can fit together with a politically-aware complexity theory which
could allow us to overtake the challenges of scientific reductionism’ and also
‘works side by side with social movements in a horizontal manner’64.

This said, we are not proposing engagement with the ideas of Deleuze (and
Guattari) to construct a ‘Deleuzian geography’, since there is a number of
important political issues related to Deleuze that would need to be addressed in
relation to anarchist and post-statist geographies. Nevertheless, some elements
of Alonso’s Deleuzean reading of archaeology are fruitful. For example,
‘Deleuzian philosophy embraces immanence and rejects transcendence to give
account of transformation and the emergence of the novel from efficient
causalities and external relations to their terms’.65 The concept of immanence
fights the domination of a certain world-vision and helps more open and
decentred perspectives to emerge. It also allows the inclusion of complexity, not
simply as part of society’s linear progress, but in terms of its incommensurable
diversity and plurality. Thus, ‘archaeology could apprehend this complexity
without the fear of losing explicative potential’,66 and incorporate the ‘het-
erogeneity of numerous perspectives about the real’.67 In the next section, we
draw on Pierre Clastres’ work to explore how these proposals might relate to
the violent power relations involved in statism and state formation.

Contesting statist logics of power

We have argued that an important contribution made by archaeology has
been to render the state as only one of many political structures, relations and
effects of non-linear societal change. This heterodox understanding of ‘the real’
allows us to reposition the state and the statist logics on which it is founded as
marginalia of a much bigger and more diverse human story. It also calls us to
interrogate more closely the circumstances in which states arose. There is little
doubt, even in orthodox archaeological literatures, that the authority of states
was rooted not in their positive contributions to societies (e.g. in protecting
people from a ‘savage’ life in a ‘state of nature’) but in the cultural, moral and
spiritual codes that elites mobilised and weaponised against their own subjects to
claim legitimacy.68 Likewise, rather than collapsing into an abyss of chaos and
self-destruction, periods after the decline of states and empires were in many
ways a story of societal resilience; showing the continuity of those underlying
norms and affinities as persisting in spite of the existence of a state.69

However, one of the main challenges in relating geography to archaeology
is the interpretation of collected data. Since a colonial perspective reproduces
inequalities through the reproduction of actual social schemes projected in the
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past, the social theory used for interpretation needs to be inherently rebellious
against this dominant perspective. As Alonso argues, social theory ‘has been
chiefly an accomplice of the status quo spreading [a colonial perspective and]
categories to all fields with positivism working as a “self-fulfilling prophecy”
which makes the world fit its preconceived moulds’.70

One work that has the power to creatively problematise these issues is
Pierre Clastres’ studies on ‘societies against the state’.71 Clastres’ ethnographic
work demonstrated not simply how stateless societies rejected the structures
of the state as a mode of governance but also – and crucially – actively and
pre-emptively resisted any incursions of statist foundational logics or rationales.
Not only societies without the state, then, these were societies against the
state. Instead of developing his ideas, which we have already analysed else-
where,72 we will briefly examine the repercussions for the possibilities of using
this work in post-statist geography as a framework for reading archaeology
differently and bringing its insights into a post-statist project.

It is significant, as Campagno explains,73 that very few archaeologists of
the Antique period have used Clastres’ ideas for their analysis. However, there
are several exceptions, including the edited work by the former author. It is
clear in these studies that Clastres’ reflections allow scholars to think about
societies of the distant past in other ways, and to understand the origin and
paths of states through a different frame of reference. We will allude to two
main ideas which confront the popular misconception of societies without
state as lacking something, as incomplete, and leaving political complexity to
developed/Western societies.

First, he exposes the inequalities of previous visions by presenting a new
problematisation to consider the question of how the state comes into being.
What Clastres achieves is to open new questionings; he has addressed a new
problem in the definition of the state beyond previous perspectives (i.e. not
only to interrogate the origin and form of the state but also to denaturalise its
originary myths). These are questions that allow new knowledge to be pro-
duced in a way that undermines the centrality of the state as a reference point.
Secondly, Clastres presented a new perspective to understand and reflect on
the construction of societies through state formation; that is, ‘to understand
societies “with the state” from the perspective of societies “against the state”,
and no more the societies “without state” from the view of the state’.74 It allows
us to think of societies against state not as incomplete but radically different.

Considering the evidence of resistance against the state on the basis of
Clastres’ work, it is possible to critique and negate the ‘naturalness’ of states,
and societies’ allegedly inherent desire for them as a kind of predetermined
telos. Thus we follow Gledhill75 when he asserts that ‘It would rather be a
matter of seeing resistance to state formation as the inherent human tendency,
and a transition beyond the absolute rank chiefdom to “the state” based on
“permanent coercive power” as a rare event dependent on unusual circum-
stances’. From the latter, archaeological records and practices can also be
used to justify and support counternarratives and resistances in the present.76
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Lastly, although our main concern is archaeology, it is notable that
anthropological frames and social theories often define archaeological inter-
pretation of data. As such, echoing the proposals analysed through the text, we
emphasise ‘other’ experiences and discourses from contemporary peoples who
can provide alternative treatments and visions of spatio-temporal and political
organisation. From there we can in horizontal dialogue re-read our specific
and situated realities across difference. We can turn to other experiences of
communalism that fight the state and prefigure new spatio-temporalities.

With this in mind, we finish with two reflections from Indigenous intellectuals.
Jaime Martínez Luna,77 a Zapotecan thinker, asks how the next generation will
achieve a continent without borders, without states. He argues that ‘we will
achieve that, if we reproduce and strengthen our ways of living that are the
solutions to State’s ubiquity and the private property that it defends, appro-
priating the planet, the land, which is of every being that inhabits it’. This
relates closely to the (Western) anarchist tradition of prefiguration, in which a
conscious reworking of social and organisational relations in the here-and-now
is what constitutes revolutionary activity; building a new world through
everyday actions and interactions. How post-statist thinking (informed by
Clastres) could help present social struggles is further indicated by Ailton
Krenak,78 activist of the Unión de Naciones Indígenas de Brasil, who affirms
that: ‘Pierre Clastres […] concluded that we are societies that naturally organised
in a way against the State; there is no ideology in that, we are “against”
naturally, like the wind that makes its own path, like the water of a river that
makes its own path, we are making our way naturally which does not support
that institution as fundamental for our health, education and happiness’.
This hints at how we might mobilise anthropological, archaeological and
ethnoarchaeological material in concrete struggles over wellbeing and social
justice, decentring the state not only from our knowledge systems but also our
practical solutions.

Concluding comments: towards a non-essentialist notion of the
state in geography

In this chapter, we have analysed and explored the anarchist possibilities
embedded in a conversation between archaeology and geography on the subject
of the state and its (pre-) histories. Rather than utilising the established anarchist
canon, we have drawn primarily from a diverse range of radical, critical and
decolonial thinkers to explore these possibilities. In doing so, we have identified
three key contributions. First, the relative vastness of the archaeological
record can help to render the state not simply a fragile and contested institution –
which is already well-documented in geography – but a young, impermanent
and time-bound institution that is in fact an anomaly rather than the norm
when considered in relation to the far longer temporal trajectory of human
existence. This disrupts the linear perception of history as a unitary process
that moves towards a singular end-point (i.e. the liberal capitalist state).
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Second, the contributions of archaeology are not to be taken at face value,
and must be problematised through an awareness of the risks of inferring
universalisable ‘truths’ from fragmentary evidence and the situated reference
point of Eurocentric modernity. Finally, in our efforts to read geographical
debates on the state through a post-statist lens, it is essential to attune our-
selves to the voices and lived experiences of those societies and movements
that live beyond and against the state. This may potentially include those
existing ostensibly ‘within’ states but organising and collaborating through
other logics, platforms and relations.

We are certain that the ideas presented have the capacity to enhance the
possibilities for developing anarchist and post-statist geographies – both his-
torical and contemporary – and allow for the inclusion of a fuller spectrum of
organisational imaginaries in human experiences, societies and polities. The
imperative to cooperatively construct knowledge across and beyond a multitude
of reference points – among different societies, cultures, social movements,
academic disciplines and beyond – is of particular relevance for mobilising
insights for ‘real-life’ impact. The latter, we believe, will strengthen the inter-
disciplinarity of geography, but crucially it could also help to un-discipline
geography in exciting new ways.
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11 On ‘Other’ geographies and anarchisms

Narciso Barrera-Bassols and Gerónimo
Barrera de la Torre

Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to draw on spatiotemporal organisation and the
production of landscape-territory (moulding, sculpting) that originate from two
different perspectives: the Western anarchist perspective, and the perspective
that we have called here ‘Other’ geographies,1 such as the indigenous perspec-
tives. Taking into account that there is no essential anarchism – that an idealised
anarchism has often been contentious with other ways of being libertarian –
we go far beyond essentialism to acknowledge that there is an ample avenue
to actualise and territorialise the variety of anarchist proposals. Our premise
is that there are intersections and converging points of view, as well as dis-
crepancies between the two perspectives. But with a dialogue and critical
understanding within them, it may be possible to generate synergies in a
common path through the advent of more egalitarian societies. We could
consider this task to be one of finding common ground between different
perspectives, the ‘partial connections’, following Strathern’s term.2

We acknowledge that these ‘two’ perspectives in fact embrace a great
diversity of world-visions, thus we do not try to reduce all this important
baggage nor generate another dichotomous distinction between ‘anarchist’
and ‘indigenous’ perspectives. We are not defining and limiting the latter but
we would like to stress the persistence of idealised visions from both sides.
Defining such adherences for peoples’ struggles is a reductionist thought and
trying to adjust them to a certain definition of anarchism just leads to reducing
the latter as an abstract ideology. If we follow the example of the Ejército
Zapatista de Liberación Nacional (EZLN) in southern Mexico it is clear that
many times people have tried to truncate and define this movement, from
a colonialist and arrogant attitude, but as Subcomandante Marcos once
mentioned, neo-Zapatismo is more ‘an intuition’ than a doctrine.3

In particular, we are interested in anarchism’s blindness to other possible
world understandings, and moreover the omission of ‘Other’ geographies in
the growth of anarchist geographies. We envision anarchism not as an estab-
lished view but as possibilities to overthrow inequalities and generate better
conditions for life at the emergence of the Anthropocene.4 And this is only



conceivable if we root out the idea of essence, of an ‘anarchist essence’, and
we look for emerging and localised actualisations of anarchism(s) in the
incommensurable variety of worlds.

We will begin by examining the main principles that characterise an anarchist
geographical organisation as a particular landscape/territorial arrangement,
considering some practical and theoretical elements. In this first section, we
highlight some principles of anarchism in its Western tradition and the pro-
posals generated by it. The second section will focus on aspects that generally
define the proposals of Latin American indigenous movements, whose actual
emergence has made them political movements of strong importance at the
present circumstances shaped by the Anthropocene. This will allow us to
contrast and also examine some experiences of encounter between these per-
spectives. Finally, we present what we consider to be some conditions critical
for this dialogue to happen, and we discuss a theoretical framework that
incorporates/recognises the multiplicity of worlds and anarchisms from a
temporal/spatial point of view.

Our main concerns behind this chapter are the different kinds of critical
thought from American (but mainly Latin American) indigenous political
movements about anarchism seen as just another Western discourse, and
because of that, its colonialist position. In this vein, some experiences that
arose between anarchist movements and indigenous peoples show the lack of
sensibilities and interest for constructing a critical dialogue and how to learn
from each other.

As the final chapter of this book, this text does not intend to present a
history of the different libertarian and indigenous experiences but to ela-
borate in the present context common ground from actual life projects and
‘past’ episodes. Our perspective differs from a teleological account and
presents the different spatial-temporal experiences as part of a way to
re-elaborate and re-think the possibilities for the coexistence of diverse
libertarian projects.

We consider this as a first attempt to bring together distinct experiences
and we acknowledge the limitation of our perspective. Constraints are clear
when discussing so distinct and diverse world-visions and projects, and
establish ‘their’ principles or tenets. Although, in this lays what we think is
the possibility of a better understanding, the possibility to discuss what are
the principles or the common ground to engage a dialogue where multiple
worlds converge without an overlaying principle. These are the ambiguities
and discrepancies that we recognise not as threats but as potentials for con-
versations between the different landscape/territorial and human–nonhuman
relations.

Anarchist landscapes

In this first section, we will analyse the anarchist perspective from what has
been called the Western tradition, which generates a series of proposals for
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spatiotemporal organisation. As Breitbart mentions, the realisation of this
libertarian thought/action programme demands totally new geographies.5

Firstly, we must acknowledge that anarchism supposes a series of prin-
ciples, worldviews and also ontologies, because in their interrelation it
expresses singular ways of being on Earth. Particularly, in the relationship
and conception of nature we find ideas that diverge from the hegemonic
Modern thought in the works of Reclus and Kropotkin. Even so, between
these two authors there exist some contradictions, but nevertheless we could
affirm that some fundamental principles characterise a geographical anar-
chist organisation at different scales (from specific organisation to a society
as a whole).

These new landscapes entail a different relation with the non-human, a
sense of nature that is thought not as an object or something external to
humans, or even its opposed entity (strengthened by the Modern dichotomy
objective–subjective), but one in which humans are an integral part of nature
in their own transformation and in the limits of their own existence. Even, in
the work of Reclus we can find that non-humans acquire a self-essence, or a
spirit. Clark and Martin6 mention ‘while [Reclus’] studies became increasingly
scientific, technical, and minutely detailed, he never abandoned the aesthetic,
poetic, and even spiritual aspects of his attitude towards nature but rather
synthesised these dimensions in his far-ranging, integrative perspective’. This
integral perspective, a critical holism, is one of the fundamental aspects that
differentiate anarchism from the hegemonic Modern point of view. Likewise,
environmental degradation was perceived as a result of an imbalance within
human relations, the inequalities and injustice prevailing from the imposition
of models which only beneficiate a few. So, ‘the domination of nature is a
consequence of human domination’7 and ‘the domination of nature will con-
tinue as long as humanity remains under the sway of a vast system of social
domination’.8

As such, these landscapes are shaped by the practical activation of several
principles that characterise them but not by a fixed plan that defines their
structure. Thus, we ask ourselves, what are these principles that embody
sociospatial anarchist organisation? We base this synthetic approach on the
perspectives of Kropotkin, Reclus, Voltairine De Cleyre and the studies of
Breitbart on the Spanish Civil war experience.

If we can think about one of the central aspects which characterise a
libertarian landscape and which has been at the centre of radical geographies,
it is decentralisation,9 in its radical meaning, that rejects the concentration of
power, the domination of a particular entity and the development of socio-
spatial structures from hegemonic powers. This reflects one of the priorities of
that kind of landscape, but also involves the capacity of people to organise their
activities over a cooperative (and empathic) capacity without authoritarian/
centralised competitive structures.10

Self-sufficiency and autonomy are key issues to eliminate super-specialisation
and dependency, thus unsustainable scale economies and inequalities of
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concentration of economic activities could be reduced through economic
integration, considering the necessities from, and potentialities of, the
environment.

From this perspective, economic integration based on decentralisation
needs to overcome the issue of the urban–rural dichotomy; thus it is necessary
to integrate the different land uses, reducing on the one hand the distance
between the space of production and the places of consumption and, on the
other, to prevent the concentration of population, considering small and
medium cities as most suitable.

The spatial organisation that linked together the previous aspects is federated
communities in network-like patterns. These networks made up in different
levels, from communities to regions, to international scales, function also to
eliminate the centralisation of certain activities and the possibility to inter-
change not only supplies but knowledge, experiences and advocate for a
broader conception of the place of peoples in diversity. The present organisa-
tion in Rojava, Syria, is an example of the presence of this principle in the
practice of democratic confederalism.11

The commons or communal sense of land and other elements of the landscape
are key in the configuration of anarchist spatialities. Property is ‘inextricable
from the apparatus of the state’, and corresponds to a hierarchical appro-
priation of landscapes but mostly represents the first moment of unevenness.
On the contrary, as Springer states ‘the commons is (…) the domain of
anarchism’.12

One of the main principles of anarchy is liberty, and even though it is present
in many of the aspects we have already mentioned, there is one with an
important spatial imprint: spontaneity/creativity. From an anarchist perspec-
tive, there are no rigid laws or models in the use of land and resources or the
localisation of activities; rather, landscapes are products of cooperation and
emergent, ever-changing organisations.

Spontaneity and liberty promote diversity, as Reclus noted: ‘every people
gives, so to speak, new clothing to the surrounding nature’ and all con-
tribute to the maintenance of the human continuum. Also Voltairine De
Cleyre, a Canadian anarchist, argued that a ‘wholehearted acceptance of
differences is what freedom (i.e. anarchy), rationally intended and con-
sistently practiced, is mainly about’.13 Besides, she does not conceive
anarchism defined from a particular worldview (read modern, Western),
asserting that

it no longer seems necessary to me (…) that one should base his [her]
Anarchism on any particular world conception (…) For myself, I
believe that all these [proposals] and many more could be advanta-
geously tried in different localities; I would see the instincts and habits
of the people express themselves in a free choice in every community;
and I am sure that distinct environments would call out distinct
adaptations.14
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The spatial organisation of anarchist geographies (landscapes and territories)
is underpinned by the localisation of every activity on the necessities
of communities under an ethical framework which considers environ-
mental characteristics, technics, interchanges and cultural singularities.
Integration is founded on the diversity of nature, which allows a higher
self-sufficiency.

Finally, an ethical framework allowing us to think, act and be on Earth is
based on equality, since it is not possible to decentralise, promote diversity
(and difference) and acknowledge environmental and cultural necessities
without eliminating the dominant relation between humans and between
humans and non-humans.

With all of the above mentioned, it is now possible to find dynamic, resi-
lient human/non-human connections (an ethos: or an ethical and moral
organising principle of the life-world or a sense of dwelling).

What about De Cleyre’s proposal about different anarchism(s) founded by
different world conceptions or worldviews? We follow the perspective of different
authors,15 trying to elucidate their ideas of ‘Other’ anarchism(s), considering,
as Ramnath16 argued, that ‘Anarchism [is just] one manifestation of a larger
family of egalitarian and emancipatory principles’. In the same vein, some
voices discuss European anarchism in relation to the existence of non-European
anarchisms to decolonise it, or to decentralise anarchism by transcending its
European legacy. Clearly, this is an issue that requires a broader discussion
and we hope this chapter promotes a continuation of this analysis and the
possibility of opening the discussion to a more integral and contextualised
understanding.

On ‘Other’ geographies and libertarian experiences

The experiences of certain peoples in their relationship with land generate
singular forms of thinking it, expressing it, using it and acting within it; in
short, constructing a constellation of ontologies. These mirror the construction
of singular landscapes, which show the reciprocal and inextricable relation-
ship between nature and culture, interweaved through history and in constant
change: that is, they constitute ‘Other’ geographies.

In this section, we will focus on some principles that characterise the
experiences and principles of indigenous communities in Latin America.
Obviously, there is a great biological and cultural or biocultural diversity,
despite showing unity through the practice of certain shared principles. Also,
we consider indigenous cultures in Latin America to be an imbrication or
syncretism between ancestral cultures and the European culture, rejecting a
vision that idealises indigenous peoples as the only keepers of profound
knowledges about nature, or as ecologists. After that, in the next section we
will examine some encounters between anarchist and indigenous movements
and/or the integration of both discourses/practices, all of which produce
possible dialogues.
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From all the above, we find fundamental to a better understanding and for
the possibility of a dialogue that we must be aware of the meanings that every
concept has in different contexts. Moreover, we must recognise that some
concepts do not exist or have a completely different meaning among other
peoples. For example, ‘liberty’, which is one of the main foundations of the
anarchist tradition, is understood by some indigenous peoples as a colonising
idea. Liberty brings the possibility to individualise people against com-
munality, advocating competition and free access to property over the
world.18 These concepts are perceived as the language of the conqueror, and
so, as we will discuss in the next section, we emphasise the idea of developing
a deeper understanding of other peoples’ struggles. We propose this, not only
as a way to articulate movements but also to expand our conceptions in order
to engage in a critical perspective and truly overcome the inherent limits and
contradictions of our world.

An example of these shared knowledge/practice principles is what we have
examined in the case of the Mesoamerican Chatino’s landscape ontology,
related to the ways this indigenous people name, signify and think about the
different entities of their environment. It also shows how their own worldview
(and life-world) is interwoven with the structure and transformations of the
landscape. Our participatory work in Chatino territories is an effort to
approach what we have called ‘Chatino’s geography’, which has been sup-
pressed and excluded from every ‘natural resource’ management or agri-
culture programme and education system. Drawing on this encounter we
confront the ignorance of our discipline (and its Western perspective), trying
to comprehend alternative human and non-human relationships through
Chatino experiences. Besides, we found it necessary to delve into the nuances
of Chatino thinking, to discuss and listen about their cosmology, their sacred
places and their meanings, and what they value. In order to approach this
ontological level, to really move forward in the understanding of the Chatino
dialogue with the earth and life concretely manifested through their landscapes,
we require a modest/critical attitude and cooperative forms of knowledge
production.19

On the other hand, Chatinos historically have sought autonomy, and one of
their most critical (intellectual) thinkers named Tomás Cruz Lorenzo, bril-
liantly reached a critical perspective of his own culture, while at the same time
drawing a radical picture of their oppression in their position as colonised
people. He denounces the epistemic violence and cultural imperialism that
Chatino people historically faced:

it is taught… that our knowledges are ridiculous after ‘science’, and
that the kids who learn this vagueness, abandon and undervalue our
rituals, behaviors and knowledge, which now are considered as irra-
tional, superstitious, absurd and false. The truth is now the Western
truth, not the Chatino’s truth although this truth allowed us to live for
centuries.20
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He did not believe that the Mexican government could resolve their
historical affliction but instead the only way to live behind suppression is by
self-determination and the construction of a network of Chatino communities
based on assemblies and elder councils. Tomás states that:

I don’t ask the State-government to ‘rescue’ or continue ‘rescuing us’;
what I’m doing is a call to indigenous persons to make it clear that our
culture disappears because of a lack of self-organisation and analysis. As
a great sage who contradicts Charles Darwin said, those who survive are
not the strongest or more apt, but the best organised.21

This means empathy, rather than competiveness.
Another Mexican example is the historical link between the Yaqui people

and Magonists, who had developed mutual understanding and helped each
other in historical struggles. Before the Mexican Revolution began, this relation
had strong ties and Yaquis recognised the ‘sacrifices’ Magonists made for
their own people; thus, even nowadays they still expect that someday ‘Capitalism
would disappear from the Yaqui region and the red flag of Land and Liberty
would have no more enemies’.22 For their part, Magonists as Livrado Rivera
noted thought that, Yaquis should be ‘left alone for they could govern themselves
as they pleased’, and also ‘they could contribute with their own intelligence
and work for progress and everyone’s well-being’.23 Until today, the Yaqui
people continue their struggle for their land and against territorial dispossession.

Here, we offer just a few emancipatory experiences and specific social projects
drawn from different peoples of the Earth, but there are many other examples,
as the Zapatistas in México, the South Asian communities elucidated by
James C. Scott,24 or the experiences in India, analysed by Ramnath.25 What
is important to underline here is that Indigenous peoples recently emerged as
social political actors against Capitalism and dispossession from land and
territories. Their struggles are based on the continuity of life on Earth, counter-
acting the Anthropocene by thought and practice in libertarian and diverse
cultural ways, reproducing a pluriverse26 – instead of the Modern Western
notion of a universe – as a sole and unique world to be shared. One planet
full of a pluriverse of worlds (worldviews and world lives) reveals these other
geographies. In fact, libertarian social movements contradict the same idea of
the Anthropocene. Besides that these political actors live in the most diverse
biocultural areas of the planet, and acknowledging that they are, in their
resistance, halting the perverse processes that are facing us globally, this new
geological era is deepening the chances of life extinction on Earth at the
hands of only a few transnational corporations and millionaires. This indicates
that the other libertarian geographies and their moulded landscapes and terri-
tories are not biocultural hotspots, but ‘coldspots’ reducing fever on our planet.
Instead of the notion of the Anthropocene, we are living the Capitalocene,27

or in one-world thinking,28 or the Anthropos-non-seen in the one-world
thought/praxis.29 Simplifying one-world thinking reduces the resistance
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dialogue among libertarian pluriversal experience. One (sick) planet embra-
cing many worlds helps those looking to counteract the Western notion of
Anthropocene.

Critical dialogues among the variety of anarchisms

Libertarian ideas as ‘concrete pluriversality’

To begin any real dialogue, there is a need to explore deep within us to con-
struct a critical perspective that combines our own and the other ideas. In this
vein, we find illustrative reflections from Ramnath,30 who proclaims that

we could locate the Western anarchist tradition as one contextually spe-
cific manifestation among a larger – indeed global – tradition of anti-
authoritarian, egalitarian thought/praxis, of a universal human urge
toward emancipation, which also occurs in many other forms in many
other contexts. Something else is then the reference point for us, instead
of us being the reference point for everything else. This is a deeply
decolonising move.

This change in the reference point invites us to reflect on the definition of a
social movement as being an anarchist one, or how we critically assess social
movements from only one perspective. We consider it necessary to thoroughly
explore modernity as a contradictory process and leave behind those aspects
contrary to liberty and equality. We have suggested that anarchism represents
an alternative to modernity, but if we really want to integrate pluriversal
aspirations with concrete praxis, we should transcend the idea that there is only
one or a unique point of reference (a one-world view). We advocate then, that in
this planet exist a wide variety of worlds, and some of them are sustained by
libertarian experiences that are irrigated by some principles shared with Western
anarchism. Following Ramnath, we contend that anarchism should be con-
sidered as ‘one derivation or subset’ of a broader tendency, or as an interesting
image that she offers when saying that: anarchism is part of ‘the Liberty Tree’
being ‘a great banya, whose branches cross and weave, touching earth in
many places to form a horizontal, interconnected grove of new trunks’.31

In the contemporary crisis we are facing – that is, in the Anthropocene (or
Capitalocene, as we acknowledge) – it becomes necessary to move towards
other ontologies, or other experiences of being on Earth. Thus, we could
recognise many libertarian ontologies, but as one of the main aspects that we
have found some indigenous local movements to miss, a global identity is a
critical and strategic element of this. However, this planetary ignorance is
now being strongly reversed by global political movements such as Vía Cam-
pesina, as just one of the many contemporary examples in resistance that are
now looking to the global and not just the local as a space of struggle to
overcome the so-called Anthropocene.32
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Synergies, discrepancies and critical solidarity

Our proposal for an inclusive theoretical framework that recognises the plur-
iverse of worlds and anarchisms draws in the principles we mentioned in the two
previous sections. The main idea is to construct a new ‘us’, less incomplete
and less ignorant. But for this we need to recognise that every worldview is an
incomplete one, as our perspective is ignorant of many aspects of the experi-
ence of life (incompleteness). We recognise some parallel or analogous issues
between the views we present, such as the maintenance and enrichment of
diversity and spontaneity in interactions with non-humans, and also in the
search of liberty, self-determination or self-sufficiency as part of autonomous
and anti-colonial struggles. The relation and conception of nature is another
intriguing issue because, on the one hand, indigenous perspectives tend to
converge on a rejection of private propriety, market and power, and also in
rejection of modern dichotomies (such as the nature/culture divide), allowing
a more integrated view of human experience.33 This coincides with the anarchist
perspective since, for example, ‘Reclus’s view of humanity’s place in nature is
dialectical, critically holistic, and developmental. In a sense, it might be called
an ‘emergence’ theory, if it is understood that for him humanity is emerging
within nature rather than ‘out of it’.34 Additionally, an integrative viewpoint
was clear as he recognised that ‘just as in society unity is achieved through
recognition of diversity, in nature a unifying harmony is attained through
diverse often discordant elements’.35

All of these aspects have an imprint on spatial organisation and on envir-
onmental management, so we consider it relevant that the most diverse and
heathiest landscapes are many of those produced, managed and shaped by
indigenous peoples and small scale farmers of the world.36

As we mention at the beginning of this chapter, we notice that there have
been some disruptive experiences between anarchists and indigenous move-
ments that have led to contentious misunderstandings. It seems that there is a
belief in a ‘superior’ form of anarchism (read Western) and as a consequence
some experiences indicate that there is an urge to impose ‘anarchistic’ pro-
grammes as ‘better’ ways to liberate peoples. All of these are criticised, for
example, by Aragorn!37, whose main interest is an anarchism that transgresses
its European legacy; a non-European anarchism as he calls it. For example,
he argues that

Anarchist criticism is generally more repetitive than it is inspired or
influential. Criticism helps us understand the difference between illusion
and reality. But the form that anarchist criticism has taken about events
in the world is more useful in shaping an understanding of what real
anarchists believe than what the world is.38

For him ‘an indigenous anarchism is an anarchism of place’,39 and ‘a category
should exist for every self-determined group of people to form their own
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interpretation of a non-European anarchism (…) [So] it could be carried more
“anarchistically” than when safe-guarded by the current group of Cosmopolitan
materialists’.40 For him, some libertarian principles are very valuable, but he
finds the European legacy as a heavy burden that leads to a colonising mode
of thought.

Because of this, it becomes clear that the very idea is not to impose external
experiences, thus the first step is to talk less and do more listening/doing. We
find that the principles of the Western anarchist tradition should consider
other worldviews not only valid and contemporary, but necessities for the
general wellbeing and it should be open to other ontologies for the sake of
diversity/equality/difference.

A dialogue should be based on hearing-and-learning/doing from these
other experiences so stronger and more global social networks and organisations
could be constructed, more than trying to define if particular movements are
really anarchistic. Decentering our views and our points of reference would
make possible a planet shaped by many worlds, a pluriverse based on social
projects of ‘non-domination […] and unity-in-diversity in the self-realisation
of the whole’.41 Even so, we find that in some indigenous movements there is
also a lack of a wider perspective, such as global identity and unity, and this is
where anarchism could contribute strongly to fertilise all those movements.

Some questions arose from the issues analysed before, particularly related
to the idea of the Anthropocene and the actual modern civilisation crisis. If
there are ‘Other’ geographies, which respond to alternative forms of relations
with nature, is there only one Anthropocene or are there many? If that is so,
each one expresses a different speed of transformation or even shows different
directions, or different intentions in transforming the face of the Earth, or
radically halting the hegemonic one. Thus, we argue that there is no unique
way to overcome Anthropocene, but we can draw from alternative rationalities
rooted in concrete spatial and temporal cultural contexts. Moving to other
ontologies, promoting decentralisation, confederation, diversity and sponta-
neity could be a possible way to overcome environmental degradation at the
local level with a global conscience.

Conclusion

In this chapter we contrast the Western anarchist tradition with the other
non-Western perspectives, such as the Chatino perspectives that until recently
were distant perspectives and were (and are) distant to each other and without
a fertile dialogue among them. Even so, we suggest that many of these per-
spectives/projects share similar principles, despite being grounded in dissimilar
worldviews and life worlds; thus, above all we need to identify possibilities for
generating synergies on the premise that in the contemporary moment it is
critical to open up our worldview, to hear more and learn from other experi-
ences as a counteraction to current dispossession and also to at least halt the
speed and timing of the capitalist Anthropocene.
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In the spirit of convergence and dialogue, we find the perspective of post-
anarchism compelling, in which a critique of epistemological and ontological
essentialism has been undertaken, abandoning uncritical engagements with
science.42 We consider fundamental this openness to ‘Other’ experiences, so in
particular the ‘Other’ geographies have an equal place in the construction of
alternatives.

We would like to conclude by highlighting some words from a dialogue
between the Subcomandante Marcos and Antonio, an old indigenous intel-
lectual with whom he shared experience and knowledge. In one of their many
encounters, Antonio told Marcos his ideas about the good dreams and the
bad ones. Among other things, he said: ‘the world in which we live now is not
of our own dream, it is other people’s dream; but, there are some really good
dreams that we forgot until we began to make them true’. And this elder
continued, saying

that there were times when we dream about liberty, and in the meantime,
we dream about the ‘Other’, and then we spoke to her/him finding out
that there was not fear in our words, nor fear in our hearing. In our
dream we could be standing side by side with the one that was different
from us and without having any trouble at all. Thus we could acknowl-
edge that each of us could be what she/he is, what we are, without any
confrontation, without any clash, without anyone who would either rule
us or make us obey them.43

For this dream to become real, what we need is to surpass dichotomies
between resistant ways of acting or thinking about the world, and overcome
ignorance and incompleteness of the many libertarian ways that humans have
historically and culturally shaped, including the ‘Other’ geographies, their
alternative landscapes and integral territories.

In Mexico and in Latin America indigenous movements and indigenous
ontologies represent some of the most lively alternatives but have received
little attention from geography and their spatiotemporal proposals have been
cast aside, even in so-called critical geography. We live in a critical moment
that urges a critical understanding and dialogue with these alternative worlds.
More than finding solutions through our pre-conceived perspective, we need
to focus on constructing problems for concrete contexts and situations within
communities.

Notes
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5 Breitbart, Geografía y anarquismo, 30.
6 Clark and Martin, Anarchy, Geography, Modernity: Selected Writings of Elisée

Reclus, 17.
7 Breitbart, Geografía y anarquismo, 14.
8 Clark and Martin, Anarchy, Geography, Modernity, 29.
9 Springer, The Anarchist Roots of Geography: Toward Spatial Emancipation, 160.
10 Breitbart, Geografía y anarquismo, 12.
11 Knapp et al., Revolution in Rojava: Democratic Autonomy and Women’s Liberation

in Syrian Kurdistan.
12 Springer, The Anarchist Roots, 10.
13 De Cleyre, ‘Anarchism’.
14 De Cleyre, ‘Anarchism’.
15 Ramnath, Decolonizing Anarchism: An Antiauthoritarian History of India’s Lib-

eration Struggle; Aragorn!, ‘Locating Indigenous Anarchism’; ‘A Non-European
Anarchism’ and ‘Toward a Non-European Anarchism or Why a Movement is the
Last Thing that People of Color Need’, among others.

16 Ramnath, Decolonizing Anarchism, 12.
17 See, Barrera-Bassols and Floriani, Saberes, paisagens, e territórios rurais da

America Latina; Toledo and Barrera-Bassols, La memoria biocultural. La impor-
tancia ecológica de las sabidurías tradicionales; Martínez Luna, Eso que llaman
comunalidad; Escobar, Sentipensar con la tierra. Nuevas lecturas sobre desarrollo,
territorio y diferencia; de la Cadena, ‘Indigenous Cosmopolitics in the Andes:
Conceptual Reflections beyond “Politics”; and Blaser, Storytelling Globalization
from the Chaco and Beyond.

18 Martínez, ‘Comunalizar la vida toda’.
19 Barrera, Ontología del paisaje Chatino: el caso de la región de San Juan Lachao,

Oaxaca.
20 Cruz, ‘Evitemos que nuestro futuro se nos escape de las ma\nos’, 23–24.
21 Cruz, ‘Evitemos que nuestro futuro’, 33.
22 Torúa, El magonismo en Sonora (1906–1908). Historia de una persecución, 78.
23 Torúa, El magonismo en Sonora, 79.
24 Scott, The Art of Not Being Governed: An Anarchist History of Upland Southeast Asia.
25 Ramnath, Decolonizing Anarchism.
26 Blaser, Storytelling Globalization.
27 Soper, ‘Capitalocene’. Capitalocene refers to the fact that the Anthropocene, the

human footprints in this particular epoch are imprints by the capitalist system.
That is, not all humans have the same influence and pressure as those who have the
political and economic power.

28 Law, ‘What’s Wrong with a One-world World?’
29 Blaser et al., ‘The Anthropocene and the One-world (or the Anthropos-not-seen)’.

The idea of ‘Anthropos-non-seen’ fundamentally denounces the preclusion of
‘Other’ and possible worlds, as well as the ‘Other’ geographies, challenging the idea
that all humans generate the same effects on Earth and points to the differentiation
of those who concentrate power and have the means to impact severely on terrestrial
systems.
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